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Preface
Eir

8

The need for federal priigrams to assist persons who are at a
disadvantage in the labor market was recognized early in the 1960s with
the passage of the Manpower Development and Training Act (mcirA). A
score of categofical programs, all designed to deal with the problemsof
the disadvantaged, was launched during the decade, each with its own -

protective statute and institutions. By 1973, the federal government was
spending over S2 billion a yegr on employment and training programs,
most of them administered directly by federal officials. In that year the
Comprehensive Employinent and Training Act (cErA) changed, in a very
fundamental way, responsibility for employmeptansitraining piograms

' and the status of the categorical programs. Control was entrusted to state
and local officials; most separate, categorical programs were eliminated
as independent entities.

The act's passage was widely acclaimed. Department of Labor
officials, frustrated by-a" maze of uncoordinated programs, welcomed the
decategorization of overlapping progfams as a major reform-1VA
promised to bring order into the manpower system. The Nixon
Administration, philosophically-cOmmitted to decentralization, saw cerA
as constraining the federal role and placing greater control at the grass
roots. Local elected officials,. who for a decade had been pasfive
observers of the manpower scene, embraced the opportunity to
incorporate employment aycl, training programs into the structure of
local government. Dectntrayzation, it was assumed, would enable them
to establish control over-local manpower programs; decategorization

fir
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would permit the flexibility necessary to put together combinations of-
progra ms most responsive to Ickal needs.

To test the extent to which these expectations have been realized and
to assess the economic, social, and political impact of ('ETA, the National
Research Council established the Committee on 5valuatton of Employ-
ment and Training Programs in 1974.

The evaluation study of the Committee was conducted in two phases.
The first. completed in 1976. dealt mainly with the implementation and
operation of CETA in its first year. The focus was on CETA programs
dealing With the problems of structural unemployment (Title I), with
particular attention to changes in methods of allocating resources,
plarming, types of manpower programs, systems for delivering services,
and the types of people served. Three reports were produced; The
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act: Impact on People, Places
and Programs. a volume of case studies. Transition to Decentralized
Manpower Programs; and The Comprehensive Employment and Tramini
Act. Abstracts of Selected Studtes.

The second phase of the stud; was a follow-up on the subsequent
year's experiences under cETA. Soon after its enactment, cETA was
engulfed by a recession. In responle, a new title designed as a
countercyclical measure was added. Title VI added A newpublic service
employment_program and radically changed the nature and objectives of
cETA. In order to explore the issues and effects associated with this public
service employment title, the original study design was broadened and
the project extended.

This volume, the final report of the study, examines the differences
between CETA Title I programs and their predecessors and compares
legislative goals with results. It also examines theimpact of public service
erhployment programs on the structurally oriented programs 'of Title I
and the degree to which the primary objective of Title'Vl creation of
new jobsis achieved.

The last chapter incdrporates the recommendations of the Committee
on Evaluation of Employment and Training Programs. These proposals
should be useful in suggesting legislative initiatives, developing Depart-
ment of Labor policy, and improving local operations.

As this report is issued, Congress is donsidenng bills to reauthorize
CETA and extend.it for 4 years, to September 1982. The reauthonzation
bills in the House and Senate differ ni some respects but have these
features in common: the targeting of most programs to persons in low.
income families who meet unemployment eligibility, criteria; a continu-
ing public service employment program; limitation ,on the duration of
partkcipation in any ('ETA program; limitation on sppplementation of

I t
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wages above the limits set for public service employment, incorporation ,

of new youth programs, including the Young Adult Conservation Corps, ,

a separate title to encourage private sector initiatives, and simplification
of the grant application process.

, The information for the study, was obtained from 28 pnme sponsors,
the designated units of gosernment responsible or CE;TA prog,railts. The
study covers the range of (ETA programs adnu tered by local officials,
but not those administered directly by the national ce of tern, such as
the Jobs Corps (Title .IV) or special programs for Inds s ancrmigrants.
The sample of 28 pnme sponsors, stratified by type of spo r (6 cities, 9
counties, 9 consortia, and 4 states) and-by vanations in Poo3flle4ton and,
degree of unemployment, was drawn from the universe of moretban 400
prime sponsors. In each of the 28 siths, resident field-research associates
interviewed key officials, as well as otber know ledgedile persons. The
information they collected was supplemented by data from theinational
reporting system of the Employ nient and Training Administration of the
Department of Labor and by other sources.
,This study is part of the program of the Assembly of Behavioral and

Social Sciences of the National Research Cobncil. William Nifirengoff,
who originated the projectv *as the study director. He was assisted by
Lester Rindler, senior researdi associate. Dr. Claire Ver Lipsman, on loan'
from the Department of Labor, made an invaluable contribution to the
design of theitiond phase of the survey and to the analysis and drafting
of chapters dealing with manpower planning, Title I programs, delivery
of services, and public service employment, as well as in -formulating
recommendations for consideration by the Committee. The Committee
is indebted to the resident field-research associates, whose diligence and
expertise made this study possible. Bernard Offerman and Robert Ferrar,
assistant prokessOrs, Department of Managemcni and Labor, Cleveland
State University. contributed to the reports for the Cleveland and Lor in
areas, respectively. The Committee is especially grateful to the p me
sponsors and local respondents who patiently responded to le gthy
questionnaires and tovided statistical information above and beyond
normal reporting reqwrements. Research assistance for the project was
provided by Richard C. Piper and Scott S. Seablom. Mark Kendall vas a
consultant for the econometric model in the public service employment
chapter. Phyllis Groom McCreary was the editor, Marian)). Miller,
Rose Gunn, Diane Goldman, and Ingnd C. Larsen furnished the support
services. -

° I am grateful to the. members of the Committee on Evaluation of
Employment and Training Programs, who provided advice and guidance
throughout the project and reviewed a succession of drafts of this report.
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This study was prepared ,ter a grant from the Ford Foundation.
.e. Supplementary funding Was provided by the Department of Labor.

.Robert Schrank of the Ford Foundation contnbuted to the formulation
of the study objectives andlo the case study design. Stanley Brezenoff,
also ctf the Ford Foundation, has been a constant source of encourage- ..

. . men t and support. The authors wish to acknowledge the cooperation of
the many persons in the national and regional offices of the Employment
and Training Admtnitration who provided data and commented on the
drafts of the staff report and of Howard Rosen, Director, Office of
Risearch and Development, and Seymour Bfandwein. Director, Office

. of Program Evaluation for helpful technical advice and ensouragement.

PHILIP .t. RyTLEDOE, Chairman
Conimittee on Evaluation of
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BACKGROUND
. .

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of1973' can be

viewed against the backdrop of ehanges in manpower policy over several
decades. There has been growing acceptance of go% ernment intervention
in the processes of the labor market to minimize dislocations and to
protect individuals from hazards over which they have little control.
Legislation to set up a network 4 publec employment sleets to estIblish
minimum standards of wag lid hours of work. and to provide inr.ome
support dunng penods of joblessness date back to the 1930s. federal
subsidies for vocational education to help prepare youth for the job
market were authorized even earlier.- The_Employment Act of 1946.

which acknowledged federal responsibility to prorroite maximum
employment, is landmark legislation.

In the 1960s manpower,policy entered.a new phase. Emphasis was on
developmentof human resources: equal opportunity for nurionty groups
an' others who faced special barriers to employment. and the
e :nation of poverty. There was recognition that. even in periods of

rapid economic growth, there are persons who. because of inadequate
education. lack of skills. or structural impediments in the labor market,
have a particularly hal:crime in entering and competing in the labor
market. -, s.
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'See page 4 fora summary of the act ,
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/ CETA MANPOWER PROGRAMs UNDER LOCAL CONTROL

he spec design of manpower program s'has. from the beginning,
dshape8 by the prevailing economic, social, and political climate. In

t 1960s, the climate was conducive to manpower programs focused on
he problems of those most in need of assistance in obtaining

employinent. The disadvantaged were "discovered", the civil rights
movement was at a peak: the administration was committed to a "war
on poverty"; and the economy was in a position to absorb additional
workers, even those at the margin of the labor market.

In this propitious setting, a host of manpower programs for special
groups and places was initiated. The primary legislative vehicles were the
Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 and the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964. Their major components were work expenence
for disadvantaged youth and ski'I training for adults. Smaller programs
were designed for older workers andother special groupi and for inner.
cities. These programs were designed and controlled at the federal level,
and operated locally by the employment services, vocational education
agencies, and vanous community organizations that were usually outside
the local governmental unit. ..

Dissatisfaction with the tangle of separate programs that evolved, plus
the dnve of the Nixon Administration towards decentralization of
federal programs. laid the foundation for a basic reform of tho' nation's
manpower system.

In December 1973, after several years of legislative gestation, the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (um) was passed.
Program control shifted from the leder level to more than 400 state and
l'ocal units ofgovernment, and pro ms lost their separate identities and
funding. These changes were expActed to permit greater flexibility in
fashioning programs lo local circumstances. This reform of the
manpower system appealed to pragmatic administrators seeking a more
rational way, to conduct employment and training activities, to those
attracted by the features of grass roots participation, and to those
committed to a reduction of the ficl'eral role.

The 1970s were marked by sluggish economic growth and diminished
social activism. The number of people seeking help as a result of the
recession increased sharply as job opportunities grew more scarce. Rising
unemployment stimulated interest in job creation piograms that had

. been dormant since, the 1930s And changed the size, objectives, and
designs of manpbwer programs. The Emergency Employment Act of.
1971. known as PEP, authbrized $2.25 billion over a 2-year penca to
employ jobless persons in essential public" service activities. By 1973,
when FETA was enacted, the economy had improved significantly except
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in lingerinepocketrof high unemployment. These were addressed by,a
modest public service employment program under Title II of (ETA.
Before this program could be fairly unshed. howeverunemployment
rose precipitously. and in late 1974 ngress passed the 'Emergency Jobs
and Unemployment Assistance ct. addirig a new public service
employment component-aide VI) to ( ETA and authdrizing $2.5 billion
for it for I year. .

As the recession persisted. th Title VI public service -employment
program grew and soon oversha owed the Title I programs. which' were
designed to deal essentially vii persons at a disadvantage in seeking
employment In 1976. Con ess extended Title VI and in 19,77

authorized it,1 expansion from 00.000 to 600.000 jobs. By 1978. Tides II
and VI. the public serckce mploy ment programs. accounted for 58
percent of the( ETA appro iation. comparea with 34 percent. in 1975.
( F.r4 was now addressing two major dysfunctions of the labor market
structural and cyclical. i

CETA OBJECT1V

The major objective of ( i rA is to provide training and improve
employment opportunities for the economically disadvantaged and for
the unemployed and underemployed. The means fur accomplishing this
end:the strategic objective. is to plate the administration of manpower
programs with kcal' authorities and permit them to select programs
appropriate to their needs.

,z,

s-

STRATP.0( .0111h( TINTS
in

The first and central strategic objective of,..( E.T.A. decentralization, has

been achieved. Now. for the first time. manpower programs i each
community are built into the kcal government structures under the
authority of elected officials But the shift from federal to local control
oettfley without abdication of federal oversight responsibilities and the
degree of federal presence continues to be a controversial issue.
Although 90 percent of the fiscal 1978 ( ETA funds are in programs under
local control. there are increasing federal constraints on programs arising
o attfnew-4egislation and from emphasis on Department of Labor
accountability that limits local autonomy. Moreover, after the Nixon
Admmistratio there was less of an ideological commitment to
det trail on,
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4 CETA. MANPOWER PROGRAMS UNDER LOCAL CONTROL

SUMMARY OF THE COMPREHENSIVE
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT (CETA)

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 IPL 91203), as
amended by the Emergency Jobs and Unemployment Assistarice Act of 1974
(PL 93-5671, by the Emergency Jobs Programs Extension Act of 1976 (Pk 94-
444), by the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act Amendments of
1977 IPL 95-44), end by the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects
Act of 1977 (PL 9593), has eight titles

Tole I authorizes comprehensive Manpower services for the unemployed,
underemployed, and economically disidvantaged. Programs are administered
by prime sponsors,phsch are cities and counties of 100,000 or more and

rtia The state government is prime sponsor for the balance of state.
Funds are allocated according to each area's prior year's apportionment, num-

ber of unemployed, and adulu in low-income families. Prime sponsors must
submit an acceptable plan to the Secretary of Labor, prepared in consultation
with local advisory councils. A state manpower services council reviews local
plans and arranges for the cooperation of state agencies,

Tole II provides funds to prune sponsors and Indian reservations to hire
the unemployed in areas 9f substantial unemployment for public service lobs.
Funds are allotted on the basis of the number of unemplOyed.,

Tole III provides for nationally administered programs for Indians, migrant
and seasonal farm wprkips, youth, and other groups that are in particular need
of such, services This title also gives the Secretary of Labor responsibility for
research, evaluation, experimental and demonstration projects, labor market
information, and job banks.

Title IV authorizes the Department of Labor to operate the Job Corps,
residential training centers for disadvantaged young men and *omen.

Tale V establishes a National Commission for Manpower Policy to identify
goals. evaluate manpower develoOmint Programs, acid melee recommendations
to the President and to Congress. (The Emergency Jobs Programs Extension
Act of 1976 establishes a separate National Commission on Employment and
Unemployment Statistics.)

Tale VI authorizes public service jobs for the unemployed. Funds are
allocated to prime sponsors and Indian tribes, based on the number of unem-
ployed, the unemployed in excess of a 4.5 percent rate, and the unemployed
in areas of substantial unemployMent. Under 1976 amendments, funds for
the expanded Title VI program are in new short-duration projects and most
new participants must be long-term, low-income unemployed or welfare
recipients.

Title VII contains provisions applicable to all programs such as prohibitions
against discrimination end political activity.

Tole VIII establishes a Young Adult Conservation Corps tpcs rry out
projects on public lands.

1 0



Overview 5

CETA's second strategic objective was to discontinue 17 separate and
independent programs to give prime sponsors the flexibility to put
ittogether a mix of manpower serve es suitable to their localities. However.
in response,to new developments. Congress added new categories of
sere ice. Categortcal programs, which amounilbd to mole than one-half of
all (ETA resources in 1975, accounted for three - fourths of appropriations
in 1978. Indeed, all of the program titles in CETA. except Title I. authorize
Categoncal programs. Proposals now before Congress would continue
the trend to "address discrete problems with specifically targeted
programs. As federal programs expand in response to the needs of
particular groups, their purposes are, more narrowly defined. the
condKons are increased, the federal presence is extended, a'nd the scope
of state and local discretion diminished. Under the impact of these
developments, CETA has become a "hybnd" program: not entirely
dece tralized, nor completely decategorized.

T e area number of subsidiary objects es that Congress sought to
achi through the manpower -reform. improving the system for
allocating resources, elirninatmeduplication and fragmentation in the
delivery of manpower serb ices. assuring that service deliverers of proven
ability are gr:en consideration by loCal sponsors. and providing for.wider,
consultation in planning for manpower services.

PROGRAM OBJECTivES

CETA has two major program objectives. The original legislation
continued the structural objectives of earlier manpower programsso
improve. through remedial training and employment strategies, the
employability of persons lacking knowledge. preparation, and connec-
tions with the world of work and to expand employment opportunities in
areas of chronic and substantial unemployment. Amendments added _a
countercychcal objective .creation of temporary jobs in the public
sector to counter rising unemployment

Meeting Structural Objectives

The extent to which the structural objectives of (ETA are met depends
upon who is served. the services they' receive, and the outcomes of these
services. The onginal act expressed concern' fof the poor, youth.
minorities, older workers, migrant farm workers. Indians. and others
who are at- a disadvantage.pi the labor market. However. the specific
eligibility requirements of (ETA were much broader. Not only were the
disadvantaged eligible, but also the unemployed and underemployed
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generally. Mortotr. rising joblessness the 1970s expanded the
constituency of regular manpower programs to include persons not
ordinarily rn need of manpower services. In the first 2 years of CETA, the
combined effect of these cond,itfonsl enlarged ,the pool of program
applicants. and Title I enrollees were older, Ilene' educated, and less
disadvantaged than their piedecessors itlunilaiiie-cm programs.

The assumption that employ inent and training programs will assist in
the development of-human capital is still the fundamental premise of the
structurally oriented programs +1 Title 1. In the main, the natare of the
services provided under Title I is much the same as before cm. Local
sponsors hate not used their newly acquired fleitibility to undertake
radically different programs. Decentralization and decategonzation do=tir not necessarily produce abrupt changes1'rom past patterns, especially if
the sponsor is'unfamiliar with manpower issues and programs. There has
been, however, a relative movement away from prepaation for
economic self-sufficiency toward subsidized jobs. Relative expenditures
for the maj5rp. Title I development programs, classroom and on-the-job
training, declined between 1974 and 1976, while the proportion of
expenditures for work experience and other income-Inajn.tenance
programs rose. Some increase in skill-training programs occurred in
1977 The shift towards income maintenance reflected the softening of
the economy during these years and sponsors' uncertainty of the
usefulness of skill training m a loose labor market. Even where classroom
training is prevalent, local sponsors seem to opt for low-cost, short-

'duration courses: ib

The National Research Council (NRC) study limited its examination of
the outcomes of CETA programs to the, extent to which participants
obtained unsubsidized employment. Placement outcomes, the ratios of
persons who entVjobs to those who terminate from CETA, are lower than
before cciA for similar programs, while the annual per person costs of
Titles I and VI are in line with the pre-am costs. The ratio of people
who entered employment from adult- oriented Title I programs was 42
percent in 1976, that is, for every 100 who terminated, 42 were ither
placed in jobs or obtained jobt on their own. The pre-cm 1974 esti 3sate
for, Compifrable programs was 57 percent The placement record for t
CETA public service jobs pr9grams is also lower than that of the earlier

',PEP program. Placement 'rates for. both Title I and public Service
employment rose in 1977, but were still below rates for corresponding
pre-cm priyams. The dilemma of manpower policy is 14 seemingly
paradoxicalphasis on job placement, while it urges the enrollment of .

'he least employable.
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Meeting Countercychcal Objectives

Central to the countercyclical objective or CLIA is the creation of public
service jobs in addition to what state and local governments would fund

. in the absence of federal support. Units of government are required to
maintain their regular level of effort and may not substitute federal for
state and local funds. Hokiver. local officials, especially those struggling
With fiscal cnses, tend to view federal funds as a source of fiscal relief,
and sitbstition has been a thorny issue.

This study estimates that the direct job creation effect of c ETA's public
servile employment (PSE) programs in the public sector averaged about
65 percent between mid-1974 and the end of 1976. That is, out of every
100 positions funded. 65 would not otherwise pave existed. (These
estimates apply to the period pnor to the 1976 amendments to Title VI
that attempted to restnct substitution.) Moreolig, c ETA salanes gwierate
additional jobs in the economy through the inMectemultiphei effect. No
attempt has been made to estimate the job creation rate of positions
allocated to nonprofit organizations, but it is presumed to be greater. than
the rate achieved in the public sector.

To hard :pressed officials. all dollars, whatever their program labels,
are green. and the difficulties of tracking federal dollars through the
mazes of local budget prckesses make substitution difficult to idenWy.
measure. and control. When Congress extended and expanded Title VI
in 1976, it also attempted to deal with substitution. The Emergency Jobs
Programs Extension Act (LJPE.A) required that all Title VI funds above
the amount necessary to sustain existing levels of Title VI' employment
be used to fund positions in short erm "projects': that are not to be part
of regular ongoing activities. They were ,lo be specific tasks conducted by
nonprofit community organizations or by pnme sponsors. The limited
duration of projects, their separation from regular government activities.
and the encouragement of PSE funding to nonprofit organizations were
all intended to constrain substitution. However, in the interests of rapid
implementation of the expanded PSE program, the original concept of a
project was diluted. It remains to be 'seen whether the pew provisions of
uPCA will reduce job seepage and whether useful public service jobs were
created as a result of this amendment.

Balancing Multiple Objectives

As CM evolved it became a bifurcated progratfio Titles I, III, and IV
were serving predominantly persons with structural handicaps, Titles II
and the job creation titles. were enrolling the job-ready unemployed,
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generally persons higher on the socioeconomic ladder. They were not
unlike those in the earlier PEP program, but considerably less disadvan-
taged than participants in Title 1. The existence of two types of programs
tended to divide CETA clientele into separate populations and reinforce
the distinction between them,. The programs were compartmentalized,

- and this discouraged both the transfer of manpower-training clients to
PSE programs jobs under Titles 11 and VI and the use o4 Title I resources
to tram PSE participants. The 1976 amenbments to Title VI (EJPEA).
which emphasized crealisng jobs for the long-term. low- income unem-
ployed. introduced a jhirri manpower 'design. one that embodies both
structural and countercyclical objectives. In effect. Title VI, intended as
an economic response to cyclical unemployment, was. because of social
considerations. enlisted to serve structural purposes as well. Early
indications are that the desired changes in clientele are occumng.

. The enactment of Title VI and its subseqtient expansion brought a
larie volume of dollars and jobs to pn me sponsor jurisdictions. And with
these came heightened.interest and attention of local elected officials in

. CETA, especially in the PSE prdgrams. In the face of the urgent and
politically attractive job ereatiOrn programs, the basic employability de-
velopinent programs of Title I. although larger than before, were tele-
gated to the back burner. ,

The two PSE programs had different objectives. Title II was enacted as
a continutig program targeted at selected areas expenencing substantial
and persistent unemployment. Title VI, on the other hand, was viewed as
a general countercychcal tool, directed to what was believed to be a
temporary downturn in the economy. It was authorized initially for 1
year and was applicable to all areas..Despite the iinginal differences
between Titles II and VI, they became virtually indistinguishable soon
after the programs were implemented. This was due in part to the nse in
the national unemployment rats that made almost all localities eligible
under Title II. -

SUMMING UP

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
1

IF On the whole. the study finds that CETA. in terms of, organization,
delivery of service. and local participation. is a more effective way of
handling the nation's employment and training programs than earlier
centralized and categorical arrangements. The expansion Of the PSE

W.
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program from a 30400. to a
been postible without the local

Resouices

9

700,00Q-job level in 1977 might not have
administrative mechanisms in place.

4

The allocation of,resources through formulas is a more predictable way,
of distributing funds than the, precETA 'methOds. However, some
refinements are necessary to target funds more precisely to people and
areas of greatest need and to measure thl untinployment and income of
areas more accurately.

Planning
. . . .

The process and substance of !ma. f plarining for. manpower progiams has
improped, although it o still largely a routine for obtaining funding. A
large majority of the local planning councils are passive. But a significant
number are quite active, and there is substantially mote local
participation in decision makipg than there.was in the precrrA period.

Administration

The administration of programs by local governments, after a shaky
start, is imploving. There is:closer, mapagement and accountability.
Local

the
are in abetter position to keep trac f program operations

than the relatively small number of Departmen Labor regional office
personnel operating froth distant locations: developments have
been accompanied by a substantial growth In the number of administra-
tive personnel among prime, ponsors. '

4

Delivery Systems

The trend towards the consolidation of systems to deliver manpower
services is noteworthy, aboiit half of the local prime sponsors studied
were taking steps to streamrine intake and plaiment operations for Title
I programs to avoid duplication.

PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDAT1ONS4

These achievements must be weighed againsi five major problems that
, impair the Wectiveness_ of CETA. These piobleno and proposals to

correct' them are srearizeci below. The full recommen5lations of the

4
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Committee on Evaluation, 'of Employment and Training Programs
appear in Chapter 10.

Chentek , ,

There has been a weakenrng of the commitment to the disadvantaged in
Title I programs. The principal .reasons for this change include. the
broader eligibility critena under ct-rA legisl,tion as compared with pre-
C'Erk requirements, the spread of resources into suburban areas with
lower proportions of disadvantaged persons. and the inclination of
program operators' to select applicants most !likely to succeed, The
proportion of disadvantaged persons in the Pa.programs (Titles II and
VI) has been niht5dcy-loweit than in the Title I programs to develop.
employability, lioweer, the ratio of disackantaged-liersons in Title VI .
has begun,to increase as a result of the tighter eligibility requirements in
the 1976 aniendmrts to Title VI. The Committee recommends that
eligibility tinder all titles be restricted to the low - income population (except
for some openings in public service- employment programs), allocation
formulas be revised to reflect the 'shift in eligibility, public service
erwilo,kment prograMs be redesigned to inqude a coothmieng program limited
to the economically disadvantaged, dnd prime. sponsors supervise the client
selection process more carefully.

Quality of Service ,

'The program emphasis of Title I has shifted fi.bm activities that enhance
human capital to those that basically provide income maintenance.
There are also serious questions about the quality of skill-training and
work - experience programs. Recent albris to conduct exenmental and
demonstration projects to improve thequality of skill-training and youth
programs are a step in the right diiection, but not endugh.. The
Committee recommends more thorough and systematic assessment of the
content and duration of training programs, experamentatton with enriched
work experience models, and closer links with the private sector int
developing pro rams that are relevant w the yob market. Combtnanons of
public service mploymem and skilltraining acpwlses Mould be encouraged

and mare res urces detoted to programs to enhance'employabihty under
Title I.

k
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Program Outc

There are vanous ways of evaluating the su s of a training and
employability prograrh. including increasing profs ency of skills and

enhancerient o ability to compete independentlyin the labor mtrket. In
the final analysis. however, the pnmary cnterion of success is the extent
to which edrolleee are able to obtain suitable long-term emplopient as a
result of their (ETA experience. The -Department of. Labor reporting
system does not provide informadon on the duration of employment.
However. placeme"...arrfa the percentage of terminees who find jobs
either throw e sponsor's efforts or on their own have been lower in
the fir,s , years of yETA than for comparable pre -CErA prOgrams. The
C9tfmittee recognt* the special difficulties of placement in a penod of

.high unemployment. There are, however, some steps that Congress and
program administrators can take to improve the opportunities rot
enrollees to obtain unsubsidized employinent. The Committee recom-
mends greater emphasis on job development and placement activities and
restoration by Congress of the placement objective in public service
employmenr programs.

Substitution

One of the major. hortcomings of the is program is the degree to which
`its job treat objective is subverted by the substitution of federal for
local fun s. Recent amendments 16 Title VI, hmitthg most newly hirf-d
participants to,..speciar projects, may tend to constrain substitution. The

, Committee recommends renewal of countercyclical revenue sharing to help
hard pressed communities maintain public sep.,.ces, limits participants'
tenure in rErA to 1 year, strengthening & auditing and monitoring
capabilities of the Department of Labor, and amending the definition of
projects to preclude activities that are incremental to regular ongoing
services.

Institutional -Networks

Relations between pnme sponsors and other government and nongov-
ernment agencies continue to be unsettled,. This is particularly true of the
association between the employment Service and pnme sponsors. In its
'desire to reform the fragmented manpower structure and reduce
duplication, Congress fashioned a federal local system that parallels in
several respects the .existing federal-state employment service network.
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s
The Committee recommends that studies be conducted of the roles and
performance of the Emplo.smen( Service and CETA systems, of the existing
relationships between them, and of the advantages and disadvantages tif
alterncitive coordination arrangements(

P.
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POLICY 'ISSI-ES :\:.

I ,
Several policy issues are evident m the (LTA program and, in one form or
another, touch its major problems. the relationship between national
polic and local practice, multi objectives, ambiguouslegislation. the
bala e among program compon 'tits, and the place of public services
emp yrnent in the overallslesign of manpower programs.

.0ne of the most persatqe issues is the degree to which local pnonties
and practices are consistent with national objectives. The issue is
apparent in the structural as well as the countercyclical components of
`CETA. In both there is divergence between the national emphasis upon
enrolling those most in need and the tendency of local program
operators to select participants likdly to succeed. In the public service
employment programs, national attention is nveted on creating jobs to
reduce unemployment, while some local officials view the federal funds
as an opportunity to support their regular local budgets or as a way to
avoid higher taxes. The congressional response .to situations in which
there are significant local departures from national policy has been to
legislate additional provisions that, in turn, limit the degree of local
autonomy. i .

..

Multiple objectives is another issue that permeates CETA operations
and generates organizational and programmaa problems. cut, has
become a program for all seasons, but in the pursuit of-one set of
objectives others are sacnficed, particularly if they appear competitive.
For example. emphasis on the job creation program of Title VI results in
a deemphasis of the employability development programs of Title I,
CETA staves for a high rate of job placement, yet encourages enrolling
those most difficult to place, many target groups are singled out for
consideration, but, in focusing on soma others are neglectedit is
unrealistic/Ai) expect prime sponsors to give simultaneous prionty to
veterans, women, the long-term unemployed, persons on unemployment
insiirgInce (Li) rolls, those not eligible for VI, and welfare recipients.

A third issue that significantly affects (ETA operations is the ambiguity
of the legislation. The political necessity for some ambivalence to ensure
the enactment- of legislation is understandable. Nevertheless, the
ambiguity of some (ETA provisions results in confusion and bureaucratic

3" /
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conflicts For example, "The line between prime sponsor and federal
authority is not clear. The Secretary of Labor is admonished hot to
"second guess the good faith judgment of the phme sponsor." but is also
directed "to adopt administrative procedures for looking behold the
certification of compl}ance including . . spot checking. . . . In
effect. the legislative history leaves a large gray area in which the reach of
the local authonties contends with the grasp of the federal establishment.

The intent of CETA IS also uncertain with respect" to thg choice of
agencies to provide manpower services. Acknowledging the primacy of
prime sponsors in a decentralized system. curA places with them the
responsibility for selectingsvgram deliverers However..pnme sponsors
are also told to make full the of existing institutions of demonstrated
effectiveness. Thus. having come down on both sides of the issue. the
legislation leaves it up to the program administrators to sort things out as
best they can. .

The balancing of CETA objectives and the allotation of resources
among CETA programs is another underlying issue The question arises in
several contexts How should manpower resources be allocated between
structural and countercyclical programs' Do the 1976 amendments to
Title VI bndge the structural and countercyclical objectives? Within the
structural component .of ( ETA. what proportion of funds should be
directed to activities that enhance human capital and what proportion
for programs that essentially provide income maintenance? . Ili

C ETA has demonstrated the effectiveness of public. service employment
as a temporary job creation program. but the tendency to substitute
federal for local resuurcis limits its usefulness in the long run. Congress
has taken several steps tv address this problem. At issue is whether those
measures - short-ter etts. increased use of nonproatorganizations
as employing agencie and enrollment of low-income personswill be
successful.

With respect to the wader issue of governmental strategies to counter
recessions. the quests n is how much reliance should be placed. on
creating jobs in the p blic sector compared with such alternatives as tax
incentives in the pn sector. extended unemployment insurance.
accelerated public wo s programs. stepped-up government purc4ases,
tax cuts. or monetary 96licies? What constitutes an appropnate policy
mix?

Beyond c ETA. dit is, considenng tholiuse of pubhc service
employ ment as a mail'', melt in welfare reform and full-employment
legislation. This raises sue s (As as the extent to which the public sectur
should be used to create jo . the limits of state and local governments'
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capability to absorb unemployed persons, tbidegree to which local'
governments have become dependent on federally fun* positions, and .
the consequences of subsequent withdrawal of these funds.'

These are policy issues that need to be resolved m the political process
leading to reauthorization of CE7A. The Committee favors the reauthonza
(ion of CETA ad hopes the findings of the study and recommendations in the
pages that folio% %ill provide a basis for discussion and decisions on some of
the issues.

=On October 27, 1978 i subsequent to the preparation of this report), the President
signed into last the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act Amendments
of 1978, which reauthoped ct.ra for 4 years and amended its provisions. The new
legislation reflects, in whole or in part. the mayor recommendations of this report
with respect to:

the establishment of a continuing PSE program for the structurally unemployed
and a separate contingency program for the cyclically unemployed.

closer prograntlinks with the private sector of the eccinomy.
constraining substitution by limiting the tenure of PSE participants and by

strengthentng the monitoring capabilities of the Depanment of Labor.
the enhancement of the employability development programs of cll.*.
the,addition of tratning component to PSI programs;
increased emphasis on the placement of CEra participants;

? the use of annual unemployment data to identify areas of substantial'
unemployment
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and Allocations
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The S8 billion appropriated for the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act -(curA) in fiscal 1977 and in fiscal 1978 was a new high in
Manpower funding. It -exceeded by far the amount for comparable
programs for the entire decade of the 1960s. Together with programs not
under crrA, obligations for manpower account for more than 2.5 percertt
of the federal budget. They are more than one-half of 1 percent of the
gross national product compared with .about 0.4 percent in. the years
immediately preceding CET A. The sharp rise in federal funds for
manpower over the years attests to the growing significance of
employment and training programs in the agenda of national priorities.

crrA replaced earlier manpower operations in which resources were
allocated to numerous uncoordinated categorical programs with a
system .of block grants conveyed directly to state and local units of
government prime sponsors:This system, it wqs anticipated, would
shift program control and management.from federal to local olficialsand
permit more flexible use of these resources to reflect local needs more

.:1' closely. Despite its name. ZETA has never been an entirely comprehensive
`t program. Other programs of the Department of Labor (Dot.)the Work

Incentive Program (vas), the Older Americans Act, and the largest of
11 them all, the employment security system.remain separate from crrA.
' I "fiscal 1976. less than 60 percent of federal outlays for manpower-
. r lated programs was accounted for by c E3A. Another significant change
1

i sttategy for distributing manpower resources is the allocation of funds
y formula rather than the less formal methods used before CEM.

15
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16 CETA. MANPOWER PROGRAMS UNDER LOCAL CONTROL

This chapter deals with issues related to the funding of manpower.
programs and how changes in patterns of resource allocations reflect
underlying manpower policies. The major questions discussed are.

1 Hotv do trends in the use of resources for employment and training
programs compare with other approaches to unemployment problems..
What are the implications for manpower policy?

2. To what extent does CETA represent a comprehensive manpower
program" Have there been changes in the emphasis on decategorizatton
and decentralization? To what extent does CETA represent the block
grant approach?

3 How has the use of formulas changed the distnbution patterns of
funds? What problems areassociated with the use of formulas and with
the use of discretionary; funds'? What are the measurement problems in
the CETA formulas?

4. I-lOw hasp the funding process affected the administration of
manpower pr

TRENDS IN MANPOWER FUNDS

Manpower funding patterns have, over the years, mirrored the
policymakers' perceptions of the role of employment and training"
programs in coping with economic and.social problems. The evebi
funding ha$:reflected the depth of the commitment to those programs
and the pnonty they received in the competition for the federal dollar.
The kinds of xpenditures have vaned with the changing economic and
social chmat .

hi the early 1960s, apprehension over t e expected effects of
automation 1e4 to the Manpower Developnient and Training Act
Novo. To implement this act, Congress authorized $70 million to
retrain workers whose occupations were expected to become obsolete.
The expected large-scale displacement of workers did not occur, but
manpower programs were soon enlisted in the war on poverty and were
redirected toward the employment and training problems of youth and
the disadvantaged. The passage of the Economic Opportunity Act (LoA)
of 1964 made greater resources available for manpower programs.

In the early 1960s, emphasis was almost entirely on classroom training.
Later in the decade, classroom training funds leveled of pink spending
for programs to provide youth with work expenence and income more
than doubled, as shown in the table below. The increase in level of
funding for youth had as much to do with "cooling the street" as
providing work expenence. On -the job training also rose sigtpflcantly as

'
,
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the Department of Labor made greater efforts to enlist the support and
cooperation df the private sector.

17

Expenditures for Selected Programs
(millions of dollars) 4

Type of Program I Y 1966 FY 1972 Percent Increase

,Classroom training (MDTA
institutional and Job Corps) 494 580 17

Onthc-job training A

OOP. JOBS. PSC) 20 291 1.355
Work experience for youth (NYC

ins;:hool. outofschool. summer) 241 494 105

Dunng the late 1960s, the unemployment rate was relatively low. The
concern of manpower programs was to intervene on behalf of those. in
the labor-force who had the most difficulty in getting or holding jobs
the poor. the uneducated, minorities, youth lacking expenence, and older
workers. Categoncal programs were. designed for vanous groups. Each
program had- its own rules of operations and funding sources. However, a,
the emphasis in each was on the supply side of the employment
problem how to help the individual adjust to the job market. In short,
manpower programs dunng the latit 1960s dealt mainly with the
employability problems of persons on the margins of 111$ labor market.,

The recession of 1970 and 1971,end the phasing down of hostilities in
Vietnam signaled a return to the high levels of unemployment of the
early 1960s. With the economic slump, attention shifted to the demand
side how could employment be expanded quickly? The passage of the
Emergency Employment Act (aA) in 1971 in response to this economic
development added a new dimension to manpower strategy. For the first
time since the Great Depiession, federal funds were used specifically as a
countercyclical measure to hire the unetnployed and underemployed
for temporary public service jobs. The EEA authorized expenditures of
$2 2.5 billion over 2 years. for employment and training

Aigrams belater to merged int (ETA rose to $2.8 billion in fiscal
973 and fell back to $2.3 billion in fiscal 1974, as aA was to be phased

( 4:00 . a

OuThe

EEA proved to be a useful precedent for the handling of manpower
ds under CETA- It demonstrated that formulas based on objective

criteria coul se to allot funds and that the channeling of

...

IA total of 5250 millionrswas appropriated for the, Emergency Employment At in June
1974 to permit an orderly transfer of BEA activities to CETA. ) ...

r

1
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TABLE I Appropriations to Depa' rtment Of Labor Employment and Training Programs, Fiscal 1974-1978
(millions of dollars)

r 1.

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

r Training Work
All DOL and Work Summer Other Incentive Older

Public Service Employment
Fiscal Manpower Experience Youth National Job Corps Program° American
Year Programs Total (Title 1) (Title 111) (Title III) (Title IV) Title II Title VI (WIN) Programs

1974 '2,526 2.266 10101/ 306C 180c 150 376 250d 250 10
1975 3,894 3,742 1,580 473 243 171 400 87S 140 12

.1,976e 6,227 5,741 1,580 528 268 140 1,6001 1,625 250 86
1977 8,5)4 8.053 1,880 595 11,6098 266 524 3,179 t 370 91

1978h 8,617 8,062 1.080 693 J88 417. 1.016 t 3,668 365, 190

SOURCE:Employment end Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor.
4Excludes funds for HEW child care. 1974, $90 million. 1975, $74 million. 1976, $150 million: 1977. $127 million
blHenpower programs comparable to those included under Title I.
e Excludes corryirteunds: *anima youth. $91 million: migratory (aim workers. $33 million. "' '
riErnergency Employment Act (PEP). r
° yransition quarter (July-September 1976) omitted.
'Includes supplemental of $1,200 million for Title Vi.
'Includes $233.3 malign for Tifle*VIII, Youth Conservation Corps.
irThe St .016 million for Title It and $3,668 million for Titl* VI forward funded with the fiscal 1977 supplemental.

1
ow
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.74 .
manpower funds directly to state and local governments was not only .
feasible but could result in effective management of local programs.

FUNDING UNDER, CETA

A basic objective ofCETA was to combine separate MDTA, LOA, and EEA

funding sources into block grants, transferring control and accountabili-
ty to local officials. Shortly after CETA was passed, the administration
requested S2 billion for its implementation in fiscal 1975 I0 percent less
than 1974 appropriations for comparable training, work expenence, and
public service employment programs. Congress, however, authorized
dose to S2.9 billion and later in the year increased the amount to $3.7
billion, when funds for Title VI (the Emergency Jobs and. Unemploy-
ment Assistance AO were added. CETA funds increased 2.5'times from
the base year of 1974 to 1977. Most of the gain was in public service
employment from $620 million authorized toward the end of fiscal
1974 to S3.7 billion in 1977 (see Table 1). 4

The initiatives in support of csik prior to 1977 wereere .taen by the
Congress rather than the executive branch and rejected congressional
concern over unacceptably high levels of unemployment_ The funding of
summer jobs for youth illustrates this concern. The initial budget
requests for fiscal 1975 and fiscal 1976 did not contain separate requests
for summer jobs, the administration intended that pnme sponsors
finance these programs out of their decategonzed Title I allotments.
Congress intervened in both years with separate appropnations.

President Carter's economic stimulus package restored' the executive
initiative.initiative. The amount requested and authonzed for fisial 1977 for CETA

was raised from S4.1 billion in the Ford budget to S8.1 When in the
Carter budget, and the same amount was appropriated for 197, (see

sisi;* Figure 1).

CHANGING EMPHASIS IN CETA

Changes in patterns of funding have significantly affected the original
decategonzed and decentraltied emphasis of criA. The vast additions
for the specialized programs for Titles II. III, and VI have significantly
increased its categ&ical nature. Title II, the only decatekorized
component, accounted for 42 percent of the CEIA appropnations in 1975
and 23 percent in 1977. The categorical thrust was sparked by the
recession and by the decision to launch a large-scale program directed at
the high level of unemployment. The decrease can be attributed to the
propensity of Congress and the administration to deal with problems by

. '4
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TABLE 2 Funds for National Programs. Title III, Fiscal 1974-1978
(millions of dollars) .

Title 111 Program
bligatea

I974'

Appropriations

FY 1975 lY 1976b FY 1977

Summer emploYment
for youth -459 473 528 595

Migrant farm workers 39 - 63 76 63
Indians . 12 e. 51 52 51 .
National pidifeets 40 83 , 94 1,445c

TOTAL 550 670 750 2,154

3

FY 1978

693
95
77

171

1.036

SOURCE Employment and Training Administration, U S. Department of Labor
gAmounts for comparaVe programs.
bEcludes transition quarter
(Includes Slobtflion for youth. $259 mdhon for Skill Tratning Improvement Program
(STIP), and $120 mdhon for HIRE (veterans)

. IOW" -

.
mandating special programs rather than relying on local authorities tu
tackle them. TI* enactment in 1977 of the administration's comprehen-
save youth program, including a new title for a Young Adult
Conservation Corps, has further categorized manpower programs.

TIiis decentralizing` thrust of 'ETA is diminishing to a lesser extent,
since some of the categorical program'; are managed locally. Though still

, largtly decentralized, the proportion of funds appropriated for programs
under local control declined from 93 percent in 1976 to 85 percent in

k 1977 as more resources were channeled into federally managed
programs. The major increase was due to 1977 supplemental, funds
requested by the Carter Administration for three nationally administered
programs. youth, skill improvement, and the hiring of Vietnam veterans
(see Table 2). It would appear that the,executive branch, under the

. Carter Administration, and the Congress are now less concerned with
the principle of local autonomy than with direct artrapid action on
what they perceive to be the major manpower .problems.

ir From their inception, manpower piro'ams ivere directed to the
'intractable structural problems that limited the ability of many to
participate effectively in the labor .market. Their chentels was the
disadvantaged, and the strategy calledfor a combination of programs to/ develop employability. CM embodied the same design. However, this

. was to change, for the smile reasons that other aspects ,of CEtA
changed deteriorating economic conditions, The public .ce ern-

.
..--
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2 7 CETA MANPOWER PROGRAMS UNDER LOCAL CONTROL

ploy ment program (Title VI) was added in the middle of (LTA's first fiscal
year. but even with this added countercyclical program, three-fourths of
all CETA funds were for structural programsemployability develop-,
rnent. work experience, training, and subsidized jobs in depressed areas.
As the recession intensified. however, more funds were added for Title
VI and the balance began to change, only SO percent of ;he fiscal 1976
funds was for structural programs.

With the 1977 supplemental appropriation came a renewed emphasis
on .structural objectives. Two deselopments moved the program in this
direction More funds were added to the programs direcjed at structural
problems: Titles I. 11, Ht. IV, and summer activities(for,youth. These
programs accounted for 60 percent of the (ETA resources that year.
Additiontrfunds wert alio added for Title VI. the counterreessionary
component of CETA. However. in expanding this job creation program.
Congress significantly modified its thrust. Limiting the use of the
addition*resources to the low-income. long-term unemployed gave the
program a structural complexion. Title NI 'now has bottcountercyclical
and structural objectives.2 If this trend continues. it is possible that (ETA
may return to its original emphasis on the structural problems of the
disadvantaged. The bill proposed by the administration for reauthonza-
non of ( VIA in.1978 would target c rTA almost exclusively to low-income
families

T,STRATEGIES FOR DEALING I UNEMPLOYMENT

Potential clients for manpower programs number in the millions, even in
the best of times The "universe of need" cEnsists of all 'those who need
training or other services the unemployed with special difficulties, the
underemployed, discouraged workers who have given up seeking jobs.

' and others not in the labor force who could become employed. During
recessions. their Tanks are.swellsd by the cyclically unemployed. If the
million or so discouraged workers had been coonted as unemPyed in
the fourth (quarter of 1976, the total number unemployed would have
aseraged 8.6 million instead of at6 million (see Figure 2). The number of
potential WA clients depends on the measures that are used. Some
estimates run as high as 20 million individuals in the course of a year. A
conservative estimate for planning purposes in AF present economic
setting is that there are 12 million people with employment and earnings
madecluacies. a large eroportion of whoni may need some kind of

c

Emergency Jobs Programs Extension At of 1976. PI, 94-444, October 1. 1976.
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unemployment.
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.
. . . ..

. 1

assistance in getting a decent job at which flitii..ca male a living.3
The question of what combination of,aiiiorks wou be most effective

in helping these 12 million people requirei,isse g the wits and
benefits of various alternatives, such as,. unemployment Insurnce (Li),
job creation, and manpbwer training and

0
emplo)ability development

. . , ,
'Su h. Leman an Robert Taggart, "Do Our StattsucaNiejsure the Real Labor Market ..
Hardships?," to Edwin D. Goldfield, ed.. ,4S,4 ProceedatskSpaal Statistics Section, 1976.
Put I. Washington) D.C.. Amman Statistical Associa4uo,`Aiigust 1276, Julius Shiskia,.
"Employment and Unemployment. The Dotithnut or die Idle,- Monthly labor Role*
99(2).3 -.10, February 1976. .



TABLE3 Trends in Unemployment, Expenditures for Manpower Programs, and Unemployment Insurance
fenefits, Foci' 1972-1977

Expenditures (millions of dbllars)'

Department of Labor
Annual Average UneMployment (thousands)

Comprehensive Tetporery State and Federal
Fiscal Unemployment le Weeks 27 Weeki Manpdwer Public Unemployment
Year Rate (percent) Total or Move Mole Assistance° SetViCeb insurance Benefits

#972 5 9 e` 4,991 1.234 380 1,592 567 7,088
1973 5 2 4,539 970 442 1,388 1,014 4,796

1974 S 0 . 4;149 809 327 1,454 605 5,489
1975 7.3 , 6,704 1,620 655 2,803 372 12,694
1976 8.1 7,743 2.615 1 ,4.72.' 3,158 1,887 18.218
1977 7 3 1,069 i3O.56 1,114 3,291 2,340 13,058

SOURCE: Computed from data from Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, and Office of Management and Budget.
°Excludes WIN, Older Americans; Includes CET A Ills 1, Il, III, and IV.
bEEX)jul CETA Title VI..

S, 45
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programs. Each has advantages and disadvantages in terms of effect on
employment. speed of implementation, effect on inflation, focusing on

, ..
those most in need, and net costs.4 a - ...

Each of these alternatives has expanded in response to the recession,
but not at the same rate Expenditures for unemployjnent insurance kept
pace with the.nse in extended joblessness between74 and 1976, while
increases in spending for employment an4 training programs lagged (Fe
Table 3).' Two, temporart programsfederal Supplemental Benefits
Ow, which increased the duration of benefits, and Special Unemploy-
ment Assistance (stA), Mutt extended to,,erage Were added.5 Unem-
ployment insurince has bo e the brunt of costs in easing the hardslip
of cyclical unemployment. 1976, more than three times as much was
spent for ut as for cm, s shown in the tablebelow. In fiscal 1977,
however, the relationship began to change. with higher expenditures for
employment and training and sharply lower 1.3 benefit payments as
unemployment edged downward. .

Percent Increase

FY 1974.
FY 1976

, FY 1974
FY 1977

UnemploYed.
Total 74 59
15 weeks or more 223 154
27 weeks or more 3S0 0 241

Outlays
Comprehensive manpower programs 1 l 7 126
Temporary public semce 212 287
Unemployment in;urance 232 138

41...S. Congress. G.Ingretsional Budget Office, Temporary measures to Stirmilate Employ
mem ,en Evaluation of Some 4herpauves, Prepared by Nancy S Barrett and George Idea,
Washington, D C. Conymbnal Budget Office, September 1975. U S. Congress,
Congressional budget Piave, Employment and Training Programs, Staff working paper
prepared by T. Wendell Butler and Richard Hobbit, wastuagioh. D.C_ Congressional
Budget Moe. May 1976. National Council oo Employment Pobcy, Reviving the Recovery

by Direct Job Creation, A policy statement by the National Council on Employment Pobey,
Washington. D.0 , December 14. 1976
The Federal Supplemental Benefits Program, enacted in December 1974, authorised

federal supplemental benefits for persons who had exhausted their unemployment
insurance entitlement whenever the insured unemployment rate (either nationally or in
specific states/ reached 4 percent. The Span' Unemployment Assistance program, enacted
in December 1974, was a temporary program covering workers who were not otherwise
eligible for unemployment insuianix benefits under any other state or federal law sulk was
payable when the total =employment rate is 6 percent nationally or 6 5 percent at the area
level for 3 consecutive months.

4 .
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26 CETA MANPOWER PROGRAMS UNDER LOCAL CONTROL

DISTRIBUTION OF IIINDS

With more manpower funds aradable than ever. debate_ continues on the
proper level and mix of funds and how the money is to be divided among
geographic areas and client groups.

Almost all (-FM funds are distnbuted on the basis of formulas
specified to tlilE local level. The legislation prescribes the manner in
which Title I, II, and VI funds are tobe allocated, and the Department
of Labor has chosen similar formulas for the larger Title III programs
(those for Indians and migrant afid seasonal farm workers and summer
programs for youth). This method of allocation 1 a departure from
earlier methods Before cEiA, fognulas were used to distnbute MINA and
other program funds to the state level only. Howevei, a great deal of
discretion was left to regional offices in allotting funds below gate levels
and in distributing funds among areas a nd programs. -

The Emergency Employment Act was the first legislation to apply an
objective formula based on the. extent and sevent*, of unemployment
among potentially eligiblienoy counties, and state Expenenceiunder

EEthe A.s Public Employ Program (PEP) greatly influenced tfie,way
ivvhich allocations are handled under a-TA,
C414/ne advantage of formulas is that they eliminate grantsmanship and
partiality in fund distnbution. More important, they assure each
qualifying area a share of funds in proportion to need, measured
objectively The effect is to spread funds more broadly than in the past.
Among the .disadvantages are the lack of flexibility in moving ,funds
about to meet new or emerging situations and the possibility of
spreading funds too thin for significant results.

On balance, the use of formulas specified to the local level appears
more .equitable than earlier methods, but some aspects need consider-
ation: Are the formulas apprOpnate for the economic and social
objectives of each title? Are valid and current statistical data available to
measure formula elements?

Selecting the method of allocating limited resources under CETA was
one of the most difficult challenges faced by legislators.6 In addition to
designing formulas, they had to decide what size and type of junsdiction
would be eligible to receive funds, how to prevent abrupt declines in
existing funding levels; what cutoff rate to use for identifying areas of
substantial unemployment under Title II, and how to sustain funds for

Robert Guttman, "Intergovernmental Relations Under the New Manpower Act,"
Monthly tabor Review 97(6) 10-16, June 1974

4
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especially disadvantaged groups. such as Indians and migratory farm
workers.

PRIME SPONSORS .

A central question in drafting crIA was who was to haze the pnmary
administrative role. MDTA programs had been ad ministired through the
state employment service and state educational agencies, while the EoA
programs were usually sponsored by local private Fionprofit or public
agencies. Except for the ternOtntary Public Employment Program. and in
some instances summer programs for youth. state and local units of
government had little expenence in administering manpower programs.

An early version Of the bill to consolidate and simplify administration
proposed that state governments be the pnme sponsors, with pass -
through to local governments. But may ors'and other opponents held that
state governments would not be responsive to urban needs.' Another
version favored using labor market areas as the basis to take advantage
of. training institutions and job opportunities across jurisdictional lines.
The economic interdependence of citiei and suburbs plus the planning
under the Cooperative Area Man'power Planning System (CAMPS) gave
added weight to this propo'sal. On the other hand, successful expenence
under pEp, the desire to fix accountability. and practical political realities
of getting jurisdictions to work together were critical considerations.
Congress resolved the issue by' designating cities and counties as pnme
sponsois and by encouraging the formation of consortia where
arrangements could be worked out. Each state government would be
responsible for the "balance of state" areas that do not meet the
qualifying critena of size, the smaller, more rural sections,

The decision to establish a minimum population requirement of
100,000 for pnme sponsors was based _on a number of considerations.
limiting sponsors to a manageable number, savings in administrative
overhead, and the efficiency of planning for and operating from a
geographic base that covers a substantial part of a labor market. To win
th1 support of members of Congress from rural areas, CETA authorized
th, designation of rural concentrated employment programs (c.E.Ps) with
demonstrated capabilities. Under Titles II and VI, certain Indian
reservations fiat do not necessarily meet the population requirement
were permitted to be sponsors_ As a further compromise, cities .or
counties with 50,000 population were to ,be.designated "program agents-

,

Rego H. DARiasu n, The Pehtecs of Cunpeirnsieti Manpuwa Legishmoik Policy Studies en
Empleyrnent and Welfare. no. IS. Baltimore. tohnskopkins Universni, 1972.
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for Titles II and VI Pnme sponsors pass through funds to program
agents. which then manage their own public service employment
programs Thus the act that was intended to streamline administration
ended up creating a hodgepodge of many different types of sponsors and
a considerable overlap of res nsibilities and accountability!'

Title II money is earmarks for use only in an "tea of substantial
unemployment." that is. an area with a 6 5-percent unemployment rate
for 3 consecutive months This may cover a prime sponsor's entire area
or simply a, pocket of high unemployment of varying size. The rules for
delineating such pockets have been very loose, and local sponsors have
been known to gerrymandei sections or neighborhoods to maximize
their funding. A uniform method of identifying Title II areas would
ensure that funds were distriliuted more equitably.9 ../

,TITLE I. II. AND 1 FORM. LAS

Allocation formulas can be des ised to meet a variety of social. economic,
or political objectives, within the limits of data availability. If specific
socioeconomic groups are the target, then the key formula elements
should be demographic and income cntena. If the major concern is areas

substantial and persistent unemployment, then a combination of
Onemploy ment. population, and income cntena would. be preferable, If
countercyclical objectises are called for, the amount and the seventy of
unemployment would be the determinants and an automatic unemploy-
ment rate trigger phased with the business cycle might be used. Another
type of formula would allocate funds by some measure of cost-
effectiveness in In each of these, a "hold-harmless" feature, which limits
changes in funding levels. could be included to moderate the effect of
radical shifts in existing funding levels.

'Tile I prune sponsors are defined as clues or counties of 100.000 or more population,
consortia, balance of states. rural CEP., areas designated under exceptional circumstances.
and II S territones fAmencan Samoa. Guam, the Virgin Islands. and the Trust Terntones
of the Pacific/ All Tide I prime sponsors are eligible for Title II and VI funds. and in
addition, Indian tribes on federal and state reservations are eligible appbcants for them.
113 S General Accounting Ofhco. Progress and Problems in Allocating Funds Under Titles
and Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. Washington. DC ..Genetal
Accounting Office, January 2. 1976

S Hamermesh and Hugh Pitcher. "Economic Formulas for Manpower Revenue
Shinne," Mr/urinal and Labor Relations Review, 27(4), July 1974
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Tide I

The Title I form represents a combination of .the
design de nbed above. The Senate bill based allocation

gic 1te first two types of

formulas on poverty and unemployment, while the House sermon based
allocations on past funding levels and relative unemployment. The act
Incorporates all of these with a device for maintaining stability from year
to year Eighty percent of the Title 1 appropnations is allocated as
foilows " Half of the funds is allotted on the basis of the sponsor's,
previous year's funds 37.5 percent according to the area's relative share
of total unemployment, and the remaining 12.5 percent according to the
proportion of adults in families with earnings below the low-income level
defined by the Bureau cf Labor Statistics (ins). To present shaVs-wings
in funding from one year to the next. each area must be allgted a
minimum of 90 percent and a maximum of I50'percent of its premius.....
year's allotment.

This method has been criticized on the grounds that the emphasis on
unemploy ment rather than income is not appropnate for a program
geared to the structurally unemployed. The timing and the frequency of.
Title 1 allocations have also been questioned. Lead time has at times
been inadequate for planning. More important, the structural nature of
The problems addressed in Tide I raises a question as to the need for
year-to-year funding. It may be more appropnate to determine the
proportionate share of each sponsor every 2 or 3 years, with variations in
amounts based on the appropriation levels. This would allow for more
orderly planning and administration and would alleviate some of the

11

data - gathering prctlerns. .

. f
Tide II, t.

The Title II formula has only one determining factorunemployment.
Each eligible area receives a share of funds proportionate to its share of
the total unemployment in all areas of substantial unemployment in the
country -

Issues concerning the Title if formula are the appropriateness of a 61-
*percent unemployment rate criterion for qualifying areas of substantial
unemployment, the influence of seasonal unemployment figures, and the
lack of a factor in the formula to discriminate among areas on the basis
of severity of unemployment. The 6.5-percent rate was chosen when the

"One percent of the fo percent allocated by formula was to be reserved for state pnme
sponsors for support of the state manpower services councils

.1'
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national unemployment rate was less than 5 percent, the intent was to
concentrate on areas with the most severe problems. With a national
unemploy ment rate that has averaged more than 7.0 percent since CETA

was passed. nearly all sponsors qualify for some Title II funds (see Table
4) This suggests that thtlegislative intent might more effectively be met
by using a sliding scale. e.g.. setting the local unemploy ment trigger at a
designated percentage above the national average unemployment rate.
De same objective might be accomplished by a formula in whieh the
Nyt element would be the number of unemployedin areas of substantial
unemployment, and the second would be the number of unemployed no
each such area above The trigger leve1.12

In any case, the use of a recent 3-month period for identifying* of
substantial unemploy ment gives areas with volatile patterns of al
unemployment affltdvantage over those with continuous high unemploy-
ment. If, the objective of Tide II is to provide extra resources to areas
with chronic unemploy ment, it is not achieved with a formula tilted in
favor of areas with seasonal or temporary unemployment problems. The

1 Accounting Office has recommended the use of seasonally
adjusted figures. but its has not yet resolved the technical problems
entailed 13 The use of annual average figures would channel funds more
directly to pia es with persistent. as welt as substantial, unemployment.
Discretionary funds could be used for areas that qualify because of a
sudden nse in unemployment between allocations.

4
Tille VI

Since Title VI was intended to create as many jobs as possible during an
emergency, the allocation formula is also based on unemployment only.
The formula has three parts. 50 percent of the total amount i& distributed
according to each area's unemployment relative to the national total, 25
percent on its share of unemployment in excess of 4.5 percent. and 25
percent on the share of unemployment in its areas of substantial
unemployment in relation to unemployment in all such areas. Thus the
formula provides an added boost to areas with severe unemployment.

'212nder the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1.965. an area of substane 41
unemployment may qualify for public works if its unemployment rate is &percent or more
for t year An argil may qualify fur other types of assistance if it has unemployment rates of
50 percent above the *simnel average for 3 years, 75 percent above the national average
for 2 years. or MO percent above the national aveiage for I year tinder the Emergency
Employment Act. a two-part formula was adopted. Fifty percent of Section 4 Rinds for
areas of substantial unemployment were distubuted on the basis of total unemployment in
qualifying areas. with 50percent based on unemployment above the 6-percent level.
i3U.S.teaerat Aecounung Office, Progress and Problems on Allocatras Funds.
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TABLE 4 CETA Prime Sponsors Under Title
and Eligible Applicants Under Title II, Fiscal 1976

Eligible Areas Number

Tide I prime sponsors, total 423
Eligible under Title!! 416
Not eligible under Title 11 s 7

Ebgible applicants under Title II 416
Entire area qualified 329
Areas of substantial unemployment
within area qualified 87

Indian teservations 214
Rural CFI's 4

. Total Tide Il 634

SOURCE: Employment and Training Administration.
US. Department of Labor (unpublished data).
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Because of the cyclical nature of the unemployment problems

addressed by Title VI, the Department of Labor insisted that the latest .

unemployment data be used in the Title VI formula. In fiscal 1976, BLS
. used figures for a recent 3-month period, which resulted in a seasonal

bias similar to that in Title H. Using a 12-month moving average, instead
of a 3 -month figure, would overcome this problem.

The administration of public service employment would be )4more
orderly if Title VI were made a permanent part of CETA, triggered
automatically whenever national unemployment rea..hes recetficnt levels.
This would avoid the delays in the legislative appropriation, cycle that
have occurred under CETA.

Title III

Title Ill authorizes the Department of Lahr to continue direct services
through national programs for such groUps as people with limited
English-speaking ability, older workers, 'offenders, and others with
particular disadvantages in the labor Market. Indians, migrant and
seasonal farm workers, and youth are singled out for special emphasis.

Although not required to do so, the Department of Labor has used
formulas to allocate funds for Indians, migratory and seasonal farm
workers, and youth summer employment. This produces distributions
that conceptually are universal and objective, but problems exist due to
lack of satisfactory data.

Data on Indians are obtained from an annual repotting system
maintained by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Department of the
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Interior. but standard measures have little -meaning on reservations
where underemployment rather than unemployment is the' rule. The
allotment of funds to states for migrant and seasonal farm Jdorkers is
derived from annual farm employment ,data supplied by reporting
establishments and compiled by the Department of Agriculture. The
sponsoring organization then divides' the state's allotment among
subareas Employed workers are reported by place of work rather than
by place of residence, which causes an imbalance m fund distnbution.

A major problem is the use of the Title I formula for. funds for SUT?1.MCT

employment of youth. That formula gives weight to total unemployment
rather than youth unemployment and to adults rather than youth in low-
income families, resulting in a skewed distribution, as discussed later in
this chapter. Consideration could be given to alternative measures to
allot funds more directly to areas with the most severe youth
unemployment.

SLBALLOCATION OF FI,NDS BY PRIME SPONSORS

Ve4 few of the pnme sponsor cities or counties in the survey used
formal methods fotallocating Title I funds among subareas. Instead,'
efforts were made to concentrate resources and service in accordance
with perceived need. for example. by locating manpower service centers
in major cities or in poor neighborhoods within cities.

"Suballocation" takes on more meaning in consortia and the balance
of states, in which the sponsor is responsible for an.area that includes a
federation of separate jurisdictions. Where formulas are used, sponsors

more weight to the poverty component (Orange County), unemploye
developed various combinations of iteria. the Tide I formula with

high school dropouts, and low-income adults (Liming), labor force,
unemployment, poverty, and "output" (balance of North Carolina). The
"output" faCtor in North Caroliha was based on how well the substate
regions planned to serve the target population. The use of formulas
brought complaints in some cases about the validity of unemployment
statistics for rural sections and the timeliness of Census poverty data. In
the Phoenix- Mancopa consortium, an agreed 60-40 split between the
city and the county proved unsatisfactory because the county believed it
did not get a fair share of participant slots and services: In Raleigh. the
sponsor called in the Department of Labor regional office to suballocate
funds among major junsdietions. co'

Title H and VI suballotrnent methods are more straightforward. The
Department of Labor deternunes.the amounts for program agents and
pockets of substantial unemployment through the standard formulas.
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This system proved to be a sourceof tension in one consortium because
some subjuisclichons, in companng their shares of Title II and VI funds
received from DOL with smalter shares of Title I funds under consortium
arrangements, found they could do better alone. This was one of 'the
issues that led to the.splinterspg of that . consortium. In other cases, in
which the sponsor's erairAtlitea was itself an area of substantial
unemployment, there apparent' was lithe effort to earmark funds for
sections with the highest unemployment:-

DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS

The relative shares of funds for individual area .under each title have an
imp,ortani beanng on progrim operations and 'the direction that
manpower is taking under trrA. The amount available for allocatiolp has

.been increasing each year (see Table 5). W.hen funds from ail sources are
considered together. each area in the sample had more funds available in
076 than in the 1974 base year (see Appendix D. Table 5). However.
Shifts in relative shares among areas dcraffect clients and programs.

Title

The major change in Title I allocations has been a relative decline in
funds for core cities and an increase in the share gding to counties, many
of which are suburban areas. The relative share.of 56 matched cities
declined from 24 percent of the fiscal 1974 allotment Co 22 percent in

r 1976 and to 19 percent in fiscal 1977. while the relative share of 147
matched counties increased from 13 percent in fiscal 1974 to 16 percent

.
in fiscal 1977 (see Table 6). The clues' share would have been less were it

42 .snot for the 90- percent hold-harmless provision, which limits the extent to
which allotMents can tirop.34 In fiscal 1975. funds for more than three-
kurtlis of the cities were boosted to ke them close to the fiscal 1974
funding level: more than halOthe clues. including 7 of the 10 most
poptilous: needed this adjustment in fiscal 1976, The increase of $300
million in Title 1 appropriations for 1977 eased th'e prOblem, but, even
with the increase, most cities are still experiencing progressively;
chrmnishing Title I funds despite'ineteases in unemployment. Of the 56
matched cities, 36 had less Title I funds in fiscal 197.7 than in fiscal 1975.
the first year of c ETA allocations, While only 9 of 147 matched counties

min fiscal 1974. summer youth funds were included in the base figure: in subsequentyears.
summer' youth funds were separatk When the two allotments aide I4nd summer) are
cotfibined. the absolute amount foe; all areas has gone up from 1974 However. in many
cases the absolute Tide 1 amounts have been declining since fiscal 1975

i
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TABLE 5 Appropriations arid Amounts Allocated, Titles I, 11, and VI and
Summer Youth Program Fulids, Fiscal 1974-1977 (thousands of dollars)

dr.Title,

Title I
Appropriation

Allocation
Formula amount
Adjusted amountb

Nonformula allocations
te vocati'onal education

$tstezanpower service
Consortium incentives.
State planning tS41,Set
Rural CEPs

" Territories
Balance

et

&Title it
,Appropriation

Allocation
formula
Discretionary

l'Y 1974 FY 1975 FY 1976° FY 1977

1,407

(AO"

1.580

1.249
1,354

1,580

1.249
1,311

1.880

1.486

1.502

79 79 94

63 63 75

39 is 38 40
13 13 1$

. - 7 7 9

2 2 3

,23 66 142

370 400 1.6taoc ;54c#

296 320 1,280 1.232 '
74 80° 320' . 308 .

, .

Title V1 7
Appropriation 875 .625 '' ,6,84 7f

Allocation , ....

Formula 787 l,462. 6.176'
Discretionary 88 r 163 656

Summer Programs for Youth' 3971g 528 595

SOURCE Employment an'd Training Adminis S Diriartriient of Labor
oaLxeediyortinsition quarter
bAmolmt available after adjustment t hd d harmless faitor,
°Includes 51,220 million to main oy ehii vets tindqr Vie V4
ddieludes 5 t .016-million for ded rot risetil 1 478
ek.ight9 million dollars etl with.N976 funds, :'
/Includes 53.668 mord-funded rontsCali,1 /.78
gAlso inelud Lute for Title I. above al

.

had decreases. Theltotal amonnt for the cities declined 7 percent from
$314' million in fiscal 1975.4o $290 million in 1977. The total for the 147
counties increased 29 percent from $192 to $24§oillion over the
same period. Gary, with its high unerfiploy d Oaf levels, is an
extreme example, it would have received' lit 'Ore ,than If its fiscal
1975 funds in fiscal 1976 under Title I were it not for The 90- ercent s

Even with the hold-harmlerss adjustment, Gary's. Title I allotment '
duped from $5.1 million in 1975 to $4.6 million in (976 and $4.1 -`

AP

J
f
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tptillloti in 1977, due to the cumulativeeffect of the formula. Most major. .
cities, have had sharp cuts in Title I funds year by year (see Table 7).

The opposite side4of the coin, the-150:15ercent maximum increase in
allotmentlwas designed to limit increases. Only a few areas nearly all

--- of the counties are affected by this' rule. DuPage County in the
Chicago area has gainedto an extraordinary degree. The amount of Title
1 funds in 197(pvas more than double the 1974 amount and would Have
been much higher were it nirfor the 150- percent maximum. DuPage had
the hig1st median family income in Illinois, according to Census data,
only 2.3 percent of its families had incomes below the pover 'level.
Chicago. on the other hand. has experienced declines eac ar and
would have dropped much lower except for the 90-percent armless
NIP.

The redistribution of funds reflects the influence of the t e elements
in the Title I fbrmula. The change frail 1974 to 1975 was due to the
introduction of the form-111a. The yea to -year changes since .are due *

w the influence of unemployment (weighted 37.5 percent) and to
a lesser extent to the dfstnbution of adults in low-income families
(weightedl2.5 percent).

.Congress. in considering various measures of poverty. chose "adults in
low-income families" rather than the more familiar Census definition
"individuals in families below tie poverty threshold." The Census
poverty threshold for aionfarm family of fouiawas $3,745, significantly
lower than the rns estin1Pate of a minimum of $6.940 in 1970 for a family
of four at what it calls a lower-ler el budget in an urban area. At the time

_ of the 1970 census, there were twice as many adults in low-income
- families as there were in families.with incomes below poverty levels (34

versus 17 million).
Gr,ities of the Title I formula have urged that more weight be giVen to'

the "adults in, low-income families" factor_ However, increasing the
weight of that factor would probably not increase the relative share
going to cities,.sirice the ptoportion of adults 'in low-income families in

, cities is* Iltr than the proportion in other .prime sponsor areas. The
likely effe would bi to increase the share of funds for the balance of
states, as'sholivn by_the distribution for fiscal 1976 in the table below.

NO

Unemployed Adults In Low-Income
Type of Sponsor tpcment) 1 amtltesiperunt)

city 18 J4
County 21 4 ,.
('omo; num 33 3.1

8.41.1net of +tate% .28 AL 39t
TQTAL 1 91) Ne 1 Mt

at
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TABLE 6 Percentage Distribution of Manpower funds.Matched Group of Cities and'Cdunties, Fiscal 1974-1977

V .
k

Number in
Matched

I. Y 1074
Manpower

Title I Allocations0 .
FY 1975 EY 1976 FY 1977

Forihula Adjusted Formula '!Ndittsted I ormula Adjuited
Type of Sponsor Group Fundsb Amount Amount" Anount Amount" Amount Amount"

City 56 24 4 21 I 23.0 20 . 21 6 19 1 19.)
County 14.1 126 IS 2 142 16.0.4 15.3 166 164
All others 63 0 63.7 62.8 63 9 63 1 64,3 64.3

Total 400 0 100 0 100.0 100 0 100.0 100 Cr 100 0
U S total allocation
(millionsons of dollars) 1,407 11249 1,354 1.249 4 1.311 1,486 1,502

SOURCE. Computed from Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor OM
4Excludes amounts for consortium incentives. disvetionary funds, voatiur.41 education and state manpower services grants, funds for ruril
MI's, territories, and state planning funds. . .
I'Vunds for programs corresponding with Title I Includes summer allotments for youth emPoyment
"Adjusted to provide each prime sponsor at least 90 percent but not more than 150 percent of prior year's funds.

r

1
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TABLE 7` CETA Title !Allocations, Major Cities.
Fiscal 197S-1977 (thousands of dollars)

. .Maior gibe's FY 1975 ` FY 1976" FY 1977

.New York 63.067 56,760 . 61.844
( Chicago 36.937 ' 33.29, ' 29.919

Los Angeles 22491 21.115 24.349
Philadelphia 13,932 12.538 13.321
Detroit lb 15,980 14.422 .. 15.656
Houston 8.830 7,941 8,044
Dallas 4.282 3,854 . ' 4,285

,Washington, D C 15,492 13.942 't 12.548
hillianapolis 4.568 4,224 4.727
San Francisco 8.002 7,201 . 7,790
Boston 8,778 .7.900 a 1.695

St Louis 7 150 '6,435 5,41

SOLRC i Employment and 'training Administration.
L SDepartment of Labor . ":

I

: -. .
The other alternative, using the standard poverty cntenon, would

probably have had a similar effect of increasing funds pnmanly to
honmetropolitan areas. At the time of.the 1970 census; 46 percent of
families with incomes below the-poverty level lived in nonthetropolitan
areas, compared pith 43 percent of familie$ with leis than $7,000 income
(see Table 8). The use of the standard poverty critenon would have
shifted relatively more funds to the South. 40 percent of adults in low-
income families lived in the three southern regions, compared with 44
percent of families below the poverty leve1.15

Summer Programs for Youth

Summer employment programs for youth were ongwally designed to
defuse volatile social situations that tend to peak in the summer;
COnsequently, they were initially targeted to the large. cities in. which
needs were perceived .to be greatest. Later funds were distnbiqed tp all
states but concentrated in piles. Althygh CETA does not prescnbe a
method for allotting summer employment funds, the Department of
Labor has adopted the same formula for youth as for all Title J

4 programs Instead of the 90-percent hold-harmless fact9r, the amount for
each area is adjusted to keep participant slot levels from declintng from

isPuerto Rico is included in the United Stites in this calculation

, b3

./

ti.
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TABLE 8 Percentage Distribution of Families with Incomes Less Than
57,000, Families in Poverty Status. and Families With Incomes Less Than
125 Percent of Poverty Level, 1969; by Residence

Residence

amilies With
Incomes Less
Th.or $7,000

1 amides
in Poverty
Strut

families Vith
Incomes Less Than
1257 of Poverty Lesel

'Metropolitan .57 54

Central .tties 32 32 32

Other urban 18 15 16..-
Rural iionfarm ., 6 6 6

Rural farm 1 1 1

I Nonmetropolitan 43 46 45
. . Urban 1$ !S 15

Rural nonfarm 21 24 24

. " Rural earn - 'ori 7 7 7

Total Lotted States 100 100 100

SbURC1 ,mputed from Census of Population. 1970 K. (l1 -CD Tables 116 and 117
NOTI beta' as not add to totals due to rounding

4
sy

' . . . a

TABLE 9 Perentage'Distribuzion of Summer Youti. Program Funds. by
Type of Sponsor. Fiscal 1973 and 197*

' ..
Number in

Typepf Spoils& Matched group I it 1973 FY 1916

City . ' 5$ . 3( 26

County 148 . .10 13

All other 60 61

Total United States 100 100,

SOL RCI Computed from4mpi.,yment and Jr.tating Administration. L S. Department
of Labor data

a

year to year. Each area receives more, funds in absolute terms than
before, CETA. but the pattern of allocation has changed so that, as tri. Title
I. the relative share of resources are being shifted from cities to counties
(sea Table 9).

tire II and Tide VI

Fiscal 1976 "alletinents under Titles II and VI were based on average
ainernploy inent figures for a recent 3-month period. Even though. the

_ formulas' arc different, Table 10 shows that the initial distnbution by

type of sponsor was virtually the same under both titles.
I
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TABLE 10 Percentage Distnbytion of Public Service 4,
Employment Funds, by Type of Sponsor, Fiscal 1976

Type of
Sponsor

Number of
Unemployed

Title II
Allocation 14-

Tttte VI
Allocation

("10 18 19 19 '
County 20 19 20
Consortium 33 33 32
Balance of state 29 29 29

TOTAL 100- 100 100

SOeftC1- Computed from Employment and Training Akinunis
traitor,. li S Depart m nt of Labor data

4

39

Discretionary Funds

In addition to funds allocated by formula. a share of he -Title I
appropnation is reserved by law for use at the discretion of the Secretary
Of Labor. buying flexibility is illusory. Under Title 1, of the 20percent
discretionary amount. 5 percent must be distributed to states for
supplemental vocational education. 4 percent is for state manpower
services, and up to 5 percent is for consortium incentives. The Secretary
must also use part of the discretionary money to guarantee each sponsor
at least 90 percent of its pnor years allotment aid to fund rural cvs. In
1976. after these requirements had been met, only about 4 percent
remained for discretionary use. , I

Title II also authorizes the Secretary to use 20 percent of the funds at
his discretion. depending on the severity ( unemployment in different
areas To meet this stipulation, the Department of Labor distributed
most of the fiscal 1975 Title II discretionary funds according to the
number ofiinemployed in excess of 6.5 percent in each area. In fiscal
1976. however. Titles I. II, and VI discretionary funds were combined
and apportioned to give each sponsor enough funds to sustain its level of
public service employment. This tactic helped to avert layoffs of workers

hired with cETA funds but departed from the onginal intent of using Tide
11 funds todeal with severe unemployment.

Late in fiscal 1976sPt became clear that many sponsors would exhaust
Title VI funds and lay oil their public service' eniPloyment (PSE)
participants. Since authorization for Title VI had expired. congress
passed a supplemental appropnation under Title II, and sponsors were
permitted to transfer Title VI participants fo..Title II. This situation
created problems, since Title II residence and eligibility cntena are more
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restnctive than those for Title VI. In a controversial decision. backed by ,

congressiOnal committees. the Department of Labor Wised Tide .11
discretionary funds to support public service jobs in some areas that did
not have unemployment rates of 6.5 percent or more for 3 months and
were technically not eligible foi Title II money 16

MEASURES OF UNEMPLOYMENT AND POVERTY

For several decades. statistics on joblessness have been available for the
nation, for states, for major labor market areas, and for smaller areas
Increasingly. these data are being used to allocate federal fitnds. This use
has,Jenerated demand for greater geographic ,detail and stimulated
interest in the methods for estimating unemployment. In 1976, 70
percent of CIA funds was disinbuted according to the incidence of
unemployrnent.7To make these allocations for (-ETA, labor force.
employment. and unemployment data were generated for 416 prime
sponsors. 764 program agents, 224 smaller areas of substantial. unem-
ployment, and 50 statesa total'bf 1.450 separate geographic units, not
including Indian reservations.17 Hpwever, the system for collecting labor
market information was not designed to provide statistics in such detail
and at the frequency required. These demands have placed the system
under great strain, subjected it .to close scrutiny, and engendered
considerable controversy.

The two primary sources of labor force data are the Bureau of Libor
StallStICS and, under a cooperative federal-state program, the state
employment security agencies (sEsA3)..n.s estimates of labor force,
employment, and unemployment for the United States and for major
states and standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSAS) are based on a
national sample of 55,000 householck surveyed each month by the
Bureau of the Census through the Current Population Survey (cPs).18
The sEsAs' unemployment estimates for states and for labor market areas
'are derived from the number of unemployment insurance recipients,
using a standard formula to estimate the unemployed labor force not
covered by unemploy mat insurance primarily new entrants, reen-

HMIs procedure was later confirmed by the Emergency Jobs Progams Eittension Act of
1976

1110 addition to their uSe for cr,m, local area unemployment stanates are used as a bests
for allocating funds under other federal programs. See Bureau of Labor StauslKs,
Estunatmg Slate and Local Unemployment. Report no 500. 1977
"The number of households surveyed was increased from 47,000 1974 to 55.000 m
present to Improve the reliability of state estimates.

0 ,
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Hants. agricultural workers, the self-eniployed, and domestic service
workers.

In the past, the au and SESA methods (littered in concept as well as in
technique. An unemployment insurance beneficiary who worked a few
hours a week would be counted as unemployed underjhe 5E5A method.
while the BLSCPS method would consider that person employed. SESA

figures. obtained from establishments. counted a worker twice if he was
on two payrolls and listed workers by place of employ ment rather than
residence. This method affected unemployment rates in. areas with
significant in- or out commuting. Another problem with sEsA labor force
data was variation among amain unemployment insurance coverage
and duraticn: the use of standard factors fdr ainving at components of
the unemployed based on national ratios that may not have been equally
valid mill areas further complicated the estimating method.

Just prior to the enactment of CETA. responsibility for area as well as
national labor force statistics was transferred to BLS in an effort to
produce compatible national and local statisties.19 To make sE5A

methods conform with the national BLSCPS senes. the employment
figures obtained from payroll data were reviled to eliminate double
counting and to count employed persons by pia& of residence rather
than by place of work.

The second major change was to adjust the monthly SESA unempkiy-
ment and employment estimates at annual intervals to correspond with
the Current' Population Survey-for all 50 states, 30 of the largest SIKSAs,

and the central cities of I 1 large SMSAs.

While the new sytem of estimating local labor force data has
advantages in terms of consistency and better supervision and control,
some technical problems remained:

I. The most obvious is that reliable lascps benchmark data are not
available for all SNISAs and for parts of states not in sms'As. Thus a dual
system of labor force estimating is still in effect.

2. The sampling errors in the BLSCPS ,annual ayerage and, more
particularly, in monthly estimates axe magnified in smaller geographic
units_ This is a serious problem when eligibility for funding is based on a

(7tirgger unemployment rate for a s -month period.
3. The use of 1970 Census linos for disaggregating labor force data

within a labor market area for conversion from place of work to place of

*ham R Wetzel. and iviartla Ztegjes.."Measunng Unemployment in States and Local
Areas." Month!), Labor Review.9710:40-46. lune 1%74. `
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residence am! for eliminating dual job-holding questions because
of the time lapse since 1970.20

4. The Cetrisis undercount, particularly of' rban black workers,
affects both the cps sampling frame and the unemployment estimates.

5. Possible errors infield operations and in response rates inevitably
affect ufiemploymen: estimates. Such .errors tend to cancel out when
overall U.S. figures are used but can significantly bias local estimates.

6. The most serious problem is the "benchmarking" process at the end
of each year, when annual average data became available. This results in
significant changes in local employment and unemploy ment estimates
for prior months. Some states and areas have experienced substantial
revisions in unemployment data, which may have a significant effect on
future allocati ons.2 1

The Bureau of Labor Statistics is aware of these problems. some of
which could be resolvea by. enlarging the sample. Beginning in January
l97t. the BLS introduced several recisions in the estimating methods to
correct sonic of these problems. A new procedure is to Fie used for
linking the ui-based estimates to CPS estimates. to avoid the abrupt
benchmarking Changes that have occurred in the past. nempik?,y ment.

insurance data used to estimate local unemployment have been -Inade
more uniform from state-to state. Unemployment insurance claims data
are to be used in disaggreghling unemployment within labor market
areas instead of the fixed Census ratios that haNe been used. While these
changes will be helpful. Congress should also consider changing the law
so that Allocations could be based'on annual or quarterly instead of on
mon thly data.

More fundamental are subtle issues surrounding the coincept of
unemployment. To what extent does "unemployment," as normally
defined, measure economic distress? About one million "discouraged...
workers are not included in the Jobless count. nor are underemployed
persons working for substandard wages or part-time workers who want
full-time Jobs. Those who seek part-time jobs are equivalent, in
unemploy rhent statistics. to those who seek full-time employment. The

"See Mark Kendall and Harold Wool. "An EvaluationUAProcedures for Esumaung
Unemployment and Unemployment Rates in Cities and Counties," Prepared for the
Department of Labor Manpower Administration, Research Center of the National
Planning Assonaur, Washington. D.C.. 1974
21,11yman B Kastz. "Labor Mea Estimates of Unemployment Levels and Antes, June
1974" (unpublished), E. Terrence Jones and Donald Phares, "Formula Feedback. The
Case of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act." Urban Affairs Qsraner4, 14(1).
September 1971.

0 ./
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figures du not distinguish between a worker in a family where others aie
also employed and one who is the only employed person in the family
Furthermore. local unemployment statistics (used in allocation formulas)
du not distinguish between those w.hu are tempuranly unemployed and
the long-term. hard-core unemployed

In further recognition of these problems. a 1976 amendment to c EU
established the National Cdmmissiun on Employment and UneMploy-
ment Statistics to identify .needs with regard to lab& force statistics and
to assess the current procedures, concepts. and methods used in data
collection. analysis. and presentation 22 The Commission will also study

111ie inforNation asallable on the use and effect of education and training,
programs / .-

Es-IIUD :MG Till AMBIR OE ADE I IS I\ 10%-1\.(011 FAMILIES

Local data for estimating the number of adults in low-income families
are as,ailable onls in the decennial census The fiscal 1975 Title 1

allocation used 1970 census Hatton the number of persons 18 years of
age or ulder in families below the cutoff of $7.000 family income. For
subsequent )ears. it was necessary to update these figures to account for
ads ances in the Consumer Price Index. This was done by changing the
income criterion uf S7.000 fur luw;incume families to $8.000 for 1976 and
$9.000 for 1977 and estimating changes in the number of persons 18 and
older in such families based un annual population estimates.23

There are. however. some shortcomings in these methods: the use of a
uniform loix-income standard without farm-nonfarm. regional. or size-
of-family differentiations, the lack of local detail in the Current
Population Siirvey. which is used to measure changes from one year to
another. the use uf outdated census ratios to disaggregate current low-
Income population figures for small geographic units. and technical
problems in the family budget estimates.

The whole question of measuring the poverty or low-income
population is made more complex because uf the extent of noncash
income. Census data (including the ( Ps) are limited to cash income and
do not include the salue of farm products used by a farm family or in-
kind transfer payments. such as medicare. medicaid. food stamps.

tkSee John L Bregger. "Establishment of New Employment Statistics Review Commis-
sion," 'Non,* Labor Remeov. 100(3) 14-20, March 977

Fur the 1978 Title I allocatiun. the low - income criterion was 510.000 Estimates of the
number of adults by slate were obtained from the Bureau uf the Census Survey of Income
and Education for the year 1975 These estimates were &aggregated to pnme sponsor
!evils by using fixed ratios based on the 1970 census of Population

64
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housing assistance, child instruction, and noncash social services. Yet
these in-kind transfers are becoming a very significant component of
family income.24

More fundamental than the question of measurement is that of where
to set the income level and how much weight to give to this component
In the Tide I formula. These considerations underlie the question of what
population group should be counted, keeping in mind the act's .objective
of enhancing erriplo merit prospects for the unemployed and underem-
ployedployed as well as the economically disadvantaged.

The difficulties in measuring both unemployment and income have
been recognized in CETA. The legislation has required the Department of
Labor to develop: reliable methods to measure unemployment, under-
employment, and labor demand for states, local areas, and poverty
areas: data to construct an annual measure of labor-market-related
economic hardship. and methods to maintain more .comprehensive
household budget data. including a level of adequacy; to reflect regional
and rural-urban differences in household living.25

SUMMARY

The recent upsurge in appropriations for c ETA testifies to the growing
significance of employment and trainineptograrnsas a major part of the
nation's response to labor market ills. The changes in c ETA appropriation
and expenditure patterns are significant in demonstrating the changes in
policy and emphasis summarized below.

ite Most important is the increase in the proportion of am funds
&voted to countercyclical rather than structural objectives. In the first
year under CETA, three-fourths of CETA appropriations were for titles
addressed to structural problems. By the second year, the proportion had
shrunk to about half, as additional funds went to cyclically onentecl
programs Recent appropriations under Title 111 point to more emphasis
on employability development.

There is a shift away from the concept of decentralization. In fiscal
1976.9 cent of appropriations was for programs managed by local

24Aceording to a ngressionalltudgct Office analysis. the perCentage of families hying in
povcny in 1976 would decline from 11.4 percent, using a standard measurement of cash
income only. to 6 7 percent. including noncash transfers. See U.S. Congress, Congressional'
Budget Office, Poverty States of Families Under Alternative Definstroits of Income,

`Background paper no 17. revised, Prepared by John J /Corbel, Washington, D.C.
Congressional Budget Office. 1977
2sSectionk312. Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973
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officials (Titles 1. 11. and VI) and 7 percen/or national programs (Titles
III and IV). But, under the new administration. the proportion used for
nationally supervised programs is on the rise.

In fiscal 1975.42 percent of appropriations was for Title 1the only
title that is essentially desategorized. In 1976. Title I represented only 28
percent of total funds. and. by 1977. only 23 percent. as increases were
largely for other titles. This reflects a drift away frOm the onginal
soncept of Iota! decision making. as a result of federal actions to cope
with the recession and with other emerging national problems such as
unacceRtabiy high youth unemployment.

( F i was intended to be a comprehen:Ase manpower program. but
other Mt. programs (skis. Older Americans. the employment sersice)
and programs operated by other federal agencies were not folded into
HA Oserlap and lack of coordination persist. and consideration is

being gisen to further sonsolidation. Congress has been content to
continue c HA without change in scope. at least through fiscal 1978.

There has been a salt increase in outlays for other strategies for:
'dealing with unemployment. The major brunt of the recession has been
borne by unemployment insurance $18 billion spent in fiscal 076;
compared with $5 billion for c HA Funds were also appropitated for
accelerated public works and sountercyclical iesenuetshating. At the
moment. the trend is away from income maintenance tourd Zither cures
for the nation's economic ills.

The use of formulas to distribute funds under (EIA is, a major
accomplishment. There is more widespread distribut!on.of funds thari,
before. but this fact has led to changds in the pattern of finding and
other problems.

Talg I. Thg relative, share of funds going to cities has cotafinued to
decline. compared with the pre-< i.rA 4.14trihution under the Title 1

formula Despite higher appropriations and '1,11dd-harmless feature in
the formUla, some of the major cities are losing Title I fiinds efch
and.wanties are gaining. The emphasis on unernploynteni rather than
low income in thee Title I three-pan formulal'Also results in a Ihift of

, funds from regions with relatively high- poverty population to those with
relatively more unemployment.

Tide II. ender Title II. funds are distributed tb areas that Base had
JO-percent uhempThyment rates for 3 consesutive months based on one
element only the volume ,if unemployment. There are.,..a number of
problems with this...formula:- The 6 5-percent unef.nploy9erit critenon",
when. national unemployment 4S abuse that is too low (4) identify
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areas with the moss severe unemployment. This tends to diminish the
impact on areas with the most severe unemploy ment, The formula does
riot have a seventy factor to provide-progressively more funds for.areas
with the highest unemploynept rates. The use of a 3-month period for
qualifying areas introduces a seasonal bias favoring areas with seasonally
high unemployment. There are inequities arising from the lack of
uniformity in delineating areas of substantial unemployment.

biscrettonary funds. ,thscretionary funds for Titles I, 11, and VI have
been used to maintain established levels of public service employment
rather than to assist areas with unusually severe unemployment or areas
with abrupt rises in unemployment.

Measurement of unemployment and poverty. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics has made progress in reconciling area and national unemploy-
ment estimates and in providing more supervision and control over
estimating procedures. however. there are difficulties in obtaining
monthly- figures for thousands of small areas and for parts of cities. The
number of adults in low-incoMe families is even more difficult to
determine, since it is derived essentially from 1970 census data. More
fundamentally,, there is a need for refinement of the concepts of
unemployment and poverty and for a means of combining unemployt
ment and poverty data into a useful index that will measure the
unemployed who need assistance niost,

MP

..
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2. Manpower
qb-I Planning

Planning is an essential element of the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act. The basic premise of mankiWer planning is that some of
the economic and social developments...4:i., resent years can be under-
stood, and to some extent dealt with, thro manpower programs. Most
of the a-FA-Title I provisions deal with the components of a
comprehensive manpower plan, the character. f the local planning
process, and the federal responsibility for wing plans. Implicit in ;he
legislative requiremen assumptions bout what constitutes
effective manpower planning, The first assuhiptufn is that state and local
sponsors, since they are familiar with varying locitl conditions and needs,
are in avbetter position to plan than federal Jupogram managers. The

0 second assumption is that if tge community is badly represented in the
planning process, e programs developed will

chapter

hie closely attuned to local
needs. P

This apter examine LTA planning in the light of these assumptions,
particularly the changes an trends in the second-year planning. Title I
planning is considered se rately from planning for public service
employment under Titles I and VI, since there are distinct differen,ces in
the legislation that resul om differences In the nature of the programs
and in the pre-cm planning approaches. .

This chapter tin planning focuses on three pivotal questions. '

I. Who are the key manpower clion makers at the state and local
.
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48 CETA NIANPOWtR PROGRAMS UNDER LOCAL CONTROL

levels? What aee ilie roles of elected officials? CETA adminsitritors?
Plahning councils? Program operatOrs?

2..'What 'are the major influences on decision making? Is the end
product of the.planning efforkactually used for making decisions?

3 What is the quality cof local planning? How do state and tool
planners analyze tbeir area's needs, and db they attempt' to 'relate
program strategy to these needs?

. ;
THE ORIGINS OF MANPOWKR PLANNING 4'-

For the locality.' manpower pliviningineans understanding and evaluat-
. ing the lout labor market: how the supply of labor market Skills is

developed, how the, job opportunities are created. and hew the Rio are
matched. It means identif 'mg the problems that restrict economic
opportunities for pertain ups, selecting pnorities or goals among
ternand developing for. ecision makers some alternative efioices arid
recommendations for achieving goals. Planning also implies. a continu-
ous process of reviewing what has been accomplished. The performan
of a program cycle becomes a source of feedback to the Old
guiding their decisiops for the ensuing prsgram. In a broader
planning also refers lo the contlfruous pEicess of consultation:9i ng
agencies and individuals concernedtvith manpower activities.

Title, I requires state and local _prime sponsors to draw up formal -
comprehensive plans fdr furnishing manpower servicerthi't must specify

4 the services to,sbe provided. .The act also marrilates the establishment of
.advisory planning councils composed Of a broad base oft clients,
manpower agencies, and business and la or to participate 'in the
planning process. The sponsor's plans must bKibmitted for approval to
the regional offices of the Departmenof Labor to ensure that they are
Consistent with the requirements of the act and that the sponsor has
demoarated "m'aitimum efforts" to implement the plan.

110Thiscontern milt planning' is less evident in the.sectio eAct
that authorize public serAce employment.. Under Titles II and I,
sponsors must submit "applications" rather than "plans:" However,.

_ applications must satisfy a lonitlist of stipulations oveling groups to be .
.; stryed And types of jobs to be developed, which' plies a considerable

4iid sophisticated planning effort. The Deliartment of Labor; in its- ,'
r_----subsequent regulations Made an e to bnng tie p/anrung process for

public service employment close o that or Tills rby req'itvigsponsors
to submit "plans" for Titles II and VI a to use fhe planning councils in
the' process of developing these ns. ( Under the Emergency Jobs -

0
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Programs Extension Act of 1976. planning councils have a more
important role. they must review project applications.)

Planning by' local areas for the manpower programs that 'mere
forerun nert' of. s ETA Tide I planning 'was introduced in 1967. The
Cooperative Area Manpower Planning System ft AMPS) established a

.. ,* network of committees at regional. state. and local lesel; to analyze ant
make recommendations on local needs and local progray. These
committees consisted of representatisesoof federal agencies adounistenng
manpower ur related, rograms They were to deselop plans that related

..-...., existing categorical prbgramst4.1 each other. Minimized duplication, and
-proposed new programs for the coming year.' But the teal decision
making about what would get fundid and for how much was done by
federal 'agencies. and 104141 planning.cummittees were not influential in
the allocation of resources. In this context, the (Amps expenence cannot
be described as a meaningful planning process.,nonetheless, it brought
together the agencies concerned with manpower activities Ad- intro-
duced procedures for organizing local demogr4hic and labor market
data as a useful framework for pftram planning.

The ( AMPS theme of systerill planning at state and local levels was
extended An the early 1970s'i k AMPS itself was restructured to include a
more broadly based merAlseeshir and to provide for three levels of
planning. a state-level rianOsig planning council, manpower area
planning councils (MAPcs) for large- cities, and ancillary manpower
planning boards for nonmetrupolitan planning districts. Starling with th;

largest .urban areas, the Department of Lbor furnished funds to hire
state and 1;ca1 staff pjannees; hy. 1974, ail states, 160 cities, and 161

couririel had operationalplanninggrants.
The original ( AMPS approach to planning lacked one of the elements

tha4t the Congress sva& later to insist on .-the participation of client and
community groups. On the othei hand, ( AMPS originally incorporated a
potektial for interagency coordination, partictlaTly between taw and
DOI: that (ETA may have diminished. The inv, network of vocational
rehabilitation. sielrare, and vocational eiducatiob 'remains largely
separate from CITA, despite representation of indiv ual agencies on
local coact's Sponsors may pick up program piece from taw-funded/

. .;,. (A'

4
'Categoncal programs are federal prugrants mandated and funded by legislation or
otherwise aulhonztd. usually designed loll special pit , fur a designated client group,
with defined procedures and objectives ,
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programs. but the opportunities for coordination of (ETA with other
federal programs remain largely undeveloped. 2

The Title II and VI planning lineage is quite different from that of
let and can be traced to the temporary I.ounter9chcal objectives of

the 1971 Emergency EmploAent Act (tEA). The locus of planning was
lodged by the EEA with state and local governments, most frequently in
their personnel depaitments- and. because ELA was thought of as^an
emergency measure. there-was little feeling that it should be integrated
with ongoing manpower programs. Participation in the planning process
by edaration and training agencies, or any other agency. was not
required or even suggested. Thus. the legacy of LEA set planning for
public serstse employment on a different track. exempting it not only
from outside participation but ,also from integration with other
manpower programs This separation from w hat was meant to be part of
the integral design of ( ETA has inhibited the best use of resources. And
in many communities. the combined sums available under Titles I,
and VI constitute very sizable resources in relation to local budgeg.

TITLE I DECISION MAKERS

The decentralithtion of decision making in manpower programs under
Ers has created a new set of decision makers and raises the question of

how the crucial authority User the allbcation of resources is exercised at
the 1001 loci Does the decision-making process.gerate as envisioned
by the framers'a the legislation- as an open, Emocratic process in
which those most directly affected participate? Or are decisions made, as
come skeptics fgared. with an eye toward political advantage. or. as
others' believed. by.a selfsserving bureaucracy?

The planning process for the first yewof ( f was not a fair- test. The
urgency of drawing up documents in support of grant applications within
stringent time limits precluded. in must cases. any meaningful delibera-
tion ofalttrnatises. There were other.factors that made it difficult. if not
impossible. for 'sponsors to engage in careful study of programs.
or to provide time for extended consideration or review of program
plans lack of manpower planninkexperience. particularly in smaller
areas. a rapidly changing economic situation. and the fundamental
predisposition of defied officials to move cautiously and to avoid
poteptial sources of embatrassment. AbouLall that fiscal 1975 plans for
Title I grants did was to meet immediate 4dministratise 'requirements.

evalitral Commission fur Manpower Policy. Manpower Program Coordination A Special
. Reporrof the Vahomil Commission for Manpower Poky: Special report no 2. Washtngton.

DC National Commission for Manpower Policy. 1975
w 11

0
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Even in areas with some staff expenence, planning tended to be done

. -
primarily by staff of the ( ETA sponsorand Dut. reprTentatives. For the
most part, plans were extensions of existing prograrts, hasttily d. oved

1 by planning councils and elected officials. DOL regional offices f sed

almost entirely on administrative and procedural grantinatiers
n the second year the dynamics of ( ETA decision making were much

More deliberate. The planning process took shape largely within the
framework that the legislation ti ad providtd, and certaVilitterns o
decision making have emerged,
LOCA1 PLA`o.N(

Role of the Elected Officials

The and' elected official and the ( ETA staff shape and direct the nature
and content' of the planning process The resultant plans reflect their
attitudes. philosophies, and competences,

At first, -the chief-elected officials were generally not disposed to enter
acnvely into Tine I decision making, although they were aware of
manpower developments in their communities In larger sunsdictions,
responsibilities were delegated to administirative officials, in smaller
areas. `elected officials were more often involvsd, either formally or
informally. in. at least some decisions ,13y the second year. however. it
became dear that ( administrators were operating under marching

'or.ders, ranging from the very broad to the very specific Of the 24 local
prime sponsors in the study sample, (excluding the 4 balapcelof states),
only 1 small cUunty reported elected officials to be completely detached

planning. This net. Intel-est was 'awakened by the availability
of Tide VI fund) fur public service employment. Once drawn into the
(ETA dec!siop-making process. elected officials tended to becorpe more
set-m.1(60o other manpower issues. In Phoenix, for example, a
subctimmittee created by the city council, toolealo with public service
employment was soon participating more broadly in ETA activities

While most elected officials prefer a low profile, at criticil periods their
presence and influence were quite visible. in St Pailkfor.example, the
mayor gave full support to the ( Fitt staff in their of s to introduce a
somewhat controversial new program design in 1975 The mayor of
Philadelphia was known to lend a hijed on at least one occasion to get a
i'mlf..lect funded 'The mayor of Topeka tipped the scales,when the
Opporkinities Indiotrialization Center 1( ) solicited the'support of dit
city cornlission against a k taff al tbat nt be dropped, as a (ETA

.420nrraCtor, and again whe4 building ontractors and unions wanted to
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continue a ho clown plan that the staff had deemed ineffective In both
instances, th staff position was upheld% by the mayor and the city
commission he mayor of New York got involved when municipal
unions urged the use of Title I funds. for wst in order to rehire laid-off
city workers In fact. Title 1 funds were used for PSI: in AO 1976 by 10

.1, local sponsors in the sample Ip 7 of the 10, the chief elect 4d official was
directly and Nimbly making the decisions on the allocation of ( ETA funds
for psi- 4

The participation of 'elected officials is likely to be more direct and
visible in the smaller counties The Lorain County planning staff check
their plans with the county manager. the Calhoun County (ETA

#
administrator "runs ummitments by" the electre) officials. in Chester
County. all three commissionfers are on the planning council tand chair

*subcommittees. ,

The consortium structure appears to dictate even closer attention of
elected officials to ( elk,prograrril than is the case in cities or counties.
ConsOrtia are generally governed by executive boards or comimtte$
whose members are the elected officials or their designees) of the various
jurisdictions comprising the consortium These committees meet regular-
ly and CE-TA 'staffc typically keep them informell Members of the

. consortium are N %dant to ensure tha,t each gets a fair share of the
resources in thispotentially competitive situation. in four of the nine
consortia in the study sample. the executive 4.ummittees' participation in
the review. recommendation. and decision:making processes have been

1 so extensive as to rsnder the planning councils superfluous. In effect.
planning has been atexercise of the staff and the elected officials. In the
Kansas City consorlium_ the planning council reacted by threatening to
resign en masse unless its recommendations were seriously considered.
In the Austin and the Pinellas St. Petersburg consortia, on the other
hand, there has been practically no participation bj elected officials.

t The Orange County consortium" is a special case. one thai snore nearly
resemblech a state model The county' IS somewhat unusual in that it
contains not just one but five junsdictions eligible to be prime 'sponsors.
Each is permitted to do its own planning. Consortium planning is
deantralized to six units. the four eligible cities plus the balance of the
county .organized into two planning districts Each unit has its own
planner and develbps its own plans, which are cleared with elected
officials at the unit level and then forwarded to the corisortium. The
consortium administration is reluctant to second-guess elected officials
of the individual jurisdictions. ,

.4 .

The heightened political sensitivity of onsurtia appears due in some
cases to the fragile nature oftfie agreementh between a central city and
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the .surrounding suburb. especially wheie there are different racial and
ethnic compositions. Three consortia in the sample--Cleseland. Phoe-
nix-Mari4opa. and R.Veigh: -htive expenence tensions that appear to

, spring frokdifferences of this nature.
The elected official as a dominant decision maker is certainly a role

consistent with the philosophy of deventralization. Congress intended to
locate the responsibility for manpower programs with the chief 'elected
officer in a jurisdiction Fur better or for worse. the t onsequance has
been to subjeCt manpower programs to the indigenous political process.

127)le 4 thr (.;11A Adnuntstrator and Staff

4s elected officials are the final arbiters of the planning process. so the.
(ETA staff planners are the initiators of the wntten word in this process.
As such. they decisively influence the planning process and the shape of
program plans. In nearly aU local planning. ( ErA staff planners prepare
initial drafts of the Tale I plan that serse as the basis for subsequent
deliberations. The study resealed. (All a 4%, instances in which
assistance from other sources was stiqvited or receised while drafts were
being prepared One was in the North Carolina balance of state The
plan was'produved through the interai, won of state and substateplannmg
units Another occurred in "!viiddlesex COunty in 1976. the draft for the
Middlesex plan was produced in sections. each of which was discussed
with Isi.theornmittee of the planning council A third example was NeVr
York City. the only jurisdiction in the study sample in which the council
has.its own staff. the courivil staff was consulted by the sponsor staff
planners as they drafted the plan.

For the most part. Title I plans are developed and drafted by sponsor
staff and then circulated for resiew and comment This procedure gives
the staff two major opportunities for cook)] First. They outline the
overall program design. Where major ideas for redesign have been
proposed. as they were in St Paul. Topeka. Ramsey County. Union
Counts. and Kansa:. C6. they appear to have originated.with the (ETA
staff .,econd..stati 'merrtbers are able to shape the direction Ind extent of
the planning process In a few situations. council members have.
complained. criticizing (ETA staff for restncnng the scope of dthberav
Lions by limiting the time for disi,ussillq, Others have charged that
important background materials are distributed only I day before
cbuncit meetings. or sometimes at The meetings. so that an adequat
review of the proposed decisions is not possible. , .

Field researchers rated ( FTA administrators and ff as the single
"very important- influence im Title 1 planning in 15 the 24 loci!
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TABLE 11 Influence of Planning Council Members and CETA Staff in
Title I Planning. Sample Local.Prime Sponso?s. Fiscal 1976

Number of Sponsors t% = 24)

4 Of Little
Very or do

Agency of GIOLIP Important Important Impiirtance

CiTA Admsnistrstor and stair. 24 hi) 0

Employment setke 0 5 19

Vosational education or (oho pubbs
education agency li 16

Other public agencies 2 .
1

21)

s fleeted officiate 1 6 i 1

4 Community -based Ptgal 14a I 10 (I'S i .. 10 13

Business or industry 1 3 , 20
tabor . I 4 4 20
Client group representatives 1 3 20

Other- Is 1 23 i

TABLE 12 Combmations.of Officials and Council Members
Rated as Very Important in Title ! Planning. Sample Loc'al
Prime Sponsors, Fiscal 1976

surneer of Sponsots
Combination' 24)

(1-TA administrator and staff on') t S

ci-TA.tail pips elected official S

CM staff elected official and
other public agency 1

LTA staff. elected official and business 1

CI-TA staff. CBO and client group
CLTA staff and other public agency

*
Jurisdictions studied (excluding the balance dstates). In the other 9 local
Jurisdictions in the sampler E TA, staff shared the ler), important- rating.
most often with elected officials (see Tables 1'1 and 12).

Role of the Planning Council

Given the definitive role of the (1-VA 'administrator and staff and the
%ultimate authority of the 'elected officials. it is easy to understand why
many plarininetbuncits have had difficulty in exercising an effective role
in the planning process. What are the circumstances under wing) these
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two powerftil decision makers the elected official and the MA
administratortill permit the participation of a third the planning
council?

Conceptually, the council role is clear and saftificarit. The framers of
CETA viewed the local adsisory council as the vehicle through which
broad participation in manpower activities could be realized. They
carefully Arpecified its Membership. representatives of client groups.
community-based organizations tc mi. the ehabloyment service, educa-
tion and trainingAencies. and business and labor. The intent was to
include those who deliseed manpower services. those who received
them. and others who might be directly affected by their $quality and
substance. Producers and consumers might be assumed to operate as a
check on each other. and the requirement that the plan be made public
prior to being submitted to the Department of Labor would facilitate this
exchange

Cguricil functions are defined in the legislation. to submit recommen-
dations regarding program plans and basic goals, policies, and
procedures. to monitor and evaluate manpower programs. and,,to
provide for continuing analyses of needs for erriployment. *laming. and
related services. Howes er. final decisions on such recommendations are
reserved for the prime sponsor.

The Congress, having vested decision-making authority in the prime
sponsor, did make an effort. howeser, to pruside local groups with an
opportunity to participate in the. planning process, and it intended' this
participation to be more. than window dressing. What happened ts
complex and not always what might have been expected.

Prime sponsors published plans in the newspapers. opened planning
council meetings to The public. and sponsored public heirings. Perhaps it
was naive to hare anticipated the kind of participatory response on the
part of the general Public that is associated with a traditional town
meeting. Rarely did anyone attend planning council meetings or
otherwise participate unless he or she had a direct interest in the program
as a current or potential beneficiary or as a council member,. To the
extent that general community awareness has been aroused at all, it has
been through the scattered efforts of national or regional organizations
such as the League or 1A4min Voters, the Urban Coalition. and the
Southern Regional Council.' which have sponsored citizen - oriented
studies of general and special revenue sharing, including MA.

While (ETA did not attract much interest among the general public, it ,

did attract the interest of special publics groups in particular need of
(ETA services, service agencies working in areas related to CVA services,
and others specifically concerned with employment. training. and

11
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education programs. These groups appealed to the council as their
principal vehicle for advocacy arid recommendations. The council thus
became the major channel fur communication not only from its own
members but a:so from these external interest groups

Few ET4 councils played any role in preparing the Title I plan in the
first') ear. although some *ere intol%ed in the planning process later
Time was short. some councils were not yet functioning. and plans
assembled hastily by staff And based almost entirely on existing
programs were cleared through planning councils without much
participation from council members The interim report of this study
identified 8 of the 24 local wuncils in the sample as.having played a role
in developing the Title 1 plan during the first year but °rill. 4 councils as
Wing played a significant rule in decision making. in the second year.
there was greater opportunity for council actiNin, and. field researchers
rated about a third of the councils as haling had a substantial effect on
decision making, as shown below

r; flt I ttct on Tit! I IA,ision *dont:

PTITSIC Spon.,t Sub,t4nTial 1.1Ttiv nr 'stmt.

( vies Ln,: b.-a,h (,,r)
(Irk Phiiadelphi4

St Pawl
I opeIsa

( (UrtTle% 15.11Jrtkc ot (4). 4, ( alhoun
%fiddlcvn
Pacts Litaan

StantsiJus
t neon

( orka(i1J I(Jr144. Cit) 14pndotte ( Jowl Aft:a
4

1111),:ntx.Martompa Cloeland
Ownge County Laming TriCoon4
Pinellas:St Petercbua RIletgh

San Jilsquan

The judgments of the field researchers are confirmed and amplified by
intormation about tie structure andAtivities of the councils in tile,
sample 'council meetings. subcommlttl r structure. council Compositton.
the sequence-of planning-related ey ents. and ( ETA staff support. Council
activities tend to fall into one of three modes:

I informarronat In file situations tiff council is convened primarily

7
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to inform members of decisions and developments. rather than to solicit
their contributionthe "rubber- stamp council. .

2. Consultative. The council is convened to solicit advice from council
members. Twelve councils appear to fall into this category. although a
few might shade into category 1. IL is difficult to determine precisely
when pro forma approval or passive response becomes modest but
genuine contribution.

3 Participator). Members in these councils participate actively in
program planning or in resiewing operation's This is usually done
through a subcommittee structure Seven of the nine councils th were
rated as having a substantial or major effect on planning operate :rough
a subcommittee structure.

The policy of the elected Officials and the C ETA administrator
determines the level of council activity. For example. of those councils
rated as haying little or no impact, members were told explicitly or led to
undirstand that their role was "purely *aasvrsory." In these situations.
(ETA administrators tolerated the council as a federal requirement. but
council organization and membership appointments were often delayed.
meetings were held infrequently. and background material was delivered
late or not at all. -

Councils in smaller counties seemed less well established than those in
other jurisdictions. This was due in part to their inexpenence with
ma er programs. manifested in start-up problems. organizational
upheas ls. and frequent changes in staff directors. MOreover. because
elected u als in small counties tend to be directly involved in program
decision mak normal election turnoser had a disturbing effect on the
stability of coo These kinds of problems plagued council activities
in Calhoun. Chester. and Union counties.

Some observers believe that the role of the coupcil is not related to its
size and composition. Ripley.1 for example. concluded that in Ohio the
influential councils were characterized not only by a high level of activity
and frequent meetings. but %Iso by the relatisely low influence of elected
officials. The study suggests that.the composition of the nine bouncils
judged as having significant effect 'does not differ significantly from that

V of the other councils in the study (see Table 13).
Once established. the profiles of local councils tended t9 be fairly

stable. Although indisidual sponsors enlarged or reduced the size of their
councils, the average size and composition did not change significantly

S Department of Labor. Empluymeni and Training Administration. The implieprita
of C ETA en Ohio R&D monograph 44( Prepared by Randall B.tRipley. 1976. pp 0- It

(available from mils)
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TABLE 13 Composition of Sample Local Prime*Sp onsiir. Planning Councils'
and of Councils Having Substantial iffeLt on "l'itle I DetAsion Making. Fiscal
1946 (percentage dismbuton).

Council MunibaNhip
Mint Sri:divots

= 24)

Planning &micas
Having Substantial
Litect 9,

f m ploy mcnt ivervict: 5 4

Pubik educetton or trainine Jgencits 14 14

Other flub ltc agencies. i 3 12

Flectetfotfickik 1 6

Businn , 11 26.P

... Labor 1 . 6.
Community.thised organization 11 11

j Client group 21 . 24

Otifer 5 3

' kit Grqups Itii) 140

kvtage-number 01 ritimbvi stn ,ounc 11 24 24

Mit I woke delittras :aN percent of tot41 26. 32

.
between 1975 and 1976 The nine councils identified as having
substantial effect .are not similar. Their jurisdictions are of all types and
sizes. their membets range in number fromi.I4 to 39. Two have barred all
service deliverers from membership, butdin four of the rune councils.
program operators comprise 30 percent ur more (72 percent in New York
Cit")of the membership. ,

.

As noted earlier; seven of the nine most active councils have program
operators as members. In any case. absence from:the council appears

lisomewhat illusory, because sponsors that banned service deliverers
ofrom the council itself have permitted o couraged them to form

subgroups or otherwise act in an advisory tacit). to the council. This is
the case in Kansas City and Orange COnnt

1
6..

There is/additional evidence that councils activein decision making
'may be associated with the presence of a number of service deliverers.
whether or not they,are permitted to members of the council. Eight of
the nine councils that rank high in decision - making impact are
associated with delivery systems that ur a nevber of delivery a,gencies
fie . "mixed" or "traditional" systems) to proade ervices (see Chapter
6) For example. in Topeka, which shifted from a system of contracting
out services to a sponsor - operated "comprehensive" system. an observer
noted that " . in fiscal 1976 tie council seemed to have some impact
tin the content of the plan but that was probably due to the interest and.

,

410
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activity of the program operators who were also members of the
planning council. Since there are nu moor independent pro.gram
operators at the present time the role of the planning' counctl has
diminished accordingly It would seem that councils most likely, to
affect the deusion-making! process come from among those that have
something at stake in the decision

Not all of the sectors or groups represented on the act*e council
participate equally The uct makes a special` point of providing for the
participatipn of client groups in planning -but the study found that
clieritiroLp4 ta.s distinguished from community-based organizations
Delivering services). business. and labor were the least influential groups
on the council tree Table 1J ) A ix-)1 report on the first year. of (ETA
operations observed that of all the groups on the council. employer and
client group representation was relative!) the least adequate 4 One
problem was that client or target groups were sometimes represented by
organizations that were also delivering services Thus. it was not always
dear whether it was the intere,1 of the organization or of the clientele
that was being represented. On the other hand: individuals who
represented clients but had no specific organizational affiliation night
find themselves at a disadvantage in terms of informational background
and influence

Active councils frequently play a coQuctive political role In New
York City. the council helped to protect Title I funds by participating in
negotiations among the mayor's office. the t LTA administrator. and the,
Department of Lator over the diversion of such funds to public service
employ, ment. In Long Beach and Kansas City. the council was the arena
for resolving funding squabbles among community groups

Inactive councils are generally associated with one of two situattons.
one in which objective. clOse monitoring of decision making A not.'
desired for political reasons. the other characterized by a competeift,
sophisticated staff that resists, sharing decision making with a council.
perhaps feanng opposition to staff decisions. It is from sponsors with the
latter kind of decision-making structure that the most innovative

, programs and many of the most dramatic changes in programming have
come: It remains to be seen whether program efficiency. effectiveness.
and innovation are funBamentally consistent with broadly based
decision making,. particularly when shared by those with a stake in the
status quo.

4L S Department of Labor. Employment and Traifung Administration. Office of
Manpower Program Eval;iation. 'The Role of Planning Councils and Community
Participation in the Planning Process. ikrA Staff Evaluation Findings. 1915" !unpubl-
ished)

So
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In summary, councils are actively encouraged to participate in
dectsion making when their participation is perceived by elected officials
and CER administrators as useful and not threatening. Otherwise. they
are not actively encouraged. and in a few places they may be receiving
negative signals. Active and effective councils appear to be charactenzed
by the knowledgeable involvement of council members in the planning
end decision-making process, by positive leadership on the part of the
IFTA administrators. and by the presence on die councils of groups who t.

have something at stake in the decisions.
In 1975. there were four active councils in the sample. Five more were

added in 1976 The circumstances that strengthened those five councils
during 1976 were v4rious. In Karsas Cay. the council was reorganized to
exclude service deliverers and to replace them with representatives of
what was viewed as the traditional* power base of the community
business. labor. and the professions. Kansas City is thus an exception to
the conclusion that the presence of those who have an interest at stake
makes for a stronger council. In New York City, on the other hand, the
melding of service deliverers into a constructive body supported by its
own staff appears to have been the winning approach. Another council.
that of a consortium, may have owed the vigilance and participation of
its members to competition. if not distrust. between city and county
members The secret of developing a successful council, from the
perspective of the CETA administrator. appears to lie in analyzing the
immediate environment and taking advantage of whatever opportunities
it offers

BALANCE OF STATES

The planning process among balance-of-state (Dos) sponsors developed \
in a distinctive manner. Under c ETA, states have responsibilities to act as
prime sponsors for all areas too small to be pnme sponsors in their own
right (i e , the balance of state). and plans are d awn up in consultation
with the balarce-of-state manpower planning uncds. State* govern-
ments are also responsible to coordinate pla s in the state through the
state manpower services council (soisc). In general, there has been little
effective use of the state manpower services council, and there is little
evidence of state planning. . *

The disparate balance-of-state areas are frequently widely scattered,
dtstant from labor market centers. and more or less rural. It is difficult to
plan for these areas in terms of conCeptuallly integrated economic or
social goals. Therefore. it is not surprising that a general pattern of
decentralization has evolved, with nos sponsors redelegating planning
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responsibility, to local levels. All four of the slates in the study have
decentralized planning responsibility to Aubstate areas or distncts. In
fiscal 1974, there was no plannnig process as such at the state level,
rather, each' local district carried our its own process. The results were
aggregated and almost automatically approved by state CETA staff and
the balance-of-state planning councils. Other studies of CETA implemen-
tation in Ohio, Michigan. and Washington also point to the same pattern
of decentralization of responsibility for planning.5.

This decentralization of planning responsibility to substate areas has
the advantage of using planning regions, such as councils of government.
that already exist to plan, review, or carry out other types of programs.
This should make possible greater coordination with other programs. (In
North Carolina, for example. substate planning regions are also
responsible for programs concerning child development, aging services,
family planning, and nutrition.)

Planning by substate areas follows the logic of decentralization, which
suggests that tliose closest to problem should be in the best position
to solve them. The major disadvantage is that recourse to a multitude of
planning units may also lead to undesirable duplication of effort and
planning for geographic areas that do not have the economic viability for
program success.

Otte study of the state role in CETA develops a typology of planning
and administration in which decentralized planning, along with a
somewhat centralized responsibility for administration, is described as a
typical BOS arrangement deriving logically from the CETA concept.6
Under this model, substate_areas are free to generate local plans, but
monitoring, evaluating, and contracting authonty (and sometimes choice
of contractor) resides with the state. 'Centralized administration is
generally justified as a means of achieving some economies of scale,
avoiding political patronage at the local level, and maintaining enough'
control to meet sos responsibilities under the law.

Another study argues that the reversecentrapied planning and
decentralizedadministration rrught be a better approach.' Centralized
planning would be preferable to achieve economic efficiency within and

Peter Kobtak. A Implementation 14 MIChigall,.. Unpublished paper prepared for the
ETTA Evaluate n Seminar sponsored by the National Manpower Policy Task Force.
Washington. D.0 . June t3. 1975, Western Michigan State University, Kalamazoo. US.
Department of Labor. Employment and Training Administration. The Role of the Stale in

CETA Process. A Case Study of Washington State, Final report P13-245 602,8ST,
Prepared by V Lane Rawlins, Washington State University. May 1975 (ainulable from
rifts); U S. Department of Labor. The Implementation ofrETA its Ohio.

A U.S. Department of Labor. The Implementauon of CETA in OW, p. 41.
/U S Department of Labor. The Role of the State in the CETA Process. pp 4 and 29.
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10 among the balance-Of-slaw areas; as well as to osercome the scarcity of
experienced. conipecent planners and the tendency of iriall. new
plannog units to "reinvent the wheel." Decentralized authority fix- the

7 e

selection Ilr program contractors and tlac supervision of operations,
including m tutoring and evaluation, would bng,program success or
failure to community awarertess and would make continual .-

..
prfotririr o non more feasible. ,

Altho_igh all four of the states in the sample hase decentralized
_planninrand a more or less centralized administrative structure..there
are some interesting differences. In Maine, title I funds, aregilepted

1 ,and plans are deseloped at the local level by 8 area t ommittees
. reprtenting 12 counties. The local areas also select their own service
deliverers. but%contracting is done .at the state level. Half of the
rnember_streof the balance-of-gtate planning counciUs composed of the
chairpdrsons of these 8 local! planning col:wits, therefore.,it would be
uplikelytfor an significant resisipn of local plans tube Made at thgtate
level" This was made deal- at a council meeting that considered fiscal
1977 plans Theicouncil heard formai piotests on four of the eight plans
frbri2 agencies that were being dropped as deliserers. In three cases, the
local council chili-men rose to defend their positions and mere quickly

_supported by the stale council, one local councirsplan was returned for
/

. "further discussion and reSolutiori of its deficiencies. - ..
/ ..

In Aniona, too. Title I.ftinds are allocated and plans deseloped at the
. / ' local lee] tri 'this vase, by foin councils of government (cOGs) Sand 1

seven Ihdian groups
.

,Through state-level r.esiew. again perfunctory, each .
i

plan is considered separately,_theie is no effort to 4velop ai integrated ,
Bps plan in the view of .8ome obsersers, fragmentation of thecplanning
effort is a particular arobltm because plans are developpd by the Indian
groups-inLiependentlYvof the cods withiffsvhose areaintity are physically

..

locateli
v:

.
,,.

IP

..., Texas has 14 substoe planning goons, correspOriding to connas of
government. each %lilts own planniri&cluncil and Title I plan. A,gain,
restos at the state level is r unite. The dynamic that appears to underlie
the pfanning,process s pinpointed to one observer, who nOtete. 0
that 7since,mcfst 'of the an' Is basically develcitSe'd 'al: the local. area., a
hands off policy sterns to prevail, with members (orthe state pianthrig., ... .
couhcilf reluctant ti.rihallenge the wisdom of other repiesentatives ,

,,
.
regarding what's bbest foiihteir own area and problems'." . '.. - '

For the most par. the state ( VA staff in Texas viewed themselves as
i actsocates for the. !ilea!, eosernmenlys.,Inial least one instance, however,

of fal plannerstelt thatonomy was'infringed by a decision (lithe...

goserpor'9 offive to use 20 percent offitle I funds for a tis-wide migrant
.... . AO 'f4 %. I

... A
I
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worker program in fiscal 1977. Local council, were upset Wause the
state wastttn effect. planning to serve this group on their behalf and with
their funds. In some 4.ornminities. this situation resulted to three
separate and uncoordinoe414 migrant programs a local effort. under its
own Title program. the special nosittle I program. and an additlynal
riugrant program. funded b tee Department"of Labor under Title III
through another agency It

Despite the decentralization of planningfesponsibility state governots
did participate in 'n114\1 Jon Ines when there were political problem
an overriding state co ern In Texas. as noted, the gosernor's*offite
decided ,on the 20-per ent set aside for migratnt 'programs In North
6arlina, the governor intervened in early 1975. when hinemploment
was very high. to rvIlocate all available Title I funds irit work

- experience actis Ines. %0 as iv, create more jobs In Arizona, the governor
was urged during fiscal 1976 to address a dispute on the-allocation of .
title I funds It was claimed that Indian tribes were utt:eiving 40 percent
of the furl& while core:muting only l8 per-cefft of the populaition

hi only one of the state~ studied North Carolina --has there been an
effort to. develop a cooperative planning process between the state and .

local les els of government The interit was to develop a.mutoally agreed-

. upon plan v. ith broacil 'based commun6 support through a series of
communications bow ee,n the rigiontand the state

.State {Manning staff ihstituM such a grocess. designed not on]; to
maintain localiutonomy buCalso to achieve "real planning" add "real
4. qnlrol user Mgram operatioiis." Funds were provided h hire planners
for each of .16 substate planning regions (known as 'lead regional 4

organizations.: t nos) and localplanning councils were established for 404,i."
each *vleetings between state planning staff and regional planners began
in January 197.5.A tw.ottageapproach was adopteit an initial round of
graft plans focutaig on goals ltd and,a eeond .round,
concerntd with prOgram manaillnertr. and operation$0'First-

. round dratls prepared by t Itt)Lwele levie*Od rt the state level by stiff
140 council Stag beim-kr, also provided cousiderabl (ethnical 4

: assi>knt.e to the t Ros in the preparation of, second - rotund drafts.dwring
a, mahy formal and.e'informal meetings Because of this &1st and

continuing assZ)chttion. the state c El A planning staff was able to act as
advocate fuhe local planners at the State level. Although there were "4

difference. amo,S, slate-level stVi with respect to whether local
autsinorn shoulr be guarantee& the prtni:iple respecting local" 4 A

44, dAsions prevailed . .

Because of ifs difficulti and arithii1OUS objectives. the North Carolina
planning prutess enevuritersd numerous obstacles and fell far short t)f.

-
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what might be considered exemplary in terms of state-local stanng of
planning responsibility The fun mental issue of how to achieve
congruence betweenstate manpo r polity and local autonomy was not
resolved Contracting procedGres, under which the LROs issued requests
for proposals and made recommendation's on.selec tion'to the state which
had the final say 4nd did the coritractiegMturned out to be confused and
lengthyt A novel proposal to set aside 10 percent of Title I funds for Laos

0 with outstanding plans was never fully implemented. Bureaucratic
delays. inefficiencies, and dissension plagued the plandrig process.
particalarly ,cturing, the second' round of planning,Nonetheless, the
North Cargitda iffort to create an integrated Mate-leveliplanning process
vas unusual :Although it had mixed success, it did represent a
important break }kith lihe past ann, the initiation of a more ran
planning procedure I

,(04

INFO_ ENCES ON Taff I -DECISION MAKING

( r I v cNI tosli<dicted that the principals on the manpower scene would
make choices, not through objective consideration of alternatives but in
terms of their own interests Steresmwsgersist thatlink_suth interests io..
tie decision, that are thade Thus. the involvement of elected officials is
associated with "political' decisions in the pejorative sense, partypation
in decision making by ',emue deliverers is supposed to perpetuate the
status quo frid stifle objective program assessment. the dommation of
decision making by ( IIA stair may be perceived as leading to'
bureaucraia. aggr;ndizerderit The study tried to. find out the extent to
which these kinaolconsideratitins influefice decision making'

V

19, 4
:Poi Ilit AI i At IMO .
There is limited es ideice of polsta.al intervention in the t 1:i'A planning

p1ess in the Tammany Kill sense of trading political favors, nepotism. '. .
patronage, Field reports suggest that. in one city. ( HA staff were

chose ,rmlesfor political loyalty than for professional talent. In two'
o areY, bola , al powter w*, said to he the biggest factor in
determining vt, 4' t the mayor contracts, but a recent change in
administratio . ,.r,?t, . he situations in one of these ar .

Another 0 kl, t4,ailinienention is illustrated by ecigio,u, of

_ .
.

.
t.,

. ,.\
the rikayil of Nle York City to. use Tide I funds to relieve fiscal.

4 .
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7pr.essure,Four of the Ppcal sponsors studied reported an ."excessive.
kcal crunch (see Chapter 7j. all 43f them allocated Title I funds to public
service employmInt. 4,

.Political considerations teem to have dominated the Title I planning
process in _Cleveland anti Raleigh. In Cleveland. Consideration of *-
financial tttnigecies appathtly resulted in the allocation of h very large
proportion of Title I funds to public sector employment. -in Raleigh in
fiscal 1975. politicarpressuces determined the selection of a major service
deliverer. I

On the whole. however. the most important political concercoaf-Chief
elected officials is to avoid embarrassment or "probleina"fhis concern.
which lies behind the intistence of elected officials that program
decisions be cleared with them. induces a cautious approach anditends to.
constrain risk-creating innovations or controversial proposals..

. S.
%Fit DELIVtRblkS

Politicking by service deliverers. particularly community organizations.
with specific racial or eihnic constituencies. is also reflect in the
planning process. program operators wet e viewed by sortie as oncerned
solely with'secunng or retailing' their territories. Thus, in the Lansing
conkartium. it was ohserVed that the ,tioliticai rylitvieents-icy be that
each mmonty group . gets ataltast off program designed specifically
for them. and tht: size of the program nds. more on the aggressive-

. ness and, 'competency of the program b aerators (than on the level or
,need) .

These Loribt.t.ofbinteres.onterns prompted the Deiarutent of Labor
to issue a regulation in fiscal 1977 baring planning Council members
from viiting on .their own contracts'. Three of the councilg studied
xClude all program operators fiom membership, two more exclude .

private:Ircior program opeiators private.' nonprofit, community 11/-
organizations) but permit public-sector program operators. such as the
employlknt service and vocational education agencies. to be Members.

The new regulation& du not necessanly solve the .conffitt-of-interest
situation. as cure 1 )al observer, notgJ doesn'tprevent log rolling:
since you.vote on th other .group's program and he Isici,votes on yours."
liackstratching may be extended to include the t LTA; administrator as
well as (be program operators. with thi latter 'deferring to'the former as
disburser of unds Then. as ahotherobserver noted. "(ATV becoiries a
self - serving: closed Lvstem.'' Moreover-..eves in. situations in which

65
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operators do not hilre'suunsil merrilfetsligmhey are peimilted to serve
on commitees or to ocgatifze as an advisor;,, groope

But there is some et idense that conflicts of inteiSSt m.o. be diminished
ty other developments. 9s will be seen in Chapters 5 and 6. the
importance 41 the established program operators within the ( ETA

sieltvery -system has decreasedACommumts ;Jason agencies and' the
.0 employment sersice have had MnifiCant reductions in Title I funding.

vocational education agensies Mee lost. some of .their influence.
Community-based organizattuns. such as Opportunities Industrialization
Center. -loth for Progress. and the L rban League. no longer exercise

'control over a total program seguense from diem entry. to exit. but Ike!.
compete lof-Lontracts on individual program pieces Thus. while their
funding is higher. their span of control is more Innitedi As sponsor staffs
have gained mere experience the ability of service deliverers to influence
Olarining decisions also appears to have destined

Thus, in some Lases. the grip of the service' deliverer hlas been
. loosened Elsewhere. under skillful leadership. the ). havevliecomea force
Jr constructive progra% Improsement Caen of the nine councils that

were identified as important participants in decision making pay close
attention to relautc program performance "these sounds concern
themselves with placement rates. Lost., and other aspects of individual
contractor performance that are s'-on.sidered in planning fur the next year
In Long Beach. counsil subcommittees set the rules and make
recommendations on program proposals In Orange Counts. program
operafors parimpate on subc'ommittees that %kirk with sponsor, Staff -16
sec,petifiL performance goals and objectives for sontrators Program

sperators in Lansing are kept, apprised of one anoher's progress by. 1

detailed cornparative analyses In Nev. Yoit City. one observer
.

clorninted that' the counts) ae: a vANo was a major force in.program
planning and implthentetion It has its on staff that son4ucts extensive
analy'ses',01contractor performance. and program operattOts have come
fusee that their competitive adtantage !i in program, success

Ip L mod i,"alhoun. and Cook counties and in 'Philadelphia, staff
planners are reported to rely on program 'operatbrs for informal
contributions to lie planning roes Service deliverers are also
reported to be 10 midi rn.sumt of thesu7nsortla. notably Clevelanitazci,
Phoenix. 'Raleigh. an'd San Joaquin. altN1/4>ugh st is difficult ib some or 0,

these cdSes to cost taut helpful suggestion from ...elf-so-wig influence.

"Ong.unall; stbe Department of Labor proposed that members I.;`e prohibited from
even discussing :Tutors affecting their own organizations. but ,m the final serSlOn Or the
regulations the prohibitive extended ordr to voting on matters affecting their own
organization

.
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II suminary. the representatives 43f service liverers orithircouncil are
cert nth, interested in protecting and advan ng their organizational
interests .Sorrie sixflisor have sought to curtail the role of the program
operators. while others have tried to channel it conructively. The

_
challenge is to derive mecirrium benefit from the vadable expertise of ,
ser% ice.delf%eiers w hilemininitzing conflicts a interest

..---

1-1tF st sFF Rot , ,

Tii decentralization of manpower programs shifted theresponsibilitv
f focal programs from individual protect imagers to the elected

cial and he c ETA administrator In ma in.tances, the .(ETA
administrator has also opted to operate some of hp manpower prgram
components shrecily

It is alleged that; Warming decisions on -the location of respurll
among various service deliverers are influenced y. the desire of some
administrators to overate pidgrams themselves .rather than to use
existing manpower resources Such. allegations, especially if made by
service deliverers threatened with' loss of d contract, are difficult to prove
or disprosg

In Pinellas-St Petersburg. for example, the (3,-rA ;tiff proposed a he
comprehensive delivery system tbat cv.pultj have enhanced staff participa-
tion antifeduced that :if some deliverers counait members'rejected the
proposal, claiming that theywere hot furnished with enough information
On objectives, costs, and how the nr.. stem would improve arrange-

. ments, In another aonsurburn. a council rriemb'et complained... and
%

others some of the stair recoMmenuations. (wt, they make i
Servifeel he a fool And thereare very few of us knowledgeable enou
to even ask these cluestitins In Topeka, the staff presented to t
council a proposal that ffie spons'or operate the intake center directly
rather than contract with' the employ.ment service, According to one
observer. nil written documentation was providedsto support the staff w,

positiOn that they could operate the center as efficiently as the
,employmint service :Acre were no data on the cost of the two
proposSls nor any smpactstudy Sts to.how the programs would foe

-ailectes.1 by a change in lucations." In another city. an observer noted.
jilt appears that experrenced ,competent suppliers such as the Czban°
It_tague had their field cif service restricted so that inexperienced

nd.ttduali employed directly by 'the F staff could 'attempt 00
-de%ClOp . a broad prcigiarna* IN)olh was told or read led me
to ortcluA that the net resultTif [staff si p ygt larger role was a real
; .

4".
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. Om 'm efficiency of opeiation, or an enlargement of opportunities
presented team clients "

There is thus some concern that increasing responsibility for program
operations is beginning to infringe on the objectisity of the administra-
toes planning funstion.

THE QUALITY OF.TITLE I PLAVNI \G

. Central to the (ETA concept is the premise that states and localities can
4, plan more suitably for local needs than can, the fecferal goernment

.;iationalliy mandated. manpower policies are not evilly appropriate in
esery community . they ma!, require adjustment to local conditions
'More 'precise understanding may be easier to reach at the community
level of an indiidual labor market Such an understanding can generate
a fresh looli of local problerin and possible solutions. .

There hail been some progress in the art of manpower planning before
C Elk The t kMPS system. especially the ,funding of some h200 planning

. positions in Mate. city. and county gosernments. at the sexy least
developed a cure of manpower p nne i ANOS also pros ided a technical.... z.... Tflptalli to.pliiiiiing.-1:equin g ysis of the-suppTy and demand

1 dynamics of the' labor market that was carried into the (ETA system
.'"In 1974. the Department of La issued a tech;ucal assistance guide

cm planning for ( Er,t sponsors ' e guide described the stepsjo be
_followed in identify ing needs and establishing Oit pnonties amonthem.
as' a basis for decisions on program goals. groups to be -served. and
services to be offered./" .

N1., Eksi. temographic data for the ponsor. area were to be analyzed to
)s id,ellify Ihyse group'r in the Topulation in 'special need of manpossef

. sen'ases. it . youth. older workers.,dropcuts. and minorities. Next. the
lqc!i,111abor,Market was to e.examined to identify occupations with good'

. career piatential, then: in awn on existing loCal programs and other
reMil-ces And their effectieness A as to be assembled and resiewed. This

''.. ahalysis Was to be used to select prionties in target groups and service to
be offered . f kil

One'charactecistic of a planning model that calls for a detailed
i analysts ofthe labor market is that it permits. and indeed encourages. a

. faindampital rethrnkmg of community and clientele needs and respon-
sire prograny strategies. It may of course be used to make incremental
changes in existing programs it differs from other planning approlches

.

41-S Dcpiinraeru ut tabu,. implvyrnent and Traunng Adininistrabod. Manpower
Prevost Nonnsit Osade, Aphl 1974
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Manpowa Planning 69

that; accept whatever is alr1ady in place and focus mainly on fine tuning,
of the existing design.1°

- However desirable the zero-base approasti. it proved to be impossible
in the first.year of qETA for reascons beyond the controtof most sponsolk,
A DOL Shut notes that "in the initial planning year, strategic planning
was powerfully influenced by five key structural factors the legacy of
past programming. the new funding allocation formula under CE-ti, tho
time constraints. fie rapidly Changing economic situation, and the
relative size of sponsor' program efforts:II The net effect was to
predispose sponsors to maintain what was in place. unless there was a
particular reason for doing otherwise. The majority of sponsors did not.
plan at all in fiscal,1975. if by planning's met "foresighted relating of
action to needs or goals. Rather. they continued with what existed and
concentrated on gatfienng up the reins of administrative control.

'The second year was expected to be a better reflection of state and
local planning capabilitities. there was more lime, greater familiarity
with the programs. and a better understaiding of the problems.
Assessments of. fi" 1976 planning. however. have tended to be
somewhat disappoffiting. The major problems .were analytical weakness-
es in identifying needs for manpower services and in conceptual?zing
-a ppretelies-tc- meet those needs. Pia-ming was stil llarger5perfunctory.
Fot -the most part thete was no. serious. in-depth analysis or strategic
planning. Observers close to the scene made these various comments
regarding Title I planning:

A

' The densios making process was essentially the same as it was in the 1975
fiscal year. which in turn was essentially the same as it was pnor to the passage of

' CL1A.

. Planning has tended to be a ritual appendage to funding
Where the plan does no show improNement is in defining needs iv the city and a

. in providing any rauondle for,allooping resources
In depth and serioukmanpower planning does not occur._ t,

. Document is pnreardy descriptive -.
Plan wasn't internally censistent did itsit serve the groups that the

analysis orbeed shbwed needed the most-serving. .
ImFor example. A Owing and evaluluon guide prepared by the staff of one large urban
spassor hoes that if a manpower program is operating, and if an anne#I , plan is
p repared xi a form acceptable to the Federal glAemment, planning is going on . Pan One,
pt 35. In 14 S Department of Labor. Emphomeni and Train?ng Administration, Planning
.2alEvaluation Undu CET.! A quick for Large PrinseIportron. Prepared by SainuelB
Kai? and Ralph S Walker for the Mayor's °Irate utAManpower, Chicago, Jaritiary 1976
(avtjfable from vns). . ' ,

ITS. Dejairtment of Labor. Employment. acid Training Administration. Office of
Mitpe? Program Evaluation. "PnrneSponsor Planning for Fiscal 1975. curA Staff
EvaI Findings. 1975' (unpubli'shecin 12,
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In some respects. the 1976 planning was an improsement oser the year
before and presaged further improvement for fiscal 1977 From a
sybstantts e point of stew, thosingle, most consistent accomplishment was
the' increased use. of data on program performance (stemming froin the
management information system) as an aid to planning- The New York
Cits, Topeka. Middlesex C unty. Lanvin& and Kansas Citi, sponsors
made specific_use of program for planning in fiscal 1976. The Title I
plan for each of the 16 regions North Carolina showed an unusual
lesel of detail that incorporated ireto cost projections for'each major
Title i program Acusity u e.. administration. allowances. and training).
Less exper.enced ,pon,ors or those that got a late start sskerenot able to
actomplish as much In fiscal 976.* the) coecteii is do were effective
planning fur fiscal 19"- Thus t5asCliester. and Union coonhesmade
.ignificant tmproi.emerti- n :he"' fiscal 197' planning, o-ocec.s. not only
1->) greater COUncil r, d .ement rut also b. moremtensive ff
planning

The effort made hs he Department .-)t I aho'r to assist sponsors in
instaharg adequate program management toes Aopeared to.hasejaiil
off ',ince s.ponsoi. were civark improN mg mei/ Jfflging
contractor performance 1- mans cases, howeNer rest of this
impro%ed capabiiits wa oeric(54.tratei(iTc.;(7747;7K further difficult)
and ornplextts de,.tiop,pg Adequate etakiation techrwities for
comparat,se an- iyses ,g program, Obser..er 4r. a -umber of areas

*cumin .n need or poi guidance in uesehoping standardized
appro e, that would he adjustable to seising cpon, .r needs

The qua Is of planning improved. Sot if totakeform and rethinking.
of program Strategies were expected- Title 1 planning or fiscal 1976 fell
sl}ort^The annual planning and grant 4.si.le itself nets a premium on 4

-range planning As noted earher there ..were structural and
erroronmen;41 factors that tended ty limit cc mprehencisejnd oh:ectise
planning the. attitude and philo.soph% of the elected official. the
leadership extoctsecr by the 4,E.I% adtriinistr ator economic and fiscal
pressures that diserted Title I funds and ;:ention to countercschcal
problems , 1

410

TITLE I PRiX)11.,41.4 GOALS ANO OBJEcir:Is

e is a persiltent confusion About program gulls and pbjectides.
Yv at pactly are Titlevi manpower prQgrami. intended :4J accomplish-
Th tguage of the act is.vaguetand.genetal Training and senses are

,
A

4
tki *sigrie1.1 4Q lead to "maximum employment opportunities and

. enhance frlf-sufficiency.r This phrase does not help the plunger

. .
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%discriminate among alternative straegies to make better use of, scarce
. '

'resources VI does not suggest a balance between long-term and short-
term objectives. between crisis intervention in times of unemployment
and longer-term efforts to improve job-related skills. It does not suggest a
balance between those who need much help and those who need only a

-little It contains no'gindes for the appropriate role of employers in the
program or of schNls and other existing training institutions.

The planners in the North Carolina balance of state attetpted to
focus on identifying goals The first found of draft planning within the
aos was de% oted entitely to the development by each lead regional
organization of a policy statement that Would serve as the basis, on
.hick the'region has and will make decisions concerning the develop-
ment. utilization and maintenance of the . .- . labor force." But when.
the staff analvzed,these first drafts. they found that theregions were
has mg considerable problems in formulating policy statements for
reasons thai included inexperience. the influence of existingcategoncal
programs and operatic)" [Is!' la Ns of trine. insufficient data. and lack of skill
in the use of availabli data

Thvinitial technical assistance pros ided by the Department of Labor
was confusthg .The 1974 Pvloposier Program Planning Guide advised
sponsors to establish a program "purpose." and also to define fo'r
themselv4r.program "goals" .

.

"PuiPose" is defined as a statement describing the focus or thrust
of a program ". The example given in the guide attempts to narrow the
broad ..(ternerit of purpose in the act by fOcusing on a. specific group.
'The purpose of this program is, to improve the overall employment
pro-pect of the econ&rnically

M
disadvantagdents of the area " Most.

sp6nsors../wever, tended to quote or paraphrase .the More general
statemeniol purpose in the c Era, legislation in their fiscal 1'975 plans

The I Manpower Program Planning Guide deffifed "goals" in one
place as tatements of desired aims yr outcomes " Although not as
general tts statements of purpose, goals are broad statements and do not
represent a specific quantifiable level 12 The example was poor. ''A goal
ofights progrim is to inove 16. 19-year-old minority youth into laborer
and operative ,positions" Such statements do not define a, liing-terni
program goal or explain why one activity is selected rather than another

tieserthelessafor some sponsor. the fiscal 1976 plans repreiented an
Improvement over the year before in terms of meaningful vals. At least
op Department ofigibor regional office required its sponsors to present

e

12t; S Departmentartmera of robot. Manpower Pr.)graiPlastsung Gm* pp 1-2
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s
a specific statement of longer-term needs as a rati9nale for its actisities.
Sponsor plans in this region included such goal statements as increasing
income les els of specific target groups. decreasing the percentage of
specific. target groups with incomes below the poserty lesel. and
increasing the percentage of minorities employed in sanous occupations
and industries. Two sponsors in the sittdyOrnple from this region
(Cleve:And arid Lansing) hale such statements in their plans. Some plans
of sponsors in other regions also referred to longer-term goals such as the
intention to mose workers from secondary to primary laboi markets
(Philadelphia) or to bring about a more equitable distribution of jobs
and incomes with respect to minorities...and ferna/WSt. Paul). In all. haft',
of the 14 plans examined contained sine statement of specific longrterm
goals. although none proposed any mechanism to measure achiesement.
and none furnished any esidence of the extent to which such goals
actively guided program deMon making .

LINKS TO IFIE PRI1, ATE SEC TOR , A ,

Inadequate attention to the prisate sector was cited as a significant
impediment to effect's e planning for a number of sponsors studked...

A representatise of the chamber of commerce in the central city of a
consortium deplored the failure of 44.1-A to..oultis ate relation's with
business more aciisely In another consortium. a iepresentatise of the
Urban League sifted thf low lesel of business Inv olsement. despite
representation on the planning council. as a significant problem. An
observer in still another consortium noted "There seers to be some
reticence among manpower staff to deal with pinate sector employers.
No major employ ers in the consortium base sat on the council. . . . It
appears that little systematic outreach has been conducted to make .

contact with them,-
, In one urban area. an ubserser noted "job deselopment personnel get
a list of terminations when the .course is completed. instead of being
forewarned, of job needs. 0 Oserlaying the entire process 'of job 5
development) is the failure . . . to interest the business community
where the jobs'are to be s'ou'ght." ' . '

Union County. making an effort to overcome this lack. held a
luncheon' for 50 local employers to-acquaint them with (ETA stall' and
programs- Also. c I rkstaff in Union plan.ned to proside direct placement
referrals to employers as a way of building a relationship and 'cums the

a way for graduates of their training programs.

93.
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THE ' REGIONAL OFFICE FOCI_ S

The Department of Labor was preoccupied in fisc44 1975 and 1976 with
administratise rather than substantive matters of Anning. IX/1 argued
that getting the act implemented was the first pnority.enore attention to
pro_grams.catenkand quality would follow. ... _

Because of the urgency of implementing ( ETA. DOL regional office
attention for the most part was limited to procedural and technical
aspects of grant applications. San Francisco was an exception, sponsors
in that region w ere asked for information on the results of'kETA

'classroom training in the previous yeare . enrollments. iompletionst-
and placements by occupation. Sponsors in this region were also asked
to include a table of skill shortage occupations that would show not only
projected demand but also projected supply of labor for each occupation
from sources other than cm. This information was furnished by one
sponsor . i

It would appear that a know ledge of other manpower-related
actis dies. especially those funded under Title 111 of c ETA. would be

' essential if unnecessary duplication.were to be awided. In New York
Cny . for example: the field researcher noted. 'There are manpower
programs in the Department of Employment, in the Flousmg and
Des elnpment Agency': in the Department for the Aging. in the Health
and Hospital Corp . . but nowhere are they (all) listed. nowhere can
you even get an overview of all these programs and the relationships
ben:, een them." A recommendation by -the 1974 planning guide to

i. dev.dop memories of other training'efforts had relatively low pnohty
with sponsors. Howei.er. the San Francisco'regional il.)ffice, by requesting
this information. introduced a key element to link the program to the
general homework of labor demand. This was a significant step in
tightening the analysis. even though the responses were limited and
fragmentary

The Department of Labor practice of comparing.sponsors' plans with
performance reports may host contribut to some distorted thinking
concerning the Rrcper role of planni - The DOI regional offices

ll

suggested that,plans.be modified if quarterly performance reports by
prime sponsors show substantial variance from the plan. This procedure
implies that the regibnal office places a greater premium on accurate

-guesses as to what will happen than on a challenging blueprint for what
'should happen. Through successive modifications, planning comes to
reflect rather than guide program operations. . .

Some sponsors also felt hindered by regulations and regional office
,.....jptertiretalons that limited the options for programs. Programs to

s t
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upgrade the skiffs of indis iduals currently at work even if the upgrading
would mean jub openings for others when those in the-program were
upgraded -were not approved by DOL.11 Regulations on paying (or
waiving) allowances also restnct discretion not a minor matter when
allowances may consume half or more of Title 1 funds.

The 12epartment of Labor her presided -er a sliffmult -trarmtion-tri-the
nature and scope of planling. The pre-tux view, as Mangum notes,
"saw manpower planning as an effort to accept feder31 resources and
develop a program to meet federal guidelines, and to make programs
work in some local ensironment."" (LTA requires a broader and more
complex understanding and analysis of how federal programs and
resources should be brought to bear upon a labor market.

.

For small areas. lack of data is a majur problem in planning. Economic
analysis has traditionally employed the integrated labor market (e.g..
standard metropoluat statistical areas ISNISAsi as the major unit of
analysis. a practice that continued under( AMPS). Under C ETA, howeser.
the labor market area was replaced with the political jurisdiction as the
planning unit Sixteen of the 24 local prime sponsors in the sample were
sen ing only part of a labor market area. A Department of Labor, study
found that. despite the widespread formation of consortia. a significant
number of sponsors were planning for smaller geographic areas than
were planned for under ( AMPS 'Morepstr. the plans, particularly those
for Title II. regutred.inforrnation on inemployment and other economic
indicators fur esen smaller units, such as neighborhoods and census
tracts

For information on labor market supply. many sponsors u d the
package of 1970 census data made asaitable by the Depart ent of
Labor; while noting, that it was out of date and consequently had
shortcomings.

Because the needs fur rairipower services are much larger than can be
met, considerable refinement of detail is necessary in the data to support
informed ;Anises in allocating resources. The detail (minable, howeer,
is frequently not adequate. As a result. it-ikdifficult for planners to .set:
objective priunues or preferences. For eiarnPle. sponsors were asked to-

'1The Department Lbrr argued that c a7A Title I funds should be used to assist directly .
thosc fh greatest need and that the individuals already employed who would benefit
mitiattyi from upgrading dud not, in many cases, fall Intl?, this category
°4Garth. Manglirn and David Snedelker. Matspenver Planning fun Lutui.Labor Mdrkeis. Salt
Lake City Olympus PublIshing Co 1974. p. 29
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list :II their plans the nificant segments" of the population in need of
&nice and the degree tow h each gror would be served. in the 16
jgrisdictions examine the average number of significant segments listed
was 7 Long Beach proposed to serve more than a dozen target groups
directly in proportion to their incidence among the poor and or
unernficry.-d. This 'tendency -to allor.ate resources user_ a_ long list of
s --segmentssegments was noticeable 1975. and it/became
arrcrenchedim fiscal 1976

To 4nalyee labor market deman n b der totetermine where the
ileerriploymet opportunities lay and what kinds of training were needed.

sponsors v:ertexpetted to base asailable a list of occupati9 5 for which
training might be offered. based on the local skill' sht rtages and
anticipated economic growth This information hiebbeeri difficult to
obtain for areas smaller than sstsAs. and in fiscal 1976 the Department of
Labor began is major effort to improve data collection for man areas.
Congress also recognized the problem, and. in extending Title VI in 1

1976. established the National Commission on Employment, and
Unemployment Statistics to resiew and suggest improsements
employment data and recommend the collection of additional informk
non on occupations. edukatiun and training. Job.sacancies and turrIcwer.
and related demand indipors

'PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT A

t
It w?s not anticipated that planning for tputrii., serske ernployrpent-
woulkbe a large- par( of t r rA plitnnong. The uriginal:public service
employarent component of the act (Title 11) consisted of a *modest
program for areas of substantianinempli!yment._ emphasizing, the '14-.

transition of program participants to unsubsidizettemploymen,L,Nyaitief
flithe Title II language is similar to that of the 1971 nergevy

.Employmer11, Act< Which also spoke of unmet public tretv6e needs. .
significant segments. and transition prospects. In. theurgenty of Title JAL. -
planning. thefirst impulse or many sponsors was to Ilk to their lists, of
14A slots from the shelf

When Title. VI was passed. planninpvas compressed into a 6-we
period Goren the tremendous pressure, to getetke new public servi,ce
employment money spent rapidly. there 4k n Av, the time nor the
inclinatioti for extensive analysis of ne kiiturfities. Virtually all
sponsiirtplanning floe. public *nice e t tonsisted of a swgle
series of decision's the allocation of slots ambng potential employing
agencies 1_or the most part. the distribution bf their slots was left to each
agency

a.
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TABLE'14 Relationship between Public' Sefirice Employment Decision
Makers and Degree of Fiscal Pressure. Sample Local Prime Sponsors

Sponsors by PromtpaI Deusion Makers

Elo4ted 4

' Degree of f mal
I

Official'
Ptcsiorc tn.Ma.tor All Lle4ted and CLTA CETA
Jurisdictions° Sponsbrs OfferaL. Adming4trator AdminKtrator

;L../

Extreme
Moderate '
tattle oraor)e

TOTAL,

. 4

14

6
24

3

7

0
10,4

,1

3

3

7 N.

I)

4

1
7

.

'2 Fiscal Pressure refers to the finanuel positron of the motor unit of government. based on
revenues. exPendttures. and other relevant infbrmanon

. .

,.,

DECISION MAKERS ;

Elected of cials Were 'reported to be de decision makers for at least two-
thirds of the local junsdictions studied. Plans for -the disposition of- Title
II and VI funds were made directly by elected officials, by their
immediate offices, or by planning or budgeting offices reporting to them,
rather than by the c ETA office. The extent to which elected officials were
willing to share their authority, even with the CETA administrator,
appears to be related to the fiscal position of the junsdictiOn. The greater
the financial need, the more likely elected officials were to be sole
decision makers: where fiscal straits. were less acute, elected officials
ORded to shafe.ivore of the decision making with CETA staff. Table 14
indicates that 18 of the 24 local junsdictions studied were reported to be'
under son" fiscal pressure; taming from moderate to extreme. In 10 of
these.' the chief elected officials were the sic& decision makers. On the
other hand, ill 3 df the 6 jurisdictions in Oki' there was little or no fiscal
pressure\ c ETA adininistratort and staff made the pnncipal decisions, in
the other, 3. staff a0d elected officials worked together. There were no
jurisdictions under extreme pressure in which (ETA administrators were
perMitted to make the key decisions, nor were thereany with little or no
financial difficulty in which elected officials- acied as sole decision
makers. 1 j . .

CETA planning -cOuncifs had virtually no role with. regard to public
service employment. In only 2 of' the24 locil jurisdictions studied was
there any record of the council's malcmg.even a modest contribution to
the Title II or-VI plan. Thus it appears that chief elected officials or their

9 7.
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e CiTA Staff controlled public service employment

planning councils in public seivice employment
ted to become mo -significant pi fiscal 1976 as the

rograms Extensio Act was implemented. That act
st tune. that the pl nningcounci1have an opportunity

roject applications and make recommendations to the,
is gave plannin councils a direct'responsiblity for

nd therefore a earer mandate for participating in

cv el. Title II a d VI decision making generally was
ubstate units. n the sample. the three, states that had

fie lcdecision m king followed the same policy for ppblic
ent. In part t is decision reflects the importance that
is attach to ontrol over jobs. In Maine. for example.
noes in the lance of state had-agreed to merge into 8

Tide I pu ses. they were not willing to do the same
VI. inste d. they received permission to establish 12
councils or Title II and Vivlanning. Typically, under
al pifin ing units sent their plans to the state staff.

fitted th to the Dos council for approval. In one state.'
made se e suggestions. but it does notappear that they

suited in any ignifica t changes.
On the other hand. in North Carolina. where the statetirected and

coordinated Title I p nning. sofie PSE decisions were also madeat the
state level. For exa le. the derision to allocate half the Title VI jobs to
state agencies and WI° local units of government was made by the
governor. i

r.

THE ,PLANNINCi lyROCESS

The fiscal 197 planning process..for Tides II andV1 -reflected three
modes of dec ion making. If the elated official was the sole
decision mak r. the essentials of the plan were likely to be prepared by
the official's iudget and personnel office and handed to the CITA staff,
who affixed' the necessary "boiler plate- data from the Title 1 plan,
reviewed it with the (Ern planning councif, and forwarded it to the
Deparlmept of Labor. In New York City, the Bureau of the Budget /
worked ,obt the allocation of job sloes. in Philadelphia, it was the city
manager's office.

When planning was done jointly by the chief elected official and the ,"
c trA administrator. 'he -division of work vaned. -Generally, however,/

/
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( PTA staff drew up the plans. In some instances the sIff acted.as'scribe;
in other cases their participation was more significant. Gary exemplified
the former situation. In St Paul. the ( ETA staff consulted with the mayor
and with government agencies. fiehustin. the ETA staff worked with the
city personnel derartment to identify ihe,agencies most likely to be able
to absorb Psi: participants In karwy. staff prepared a draft allocation
of slots, which was subsequently reviewed and revised by the county
corn rr*ssione rs.

In cases in which the (F7 administrator and staff exercised the
leading role. the usual procedure was to solicit requests for slots from'
government agencies and. in some cases, from nonprofit organizations.
The staff resiewed the requests and allocated the positions. In Middlesex
County, itle litlots were allocated on the basis of a weighting system.
The 16 municipalities eligible for Title ir funds were grouped into five
categories according to severity of unemployment. Weights were

.
assigned to each category. and funds distributed on this basis. Title VI
funds, on the other land, were distributed on the.basis of such
considerations as feasibility and the speed of implementation.

The general practice among consortia was to distribute PSE slots
among conmirti um members on the basis of a fixed formula. Topeka was
the only consortium in the sample int which this was not done. the
distribution was made by t ITA staff primarily on the basis of
commitments of employing agencies to absorb PSI workers into regular
unsubsidized jobs `-

Title VI planning began in early 1975. and fiscal 1976 planning was
scheduled to begin 2 or 3 months larer The proximity of the two periods,
together with initial difficulties in implementing PsE, obviated any real
efforts to take a fresh look at plans for fiscal 1976. Consequently. for the
fiscal 1976 planning cycle, nearly all sponsors 'merely modified their
grants to continue whatever package of jobs .was listed to the origin
grant If new jobs were to be added or substituted for previimsly plan d
jobc, alpg, established decision-makingiprocess was used.

In summary, the disposition of a major, part of public rvice
employment funds was decided on by state and local Bove mein.%
within about a itionth early in 1975. Decisions 'Were made y chief
elected 4:)fficials and HA staff. with little iddittopat partici' ton. The
major planning consideration in most sponsor junsdictions, s die fiscal

'sxuation If it was severe. the principal goal seems to 'lave been tl)
relieve it Oihcrtvise. perceptions of how long the pro am might IA,
how `rigorously placement goals might he enforced:a d the administra-
tive Z:oncerns of staffing anti organizing to prrwid of 4Mprove public
services were among the considerations.

N
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The hastiness of the initial is planning and. the absence 'of a new
formal round of planning fur fiscal1976 precluded any coordination or
tritegral relationships between the plans fbr Tate I and those for Titles II
and VI In 'a sense. the opportunity was there, because the same staff
units usually prepared the plans for all thiee titles. 101 the 24 local pn me
sponsors studied:: 19 used the same staff fo% all dire' plans.) Large
chunks of the Title I grant materials such #s those describing the
uniserse of need and kcal economic I.unditiuns--were inserted into psi,
grant documents

Howes er. had there been time enougli. there were yet othei factors
that militated against any real integration in planning. The basic
purposes of Title 1 and of Titles II and VI were different and prompted
different decision-making processes P.re-cit;.*A planning approaches had
been different. as discussed earlier Tl) the extent that PSE funds appeared
to be 1, temporary phenomenon. these might seem to be littie_ment in
putting a lot of effort into detailed coordination of the. two. esen if it
were poxsible"

The complex aspects of the recession. .hov.e1;er. particularly` the
combination of inflation and unemployment. suggest that PSE may
become a permanent actisity among other fiscal options. In this esent. it
might he wise to consider the possibilities of ()serail planning Strategies
that would draw upon all of the c itas resuurces in an integrated-fashion .
On the aserage. funds as ailabl; iv a given Jurisdiction from all three
Jules of c 1-Tk probably amount to about 5 percent of local gosernment
budgets (other than 'education) in d gicen year., not an insignificant
resource itself Teamed with funds from other-federal or.local sources. it
could be sufficient to effect major social or economic goals. .

'SU MMARY
. ry

The ration d'irre of decentralization is to promote more lrffe e,.
Allocation Ihd use ipf resources.- State and local gosernm s a'r#,
expected to be able to plan better thin the federal gosernment to meet
local needs The study has addressed this assumption though' t v ,
central questions Who are the key decismo makers u der i,t- 'hat
factors influence the decisions" What is the iva of st and ,local
planing under ( f r A? . . , .,

First, the locus of decision makm ETA administrators
and elected officials are the'prima ers. the extent to which
others participate reflect.< th ttiiud and philosophy of -these tv.6.
groups this dis4osery 119 implications at different.leels
of prograrynlina = ent. A e local lever planners may °yea), not be

.ti
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participating. more fully in decision making. Before C ETA. program
...C%-. planning was condOcted, by program operators such as the local

employment service, but program decisions were made by federal
officials Now planners hale much betieF access to the decision makers.

.," but the scope of their operations is still limited by whatever mandate is/ laid down by the, chief elected official From a national perspective. the.
desired transfer of resp9nsibility and authonty has been fully accom-
plished State and local elected officials. through their (ETA organiza
Mons. now control and shape the decision-making process

On the whole. the move has been slow toward a participatory style of
decision making About a third of the sponsors in the sample brought
their advisory planning councils fully intd fiscal, 1976 pladning. A
number of factors continue to restrain sponsor enthusiasm for the .
councils One ts the difficulty of organizing service deliverecs as a.
constructive force for program improvement Another is that sponsors
tend to be less interested in councils if the program is subject to undue
political influence. or if it is very nonpolitical In the former instance the
sponsor staff may prefer to avoid close or objective scrutiny of program
performance. in the latter. the sponsor's staff may wish to avoid
interference in program change

The influences governineide I decision making tend generally to be

4 constructive Those v:ho,anticipated large -scale political patronage. lack
of interest. (mother rietaiie stereotypes will be disappointed. Although
self-interest in various guises can and does enter into decision making.
local prime sponSgs have on the whole demonstrated a capability of
responding to cfteful, objectivelinalysis,of services and needs. as well as
a serious searyfi for program improvement

Fiscal 1F6 planning for Title 1 was better than that of the previous
v ear. bu 'confusion as to. goals and objectives. DOL region) office
preocc ation with administrative and procedural matters. and made-
quate ata hampered the development of truly comprehensive planning.
Spo sort were still in transition between the mechanical grinding out of
n bets that constituted much of pre-( FAA planning and a thoroughgo-
jng overhaul' of program strategy. Department of Labor assistance- to
'sponsors i13 inualling management information systems began to pay off
in terms of increased sponsor attention to program performance and the
use of 'program data to support changes and shifts in the plan. This
growing awareness also highlighted the difficulties and complexities of
developing adequate measures fur turnparaioe analysis or evaluation of
program activities A number of observations by field researchers
focused in the need to upgrade planning skills in this area and to
' .
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promulgate national evaluation approaches flexible enough for varying
program designs. ...

Respondents in e junsslictio% Also expressed concern that staff
plrin'ning was weaken by staff operativn of programs. The.separation

.of planning and evalu lion functions from operating responsibilities
needs serious considerate

Sponsors have paid v little attention to longer-term manpoiver -
policy and program goal They need assistance in idatilling and
c,hoosing among disParat objectives-!countercyclical assistance. in-
come maintenance, and all cation of structural unemployment-that
fall within the ctrA fr.lmewor .

Inadequate attention to the phvate sect& IIS many sponsors was cited

strategies benefit from integratio with the private sector's plans for
as a significant impediment to et tctive planning- Longer -teem planning

expansion and new investment. short -term planning should rely on firm
emplbyer support.

There Im, been considerable delegation of planningresponsibilities to
smaller planning areas within pnmeltsponsor Jurisdictions. This is most
obvious in sos Title I planning, in which planning authority, is typically
delegated to substate planning bode such as councils. of goverfunent.
Some consortia have also docentr ized, planning responsibility to
individual Jurisdictions. ,i.ich delegati n of planning to units that are
only portions of labor markets rai questions about the economic
viabOtyof.the plans, as well as about cl lication of effort.

The expanding role of the elected ?Am' in the decision-making
process became evident in 1976 Title l'plannufg. The direct participation
of elected officials in manpower 'programs is new under cETA and, for the
most part. beneficial. Li gives the program the support and visibility it
needs tobe effective. It does, however, carry some drawbacks: Here and
there the negative effects Of trading in political favors have been noted. A
more frequent and somewhat unexpected effect is that the participation
of elected officials 'tends to Work for caution and conservatism. Their
Rosnicipatioil has alto been associated in fiscally hard-pressed junsdic-
tions wits the divgsion of Title 4 funds to public service employment
programs a,esigned to provide fiscal:relief.

Elected pfficials and the cm: administrators together generally shape
and control the-r9le of thi plAnigecouncil. About one-third of the local
councils ale fated as having sig,nificaidtiffect on Title I planning. Active
councils ,cipen up decisuik ?flaking. and focus attention on program
performanc. They are, in effe4t.,.the. primary vehicle for establtshing
accountability. since there is virtttally no other citizen input. Field

4..
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researchers'saw a continuing need for the training of council members to
help them improve their, understanding and capability for participation..

Representation on the council. as specified in, the act. was designed to
include both program -producers (e g., program operators) and program
consumers (e g . clients and employers) conflicts of interest among
program operators serving, on the co4niicil have continued to be a
problem for many sponsors. who feel that council membership should be
broadened or revised to exclude or 'reduce the influence of program
operators On the other hand. their presence seems almost necessary for
an activ e council

There is some evidence that councils are more effective when elected
officials do not serve as council meffibers. A mitini-rt-T.N1.1C1V. however.
holds that direct contact between the official and tiletouncil lends
needed support tb council activities. The role of the elected officia:
appears to be a particular probleni in consortia. where executive
committees composed exclusively of elected officials have in some cases
nearly usurped the planning council role Even among active councils,
observers have noted a continuing problem, in securing adequate *.**

parncipation by program consumers- -i.e.. clients and employers
Title II and VI decision making was controlled much more tightly

than that for Title I by elected officials. The greater She degree of fistal
pressure experienced by the jurisdiction. the more likely elected officials
were to act alone Officials under less financial pressure delegated more
of the PsE decision making to alA staff.,Planning councils played little
or no role in decision making. Strained treasuifs aside. it is difficult to
get elected officials to view public service employment as anything but an
extension of their normal authority over employment in their agencies
and departments.

Planning for Titles II and VI was hasty and perfunctory. For the most
part. it did not go beyond assignment of slots to employmg agencies.
Only three local sponsors gave any serious attention to transition. Some
field observers believe 'hit in view of the difficulties of bending PSE to
serve structural as well as countercyclical purposes, the countercyclical
componOtt should be dropped from c ETA and perhaps be converted into
genera revenue- sharing funds. Others believe that 81%0 piore time for
planning. PSE could serve both goals. Or. taken together, funds from the
three titles might be sufficient to generate a major change In a local
condition.

iw
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The transfer of reiponsibility for and control of manpower programs
from federal to state and local officials marks a major change in the
administration of employment and training programs. This decentraliza-
tion. embodied an CETA. resulted from the confluence of two develop-
ments. the recognition of the need to reform the rapicliyiexpandirt but
uncgordinated manpower system and the cornmilmpnt of the Nixon
Administration to the concept of "New Federalism."'

In the mid. I950s. responsibility for manpower training and employ-
ment prom,* stemming from the Manpower Development and
Training Act (MDTAY and the Economic Opportunity Act (FDA) was
diyided among the Department of Labor. the Office of Economic
Opportunity OW, and the Department of Health, Education. and
Welfare. The 0E0 programs were eventually placed under the newly
'seated Manpower Administration of DOL (now named the Employment
and Training Administration).1At the state and local Ifvel, two major
administrative channels had emerged. MDTA ciassrood training funds
went through state employment service and votational education
agencies to their local counterparts, and on-the-job training funds were
ha4dled by the state employmerit service or other organizations,
Pr6grams stemming from the LOA went from the Manpower Administra

;Stank H Ruttenbers, assisted by Jixelyn Gutiless. Manpower Challenge of She 1970s.
Baliunore iphisliopkins Press, 1970. pp. 74-97.
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tion to local sponsors such as community action agencies. community-
based organizations. or governmental units.

Some of the major cities became sponsors for youth summer
employment programs or concentrated employment programs. but, for
the most part. the hundreds of local governments had little opportunity
to manage federal manpower programs until the Emergency Employ-
ment Act of 1971 Even under that act. their experience was limited to
hiring th* unemployed for public service jobs.

A 1961 amendment to the WA assigned responsibility for a
comprehensive work and training program to.local organizations, mostky
community action agencies., The 19168 amendments ,to MDTA gave state
governments the authority to approve all manpower projects funded by
the federal government. provided they conformed to an approved state
plan But these amendments wet; not fully implemented, and the
Department of Labor continued to operate manpower programs through
its national and regional offices.

The question of how ,to organize and coordinate a decentralized
manpower development system had been debated for some time.2
Beginning in 1969. several legislative attemp3s.were made to define more
clearly the administrative roles of federal, state, and local governments
an& to replace the compartmentalized system of categorical programs
with a more flexible design 3 One proposal would ha;ie gtven state
governments a preeminent role. another. envisioned decategonzation of
local, programs unde(strong federal control. The- Manpower Training
Act of 1969. proposed by the administration, called for local prime
sponsors to be designated by governors. Several vanations were
considered in the Senate and the House, but there were disagreements
over such key matters as defining local prime sponsors, the role of pate
governments. the fate of various estabBsfial categorical programs, and
the type-and scope of a public service jobs program. The bill that finally
cleared the Congress in December 1970,was vetoed on the grounds that
it would create "dead-end" jobs in the public sector and becaisse it
appeared to preserve categorical programs.

,T This legislative activity was not in vain, however, it eonaidated
support among congressional committees and within the administration

0 for legislation embodyingi the principles of local determination and
management of programs. Although no agreement was reached in the*

IRobert Guttman, "Intergovernmental Relations Under the New Manpower Act."
Month y Labor Review 97 {6) 10- IC June 1914
sRoger H Davidson, The Politics of Comprehensive Ilonpower Lerlahon, Policy Studies in
Employment and Welfare, no IS. Baltimore Johns Hopkins Press. 1972, pp. 10-20.
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mechanics. ttiere ",as broad consensus on the need for rationalizing the
system, and the groundwork was laid for the eventual passage of (ETA in
December 1973. O.

CETA structured a direct federal-local relationship and placed local
units of government in the central role in administering manpower
programs. albeit with strong 'federal oversight. States were given
responsibility for areas not under the junsdictions of the established
local prime sponsors --the balance of states.

This chapter examines the mariner in which local government has
managed a new and complex area of public administration, the problems..,
encountered at various levels of government, and the adjustments made
to resolve such difficulties. It attempts to furnish some insight into the
major administrative questions about the CETA block grant approach. i.e.,
whether the handling of manpower programs has been simplified or
made more complex and whether clients are served in 'a more effective
and efficient fashion.'

THE ADMINISTRATIVE NETWORK

One purpos; of MIA was I
\ manpower arograms- closer

oclj-needs and more resit

ae decision making and management of
o grass roots, to make it more responsive to
sible 'to local officials. In the process.. CETA

has changed existing interorgainzational relationships and modified the
roles of federal. state, and local officials. Ambiguities in the act, as well
as in the administrative regulations. have tended to weaken the thrust of

' decentralization, but the situation 8 dynamic and a final hc'comOdation
among the roles and responsibilities of the various levels of governrrient
does not seem imminent.

. .
tEOERALLOCAL RELATIONS

N.

The federal ideal relationship isthe crux of decentralization. but the
compromises made during the legislative activity that produced CETA left
the relationship less than clear 'Title III, which pi-ovides for direct federal
supervision of programs for Indians. migrant and seasonal farm workers,
youth, and .other special 'groups. and Title IV, which authorizes
continued federal direction of the Job COrps, are federally controlled.

Titles Aland VI, although managed at the local level, ate categorical
programs' Funds are intended mainly for public service employment,
although they may also be used for employability development.
Consideiation must be given t6 certain chaps. and. in the case of Title
II, only residents of specific areas can qualify/

,.

*
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Only Title I programs are both decentrahted and decategorized, and,
they afford local officials the most authont).and flexibility. But even for
Tule L Congress provided for significant federal presence at critical
points Most important is, the authontl of the Department of Labor to
approve prime sponsor plans prio'r to funding. The Secretary of Labor
may withhold funds from any. sponsor that fails,to comply with the act.

The (UN legislative history reflects ambivalence regarding fedeial
. elsuz, local control Sponsors st give assurances that statutory
projsions are being met Howes e . House :committee report admon-
ishes the Secretary of Labor not to rel n prime sponsor certification,
alone. but to exercise judgment to4nsure th quirements of the act
are fulfilled This implies a strong federal role pn the other hand. the
same report "dries not expect the Secretary.of Labor to secondguess the
good' faith,judgment of the prime'spontor."1 Apparently. the intent was
oiler rhit some degree of freedom within the broad limits imposed by the

statute These limits,liowever, are not clearly delineated.
Since the enactment of c ETA. there has been a gradual erosion of the

freedom and' flexibilit:y of the 'mar authorities as a consequence of the
congressional approach in dealing with new Noblems.5 Congress tends
to deal with emerging problems by enacting categorical legislation This
tendency, In'tum. has the effect of.iimiting prime sponsor options in
using manpower resources. The enactment of Title VI of AM (the,. ,

;.:-EmergencyJobs and, Unemployment Act of 1974) as a countercyclical
device is a case in point Although the program is administered locally.
the prime sponsor is restricted in program.eligibility. types of employ-
ment, and wage rates. The 1976 extension of Title VI imposed additional
stipulations to ensure that .locally administered programs are not at
variance with national policies and priorities. In this instance, Congress

4, cretailecf specific eligibility requir.ements ald limited the employment of
,. new hires to "projects."

Appropriation decisionsproviding additional f ds for newly per-
ceived needs have tended to tilt manpower progr s toward increased
feileilil control and recategorization The systeniatic funding for die
,youth program for summer jobs and the supplemental,appropriation for
President Carter's economic stimulus package greatly increased the size

IT S Congress: House, Commute on EducItton and Ulm Contp;ehertslye Manpower Acr
1 of 1973, Report No 93-659, 93id Congress, 1st SaSKRI, 1973. p. 8. ,

See RobertMcPherson, *.C.ETA The Basic Assumptions and Future Prospects ", In
, National Commispon for Manpo,,er*Policy, Directions for a National Manpower Paltry A

Collecitorkof Polt9 Papers Prepared for 77tree Regional Confettences. special report no I4,
Washington, DC National Commission for Manpower Policy, December 1976. pp I95-
214

I
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of cdtegormal programs for youth and recent veterans. The effect of these
new. special programs has beenao constrain,local authontyand program
flexibility -The proportion of c WA' resources reserved for programs
subject to unfettered locatcontrol (Tide I) is shrinking.

Some Cungrewimal initiatives have had the effect of curtailing the
federal role as well A clause in the EmergeiNy Jobs Ptogram Extensicin

. At of 1976 prohibited the Department of Labor frcim establishing limits
on the %Item to which Title VI slots can be filled with re6nar public
seri, ice occorkers who have been laid off and rehired.

.A cp IA develops. the issues in federal-local relationships co me into
sharper focus Obsiously. under its responsibilities to ensure that the act
is administered properly. the federal government As concecned with such
niatterh 4yrganization and die processes of administration. What is less
clear the extent to which federal _officials shbuld participate in
decisions on such matters as the type *of progtams to be offered locally.
the delivery system fur these programs. the selection of agencies to
delivdi the services:and the clientele to be served

Put even more broadly: should .the Department of Labor be
iesponsible within the uiA framework for ,setting national goals and

"priorities to respond to emerging need's a,rici new situations? If so. should
rhee be binding on kohie sponsors or merely guides Kr consideration
ankeraphasis?

the Nunonal Role

In the 6 months from the passage of (LIA to its implementation. the
:Manpower Administration designated Npv nsur s. allocated funds. and
established planning add management systems. Arranging for the

continuance and orderly .transfer of ekisting programs was a major
. .

achievement. .

In an effort.to define tne limits of the federal role. the Department of
Labor outlined several major functions for itself. in addition." to
designating prime sponsors and allocating funds. Its key responsibility is
to review plans fun conformity w0 lekislationi Other marts
responsibilities are to implement Ind kiterpret national policy &trough
regulations and guidelines. prov ide technical assistance. as,sess prime
sponsor performance, and establish a mechanism for hearings and
appeals. Some prime sponsors believe that. in 'currying out these
functions. the federal establishment has exceeded its congressionally
mandated role. e.pelially for Title J programs. DOL. on the other hand, is
convinced that its actrvines are necessary fur the proper discharge of it§

.
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oversight responsibilities. The statutory language is broad, enough to
accommodate both positions.

The ,unfamiliarity of .many local governments with manpower
:programs. requests for clarification and specific guidance. and the. belief
that there is a need for uniformity have occasioned a steady stream of
.written instructions from DOL. With continual changes in legislation.
policies. directives, and regulations, the stream has become a torrent. and
some prime sponsors complain that excessivelyburdtnsome regulations
restrict their flexibility to design and conduct local programs.6

The issuance of performance guidelines to be used by DOL regional
offices if reviewing prime sponsor Title I grant applications created a
major furor' The purpose of the standards was "to provide a common
framework against which regional offices and pnme sponsors could
cothpare Icor fiscal I977:piograrri plans and performance goals." The
main perfcirrnance mdicatoi.s used were placement, "non-positive"
termination. unassigned participant rates. and cost ratios. Although
indicators were expressed as "ranges" rather than as absolute standards.
sponsors felt that their use tended to constrain the kinds of programs and
services they cald offer and placed a premium on low-cost strategies.
Moreover, as they argued, the emphasis on placement tends to
discourage youth or Adult work-expenence,prOgrams, ,which are not
()herded primarily toward obtaining legular employment, ese guide-
tines have since been revised by a federal -local task nd are now
more acceptable.

Equally controvessial was DOC6 decisicui to pressure print sponsors
into arrangements with local employment service offices for placing job-
ready,- clients. The Department of Labor's purpOse. was to make
maximum use,of existing institutions and'avoid duplication or effort and
ars, but its action was viewed by prime-sponsors as an effort jo place
the employment service iian advantargeous position ancit6 undermine
the prethgativea of local officials tn.selecting, program- deliverers. This
issue has not yet been completely resolved -

Symptomatic of the continuing ambivalence in the federal role is a

See, for example. 'S.t.stemOt of John V N Klein, Minty Executive, Suffolk County.
.N.Y on Behalf of the,' National -Association of Counties," In U.S. Congress. House,

". Committee on Educauon and Labor. Oversight Heanngs on she Comprehensive employment
Ord Training Act, rare 3. jicanngs before the Subcommittee on Manpower. Compensation.
and Health and Safety. 94th Congress. 2nd Session. 1976. p 700.
'/U S 'Department of Labor. Employment and Training Admitusiration. Comprehelive
Employment and Training Act." Field memorandum no. 224-76. 41 F K. 35245-35254,
1976.
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statement of national program emphasis in the federal regulations of'_
June 1976.8 That statement .called for imprchement of performance,
elimination.uf duplication. and high pnonty in linking operations to the
private sector. While no one Louold disagree with these objectives, issuing
a statement of national program emphasis in this manner gives it force
that could be construed as imposing national goals on local' sponsors.

The Regional Office

The federal establishment is linked to the locil pnme sponsors through a
network of regional offices of the Employment and Training Adininistra-
tion. These offices transmit national policy, review and act op pnme
sponsors' plans, interpret regulations, provide assistance, assess pro-

. grams. and handle complaints.
rrA altered the regional offices' responsibilities and required a new

approach appropriate to, dealing. with prime sponsors. Contact is
maintained through a federal reptesenta.tite -assigned to each pnme
sponsor The amount of time spent in each area vanes considerably,
depending on each regional offices style of operations and the amount of
assistance requested. Sonic representatives:attend local planning meet-
ings; others are seldom seen even by local staff.

At the outset, there was considerable uncertainty as to where tkdraw
the line between the autonomy of the prime sponsor and the
responsibility of the DO!. regional office. The survey found widely

%different" regional office practices Aring the. first year, ranging from
hesitantly offered advice to strenuous arm twisting. A vigorous regional
office role became more common about the middle orthe first fiscal year:
as DOL attempted to step up lagging implementation of-Title II.

Although the difficult start-up problems were largely resolved by, the'
second year, the federal role cotinued to grow. Fifteen of the 28
sponsors in the sample reported increased regional office contact; 2
reported less. Monilonng and assessment activities and frequent grant
modifications, partly due to funding changes, were the occasion for most
contacts. Assessment emphasized meeting goals in the pnme sponsor
plans. which, at the beginning, often led to revisions that brought goals
closer in line with experience.

In the area of administration, the regional office focused on the rate at
which prime sponsors were allocating funds, the manner In which they
allocated administrative costs, the system for managing finances, and

11U.S.,,Departinent of LaborOffice or the Secretary, "General Provisions for Programs
under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act" (94.11cD. 41 F.R. 26339, 1976
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, reporting Lest frequently. regional staff were involved in program areas .
v , such as placement policies. public servi...e employment, maintenance of

effort, and.rehiring policies. ,.

Relations between Du regional offices and local staff continued to be
Uneven in the second year. In a number of junsdictions. federal
representatives were descnbed as helpful and relationships positive. Two
of these...junsdictions has new CETA administrators who relied on
regional office advice. A few sponsors were very dissatisfied, 'and
relationships with their regional offices'were descnbed as "ragged" or
"adversary," Difficulties caused by the high turnover of regional office
staff and their lack of response to inquiries were common.

Other problems related more to the system as a whole. Pnme sponsors
were unhappy about too-frequent requests to modify plans. lack of
uniformity in interpreting rules. interference by the regional office in
such matters as setting. allowances or chOosing subrantees .. and the
irregular and unpredictable funding process.

Local officials in several junsdictions criticized regional office
representatives for lack of familiarity with substantive program area and
for paying too much attention to the details of administrative statistics. .
forms, and echanics rather than to The content and qufality of the,----v
program A ightly, different perspective comes from a study in one state
that queried regional office representatives on their perception of
national office performance. The major criticisms were unclear Comm:
nications. Inconsistent policy positions. lalk of technical support, and-...,
lack of training to tnable them to ijo their, jobs effectively .9

In summary. relationships between _the DoL regional offices and local
prime sponsbrs were b- 1' II ing more stable by the end of the second
year. but many problem 1 mained due to the complexity of programs
and the turnover of regioinal office and local staff. The federal presence is
definitely felt in most jurisdictions and relationships vary, reflecting
fundamental tensions between the federal and the loaf role. As CETA

moved into its third year the federal role appeared, to be getting
stronger. 10 ..

.

s

STATELOCAL RELATIONSHIPS

Id- the long legislative process leading to the enactment of CETA

manpower reform. state mernments lost the struggle for the dominant

,61..Fs Department of Labor, Employment and Imams Adnunostranon. The Implemenla-
` (ton of CETA, in Ohio, R&D monograph 44, Prepared by Randall B. Ripley. 19'77. p! 48.

(available from /Ins)
°e'-era was emended for I year. from June 1977 to June I918.wdhout substantive change.

A
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position in the new manpower system. Most state governments had had
.

little expene'nce in manpower program administration.
.

In the years preceding the enactment of cETA, MDJA programs were
administered through state, employment secunty and vocational educa-
tion agencies, usually with liae supeision from the governor's office.
However, some gov,entors wiii" beginning to '[participate in manpower
and economic development Armin, partly as 4 result of CAMPS
planning grants from the Manwer Administration. Aliontber of states
had human resources development departments, of %Arch. manpower

.
was a component. MOst states:had offiT that inctuded manpower-

plartning..and social participated in the expanmental Compre-
hensive Manpower Prograrn.11 .

Although supported initially by.4.1.., which sought a strong state role;
the staiet did not rally sufficient %upport to .vir, a, key position in (ETA.
Vigorous opposition had come from mayors, community action agencies,
and representatives "of the poor and minorilbsall of whom believed
that state govenimenls would turn the programs over to the state
employmehi service agencies, which, they aieged, would ,not be sensitive
to the problems of cities., 2 A federal-loial model for thiplementirig,cErA
was finally agreed on. However, there were certain compromises that
gatestaleg respoAbility as priMe sponkor for balance-of-state areas and
statewide planning and coordination. While the responsibilities of state
governments are not clearly defined, the amount of funds cowing

,,through the governor's office is substantial. Balance -of-state sponsors
receive about 30 percent of title I, II, and VI funds. In addition, the
states receive about IQ percent of the Title I funds for vocational
education, state manpower services, and planning activities. '

New iesporaibilities under (ETA plus the considerable amount of
funds Rowing through the .governors' office,t have increased the
importance of state manpower .activities: About onethird.of the state
manpower services councils (stases) arc chanted either by governor or
members of their immediate staffs. In a number of cases, the smses, as
well as the biiance-61.state managers, are part of the governors' offices,
according to surveys made by the Nation Governors Conference.13

4

'Statement of Martin L Peterson, National Governors Conference Human Resources
Colitmittet. in US. Cungrees, House, Committee on Education an4 Labor, Comprehentore
Manpower Act of 1973, Heannp beforobsfelect Subconnruthm Labor, October 1973,
p. 105.
*Roger H. Davidson. The Pohnctof Conprehenstve Manpower Legislation, pp. 25-30. ,

13Robert ,P. pou, Slate Manpowir Services' Councils. Promises Problems -.Progress:
Washington D.C.. National Governors' Cbnferencs, Center for Policy Research and
Analysis, September 1975.-
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,1 vest in North Carolina: where:die sms( and the admirustlation or Bos
manpower program aceltnot. u the.executive 'office, the governor wg
reported to,haVe rev lewd l pl'artS for the balarite of state and participated
in decisions.

In most Mlles.. CETA an d, the employment service system are
organizationally separate. according to.the National Governors' Confer-
ence The (-E14 orgarozation usually, handles both the SMSC, and balance-

. oe-state functions, but with separate staffs. The yanous patterns are
illustrated by the four states studied. In none of.these states does the
employment service administer the c ETA prOgram, in thyee of-the four,
the sms( and balance-of-stale functions" are lodged in the same
administrative unit. . .

,

State
s
1 sMSC BOS/MPC

.4
; . ,

Maine Office at Manpower, Planning and
.

Coordination. Office of Governor Same
I North Carolina ,Department of Administrpticin "Same

IMP. ' Division of Planning. Office of Department of Commundy
Govertior Affairs

Artzona Department of Iconornic Sewn* . S31TIC

..5:_Alpiare Manpower Services Cou ncils

"tor to ETA there was a.state manpower planning council in each state,
which had Jittle real reponsibdity exceikto coordinate and transmit local
plans. There are now two state bodies with currespdhsthilities. The
smsc is responsible for reviewing local prime sponsor plans and making

" recommendations for more effective' coordination. The siva( also
monitors the operation of local programs and prepares an annual report
to the governor. The Tole of the _SIAS( is mainly advisory to the governor,
this is consistent with (ETA's 'objective to keep responsibility with local
elected Officials. The balancezof-state manpower plaitning council
coordinates planning for the balance-of-state area.

One-third of the members of the Au( are appointed from afbong!ocal
prime sponsors in the state. The rest are from .the employment service,
vocational eddcation and other manpower-related state- 'agencies,
tiusiness,and !abbr., and client groups. This composition Was designed to

. bring about closer relatioriships among 4gencies and groups concerned'/ with manpower Indeed, providing informal communication has turned
out to be the'most important accomplishment of the soap.

'smscs havenot proved, to be effective an carrying dut their formal-
assign menu so far. In the first year, the survey found that SMSCs were Just
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getting under way and there wait little activity. stiseareview of 1401 plans
wasgenerall) perfunctory, state councils had virtually no effeeon local
programs. the second year brought little change, a number of local

. sponsors reported that there bad been no meaningful review of plans
tfrorn state sponsors, others said it was perfunctory. Only one sponsor of
those surveyed reported receiving substantivb assistance from the 524SC,
the sstsc had advised that sponsor on establishing on-the-job training
and construction crafts projects. Mere typical was the experience of
another jurisdiction, in which the extenCof review was a form letter
acknowledging receipt of the sponsor'-s plans In a large state with a
'umber of local prime sponsors, the sstsc devoted one meeting to a

has a lo -rolling effect and inhibits any' cntical cornments bn
perfunctory review o f plans. The presence of prime sponsors on the SMSC
appotentry
locaTsplarts.

The act {equines that strscs monitor Ihe operation of prime sponsors,
with'Ttarticular attention to the asailibility, responsiveness, and adequacy,
of state servicet. Theoretically, one advantage of such review is to

..,promote he coordination bf plins artd operations bf contiguous areas-
!Although there was somewhat more monitoring of local, programs by
sstscs during the second year, their impact remained negligible in most
cases. Eight of the 28 areas surveyed reported that some monitoring took
place in fiscal 1976, ranging from site visits to a panel-type review. One
prime sponsor reported that the 5M5 made a study of its problems and
wrote a report that had some influence on the subsequent reorganization.
Inihat slate, the SMSC made statewide investigations of specific program
components such as work experience, classroom training, and client
assessment procedures. Systematic monitoring took place in two states.
Maine contracted with an outside firm for-assessment, while Tex, used

a detailed and structured monitoring guide. 4 - . ---c
q

,Except for Arizona, where the SMSE arranged a workshop oh DOL-REV
relationships, and Texas, where various representatives of state agencies
On the council made presentations,- most 'of the pri e sponsors

sstk stafrworked with sanous state agencies to fund prof s jointly.On
interviewed were not aware of 514SC coordination activitie , The Texas

the whole, coordination through the plan review and moultonng
functions'w3s not significant, although informal contacts facilitated by
the, councils may haye contributed to better relationships. .

. Aller and Kropp, who have studied ssisc functions in five states,
3 conclude that sNiscs have not yel estgbhshed a systematic, planning,

monitoring, of coordination role. They note, bOwever, that some smscs
have been assigned' addition'al responsibilities by governors, such as

14 4
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mkt% special sitiches arranging conferences, and making recommen-
dations for use Of the tie I 4-percent manpower sem ices fund."

The mayor reason f the indffectiveness of the smsc is that (ETA did
not assign to it any rea authority. imscs are required to help coordinate
state agencies with c A. but these agencies and sponsors may resist
interference A study made by the National Commission on Manpower
Policy in 1975 found that locating the skis( within the governor's office

gave the best results. This was confirmed b) a 1977 study of nine states,
made .for the Department of Labor by the Manpower Development.
Corporation That stud) also concluded that suss are seldom perceived
asprimary instruments for the development of statewide policies.' The
mist is responsible for. an annual report to the governors but is not
required 'to be consu ted in prepanug the state's comprehensive
manpower plan, whit is more important. AnOther reason for
ineffectiveness is the sibility of overlap or conflict with the Los
manpower planning sou cif in those areas in which the two staffs are not
integrated.led.

1

State Grams

Four percent of the Title I appropriation allocated to states to provide
supplemental manpower senices by state agencies, assist rural are
furnish economic and labor market information, and fund model
programs. In 1976. $63 _Million was available for these activities. The
assumption was that this fund would' give states the needed flexibility to,
extend manpower programs and serices. to areas and groups not
adequately covered and to ensure the cooperation and support of state
agencies with local sponsors.

Most local prime sponsors in the sample reported that they were net
consulted on how the 4-percent fund was to be used, dunng the first year.
Some indicated that data systems were being established from this fund,
while others reported that their states planned to use the funds for
special projects and foi technical assistance. In fiscal 1976, too, I)
appeared that most of the 4-percent money in the states represented in

'*National Commission for Manpower Pbhcy. "State Manporer Services Councils A
Field Study Assessment." Unpublished paper prepared by Curtis C. Aden and itschard'R
Kropp, Center for Applied Manpower Research, Berkeley, California. 1977. .
"See National Commission for Man.power Policy. Manpower Program Coordinapon. A
special "report °Nile National Commission for Manpower Policy. Washington. ac.
National Communion for Manpower Policy. October 1975, V.6. Department of Labor,
Employment and Training Administration, Office of Resta:Zit and Dhvelopmeni. The
L'Ithtattos and Eyfeetrreness of CETA Tale I SpectatGroms to Governors. Final report PB-
XS 230 /OST. prepared by MIX, Inc.. Chapel NW. April 1977 (available from wrist
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the sample was used for special Firujects, funded directly. or sponsored
with other: state agenCas four of the 24 local sponsors in the sample
panicipAttd to state-sponsored projects State projects. in some instanc-
es. conflictea ,With local progrims. In Philadelphia. for example. where
the manpiwer office arranged fur a welding program fur its on clients.
the stite,also'6"pc.onsnred I Welding course. In other cases. the governor
used the 4-percent fund for projects outside the normal scope of (Er k
training

Some statestare also using the 4-percent money for training local prime
sp9ratir staffand for expanding labor market°:nformation In California.
S6 million Was abutted to the state employment service for del. eloping
deiailed labor market informatiori for local planning throughout the
state'

The availability of the manpower services fund attracted many
applications. and. in trying to accomrpodate as Many requests as
possible. states have tended to splinter the 4-percent money among
myriad small projects Approval is often influenced politically Other
studies confirm that the 4-percent fund is not being used generally to
fulfill an overall plan by supplemenung local efforts Alter and Krop
repotted that even where the ssist controls the allocation of funds, ag
hoc projicts, that do_ not contribute to long-range goals are funded
According to a National Manpower Corrutussion stud). local pnme
sponsors would prefer to see a greater proportion of state grant funds
used for labor market information. program evaluation, and research
and development and less on miscellaxeclus firojecNsr'

To encourage local sponsors to use the public .ocational education
sr stem as part of their manpower programs. Congress reserved 5 percent
of Title I funds fur state boards of vocational edutcation These funds.
amounting to S79 million in 1976. are' distributed by )greemeqt bctween
state bc;ards and the local sponsors

During the first year of tF.T.S. there were delays and problems in
ntgotiating agreements between local sponsors and state boards' and
disagreements' on the appropriate use of the funds for allowances

'Nevertheless. 414e vocational education money has been ia substantial
resource in local classroom jralning. In most cases, grants are used to
supplement regular institutional training, but some sponsors have feed
these funds for special projects that might not otherwise have been
supported. 1

T4-Nia tonal Cummasion for Manpower Pulscy, Manpower Program Coorchnewos
si
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" , . eCcvuortia

Since CET A 1)011c) is to encourage planning and administratioii.'on
broader geographic basis than individual political junsdictions, DOL
allocates the 5-percent consortium incentive fund to coy:soma. thaaover
a seg.nificant proponion'of a labor market area. Dunng (ETA's fist year.
135 consortia were established. by 1977 there were 144. including several
that were statewide This figure Tepresentsabout a' third of all prime
sponsors.

incentive payments were only a minor consideration in the decision of
juncdictions to form consortia. In some cases, the central cities had more
experience wn handbag manpower programs. and it was natural for
surrounding counties to rely on this expertise rather than to set up new
administrative units. Tice decisive factors were mutual trust. based OA
pnor experience in joint planning ot othtr activities. and the ability to
work out arrangements for the divisioit of responsibility and resources..
In a few .cases, suburbs preferred the anonymity of a consortium to
handling the Manpower problems in their own jurisdiction.

There Ate many difficulties in organizing and administering a
consortium Carefully designed agreenients on the allotment of resources
and on the management of programs across junsdictional lines did not
prove to be workable in i l cases. Although most consortia have endured
for 2 years. some show signs of strain Of the nine in the sample. one was
dissolved (Phoenix -Mancopa). and three lost some of their component
jurisdictions (Raleigh-Wake. Cleveland. and the Capital Area). One of
the dies in the sample became a consortium. The reasons for the
breakup of consornahelp.to illuminate the interjurisdictional pioblems.

Raleigh is a classic example of city-county conflict over program with
political. social. and racial overtohes. Originally the consortium was
consposed of the city of Raleigh and the balance of Wake County (each
of which was eligible to become an independent prime sponsor), plus
Johnston. Lee. and Chatham counties. The balance of Wake County
split off at the end of the first year. The mayor of Rareigh and the
chairman of the Wake County board of commissioners initially agreed
,on an integrated deliver) system. which they thought would best use the
capabilities of three agencies. Wake Opportunities. a predominantly
black community attioil Agency in Raleigh, Wake Technical Institute,
located in a predominantly white section of the county. and the state
employment service. The system collapsed because of numerous
rimgreements as to the proportionate share of city and county clients to
beterved, type'of courses to be offered at Wake Technical Institute, and
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kinds of manpower sers ices to be offered.17 Behind the disagreements.
however, were political rivalry between city and county and differences
in the Social ah4 economic characteristics of their residents. The
disagreement on service deliverers was only a proximate cause. The
secession of Wake County left Raleigh with Johnston. Lee. and Chatham
counties The.truncated consortium is structurally stable betause each of
the components arranges for its own delivery system.

The Phoenix- Mancopa split resulted from disagreements on the
allocation of resources and the selection of program operators. as well as
from a complex and unwieldy administrative setap. The initial
consortium agreement gave the county 40 percent of resources and the
city 60 perttnt. but such a fine balance could not maintained. The
administrative unit for the consortium was lodged irrthe city of Phoenix.
which had prior expenence in operating a concentrated employ meat
program. but all significant decisions had to be approved by both the at)
and county legislitive bodies.

The city of Cleveland formed a consortium with surrounding
Cuyahoga. Lake. and Ceauga counties and the city of Parma Because of
the heavy Foncentrauon of manpower problems in Cleveland and the
availability of experienced manpower staff there. administration was
entrusted to the city More than 90 percent of the Title I funds were
allotted to Cleveland. with the concurrence of elected officials of the
remaining jurisdictions. However. under Title II and Title VI formulas.
the counties received a much larger share of funds. Growing ,expertise in
Lake County and the realization that it could receive a larger share of
kinds on its own led to its withdrawal as of fiscar1977

In these cases. illecauses for dissolution of the consortium or
withdrawal of units were 4. unflocting priorities. dissatisfaction with the
division of resources. unequal service by program operatorss, the growing
expertise of subunits. lack of perception of common interests betaeen
city and suburb. and circumstances unrelated to manpower. such as
political nvalnes arpong Jurisdictions.

Another type of situation is exemplified by the splintenng off of Llano
Cotitity from the Capital Area consortium (Austin. Texas) to join the
balance of state. Llano. a small rural county on the fnnge of the nine-
county consortium._ had been served by a community action agency that
arranged Nr manpower programs throughout the area outside Austin:

-

"Robert Fearn. "Raleigh Consortium. North Carolina." In William Mtrentalt ed
Transition to becentrahzed Manpower Paygranu Light Area Studies. Committee on
Evaluation of Employment And Training Programs. Washington. DC .Natonal gcademy
of Sciences, 1976. pp tX 104

.
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Theri wa s no incentive for Llano County to remain in the consortium.
sinffthe same services were available from the balance of state without
requiring the county to be commuted to a consdrtium.

Of.nine consortia in the sample, six have arstrong central administra-
tion. a board of elected officials that establishes ground rules, and a clear
agreement for division of resources. Three are confederatiuni of separate
units, operating their own programs or "buying into" the central city
program Theoretically. the..dfcentralized form should have -rfewer
stresses than the centralized type, but this is notyalways the- case.
Consortia designed to operate with a unified delivery system may be Just
as stable The pertinent elements are the relative size and power of units.
whether the component onsdkiions have manpower.experiise, and the
extent of conflicts of interest among the jurisdictions. '

Whether the breakup of smsm into individual prime sponsors is more
efficient from an administrative standpoint and, everkmore to the point,
whether clients have better opportunities tor training and employment
are essential questions from the standpoint' of national policy. The
evidence accumulated in the study does not prove the case for or against
consortia In terms of program outcome, service to the disadvantaged
and minorities. and administrative cost ratios, consortia average between.
cities and counties. The facts that many censortia ,do not themselves
correspond with smsks and that some are "paper" consortia. with each
unit substantially 'on its own. further obscure any conclusion. The
breakup of a minority of consortia along city-county lines (with counties
withdrawing) lends support to the premise that a consortium may be
more beneficial to the innira with its concentrated poverty and
unemployment. since 'the !consortium affords _a wider job market.
However, the experience of the Raleigh consortium suggests that there
may also be disadvantages to the inner city in terms.of Service delivery,
distances to training sites, an ira-WFrna conflicts as to kinds-of programs
and services offered.

Balance 'of States

In the first year of CETA. three of the states in the sample were attempting
to cope with the problem of providing manpower services over large
areas by delegating part of the planning and administrative responsibili-.
ties to saystate units. Texas delegated responsibility, 'to councils of
government and community action agencies, while Arizona used coGs
and Indian groups as subgrantees. Administration in North Carolina was
handled at the state level, while planning was done by lead' regional'
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organizations. Maine was the only one of the four states that centralized
administration at the state level.

For the most part, the trend toward decentralization continued in'the
. second year Texas pursued the decentralization concept. and some
:-,

counties gained experience and (brined independent consortia. The
balance of Texas has been whittled from 161 counties in 1975 to 150 in .

1976 and 134 in 1977. In Arizona, the decentralization concept was
strained. as the state insisted on a stronger role for the employment
sere ice in recruitment and placement. councils of governinettt viewed
this as interference in local affairs. There were also problems of
coordination with Indian groups in Anzona. In Maine, two of the larger
counties splintered off in 1976 and two others left in 1977 to join them.'s
Maine has now established eight regional planning councils representing
the ref aming counties. In North Carolina. where there was little changes
administration is still largely handled at the state level.

Moving the locul of administration from the state to suistate units has
two important implications. One is that the balance-of-state area may be
unw ieldy to manage. Communication, the distance from the state office
to the local programs, the difficulty in applying consistent policies to
dissimilar areas. and political pressures from various subareas on the
governor's office are cited as problems. .More important is that
decentralization tends to change the character of (0Crs anEl,pjher
intermediate units originally established for planning purposes. t ey ow
have operational functions as well.

In North Carolina, for example. defining the role of the lead regional
'organizations has been.a matter of concern.lq In fiscal 1976, administra-
tion was still centralized, Sul in a few cases. LROs..which previously had
only, planning duties, began to contract with program deliverers. The
balance of state in Texas has had decentralized (HA operations from the

, beginning due to its vast, nonconliguous territory and the heterogeneity
alas, economic, social, and ethnic composition. The state as pnme
sponsor for the balance of state generally contracts with councils of
governments to deliver serviUs within their areas. The coos, in turn,

neither subcontract or operate piograms t.kettelves. In several instances.
.

'texas administers regional or local programs hrough community action
agencies, community-based organizations, or directly with counties. But '
in any case. the. central office exercises only limited control over local

. programs.

'"Cumberland and Penobscot counties became a consortium in fiscfl l976..and Hancock
And Oxford became another consortium in 1977.

"See Ahrlil L Crum "North Carolina Balance of State." In William Morengoff. ed..
romrition to Decenimlixed Manpower Programs. pp. 153-178.
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PRIME SPONSOR ORGANIZATIONS I
Despite the first year's growing pains, CETA time sponsors succeeded in
establishing the framework for local. administration Of manpower
programs, a new and,difficult area..of public administration. However,
before the frarkework was firmly in place, the prime sponsors were faced
with implementing a new large-scale program of public service
employment. Many had serious administrative problems, and the Dm
regional offices, not fully familiar with their (ETA roles, were not always
able to give helpful advice and technical assistance.

In the second year, many prime sponsors were still plagued with
difficulties is they sought to administer their greatly expanded
ma ? power programs, but considerable progress was made in building

me sponsors' capability of managing manpower programs. With their
organizations beginning to coalesce, pnme sponsors have hinted to more
substantive concerns and exercised greater supervision over local
programs.- .

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

As a result of ETA, manpower activities are now 'an integral part of local
government. CETA funds available for local governments in fiscal 1976
aver $5 billionamounted to about 2:3 ,percent of state 4nd .local
government expenditures. In at least one arA, because of the way the

Pc
allocdtion formulas operated, expeinditures for manpower amounted to
10 percent of total expenditures. including education (see Table 15).
Public service employees hired under Tales II and VI made up a
substantial proportion of total publiC service employment in the
c3mmunity. In most of the cities, counties, and consortia in the sample,
manpower administration is an important and visible part of the loco
government structure and is commanding increasing attention from loc
officials.

The organizational stnicttires established in the first year under CETA
generally .remained in effect in fiscal 1976, although there were changes
in procedures, functions, and personnel. In 10 cases. the cETA manpower
office was originally organized as a separate department or, in the cases
of New York City and Cleveland, merged with an existing manpower
agency. In 7 otfier cases, it was attached to the office of the mayor or the
county executive, and in the remaining 5, CETA became a unit reporting
to a division or ot4r office of the local government. Thus, in most areas,
manpower occupies an important position in the organization`
structure. art

tn.
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TABLE 15 CETA Tide I. II. and VI Expenditures As
Local Government Expenditures. Sample Luc.a1 Prime
millions of dollars) :11

101

a Proportion of Total
Sponsors (amounts in,

Surisiitcttun

Illo. Local II
Giernment

.r Expenditures
1 Y 1974-1975"

Cl tA
xperichtures

t Y I976b

CETA
xpenditures

Ac Percent
of Total

City
Gary( 88 5 93 . 10$
Long Beache 210 2 84 4 0
Nevi York It5/1 5 214 3 ,

1.422 9 44 9 32

Count.%

St Pan.' Ramseyd 474 3 8 2 17
Ch'e'ster 138 7 2 0 14
Balance of Cook 155 08
Pasco 53 6 14 26
Middlesex 440,9 11 3 26

`Balanee of Union., 293 8 34 18

Consottium
Kansas City,'Voyandotie 104 3 69 61
Cleveland . 1,374 0 38 2 28
Phoenix/Murtcopa 826 7 24 1 24
Orange County 1.189 9 25 8 . 22
Pinellas/St Petersburg 305 0 77 2 5 '

SOLI REA Lot at Government tinances in Selected Metropolitan Areas and Large Coun-
ties 1974-i975. (475 No b. Bureau of the Census. k rnployment and Training Admin.
utratton. U S. Department or tabor
dExpenditures of all government units within the Jurisdiction
Ilttles I, II. and VI for four quarters
1972- 1973 expenditures for school districts substituted for unavailable 1974:1975

data
dSt Paul and Itamsek County are combined because census data tin government expendi-

.

tuies were not completed for each unisdiction separately

Two major changes did occur in organizational placement in 1976. In
Topeka. which formed a consortium, with Shawnee County. the
manpower office was taken out of the mayors office and made a separate
department of labor with added responsibilities. In St. Paul. the cEYa
manpowei unit was transferred from the mayor's office to the
department of community services.

Major reorganizations occurred M. two other sample areas because of
the.intervention of the poi regional offices. In Philadelphia, the regional
office recomintrided a functional reorganization with a separate unit for

1 22
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. ..

public service employment followin4 allegations of political influence.
The change was made to separate the administration of the public
service Jobs program from other intake and referral.activihes. Aft intake
of PSE participants is now htndled through the state ergployment service,
and applicants are referred eith'er'to the pri sponsor (for city jot* orthe

the employing agency. Die adininp on of Calhoun County was
alio reorganized at the insistence of the 'oval office_ There was a shift
from sponsor-provided manpower services to the use of contractors to
provide such seniices cause or the lack of experience of the pnme.bpt
sponsorestaff in actual o rations. . .

.

Sevezal other areas reported internal reorianizations to improve
administrauie effectiveness and to bnng administration close to the
community. Manpower programs in Cook County were administered

. through three local offices for closer contact with program deliverers. In
the balance of Texas.. the manpower services division has had three
reorganizations. The division was first organized along functional lines,
with each unit dealing with bOth the balanceyf state and activities of the
state4rianpuwer sere ices fund. Subsequent reorgamzations.separated the
responsibilities ill the balance -of -state and the state, manpower services
council activities.

!et

-
Integration of Titles II and VI with Tale I

41

Prime sponsors ongmally placed the ray sibility for Titles I and 11 in a
single ofganizational entity. When Title . with its expanded public,

. service program was added, all sponsors in th survey assigned the Title
VI program to the same agency that handled the other manpdwer
programpalthough often as a separate unit.

How viler. even under a single organizational umbrella, responsibilities
are divided between employability development activities (Title 1) and
public service employment programs (Titles Irand VI). In one pattern
that emerged, two subunits, each with its own staff, were established to
handle the two kinds of programs. New York City h s a deputyii\i,
commissioner of the department ,of employment for Title I a another
deputy commissioner for the public service employment titles. Mother
pattern divides staff along functional lines. Each function, irrespective of
title, is 'handled either by tilt same.individuals or by small units with
interchangeable staff, Reasons advanced for jointly administering Title
11 amen employment programs with Title 1 were that the onginal CEIA
.administrative unit was 4.1readS in 'place and staffed by personnel/ familiar with th/ programs and that better coordination and beget

i

:.
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integration ,of services to clients were possible, as well as better staff
utilization, lower overhead, and economies of scale.

When one looks beyond the organizational charts at the dynamics of
the program, the organizational integration, of public. service employ
ment frequently becomes more nominal than real. Moreover, the extent
Of administrative coordination vanes considerably. In one major city,
decisions on public service employment are made by an executive in the
mayor's office and inerely transmitted through the curA office.

The separation of public service employment administration from
Title I is more evident where there are program agents. In fiscal 1976,
there were 764 program agentsthat is, cities or counties of 30,000
populition eligible to operate their own programs with allottnents
specified by the Department of Laborfor an average of about 2
program agents for each prime 1ponsor.t Eighteen of the 28 prime
sponsors in the sample had program agents. Pnme sponsors pass funds
to program agents, who are responsiblOgr carrying gut their programs
in accordance with the area plan, so much of the public service program
is decentralized to program agents, who have considerable indeRen.-
dente. Program agents administer programs through vanou,s muyEkpal
or county departments. The city of Phoenix, which was part of the
Phoenix -Mancopa consortium, administered Titles II and VI through a
municipal agency responsible for economic development, while Manco-,
pa County used its personnel department.

The pass-through to program agents in one sense tends to make the
administration of programs for public service employment less complex
than that for Title I. Although sponsors are accountable for the entire
program within their junsdictions, some decisions for occupations and
employing agencies are delegated to program agents.

On the whole, the imposition-of public service employment programs
interfered with the orderly administration of Title I. In the midst of
trying to organize methods of handling comprehensive manpower
employability Programs. sponsors were pressed, under very tight
deadlines, to take on large-scale public service employment programs.
Without the Title VI diversioh. such Title I activities as arranging for
services, supervising contracts, estabbilurig reporting and accounting
controls, and, developing management information systems should have
gone more smoothly.

In the second year, conflicts between the administration of Title VI
and Title I were less evident as c ETA ma's were increased, procedures
were formalized, and the recruiting of new enrollees diminished.
Nevertheless, Title II and VI activities required a dispropivtionate
amount of attention in some juriidictions because of frequent
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modifications of plans, a large number of employing agencies, and
changing guidelines regardibg the phasing out of programs.

.

STAFFING ,
Staffing continued to be a major concern during the second year of CETA.
For the most part, sponsors reported larger staffs in fiscal 1976 (the
average was about 40). This was !flatly attributed to now responsibilities
for Title VI but also reflected the tendency on the part of some sponsors
to take a more direct role in program'operations. In several areas, staffs
were reduced as functions were better defined.

The total staff...slit in the sample areas varied from 5 in Stanislaus'
County to 200 in New York City. In counties, consortia, and the balance
of states, administrativstaff were divided between the central office and

.0 outlying areas. The Raleigh contra! starconsisted of II people, but 22
others were engaged in similar administrative functions for the city of
Raleigh and.for Johnston, Lee, and Chathim counties.

In selecting staff orlinally fOr the central administrative unit, some
local sponsors hired former manpower planners, others drew on
personnel with varying ttackgrounds. A study of 25 sponsors in New
York State showed that three of every four persons in managerial or staff
positions held at least an associate 'degree from a 2-year college. Two-
thirds of CETA personnel had experience in the public sector, and the
majority had held positions that were identical or similar to 'that of their
CETA job 2°

crrA pIrticipants are used frequently to augment 4dinitustrative staff,
in one county, half of the 72 prime sponsor staff were CETA enrollees. On
occasion, prime sponsors borrowed staff from program operators jolcip
with administration. .

Thus a new administrative layer emerged between program operators
and regional offices of the Employment andTraining Administration(
(ETA) Although the total size of all the prime sponsor staffs has not been
determined, according to an estimate made by the Fla, in 1976 about
20,000 man-year equivalents were employed on state and local
administrative staffs (both prime sponsors and program operators)
compared with about 11,400 in 41974.21 The increase in staff is related .

utenjamin Mintz and Richard A Rehberg, Local Planning and Special Revenue Shorn.
Center for Social Analysts, State Umvetsity of New York, Binghamton, New York: 1975.
"That estimate was derived by applying average salary figures to adinuustrative
expenditures The concept of allowable adminisuattve costs may vary from pre-cErA
erograms.
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partly to the Ric/lease in the siie of prbgrams and partly to the buildup of
several levels of Icfcal administration. Reduction in staff of the state I
employ rikent sendlie and uriv staff during this period has not offset this

/. buildup.
Staffing problems did not end with the buildup of a4rninistrative and

operaCing personnel. Personnel .turnol:er was equally trJublesoriie. Six of
the 28 pnnie sponsors in the sample had changed CETA administrators

1

l

since the program began. Maine, for example, reported three balance-of-
state administrators in 2 .years: Other areas lost deputy directors, ^
planning directors, fiscal officers. aL operations supervisors. One county
had a 100-percent turnover of staff in the 2-year penod under study.
CETA administrators are still struggling to define staff functions, provide

1 appropriate training, and integrate personnel with varying backgrounds
and political sponsorship' into functioning organizations. In consortia
and counties, staff from several jurisdictions must be blended to
accommodate the interests of thosi.jurisdictions.

ADMINISTRATIVE HEADACHES -. .
.. r

'The ad/Listrative problems of sponsors were not limited to staffing.
The Employment and Training. Administration, in its annual perfor-
mance review. evaluated mepnme on six aspects of administra-
tion. grant management, financial reporting, management information
systems. adherence to regional office directives. program performanceticompared' with approved plan, and adv ry. councils. Prime sponsors
were rated "satisfactory," "marvna.1," 'unsatisfactory" on each
element and then assigned an overall thing. In fiscal 1976, 39 percent of
the prime sponsors, were rated, marginal or unsatiifactory on Tide I
protram performance, 35 percent received these ratings for Title II.
Management, information systems and grant management were the
aspects most frequently ratedunsatufactory.

The administrative problems most frequently mentioned by respon-
dents in the survey were difficulties with the management information
sy ;tem, lack of planning capability, excessive administrative costs. and ,

organizational problems. The lauer Jude* training, duplication of ..

functions, poor staff coordination, and Rd of 3kiII in program areas. In .4e.
the seconif year. sponsors criticized less frequently tight DOL deadlines,
excessive paperwork. and problems avith statistical reports, However,
prime sponsors still considered inctinststent policy, cfiknging interpreta-
tions m regulations and guidelines, and inadequate evaluation systems to
be major COIMSEDS.

rt 1
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OFF-AGAN. ON-AGAIN FUNDING

Perhaps the most frustratihg task faced by prime sponsors was
:attempting to administer an orderly program of public service jobs
despite highly erratic funding. Pu121ic service employment originally was
Intended to be a modest program for selected areas of substantial
unemployment. Before the program started, howevip.' Congress appro-
priated $370 million for fiscal 1974, all of which was timed forward into
fiscal 1975. making $770 =Men avaitable for Title II that year.22 By the
Middle of fiscal 1975. Congress appropriated an additional $875 million
for countercyclical public service programs under Title VI. Thus, in a
period of less than a year, prime spon sors, Mind themselves with four
times, the amount' of money they expected, being pressed by the
Depaitment of Ca-bor to accelerate hiring.,

The funding picture was even more confusing in fiscal 1976. The
Department of Labor expected to have $400 million for Title II and
$1.625 MINOR for Title VIa total of $2,025 million, which was $380
million more than the total available fiscal 1915. Moreover, there were
substaAtial carry-overs of unspent funds. Sponsors were expected to
continue the Jime 1975 level of public service employment throughout

'the year, but. because of stepped-up hiring, some sponsors exhausted
their Title 11 funds early in the year. To avoid layoffs, they weie
permitted to transfer Title 11 paincipants to their Title VI account. By
the middle of the fiscal year, however, it became apparent that many

'other sponsors would exhaust their Title VI funds as well. Since the
authorization for. funds under that titlecvas to expire in December 1975,
he "administiation chose, nut to seek an extension of the enabling law,
but instead requested a supplemental appropriation under the continuing
Title 11 to phase out the Title VI program. e supplemental $1,200
niilhon. received in March 1976. came none too n. But sponsors who
had run out of Title VI funds were now obliged to transfer enrollees back
to Title IL.

This erratic funding was an administrative nightmare. Sponsors were
urged by the Department of Labor to hire Above their support levels and
then were faced with the possibility of mass layoffs as funds were used
up This entailed hiring freezes. plans to'fhase out those on board, and
rescinding layoff notices when,new fonds became available. All of this

as accompameJ by grant modifications and voluminous paperwork.
Thirteen of the 28 sample sponsors reported that irregular funding an

"In addition. $250 million as rriergency Cmployment Aei funds appropnated m J
17.4 was administered through program agents, some of which were also prime sponso
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overhinng tti rpporise to DOL p ressures created ,Major adm inistrative
.tangles. The Middlesex County expene ce illustrates the muddle in
which many prime sponsors found them ves. In 1975, the county had,
what 'amounted to two years of Title II fun . Because.it attempted to
find unsubsidized jobs for half of its PSE participants, s;et, litticof its
Title 11 money had been spent by the time Title VI funds were aided. A\
period of heavy enrollment followed, and careful plan,s'for geographic
and '9ccupational distnbutivn haii. to be scrapped. To fill slots quickly,
the agency recruited to levels that coUld.not be supported indefinitely. By
late 1975. faced with a shortage of funds, Middlesex County sought to
transfer enrollees to Title I but was not permitted to do so by the DOL
regional offiey. Calhoun County. too. was pressured'to accelerate hinng
under Title p to the point that all Title II finds were,exhawed bz
November 1975 and participants were transferred accountink
purposes to Title Vl. When supplemental Title I funds becamk,

,.available. a large portion of the psi. participant,* was shifted back to Title
H

With the supplemental appropnation under Title 11, New Yprk City's
CET A enrollees were rescue&temporargy. Both New York andtleveland
had used Title I funds to help maintain public service employment. In 1.

Cleveland, 50 percent of Title I funds had been diver,ted from
employability development.

Admini native _headaches have also been caused by delays in
anno ing planning estimates. In December 1975, the ETA set up a
timetable for fiscal 1977 Title I and Title II grants thattypalled for
preliminary plans to be prepared by sponsors in June 1936 and. for final y.
plans to be forwarded on'September 2. Because of dclays,ln appropna-
tions and in unemfloymtnt calculatilks, however, tentative allocations
for Title II were not announced until September 15, more than three
months late Final allocations had not been made by,mid-Novernbef,
more than a month after the beginning 9f the new grant year.Vitle VI
allocations for fiscal 1977 were also held up due to,congressionaltlelay in
enacting the extension of Title VI and (allure to authorize a definite sum
for fiscal 1977.24

Meanwhile. the Department of Labor lost credibility, and the "Perils

"Title It allocations LA fiscal 1977 ungcnally were to be based on unemployineni estimates
for 3 consecutive mouths in the penod January 1975 through May 1976. In August 1976.
the Department of Labor decided tv drop the first 5 months of that period, a decision that
resulted in the loss of eligibility for some areas and delays in 1,all'Ailating unemployment.
ruts congress, Senate, Continuing Appropriations, 1977, *Senate report no 94-1378.
September 1916 The act aut4vrazed suffluent funds tv maintain 260,000 public. service jobs
under Tide VI
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of Pauline' atmosphere made orderly administration nearly impossible..
It affected the selection of types of participants. blurred the distinction
between the objectives of Titles II and VI, and adversely affected the
mataigement of Title I programs. o some extent, the cause was the
usual delay in the appro ations cyc this Was exacerbated by the
adniinistration's attempts to hold t led, on expenditures for public
service jobs and summer prorams for youth. with the expectation that
the recession wo!.ifd end and the unemployed would be able to find work

._

in an expanding economy But the unsteady funding generated
uncertainty and impeded g-range planning.

\N

. LOOKING Ar RESULTS

'During the first year °lc E rA. prime sponsors were concerned largely
with the nuts aid bolts of administration. In the second year, they were
to %Add more of their attention to substantive matters. Under Depart-

'of Labor prodding, there. Was considerable evaluation activity,
although.its event and scope vaned from area to area. For the most part.
prune sponsors conceive of evaluation in the narrow sense of perfor-

'mance assessment. that is, menitonng the performance of individual
operators with regard to their contracts or comparing results of overall
performance with plans. Rarely is evaluation viewed in the broader
context as a device for umpanng different service strategies. assessing
the effects of programs on vanous target groups, or studying the effects
of the program as a whole in terms of the objectives and goals of
manpower programs. In short, current paluation is mainly an extended
form of monitonng individual program operations.

Monitoring ranges from informal. unstructured activity to the use of
highly structured systems. One fourth of the sponsors in the study have
installed or are in the process of installing formal procedures. The
outstanding example is the Lansing consortium, which developed a
highly structured overall performance rating system. Each Title I

contractor's performance is graded on a number of objective, quantified
elements. which are combined to measure unit oust per placement and
"effectiveness rate." The effectiveness rate is. denved from a weighted

*formula whuse principal elements are the placement rate, a target group
index. and the number of enrollees. Other weighted elements in the
effectiveness formula are the follow-up rate, the retention rate. and the
post-prograrre wage index. This system addresses a whole spectrum of
°declines as well as costs. A similar formula, with fewer elements, is used
to rate Title II and Title VI .contractors. under this forinula, the

1'29,
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expenditure rate.and the Job -fill rate are given the greatest weight.-5 This
quantified appRiach is supilemented by orrsite,sisits by the evaluation
staff The results of the formal 'rating system are given serious
sonsiderAtion by the consortium boaid and the planning council These
extremely complex formulas can be used only wIth..a very detailed
management Information system. which 4s nonexistent in most aim.
Other sponsors with structured monitoring systems are Topeka. Calhoun
County. Phoenix Mancopa. San Joaquin. New York City (where
reviews are performed by the planning staff). and the balance of Texas.
Generally. less formal approaches. involving some combination of
contract compliance resit*. activity reports. and on-site visits. were
employed somemses. monitoring if. either assigned to a separate unit
or handled by staff in addition to their other duties. In Kansas City.
management information System reports on placements. the characteris-
tics, of clients. chew outcomes. and costs for each contractor are
examined to flag a situation that may require attention. A team of
monitors visits each subcontractor monthly. and operators receive
reports so that they can compare their performance with others.
Philadelphia assigns a full-time monitor to each Title I subgrantee. who
goes beyond checking statistical results to evaluate processes and
propose changes In Stamslaus County. pne full-time monitor assists the
planning council's evaluation committee Cook County supplements its
monitoring by having counseling and education specialists to evaluate
program content. in each subarea

There are sharp differences regarding the merits of the structured.
quantitative approach to monitoring Pnme sponsors and DOL regional
office staff. on one hand, favor it because they believe it will help hold.

.down costs. lead to better performance and, accountability. and help
identify areas that need coFrective action

Cntics point out that the structured approach requires good manage-
ment information, which is often missing. that 11 places too much

. emphasis on placemept. and that it fosters "creaming.- that is. selecting
applicants with the best chance for success Some program operators fear
that clients may be shortchanged because a quantitative approach
dacourages high-quality services. encourages shorter programs. creates
an excessive, amount of paperwork that often cannot be analyzed
properly. ,and tends to impose uniform standards on 'a number of
progrims with unique charactenstics.0 common criticism is that an

The Lansing consortium uses a different formula called the Systematic Ranking
Technique .Methodology (sand to compare proposals submitted for funding.
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exclusnelmquantitative approach subsist tes a mechanical "numbers
game" for a more discnminating ty of program examination. A
balanced evaluation should include considtratidPof such factors as the
qualifications of enrollees ar.d labor market conditions. gut there is some
question as to whether the competency for somprehensive evaluation
exists. In one case. an observer found that neither the sponsor nor the
not regional office employed persons proper!) qualified to make a
meaningful assessment

Monitonnt in balance-of-state areas is hampered b.) the extensive
temtory to be covered and dependence on coos or other substate units.
In Maine. Anzona. and North Carolina. field staffs conduct .routine on-
site visits to check performance with contracts Texas has a more formal
system. using a field-assessment guide and 4 monitonng-evaluation guide
for planned annual on-site visits to each program operator. However.
there are shortcomings tack of data, catena fat may not apply to all
cases. and staff shortages.

Opinions among respondents vary as to whether assessment and
monitonng by regional offices and state agencies have been step up
since (-Fri, The prevailing view is that the monitonng of in dual
programs is much more extensive, more frequent. and more tantn e
and constructive than it was prior to CFR. It is general) agreed that the
DOI. regional office staff was stretched too thin to conduct the kind of
Miews that the prime sponsor can do now. For example. a regional
office field representative who supervised 36 contracts in one county
before CETA could make only cursory visits and spot checks. Now. in one
of the smaller counties. each new CETA staff member is assigned to work
directly for a while with each subcontractor to become familiar with all
the activities. '

CC/SIPE-TING FOR (0,9"R4.--TS

In giving the prime sponsor control over manpower programs. (ETA
reversed the earlier pattern of designating deliverers of manpower
sensces and placed responsibility for selecting program operators with
the prime sponsor. The expectation was that. through competitive
bidding. operators best able to meet Rerforrnance standards at the lowest
costs would be chogen. However, the expected competition did not
maienalize In most cases. established operators are the only ones with
the facihties and the staff necessary to perform the services required.
Moreover. the decisions of sponsors are often subject to the political
influence of community -based organizations.

Only 6 of the 28 areas in the sample reported using competitive

3
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bidding Lansing and Kansas city have used bidding successfully, but
-even in these: areas there were; hints of political, interfettOice. In
Philadelphia and yopeka, the system is nominally in ii.Se, but only fox,

7.1
x_ .

activities 'remaining after maiOr operators have been dealt in. k
":North Carolina tned unsuccessfully to use requests fbr proposals for

its balance-of-state piotrams. but the system ,Dogged _down, as lead
reguinat organizations attempted to handle them'..The balance bt Texit$,-, ., .
required by law to use contpeutive bids, socn6sistountered 14.4ficAltiesi,-..requir
Program operators tried to control their sucdeis rate and ice', to win
contracts ,b) not accepting new clients andterrnmatingliosecurrently
enrolled toward the end of the year. The erniphasis ON On looking good 3

rather than doing piod: Establishe43..agenso4 Olen brought political
pressure to have their grants renewed,

WATCHING COSTS

Totel expenditures for_ Manpower activities correspondingwith Title I.
If and-VI, prognims.rose Holm S2 billion in fiscal 1974 to $4 billion in
fiscal, ..1976: Adriuniffrafrie costs have increased commensurately.
arcause of changes an the number of participants, the content of

ti" services, and tthe definitions of admuustrauve costs, compansons of CITA
int; prercErk. administrative costs are difficult. In fiscal 1976 and 1977.
Charges to administration for state and local pnme sponsors under Titles
I. II. and VI combined averaged less than 10 percent of total
expenditures (see Table 16). The major expenditures for all three titles
are for allowances, wages, and fnnge benefits. According to one
estimate, administrative costs for pre-cETA categoncal programs aver-
aged 11 percent in fiscal 19Z4, compared with 16.4 percent under Title 1
for cETA in 1976. Tufell and VI ratios (4.6 and 3.4 percent, respectively)
are slightly higher than the PEP program ratio. But under PEP,, local
sponsors had a 10-percent requirement that does not apply
under err A. so the figures are ot entirely oor?parable.

The biggest element in administrative costs is wages. and it is obvious
that the number of people employed in manpolver program adnunistra-
tion is greater sunder (ETA than previously. Elicept for small planning
units, most cities and counties had no manpower staffs before CEIA
administrative staffs have now been establisted, not only at the prime
sponsor level, but also in subareas. Second, there has been a great
expansion in the number-of program operators, and part of their staff
and overhead costs.,are allotted to administration although there is
widespifid use of (ETA participants in management and clerical
positions'whose salanei are charged to program budgets.

I
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TABLE 16 Percentage Distribution of CETA Title 1, II, and VI Expenditures by Cost Category, Fiscal 1976 and 1977

Cost Category

TideI .4 - 'Fidel! ' Title VI

FY 1976 FY 1977 FY 1976 FY 197 FY #92f FY 1977

Administration 16 4 I6.2 4.6 6.1 . 3.4 'S 9
Allowances 4 16.6 18.9 0.2 0 3 . 0.5 0.1
Wages r 38 4 31 1 82.2. 79 6 83.4 81 1
Fringe boats / .3A 2 7 12.4 ' '''. 13.1 12.2 12.1

( Training 13 5 '16 4 0.2 0 3 0.2 0.2
Services to clients 11'7 14.8 0.4 0.7 0 3 0.7

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 0 100.0 . 100.0
Amount (thousands o Oars) 1,528,600 1,538,987 556,103 880.121. 1,934.302 1.562,458

SOURCE Computed from Employment and Training Administration. U.S. Department of Labor data.
NOTE Details may not add to totals due to rounding.
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Charges to administration include not only direct costs to the prime
sponsor. but also certain expenditures by program operators that are
considered to be for aaministration. The complex definitions in the
regulations and accounting procedures have been a source of conflict
between prime sponsors and the regional offices of L. Two of the
problems are the allocation of costs between the program and the
administrative budget and the allocatiorrof certain Title II and Title VI
costs to the Title I administrative account.

The tatter was a more serf bus problem. Because the cost of,acquisition
or rental of supplies, equipment, material, and real property was.not
allowable under Titles II and VI, some sponsors apparently were
charging certain costs, particularly rent and supplies. to Title 1. The
recent Title VI amendment to ( ETA has raised the administrative cost
limit from 10 to 13 percent for Titles II and VI and lifted the rqtnction
on the use of public service employ'meni funds for supplies, equipment.
etc 24

Pnme sponsors in the samRle were not troubled by the limit of 20
percent.on administrative costs for Title I and the limit of 10 percent for
Titles H and VI. Only one sponsor indicated that the restriction on
supplies and equipment or the limit on expenditures of funds has
hindered the development of special projects that could have been
funded under ( Ern.

A inistrative cost ratios tend to be higher for cities than for other
types df sponsors This tendetcy may reflect the higher salaries and more
complex administrative and program structures of urban centers.
Administrative costs for Title 1 programs are lowest among balance-of-
:state 'sponsors, which tend to offer more work experience than training
projects (see Table 17). ,

In comparing the efficiency of the ( ETA program with corresponding
programs before'(E rA. Ole mug Lonsider management aspects as well as
cost ratios Field research associates in nine of the sample areas
concluded *hat manpower programs are operating with better control
under ( ETA than before. They lkund better coordination, less duplication
of effort. and more moniteting of local program operators. Field
researchers in three other areas found the present svtem to he less well
managed. mainly because new layers of administration had been
introduced with no visible improvement iri program or outcome. In the
other ar as field researchers concluded that there were insufficient
data to liable Lomparisuns While they noted that site visits were

r7
vImergency Jobs Programs Extension Act of 1976. Section 2

13 4
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7 Is
TABLE Percentage Distnbution of CETA Title, 1 Expenditures by Cost
Category d Type of Sponsor, Fiscal 1976 (cumulative to third quarter)

Cost Category

Type of SPonsot

-City County Consortium State

Administration 21 2 16 1 17 6 14 2

Allowances 15 6 16 5 17 6 17 1

Wages 30 7 32 1 34 3 44 0 '
F tinge benefits 2 2 3 1 3 1 3 9
Training 15 4 14 9 13 7 11.8
Services to clients 14 9 12 3 13 7 9 1

TOTAL 100.0 100 0 100 0 t 00 1

SOURCE Computed from Employment and Training Administration. U S. Department
of Labor unpublished data , (

more frequent and program analysis was more extensive, standards were
still lacking and monitoring tended to be cursory.

SUMMARY

CETA's major objective or institutionalizing employment and training
programs in local government has been achie4ed. Considerable progress
has been made in building the capabilities of local units of government
to manage manpower programs, but difficult administrative problems
remain. Part of the turmoil and chaos of the first 2 years is attributable as
much to changes in legislation. irregular funding, and unusual growth
patterns as to the unfamiliarity of local governments with the
administration of manpower assistance programs.

On the whole, program administration was better in the second year
than in the first, despite excessive turnover of key staff. Lack of
experience in conducting programs and inadequate management
information systems seriously hampered program management.

The uncertainty of funding has made orderly planning and
management of public service employment programs very difficult.

The administration of Titles II and VI is under the same
organizational roof as that of Title 1: although often handled by separate
units.' Basic decisions, however, are often made outside the CETA

establishment.,

-r.
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Competitive bidding is used rarely as a means of selecting prograrh
operators. .

Structured program monitoring and evaluation system's have been
developed in some places, but most sponsors use less formal procedures
and rely on desk audits and on-site visits for program evaluation.
Monitoring tends to be mechanical. with .insufficient attention paid to
the broad objectives of the act..

Administrative costs for Titles I. II. and VI as a whole are lower
than the statutory limits but higher than those for comparable prei .FA
programs.

In 9 of the 28 areas surveyed. administration is believed to be better
than before c HA. particularly with respect to accountability and cost
consciousness. In 3 areas. local administratioirwas considered by field
analysts to be less well managed than before. despite more staff. For the
remaining cases, a judgment could not be made because of lack of hard
data.

(F.TA and its subsequent modifications have not delineated sharply
the relationship between the federal establishment and pnme sponsors.
In some ways. the scope-of-local autonomy as narrowed in the first 2
years. but restrictions on federal intervention were also added. The
consequence has been continuing tension in relationships between
federal authorities and prime sponsors Such tension can be constructive.
however. and it may prevent extreme swings of policy or action that
could be'clamaging

Increased federal presence was noted in the second year. and the
extent and the natOre of the Department of Labor's oversight hale
continued to be an issue.

Some sponsors assert that Doi. regional office staff do not provide
adequate substantive assistance

Plan review. monitoring. and coordination activities by state
governments have little effect on local programs State manpower
services grants are fragmented into numerous special projects. The
supplemental vocational education fund is making a significant contnbu
non in supporting classroom training. but there are still differences
as to how b4st -to use state funds.

Consortia have generally remained stable and their number has
increased However. tension between central cities and suburbs has led
to the withdrawal of some governmental units. Disagreements on the
allocation of resources, conflicting priorities. lack of common interest.
political nvalnes. and growing manpower expertise in subunits are
common reasons. Some balance-of-state administrators are moving

.0
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,

toward decentral ion, but they, have encountered difficulties because
%f lack of substa administrative structure. .

(ETA ha ntroduced new administrative layers between program
operate and the DOL regional offites. a,fact that, on the Whole, has
promoted greater local responsibility and cbncernefor manpower at the
cost of increased complexity in administrative channels.
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CETA was expected to promote two types of change in manpower
programs. It was anticipated that the distribution of funds among major
programs (e.g., classroom training and on-the-job training) would shift as
sponsors began to adapt existing approaches to the needs of their clients

,nd the demands of their labor market's. It was also hoped that the
elimination of ciategorical restraints would release a flood of local new
ideas that would redesign the program.

Examination of the changes in the pattern of Title I funding over the
first 2 years suggests a departure from the pre -cErA program
configuration. There was a shift from employability improvement and.
training approaches to such programs as work experience and public
service employment that relate more to income maintenance. How did
this come about and why? Review of the allocation of Title I funds by
sponsors for fiscals1975 and 1976 offers some clues.

SPENDING PATTERNS -'1',, rf

In the first year, there was a predisposition to use programs that werein
place because of lack of time, reluctance to "rock the boat," and lack. of

'the experience necessary to develop better alternatives. Any pchnation
to continue the status quo, ho*ever, was soon modified by a set of
circumstances that tended to alter the program mix. The nature and the
direction Of-these Party changes were to persist thro ut the first 2

f

years (see Table 18).

. - 117.
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TABLE 18 CETA Title I Expenditures by Program Activity, Fiscal 1974-1977 (amounts in millions of dollars)

Program ActiteitY

FY 1974 FY 1975 FY 1976a FY.1977

, 1

L

Amount Percent APlount Percent Amount Tetsent Amount Percent

Classroom trainiugb
Onthejob training
Work experience '
Public service employment
Services and other

TOTAL Alf

361

154

319

NA
33

868

42
. 18

37

-
4

100

276
70

375

56.
99

876

32

8
43

6
11

100

' 524
144

606
171

145

1390

33

9

38
11

9

100

620
173

566
93

157

4,608

39

Fl
35

1, 6

1 10

100

SOURCE Computed from Employment and Training Admenes'teaiipn. U.S DeObriment of Labor dim
NOTE Delails maY not add to totals due to rounding.
NA u Nol applicable. .0
°Four quarters
bInciudes expenditures under 5 ',Men' vocational education grani to governors in Anal years 1975 and 1976.

°I..
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TABLEI19 Percenlage Distribution of CETATitle I Enrollees by Type of ,

Sponsor and Activity, Fiscal 1.976 (cumulative to thud quarter)

Program Actrvitya
All
Sponsors

c
City County Consortia

BalanCe

of States

' 41.Classibom training ' . 32 31 37 36 28

On-the-rob training 9 7 9 8 12

. work experience 48 49 43 44 - 54

Public servil.e o

employment ., 4' 4
2 4 5 5

Services and otherb 7 . 12 7 8

TOTAL t 100 100 100 : 100 100

SOUR( E computed from kmploymeelt and Training Administration. t S epartment
of Labor, unpublished dala
NOTE Details may not add to totals drie to rounding
aSome enrollees counted in more than one envoi,.

.

bknrollees in activities such as remosal or artinsiat barter- ro emp ent. Job mstrus
luring. and entation of affitmanve action plins Puts nut inclu e enrollees re
ceoving only O Apo su ppor t iv elsgvices

One Axon for the changes. as the sp.read of m power funds to
small geographic units. Es en sponsors with large areas. ,inch asconsortia
and the balance of states. tended to decentralize lAnning. Smallet.
jurisdictions tended to favor work expenence oVe other: activities
because it requires the least preparation, expertise. or pecial facilities!
The increase in work expemenee in 4scaJ 1475 wits ;Is t do in part to
prodding by the Department of Labor to .reserde if the Title I
allotment for summer employment or youth. , p.

Classroom training in rural Areas frequently rutifri o difficulties
because of lack of transportation. buildings. and equipthent. Moreover.
job opportunities for graduates of 'vocational courses in these areas are
likely to be limited. Enrollments by type of sporisor shoW a heavier
concentration of classroom training among cams than among other. types
of sponsors, particularly states .and, th balance of &tales that have a
hither proportion of rural. areas and snlall communities (see Table "19).

The decline.from 1974 ins relatoipapenatutes for classroom training
and on-the-job training (c)n) may have attually been.less than is shown
in Table 18, and the 'increase in work"fxpeneqce Tay have been
somewhat greater. since the differences are partly due to record-keeping
changes. Under (FA. "service" is idtmified as a, separate expenditure

* category Pnorigto t LIA, most expendifurt for manpower and support
services liad not been,hossna.s separatt items but had been included as
part of the program activity they accomriabied.

The decline in eipenditures for on-th(Ob training in 1975 is generally

to

V
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TABLE 20 Percentage Dtstnbutiori of CETI Title I Expenditures by Program Activity and Degree of
Unemployment in Sample Pnme'Spoisor /Was, Fiscal 1975 and 1976

Level of Unemploymenta

High, .V t, 8 Moderate. N = 12 Low, N = 8,
Program fittwit), '-""-,Try 1975 FY 1976 1 Y 1975 PY 197'6 FY 1975 I Y 1976

Classroom training. 25 . 21 39 38 32 .35
Or...pie-job training 11 13 6 8 4 8
Work experience 44 46 , 1- . 35 32 46 38. .
Public servife employment 0 4 tip T 9 3 8

Services anckither ;lit 19 9 . ,14 I 14 14 12
..,

SOURCE ColtsPuted from tmployrnpnt andlpung skdaartstra Iron. U S. Department of Labor data. s

NOTE Numbers are avejages or percents . ,

°Twentys-eight sponsors classified on the baste-of =Kai average unemployment roe in calendar 1975 Nigh is defined as 10 per-
cent and over. moderate ei 7.6-9 9 percent. low is 7 5 percent and below National average unemployment rate for 1975 was .
.8.S percent: '

1
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attributes) to the recession. but other factors may also have c.ontnbyjed.
Table 20 shows that among the sponsors studied. on expenditures were
relatively highest in both fiscal 1975 and fiscal 1476 in areas with the
highest unemployment rates contrary to expecations. A regression
analJisis of on-the-job training with unemployment rates confirms the
finding that factors other than unemployment acount for If anations in
on expenditures i The New York CON experience offers someansight on
this point. Over the years. New York built up a network of effective
subcontractors who arranged for on opportunities. even with one of the
highest unemployment rates in the country (10 6 percent in 1975). its
outlays for on dipped onb slightly in fiscal 1975 and rose in fiscal 1976
This expenehce suggests that the effects of a sluggish economy can be
overcome if effort is made to develop on opportunities. A DOL in-house
ev ablation found that white many sponsor,. Cited layoffs and limited job
openings as a reason for reducing on funding. "the majority of sponsors
had planned some alterations in their approach to OTT., pnncipall)
involving changes in the dello. ety agent responsible fur developing
training arrangements with employers "7

Difficulties attendant in changes in program deliverers (see Chapter 6,
were also partly responsible for the decline in classroom training At
least four sponsors in the study sample (Topeka. Raleigh. Lansinumid
Cook County) encountered difficulties with deliverers of clas
training that delayed the start of programs and caused fiscal 1975 I

expenditures to decline
As fiscal 1975 progressed. it became evident that Title I as well as Title

II expenditures would tall far short of projections because of delays in
getting programs operating Halfway through the year. only 12 percent
of the fiscal year's Title I money anti' 10 percent of the Title 11 fundshad
been spent by sponsors!. The slow pace of expenditures concerned the
Department of Labor as a reflection of its ability to mount new pograms
quickly It might reduce the expected stimulus to ecorturnlocecover) and
raise questions as to whether' the funds were really needed The
department resorted to a series of expediencies that affected the program
MIX.

1A cross-sectional regusaion of the percentage of Title 1 expenditures for on-the-job-
owning by 423 pnme sponsors iitts.41 1976. with annual a.erage unemployment rates for
the pnme spunsui areas in Laleridat year 1975 as the independent vanable. produced a
correlation Ltnfficient I r2) td 0 01 An analysis of hanges in unemployment ratetr related
14, percentage of on expenditures (28 areas) showed no signfteant relatiorishep

S Department of Labor. Employment and Training Administration. Office of
Manpower Program Evaluation. Pnme Sponsor Planning for Fiscal 1975. cETA Staff
Evaluation Findings," Employment and Training Administration. 1975. pp 1 -62

I unpublished)
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i' TABLE 21 Perceniege Distribution of CETA Title 1 Expenditures, by Program Activity and POpulation of Area,
Sample Local Prime Sponsors. Fiscal 1975 and 1976

Size of SponIsora

Progrard ActivitY

Largi, N = $ Medium.lil -= 9 Small N = 10

I Y 1975 1-Y 1976 FY 1975 r FY 1976 FS' 1975 I Y 1976

Crassroom training 37. 34 35 39 34 31

Ontheob training 10 9 7 10 6 10

Work experience 3S 33 37 32 40 41

Public service employment 10 19 0 . 3 2 . 4
Servicesand other 8 ' 6 20 16 18 1 18

SOURCE Computed from EmploYment an 'Training Auminesiraison. US Department of Labor data

aSue 'categories based on 1970 cans ata Large = population or 1 million or more.
each groupNOTE Numbers am averages of percents

achum = 300,000 to 1 million. small = less
r < .. l

than 300,000 includes sex ones. nine counties. and nine consortia, no states .
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At DU urging. sponsors managed to spend in fiscal 1973 about as
much as had been spent in fiscal 1974 (see Table 18) There' may.
howeser. be a question 9s to whether the resulting combination of
programs was responsne to local needs or to the funding exigencies of
the'moment Outlays fur classroom training and for on were down both
in absolute and relatne terms, while work expenence and public service
employment took up the slack The largest jurisdictions spent relath.ely
much more on PSE thart smaller junsdsctions (see Table 21.i 4 .,

The decision_ on the part of some sponsors to use Title I funds for PSE
had litle to do with manpower considerations Rather. thelepresented
an effort by hard-pressed urban areas to use Psi resources to alleviate
their fiscal problems Four of the fie large sponsors in the sample used
some Title I funds for Psi in fiscal 1975, all five did in-fiscal 1976 Thus.
funds were spent differently than planned in the initial }ear because of

e pressures to obligate funds quickly and to respond to the fiscal hard ..

times of the cities
By the end-of fiscal 1975. sponsors had managed to obligate about SI 1

, billion of the SI 4 billion of allocated Title I funds and to spend about 80
percent of what the had obligated Combined with the fiscal 1976

atication of SI 4 billion. the unspent balance of about $500 million
made available to sponsors about S2 billion in fiscal 1976. more than
double their fiscal 1975 expenditures However. many sponsors were
reluctant to double their expenditures in fiscal 1976 because they
beliesed that an operating lesel based on a temporary increase in funds
could not be sustained the following year

Expenditures in fiscal 1976 followed the pattern of those in 1975 Thus.
in 2 y ears. the direction of the Title 1 program had shifted from emphasis
on classroom training and on to emphasis on work expenence and
public service employment. Traditionally. classroom training and on
had been expected to produce significant ptoportiuns of successful
program outcomes placements of participants in training - related jobs.
This was nut the case with work expenence. for which placement
expectations were 4.0mmon12, much lower, since most enrollees are
school youth and others not seeking regular employment

The large change in the relathe funding of the sanous existing
programs resulted. after 2 years. in a' major change in manpower
actisines. from employability enhancement to programs that have. in
some cases. became income maintenance The crucial question then
became how to protect the former objecuse during a period "of high
unemployment .

The DeOartment of Labor, in its rev iced regulations of June 25. 1976.
expressed its concern with -re/gFeciing the program's preoccupation with

S
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work expenence and 'public ser. ice employment during the recent period
of high unemployment back to an emphasis on employability. training.
and transition to meaningful employ ment at the soionest possible
point " Data for fiscal 1977 show a higher proportion of expenditures in
classroom and on-the-job training

PROGRAM APPROACHES

i;early all ( rr k sponsors inherited some sort of manpower program.
along with staff. equipment. and established delNery agencies Typically.
rural counties had only a public employment program and a youth
program. large cues CS had full range programs. competing agencies.
organizations. and community groups In either cee. a was hard' for
sponsors to direst themseli. es of their inheritance. had they wished to do

...

so Efforts to eliminate programs would run into problems of finding
other qualified resources as well as po ureaUCratiC pressures
to maintain the status quo The pnncipal charge made by elected officials
to their (ETA planners. at least in the first year. was'"Don't make wai.es '

The adsent of recession in 1974 changed pnonues, disrupted time
schedules, and generated enormous pressures on the Department of
Labor and the prime sponsors In the midst of assuming new
administratne responsibilities and pressured by Dot. to spprid a senes of
new fundingaliocations hastils.. most sponsors simply did Nit have time
in either the first or the second' year to develop new program designs. and
the department itself gale higher priority to other matters

This state of affairs intensified the risks ordinanly inherent in program
innovation Relatively little is known about 'what combinations of
manpower actmues lead to increased earnings or about the extent to
which the caliber rather than the type of program may be influential.
There is no proven formula for training and supportive services that will
produce a predictable outcome. the categoncal programs were. among
other things. a series of experiments to find the right combination. But
they embodied so many If anations in scope. duration. quality, target
group. and locale that no clear relationships emerged The transfer of
responsibility for manpower programs to state aSd local authorities was
not accompanied by prescriptions for exactly what a client would need
to improve his or her employability -

Yet somehow. local sponsors were to find the key to the mystery that
had eluded others for so long namely. how to enhance the employabili.

'Fated Regilartoiis:114(29 44 I (03)

1
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.

ty of the disachantagecl so that they could support
(-yrs. federal anpower programs had offered
approaches. y or in combination 4

125

themsels es. Before
three substantive

I ucation and Or training (classroom and on-the-job training).
ubsidized employment in the public or prisate nonprofit sector
experience and public sen ice employment). and

support services (counseling. job referral. child care. etc ),

ese approaches to manpower shared a common assumption that the
problem lay in a deficiency in the lesel of skill of capability of an
individual Their solution was to improve the ability of the individual to
cope with the job market by building skill lesels and other .Cock related
capabilities Oriented to the supply side of the labor Market. these
approaches assumed that. for any pen lesel of demaftc....ttsw....--._,
intractable deficiencies would persist in operating against the disadvan-
taged Howeser, recent research reinforces the position of those who call
for a complementary strategy on the demand side of the labor market
The dual labor market theones and other studies of the ngiditiesrand
barriers inherent in the demand side of the labor market base
undeitcored The need for intenention in the labor market processes:,

But no one has a crystal ball to determine which approaches will be
effectise and where. The initialises of the 1960s. with the ,objecnse of
improsing competitise status in the labor market. were lost in a welter of
ad hoc. add-on programs.

Unclear about what should be accomplished. uncertain as to how it
should be ilone. and burdened by time and orgarnzationarpressures. few
(ETA sport OTs made extensive changes in program design. Only one of
the sponsors studied. St. Paul, des-eloped a different program design
based on a conceptualization of the causes and r re.;..eied-afor unemploy-
ment "it is apparent that this maldistributio ploy-ment and
its rewards is multi-causal and has its roots in social and economic
customs and practices. Any help offered should deal with the
whole indisidual and his relationships with his environment. not only his
obvirlis economic difficultles."4 The St. Paul approach. which relies
heavily on counseling. assessment. and employer contacts as part of an

See Charles R Perry. Bernard E. Anderscn. Richard L Rowan, and Herbert R Northrup.
The Impact Government Manpower Progranu In General, and On Mataratas and If omen.
Philadelphia Industrial Research Wharton Schuol, Liuversity of Pennsylvania. 1975
`See Glen G Cam -The Challenge of Segmented Labor Market Theonft to Orthodox
Theory A Survey." In Journal of &anoint( Loterantee1444) 1215-1155. December 1976
4St Paul Title I Plan, Fiscal Year 1976. pp 16,25
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individual approach to each client. was instituted in the first year of
CETA These innovations were possible because St Paul had a
sophisticated staff with a great. deal of expenence developing new
program techniques. Such competence and confitlence might be
necessary in assuming the risks of innovation

Other studies and reports have 415o noted the absence of any
fundamental sponsor effort or DOL assistance for the rethinking of
progfam content through fiscal 1976 planning. A study of CETA in the
Mate of Washington conducted that "there were few major changes in
Washington in actual manpower operations. . The sams people
planned within essentially the same framework to meet the same
problems "7 A study of UFA planning and program implittation in
North Carolina and South Carolina concluded that

whether planning is "responsive to local needs" is problematical. it would be
safe to say that those who hae done the planning up to now . . have med to
satisfy needs as they perceive them [Bull the simple truth is that nobody
knows what the real local needs are There are mynads of statistics. but nobody

----,1as p convertingen the pnme sponsor a method or methods of coerting these statistics
1 o a means of determining need. and, hence. the preferred program mix. Until

mailing is achanced, local needs more often thgn not are going to turn out w
be whatever manpower programs have been in the past*

4

About half of the sponsors studied reported that they established some
type (Ark* program under Title 1 in fiscal 1976. These in the main were
small -scale innovations. Half consisted of offering more or less standard
programs to new groups (or at least groups new to that sponsor). ex-
offenders. the handicapped, out-of-work union members, and senior
citizens Long Beach reported some novel features of its summer
program for youth. such as training youngsters to use movie cameras and
to produce films, a project that resultet3 in an award-winning film.
Calhoun County experimented with two alternatives for ex-offender
programs. and the Lansing consortium conducted a controlled expen-
ment with a new assessment ancrcounseling'program. Cook County and
Cleveland used work expenence funds to subsidize theater groups. St.
Paul. along with its major program evahaul. remodeled its. Neighbor-
hood Y th Corps program into a year-round work-study protam for

'Rawlins V Lane, U S Department of Labor. Employment and Training Administration,
The Rol of the State to the CETA Process A Cate Study of Wallungton State. P13-245
602'8 , Prepared by V Lane Rawlins, Washington State University, May 1975
*U S artment of Labor. Employment and Training Administration, "Ail Analytical
Study ,of CETA Planning and Program implementation in Nonh Carolina and South
Carolika,' Unpublished study prepared by Edward F Dement. North Carolina Panpolver
Development Corporation. Chapel Hull, N C . August 1975 (available from vox)
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youth tied directly to the school cumculum, which carries a student oser
a 3-year penod. Pinellas-ft. Petersburg retied -cottage trades' to
prosicie contract work at home,to the elderly. the handicapped. mothers
of small children, and others unable to lease home. Orange County
introduced a pilot project insolsing the local community action agency.
the community college. and the county welfare department. Mothers on
welfare were provided with a combination. of education and 'training to
qualify them for a license to furnish day care in their homes The county
welfare department then paid them to care fur children of other mothers
on welfare who could then seek jobs

Other new projects reported by the Department of Labor include the
use of mobile rather than stationary serace centers. coacher systems
permitting participants to seek out and arrange for their own training or
subsidized employment. and sanations -and imprusements of traditional
work experience and work-study concepts

NO( ATICNAL EDL(

Perhaps the greatest substantive program changeS have been made in
classroom training. Prior to (t IA. classroom training was funded under
the Manpower Deselopment and Training Act. Under this act. major
decision making took place in the state and local offices of the
employment service and the education agencies Through its local
offices. the employment sersice proposed the occupations for training.
secured the participants, and attempted to place them upon completion
of training The vocational education agencies selected the facility that
did the training. Three general kinds of programs were funded single-
occupation training courses. multi-occupational projects. and indisidual
referrals. The most common programs were class-size courses in a
particular skill or occupation. These presented problems in keeping
classrooms full and minimizing costs because of their set entry and exit
dates Multi-occupational projects. usually conducted in skill centers.
had the advantage of open entry exit. occcupational clustering. and a
range of supportive Semmes. However. they were costly and required a
lot of coordination. The third type of project. individual referral.
assigned an indisidual to a particular school and. in contrast to the other
two. did not imply that the existence of the institution or the class
depended on maintaining a gisen number or flow of individual
participants. However, each referral often required as much time-
consuming paperwork as a class -slie project Partly for this reason, but
also because some behesed that standard training .institutions were

1.48
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inappropriate for the educationally disadvantaged, individual referral
was not widely used. ,. .

Before (ETA. no transactions of any significance occurred between the
local employ meet service and the local training agency Any decision
made at the local level had to travel up the hierarchy to the state level of
the initiating agenCy. across to the state level of the other agency. and
then down again to the local level. The split responsibilities at the local ,
level resulted in delays. less-thanfull useof projects that were funded.
and some difficulty in establishing accountability for progiairresults,

Cndef (ETA. ',time sponsors assumed the decision-making responsibil-
ities previously exercised by the state employment service and the

'vocational education agency Many sponsors moved decisively away
from the class-size projects and skill centers to much wider use of

individual referral. Almost half (10 of 24) of the sample sponsors
reported more individual referrals in fiscal 1976. Its advantages to them
were a wider range of training facilities and occupational choices.°
greater flexibility to tailor prillrams to inch% idual needs. and avoidance
of costly commitments to single institutions. Some training could be
obtained from public schools at no instruction . cost, incidentally
achieving a ( t..sp. goal of closer coordination with existing agencies

However, vocational education agency officials have pointed to flaws
in a policy of large-scale individual referral. It usually does not address
the long-term manpower needs of an area. Because each individual
makes a choice from courses that already exist. there is not much
motivation for sponsors to add new' courses that would be useful.
Individual referral may also lead to a policy of selecting tha, nost
qualified applicants. because persons without enough education to keep
abreast of a standard course may not be referred to such programs
vocational educators feel that an academically able (ZETA enrollee.
capable of completing a standard course in a vocational institution.

Ii. prob#bly should not be consuming (ETA resources. If sponsors give up
the more costly special training centers for the educationally disadvan-
taged. there is a question as to whether they are substituting equally
effective training.

> Interviews with vocational educators and manpower planners revealed
very different views of vocational training. Some of the conflict anses
from differences in perception of what constitutes effective training and
some comes from a clash of bureaucratic interests. The differences are

°North American Rockwell Information Syegns C. A System Analysts (1 she MDTA
Innitinsonal Training Program. Arlington, Va , 1971
'°One. consortium (Pinellas St Yetersburgl, previousty, limited to class-size groups an 5
occupations. expanded its offenngs to 35

c
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highlighter' a study of socational education and manpower planning
in Texas." which observes that manpower programs are commonly
directed at narrow. short-term objectives the minimum amount of

' training necessary to get a person a job." In contrast. vocational
educators prefer a somewhat more-generalized. more enriched training
curriculum. which' oser the lung run is presumably more effective in
tmprosing employment prospects. A report on a 1976 conference of
state vocational ediicators illustrating bureaucratic inertia descnbes the
reluctance of socatibnal educators to "move away from traditional. time'
honored activities and to establish new operational priorities" (Sponsor
relationships with institutions delivering classroom training are discussed
in Chapter 6)

Thert is evidence that some prime sponsors were adjustin* classroom
traitocontent to conform to a low-cost strategy For example. sevefal
sponsors \ew York City. Topeka. and Calhoun,icook. and Pasco
counties reported a shift in occupational skill training from industnal
and manufacturing skills to less costly' training in service skills For the
most pail. ..sponsors reported that they had made these changes .in
response to the recessurn. because job upportuntttec in the service fields
ere better But two in the "sample (Calhoun County and (ieseland)

' reported that shifts .to the service fields were Made to reduce costs by
shifting to a less expensive training area and shUrhening the training to
pros ide just enough preparation to get the immediate job The Chester
County fiscal ;976 Title I plan. for example. stated thar.classroom
training would be limited to 1 I weeks If an individual.could not master
the material within this period. he or she might continue to- ettend as -

necessary for proficiency" but would have to attend in thi evening, -

WIthOtti allowances.
A few sponsors planned tq move in the other direction. St. Paul

=portal a broadening of skill (rat ng by adding courses in basic math,
science, and communications. Imsey County planned most of its
classroom training to continue for an academic year or longer. However.
the Doi granteview guidelines for fiscal 1977 seem to favor axelatively
low-cost Title I program strategy and could have the effect of
diminishing the educationarcunte,91 of classroom training. Key indica-

"Lyncon B Johnson School of Public Afars. "Manpower and Vocational Education
Planning Processes Four Ressoril Case Studies." Unti,erstty a( Texas at qualm. 1975
12See North American Rockwell Inforrnatidn Systems Ca. A Systems Analysu of the
MOTH htstouttonal Patton: Peogrom. pp 2-126
'A muneogiaphed summary of the proceedings or this meld% was circulated by the
National Governors' Conference (now the National Governors' Amociabon). Washington.
DC
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tors continue to be placement, cost ratios, rate of expe nditures related to
the characteristics of participants, the mix of services, and general
economic conditions); Recognizing the pressures toward concentration
on lesv-ski11.\shotrtenn training, the Department of Labor undertook in
1977 to encourage a number of experimental., adyanced-skill, long-term
tainting projects through the Skill Training Improvement Program
(sup) These emphasized, the involvement of private industry in
identifying needs for skilled occupation and in the oversight of programs.

Sponsors were responsive to the legislative 'emphasis on meeting the
seeds of persons of 'm4 English-speaking ability.your of the sample
sponsors reported adding English as a second language (ESL) to cumcula
in 11)76. bringing (of 19 loca: sponstrs for which data are available)
the number stliat, offerelik this program._ Other programs included
orientation. which was'offered by. 13 sponsors. and adult basic education
or preparation for a general equivalency diploma (t3EDequivalent to a
ibgh school degree). which was offered by 16 sponsors. All 19 sponsors
offered some type of skill training: p

WORK EXPERIE!$(1i

Before' ('ETA, work experience was in many cases the main aapity for
youth or a last resort for adults. and under 1 al spons,,rship there has

rojects jobs at, tr mum
t sectorwere developed

administered by schools or
borhood Youth Corps (N-Y(

, perhaps more widely than any ,

ttipants were closely supervised. in .
ids related skill .tiammg, others did

odel,;whatis.known abut work ,experience
espriptions or. studies of individual programs at

study comnitnie4 ttt3t "s' has never been popular in
this . its, stipends typically being below that believed by many youth
to be theminimUmbacceptable payment and having. a reputation 101
makework " A study on anotlier community noted. 'the projects might
be divided between those . . in the schools and public agencies where
the experience has been so.urict those r community action,
14ti S Department of Labor. Empliiyment anti rig Adm ation,"`fransmittal of
Key Performance Indicators for Title I Prograna.' field memoran um no 209-4, March
21, 1977 1

Olympus Research Corporation, Total Impact Evaluatalof Mqnpower Progranu an Filu
Ciries,.,Salt Lake City Olympus Research Corporation, 1970

.

been little appren't change Work experienc
wages in the public or private nonpr
principally for youth and were usual!
community agencies. These were N
types of projects and vatied in
btber program In some pro
.others, they were not.
pot. There leas rid
projects come
various
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agincies and youth gro , where the emphasis has tended to be on
developing militancy,716 A review of evaluations of youth work
experience fOund little evidence, that,youth work experience contnbutes
to positive atukudes,.better work habits, or job skills for its participants.
Nevertheless, conventional svisdom,has assigned to work expenence a
Value "as a combination income Maintenance and maturation device to
youth to stay out of trouble until they are old enough to get a sustaining
job or to enroll an a traisung program."11

Although the bulk of summer funds comes from Title III, sponsors
serve large numbers of youth under.Title I through workaexpenence
programs. A comparison of sponsor enrollments in w expenence
programs with the proportion of school youth shows ponsors with
the highest proportion of full-time students also the highest -
proportion of enrollees in work ex penence programs ( Figure 3). .

A few of the sponsors studied have reduced os elimi aced expenditures
for youth work experience.Calhoasi County dropped the NYC programs.
This was a big shiftthese programsjiad accounted for 30 percent Of
total fiscal 1974 fundsbut the pnme sponsor regarded youth work
ex pepence as nothing more than a handout, with negative effects on the
attitudes of young people, toward work. A similar sentiment was
expressed by a field researcher at another site, who questioned the value
of "being employed in meaningless unsupervised work which will
eventually make it more difficult to call% the world of work. . . . In
some cases student are cleaning up vacant lots and theta no provision is
ever made for trucks to haul the trash away."

Pasco and Middlesex counties reduced the youth work expenence
progrim; St. Paul reduced and reorganized the program. However, with
these exceptions, the fundatnetal program concept of work experience
for youth appears to contint more or less unchanged under Jocal,,

'sponsors, with more of the same problems that it had under federal
direction

The major work experience program for adults before CM had been
"Operatp Mainstream." Mainstream and equivalent work programs
we? lfit ?ome cases temporiry "parking Pots" for persons awaiting entry
intooihv prpgrams. Principally, however, they were employment of last
resort, providing income and some self-esteem foi the elderly, adult
residents of rural areas, and others.unlikely to make it in the regular
labor market. Under CETA, work expenence for adults has expanded
somewhat, made necessary, according to pnme sponsors, by the

' 38/bmi
3/Perry es al, The Imposes of Govermli Manpower Programs. pp. 449-450. t
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CETA MANPOWER PROGRAMS UNDER LOCa AL CONTROL

, I !GIME 3 Prime sponsorx with high levels of full-time students m Title I spend more
on work experience and less on classroom training and other Activities.. .

9

fr
recession. In one county, although work experience is regarded "more as
rnakework and income maintenance than solid preparation for unsubsi-
dized jobs and aspic negati%e sentiments expressed by the planning
council, "the staff has, willy-nilly, been led into a large effort in this
area." Another, howe%er, regards work experience as a useful holding
deice for those who are unemployed but hate a strong attachment to
-work. One sponsor in the study sample eliminated work experience as iii
independent actitaty, it is offered only as a _meads of income support to
participants enrolled in classroom training, but this appears to be an
exception to the prevailing practice.

ONTHE-JOB TRAINING

Changes in on-the-job training as a result of (ETA were minor. Before

. -L53
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)cFrA. employers had a choice between participating in "high-support"
programs, iii which they provided supportive services for participants
and were compensated accordingly, and participating in "low-support".
program?. which .involved fewer services: Less money.,but ay less
bother In general it appears that the high-support option most
attractive to large employers: And, under cETA. there was a shift from
large employers to smaller firms. and a corresponding movement from
high-supporte,to low-support contracts. Sponsors identified on -the job -
training more than any other activity as 5 preferred strategy. but in fiscal
)976 less thin 10 percent of Title I fuifits was spent on on.

SL PPLE ktENT A.RY SERV1( ES

Manpower jargon defines two ,categones of supplementary, services as
adjuncts to major program activities. "Manpower" services generally
include outreach. sntake. assessment, orientation, counseling, job
development, and placement. Before ( ETA these' services were usually
provided by the employment service. "Support" services generally refers
to Sery ices prpided-lby other social. agencies to overcome employment
handicaps. such as health Problems or the need for transportation and
child car facilities. Before ( ETA. the usefulness of these social services
and the extent to which they shoiild be budgeted were frequently
program issue, Recently. relatively little has been heard on the subject.
in part bequse sponsors have been able to'rnake cost-free referrals to
other service agencies within their junsdictions The Cook County Title I
plan for fiscal 1976 specified that no more than 5 percent of the cost of a
slot was to be spent on support services. both Cook County and'the
Phoenix consortium indicated that they 'planned to reduce support.costs
by greater use of other community agencies. The Mime nos Tittle I plan
also called for expenditures for support services that averaged 5 percent
of participant costs. but this was significantly more than was spent before
CET A 4

The principal change with regard to manpbwer services has been in
delivery agents (see Chapter 6) rather than in the nature of the service's.
The delivery of "direct placements" has been a particAlar.source of
controversy. The Department of Labor insisted that placement of job-,
ready workers who have not participated in any other substantive ( ETA

program be done exclusively by thi employment service (bs). Prime
sponsors viewed this as an intrusion on local autonomy, but Dol. was
concerned with buttressing the mandate of the Fs and with seducing the
duplication of functions.

Sponsors have justified their direct placement services on a number of

v.
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grlunds. Direct placement helps to ease the pressures generated by large
numbers of eligible job applicants and conserves resources for others
who need more assistance It builds the image of the sponsor as an
employment-orientedagency and broadens potential job prospects for
cETA clients Finally. it helps meet critical placement goals by serving
persons who are relatively easy to place and makes the prime sponsor's
general performance took better. This issue, illustrates the collision
between one (ETA objective. local decision making. with another
objective the use of existing institutions. The question was finally

11,
resolved by having i)01.. encourage. but not mandate. the use of the Es

I

.;-

S1 S1 MARY A
Under (fl,' ocal sponsors were to have a chance to experiment with the
manpower programs. shaping them to fit an individual's needs or the
cviipauniq charactenstics of a particular labor market Change has occurred.
but it .not take the direction that some had envisioned

. .
. ? Program change can be measured in terms of alterations in the
nature of programs offered and in terms of shifts in the relative emphasis
on ,various kinds of programs. The nature of program services and

s\ actisities changed little under t ETA: The overwhelming majonty of primev
sponsors surveyed indicated that their strategy in determining the kinds
of prcitrams to be offered under Title I was to retain the existing kinds of
piugrams. using the established program operators. Only one sponsor in
the study sample introduced a totally new program design. a fcw others

' introduced novel pilot projects.
wContributing to the status quo erethe legacy of past programming.

the decentralization to smaller planning units fur which alternatives are
fewer. the recession that sponsors felt limited their options. and the state
of the art -only the most sophisticated sponsor staffs were in a position
to improve upon existing program models. Finally. the Department of

,.Labor was preoccupied with getting the money spent and assisting
sponsors, to develop appropriate Yjrninistratise and procedural struc-

.._ture .. ..

Traditional pre -( KA work experience programs for, youth and
adults have cointinued 'nearly unchanged under ILIA. A few sponsors
have elinfidated work experience. but, most have ietatned it and

, ' increased expenditures for adult programs in response to the recession.
Work experience coatinues to ab;orb a major share of Title I funds.
despite evidence even before (tIA that fory oath, at least. the quality of

fJz.-
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many such programs contributes lade to positive attitudes, better work
habits. or job skills.

Sponsors have, howeter, shifted the balance of programs dunng the
first 2 years. They did not at first plan significant changes in the
distribution of resources among major program activities. but the effects
of fiscal pressures in big cities, difficulties in getting programs going
under new sponsorship. and the recession all contributed to a shift of
funds away from classroom training and on (from 60 percgrit in fiscal
1974 to 40 percent of program budget in 1976 and 50 percent iii 1977} to
i greater emphasis on work expenence and public service employment.

This sink arising from external and contingent circumstances rather .
than from any spotor conviction that it. made the best balance to
promote individual employability. has aroused concern. because it
appears to mark a subtle but definite change in the character of
manpower programs., away from preparation for economic self-
sufficiency and in thg direction of subsidized employment. This ist
especially true if funds provided under Titles 11 and V1 are also
considered. Morp.than 80 percent of all (ETA funds in the three titles has
been used to maintain people in subsidized public sector jobs. often
unaccompanied by §ignificant efforts to move them into unsubsidized
employment.
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6 The Deliveiy of
Title I Services

Ii

While CE7 4 pnme sporiszoft have tended to remain within the chaved
course' in the programs offered. they have introduced far-reacIfirl
changes in the delivery system and program operators. One result of
these changes was to dissolve the near monopolies of the employment
service and the MD1A skill centers in their areas of service.

Structuring the delivery system and selecting the service deliverers are
the two principal tasks of ( ETA sponsors that follow from decisions about
who will be served and what services will be provided. The term
"deliver) -system" describes the interrelationships of agencies and
organizations that carry out the activities at entry. exit, and transfer
points through which individuals pass as they receive manpower services.
It was the former chaotic statue these arrangements that led to CETA%
Before C ETA. categorical program operators offered to applicants only
their own services, as determined by legislative or administrative
guidelines. Each recruited its own clients, and seldom were clients or
services shared with another program. Al .

Within the same community, some services might be duplicated by
several agencies. others might not be available aye!. Some agencies
provided only part of the services for a single program package, others
offered a whole program, and still others administered more than one
program. Much of the criticism of the delivery of manpower services
before CETA was directed to such fragmentation and lack of coordina-
tion.

Under the Manpower Development and Training Act, the employ-

136
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ment service and local vocational education agencies played the leading
roles in most communities. but sarious community-based organizations
and other agencies also furnished services for attivities stemming from
the Economic Opportunity Act For the most part. the greater the
num er of delis cress. the larger the number of separate delisery
still ores operating within the community For example. '2 relatisely
sma minty such as Stanislaus (population less than 200.000), had 10
different manpowerprograms operated by six different agencies In large
cities. it was not uncommon to find dozens of programs. many unknown
to one another

In addition to cnticisrof the process. there was dissatisfaction with
the delis erg agencies themselses The, not reach of adequately sene
certain segments ofthe community. the Were not cons emently located.
they spent too much on administration (LTA offered to sponsors the
opportunity to structure the manpower 'delivery system and >elect the
agencies through which manpower services were to be delivered

There were two major expectations'for (ETA One was that the jumble
of categorical programs would be transformed into an orderly any of
program activities in each community. a system with`clearly designated
entry points. each of which would hose access to all services that the
system prosides The second expectation wats that under the eye of the
local sponsor. delisery agencies would be obliged to beccithe more
efficient and effective or be replaced Discernible progress has been
made.in the former goal:. the extent of improvement in the latter is not
clear and needs further study

f
.t.SYSTEM DESIGN

At ( Era's inception. there was no worki1 model of a comprehensive
delivery system for prime sponsors. although'sorrie approximations had
been attempted One was the Concentrated Employment Program ((EP),
created to 1967 to coordinate *rime delivery within a lirnikd geographic
area. usually the low-income section of an inner city For the most part.
(Fps were sponsored by community action agencies These agencies had
difficulty in coordinating services among subcontractors, organizational
conflict and lack of cooperation adversely affected the poterfttal of (El's 1

Another early effort As the Comprehensive Manpower Program
(t yip). a pilot p gram anticipating ( kTA. which was established in nine

'Charles R Pent. rnard E Anderson. Richard I. Rowan, and Herbert R Northrup.
'The Import of emmens ifanpower Programs In General. and On ifinonsies and Women.
Philadelphia Industrial Research Unit, Whartun School. I ni4ersii) of Pennsylvania, 1975.
Ch 13
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areas in fiscal 1973 e 04P expenencelu shied some of the start-up
problems that were r encountered. 'cularly among relatively

_.

inei pen enced sponsors.2
The concept of comprehensive service delivery implied that all

activities-and services offered in one geographic area would be unified.
and accountability for program outcome would be centralized Manpow-
er services would be coordinated. program participants would be
exposed to a full range of training and service options. there would be
continuity of responsibility for each client throughout his or her stay

Of the 24 local pnme sponsors studied in the first year. 4 were found to
hay e a comprehensive delivery system. 11 to have a mixed system. and 9
to have retained a categorical configuration isee Figure 4). By the second
year. 8 sponsors had adopted a comprehensive system. 6 a mixed system.
and 10 retained a categorical system. as shown in the table below

Comprehensive Sy ston

St Paul .
Topeka . .
Chester County
Lorain County
1,4141db:sex County

Balance of Ramsey C ount,
Balance of anion Coun.4.
Kansas City ,M14. yandotte '..

klicd Sy At,:m

Gary
Long &Jai
few York
Calhoun County
Balance of Cook County
Coital Area Consortium

Cateson-al System

Philadelphia
Pawn C ...tint)
Stanislaus County
Cleveland Consortium
Lan m COinfirtiUM
Phocnix MarApe Consortium
orangt. County C onsot tzum
Raleigh Consortium
Pinellas St Petersbuq -

Consortium
San Joaquin Consottium

Those sponsors who tended to stay with a categorical system were
large cities. which have long had an established manpower infrastructure
and significant political pressures. and consortia. winch Consist of
numerous. separate junsdicuuns The larger and more urban aims with
many ethnic groups may find a comprehensive system. in which a single
agency controls program entry. less suited to their needs. Consortia
prefer the categorical system, since it enables each junsdiction in the
alliance to control As own achy ities Movement to a comprehensive
model. then. has been most typica&of small and medium-sizSd
jurisdictions .

The 5 largest sponsors studied. each with a population of. more tban 1
million. have delivery systems that resemble then pre-t_LTA patterns (see
Table 229. All 5New York City. Cook County. Cleveland. Philadel-.

11,5 Department of Labor, Manpuer Aliminastratistn. Manpower Report of the President
1974. pp 42-44
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Type
System

Categorical

Mixed

Comprehensive

Client
1 ntalie

Prograin
Activity

I

139

Job
Referral '

A

B

C

4

C

Unified
A, B, & C

Unified
A. B, & C

FIGURE 4 Client flow models

phia. and Orange County have many program operators that continue
to maintain varying degrees of independence within the delivery system,
Each, however: has organized parts of its'entry and exit services under a
single agency or organization. New York has a network of 26 city funded
neighborhood centers, Philadelphia, an in-house manpower center,

160 \
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TABLE 22 Distribution of Sample Local Prime Sponsors by Type of CETA
Title 1 Delivery System and Population of Area. Fiscal 1976

Population of
Prime Sponsor

Type of Delivery Sy stem

Comprehensive Mixed Categorical

1 million and over 0 2 3

300.000-500,000 3 2 4
Len than 300.000 5 2 3

TOTAL 8 6 10

Cook County is using the employment service for all intake. and Orange
County has a basic network of 6 recruitment centers run by jurisdictions '

within the consortium. In Cleveland. many of the participants are
processed through A1111 s-Jobs formed) the Cleveland CEP.

The simplest way to Insure control over program operations. as well as
to guarantee access to all program components. is to have a single
agency control the*ser.ices connected with entry into the program
intake. assessment. and referral to an appropnate program option. By
fiscal 1976. 11 of the 24 local prime sponsors surveyed had adopted a
centralized intake model. and 2 more were planning such a system for
fiscal 1977 Each of 11 sponsorith central intake controlled access to
an average of 8 major program actNities.

There has not been quite as much movement toward centralizing exit
functions. Opinion is divided as to whether it is better to preserve
accountability by making each operator responsible for the placement of
its own clients or to reduce ctuplication of efforlby establishing a single

t. job development and referral ling-operating on behalf of enrollees of
several programs. In practice. individual program operators with good
channels for placing their enrollees are encouraged to continue.
However. some sponsors have arranged for centralized placement. Six of
the II sponsors with centralized intake have centralized placement. but
individual servics deliverers also make somezacements.

A centralized sy stern does not automatically represent an improve-
ment in the delivery of services. although in most instances this is
ass ed to be the case. As one field researcher noted. "CETA target
groups om the aural and urban ghettos inlay be] reluctant to enter a
large. shiny institutional `one -stop' office. If the clientele are not being
reached. . . integrated systems are largely an exercise in futility."

While they are more difficult to analyze. intermediate program
activities appear to have been even less centralized. Whether sponsors
Jiave retained the same services and activities previoutly offered or
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whether they base added. subtracte,4t or restructured the substance of
programs is hard to trace because the labels of categorical programt have
often disappeared. Therefore. it .is nearly impossible to compare
differences on programs before and after CITA-

Changes in the number of major service deliverers might be one clue.
Of the 254 pre-( ErA programs identified in 23 sample areas tother than
tiev. York City and the balance of states). in fiscal 1975 under CETA. one-
third were either dtaccontinued or were assigned to different operators
According to a Department of Labor study. there was a 35percent
increase in the number of service deliverers in the first yearfrom an
estimated 1.440 under mar% and LOA sponsorship on fiscal 1974 to.1.950
under Title I of E rA in fiscal 1975 The number of subcontractors has .,
continued to increase substantially In Cook County. the number of
subcontractors shot up from 130 in 1975 to 235 in 1976 because of the
listing ac primary contracts of dozens of contracts on behalf of individual
participant ;for classroom training and on-the-job training.

Some specific examples may indicate more clearly the types of chatiggi
that have occurred In Topeka. the following programs operated pnot/to

Fl

1).:11cr 1:cno.
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In the first year. the Topeka school. system and the community action
agency were dropped,: as servicedelivecers. but there was no program
change. as the prime sponsor took ever the -1( and Mainstream,

. prngrams . In the second yeai. Ott . SI.R.,kand the ,,vocational- technical
'school were dropped is ans delivery agents. d all classroom iraming was
assigned to the Kansas Neurological Institute This sbolt op delivery
'agencies changed the kinds of 1.0urse:, ;offered in classroom training.
There rernativd only three delivery agericies in fiscal 1976. the

41.) S Department of Lam.. Nlanpower Administration. Manpower Initrchange.
October 1975
4A GAO report rekoc to "50,000 or more" ubgrantees undtr ciindui4 the vast majority of
these are granted under Titles II and VI
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employment "nice. the Kansas Neurological Institute, and the pnme
sponsor. In that year. the employment service. did all the intake and
assessment and counseling, the institute did most of the classroom
training. and the prim, sponsor did everything else. a little classroom
training and all of the work experience and on. Thus. all of the program
options that had prey lost> been available were still offered, but with far
fewer service delivererg.

In Stanislaus County. which had a similar range of pre-( ETA programs.
the situation was very different. The Public Service Careers program was
dropped, one deliverer. the National Alliance of Businessmen tNAB),4was
dropped. two activities have been added. each provided by a new
agency The teaching of English as a second language is one new
activity. the other is a konstruction training program in which clients are
learning carpentry skills by building new houses. Otherwise. the
programs and agencies are the same

The( Phoethx-Mancopa area was served by 10 agencies before CETA.
Under (ETA these agencies remained operators. but must were relocated
to one of three neighborhood centers. Two of these centers served
Phoenix. at the third. serving MancopaCounty. the county and other
operators conducted wor experience and other programs. In fistSI 1976.
five small new pro were funded the Phoenix Indian Center. a Basic

'Youth Project Black Theatre Troupe. and two union training
programs. of these projects was to be conducted by a new agency
to be located in one of the three centers. While these projects increased
the number of deliverers by 50 percent. they accounted for less than 10
percent of Title I funds.

The foregoing illustrations demonstrate ,varying degrees of consolida-
tion of the standard functions Sponsors have been moving toward
delivery sy sCems that centralize intake and, to a lesser extent, consolidate
the rest of the program However, integration of services among titles has
not occurred. While eight sponsors in the sample indicated that their
intake centers processed applicants for all three titles. once applicants
came through the door, interviewers simply sorted them into job-ready
or not-job-ready groups and assigned them correspondingly to public
sere ice employment or Title I activities. There was *Ile or no provision
for the transfer of services from one to the other. There was only one
instance in the sample kit' persons being-trained under Title I and then
assigned to a public service job under Title II or VI.
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PROGRAM OPERATORS

Consistent with the stress on local autonomy. Congress placed the
responsibility for seleLting the agencies to provide manpower services
with the prime sponsor. There were to be no "presumptive deliverers."
CETA supporters anticipated .that this would put pressure on existing
agencies to becom: more efficient and responsive and that wasteful or
ineffective agencies would be dropped. However. cntics feared that this
authority would lead to the extinction of the advocacy base built up over
the 1960s by minorities and the disadvantaged. They were concerned
that **public agencies such as the schools,. personnel offices and
vocational educators . . . 'might) 'capture' the programs or squeeze out
effective .community groups which could serve as planning or delivery
agents ".S

1/4--fdthe face of such objections. Congress also stipulated that existing
institutions of demonstrated effectiveness should be used to the extent
deemed feasible. Having thus disposed of the issue, Congress left it to the
federal and local administrators to sort things out. What followed was a
struggle over turf.

PRIME SPO%sOlts

One of the most striking results of decentralization has been the
emergence of d new agency for service delivery the pnme sponsoroelf.
This 'has corny about as sponsors attempted to coordinate and'
centralize the . Integration was accompanied by a
reduction in the number of agencies controlling the basic operations and
extension of the role of the local prime sponsor from administrative
overseer to direct program operator. Prime sponsors cited additional
reasons for moving into operations. unsatisfactory performance by
existing agencies and a reluctance to choose among organizations
competing for program contracts. Others have suggested that bureau-
cratic aggrandizement on the part of the sponsor's staff may also have
been a motive.

Seventeen u 14 local sponsors in the sample reported that they were
direct] gaged in me aspect of program operations in fiscal 1976. Of
the I sponsors with entrai intake, 6 operated that activity )and 2 more
planned to take it o er (from the employment service) in fiscal 1977.

Results of a Department of Labor survey of the operating role of

National Manpower Policy Task FOlt The Comptehenswe Employment and Trattung Act
Oppottuntnes and Challenges. Waslun' on, DC. National Manpower Policy Task Force.
Apn11974. p 10 .
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sponsors in 1976 were similar. Pnme sponsors were reported as operating
the intake function in 61 percent of Title I programs and as being the

,primary deliverer of placement services in almost half of the Title I

r6grams.6
An axal) sis of Title expenditures provides another measure of the
. .

i

new importance of, sponsors as program operators (see Figure 5 and
Table 23) The employment service. education agencies. and leading
community-ba<sid organizations acccAnted for about 75percent of

.expenditures in fiscal 1974 and about 62 percent in fisc.at 1976 The prime
sponsor shares the remainder with all other Igencies. but the proportion
now, going to the prime sponsor is sizable.

COMM!. MTY-BASED OR(2A`IZArlfONS
.

Although funding of the major community-based organizations ((Bost
increased significantly during the first 2 years of ETA. the study found
that these organizations express considerable uneasiness about their
changed relationships irici iesponsibilities and the expanding role of the
sronsoi as a direct deli.; er, of service According to DOL. national data,
funcls contracted to tire' hree major community-based organizations
otc , the Urban Leapt:. and SLR-- rose from $46 million in 1974 to
million in 1976 (see lable) However. their proportionate share of
total Title I expenditures chTnged little from 1974 to 1976 (see Figure Si.'

The local prime sponsor reduced c no funding because of what it
view ef.Las poor performance in some stances. A few organizations lost
rands-When alliance.) shifted:But even where c Bos.have retained
their role as service deliverem, they do not necessanly control the flow of

'clients from entry to exit. but may 'provide only certain services within
the total sequence They frequently are required to serve all applicants
rather than just their,onginal constituency. ( BOs believe their autonomy
has been curtailed'and see a potential ch4lIenge to the rationale for their

. existence'7 .

Such concerns prompted out to seek Iegislatio for separate financial
support for itself and the other conitnunity -ba d organizations. In a
statement at a nouse committee's oversight he ings, a spokesman said

gl
.

S Department of 1,-abor °Ike of Program Evaluation.. Employment and Training
Administration, ftePort on (ETA SESA Linkages and Relationships, March 1976." p 48

' (unpublished)
'See. for example. Charles Knder'c, discussion .of.this issue in "Topeka. Kansas." In
William Mirengbff, ed . Traruilion w Deventratzed kanperwer Programs Eight Area Studies.
Comindtee on Evaluation '44 Employment and Training Programs, Washington. DC
National Academy of Sciences. March 197 -15
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TABLE 23 CETA Title I Expenditures by kkior Service Deliverers.
Fiscal 1974 and 19764 (millions of.dollar4)

s .

Service Delivery AgtricY I Y 1974 I ry 1976

Employment serviceb i
Community organizatiOnsc(01C. SI R, NIA)
Education agenoesd
Other delivererse
Subtotal (expenditures for services)
Expenditures for wages. allov.anscs, and fring::

it payments to enrollees/.
TOTAL

90
46

162'
93

391

477

868

69
95

271

265
698/

892
1.590

SOURCE C (imputed from trnprovment and Training Administration, L S Department
of Labor data

? 'Includes 5 percent vocational education grams to governors
b3ponsor expenditures on employ.ment service estimated by using DOL data on number
of man years contracted and a rate of S15.000 per man year . .
cIncludes some v. agetallov.ance expenditures '
dCakulaied by kiwi' total Title I expenditures for prime sponsor classroom traintrig,
subtracting Title I expenditures oreatiossan..es and adding expenditures from the
5 percent vocational educatiOn Fent
f Calculated as residual
f t stimated at 55 percent of total Title 1 expenditures for 1974

4

..f

r

ABLE 24 federal and Local Funding of Community-
Based Organizations for, Manpower Services. Fiscal
1974-1976 (millions o(dollars)

Organization FY 1974 I Y 1975 I Y 1976

OIC
tjban League
SI R

TOTAL

23' 42 55

10 16

13 19 14
46 . I 77 95

SQL:KE Employment and Training Administration. U S. Depart
merit of Labor

, .

that of( 4.as " . . . in danger of being fragmentized..dnided. weakened
4 and possibly destroyed." He spoke of the need to preserve the oic

training sequence from outreach through training and counseling to
placement. "the integnty of the oic process . , should be main-
tamed. . . -4
*statement of Dr Lee., H Sullivan. Chairmin of .the Board, Opportunities Industnaliza-
lion Centers of America, in k.' S Congress, House, Committee on Eduction and Labor.
Oversight Heanngs on the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. Part 3, Before the

I Subcommittee on Manecnvet. Compensation, and Health and Safety. 94th Congress. 2nd
Session. August 26. 1976. pp 229-230
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. The inclination of some prime sponsors to absorb rather thhn
coordinate the work of other agencies has been noted. The Director of
Human Resources and Economic Developmenefor glevela d indicated
that agencies such as the employment senice, the vocations ducation
agency. the Concentrated Employment Program. and the tional
Alliance of Businessmen are generally reluctant to cooperate with ch
other or with the prime sponsor. and that the only way to create a tru

capacity to deliver all manpower seri, ices. San Joaquin Stablished
0le comprehensive manpower system would be for the citf t 1,elop the

,central intake. assessment, and referral center at Stockton in 1977 that
,tonsolidateci. many of the sere ices then befits furnished. not only by th
employ ;lent senice. but also by (BOs and- the i,pational educatio
agerIcy. In Kansas City, the employ rfient service was at the outse
replaced as secv.ia deliverer by a number of (B0s. including SERelfo, t e
Urban- League. and the local community action agency. The numb- of
service deliverers was cut from 14 to 7 in fiscal 1977. and services re to
besume more highly centralized. One of the three city commissioners has
already suggested publicly that the city take over "the whole thing" in
order to ad the annual "hassle" among service delsveters and provide

. better program coordination.
.There are, of course, different way s in which sponsors can take over.

In several areas, sponsors hive absorbed the staffs of the c BOs as well as
their functions. To some, this appears to be an advantage in the long run.
since service to the target group now becomes a part of the system rather
than a function outside it. On the other hand. it may signal. as others
fearo decline in attention to those most in need. t

In a letter to the National Associancr of Counties dated July 29, 1976.
.the Department of tabor stated that henceforth, if prime sponsors
planned to Take changes.in delivery agents. these changes would have to
be.. suppoited by a detailed documentation of the reasons for change.
includingdata on "comprehertsive costs, types of service and responsive-

. ness of services." It remains to be seeg whether regional offices will
interpret this as a signal to disco,urage, further changes in service deli),ery .

agencies, including c 80s. (

- 4111

COMMUNITY At TION AGENCTES

Prior to (*ETA. community actipn agencies (( Am) operated manpower.
' e' programs, in 21 of, the 28 areas of the sample. In 1975. three sponsors

(Topeka. Lorain- County. and S Klaus County) took over * (.4A
priliams or aktigned them to Agencies. While 18 sponsors retained

,,. i 16,As in fiscal 1976. several (Um County. Kansas City. Prange County.
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and Raleigh) reduced their rqle. 'Precise data for fiscal 1976 are not
asailable. but Community Sersicet AOmmistration officials estimate
that. at the national lesel. the dollar sortie of DOE (ETA funding was
about the same in 1976 as in 1975

5O( ATIO\ AL EDL ( ATM'.

While funds spent' on classroom training tboth by prime sponsors and
froth the supplemental 5-percent gosernoes' grants for %motional
education) increased 45 percent from $360 million in 1974 to 5524
million in 1976), they did not keep pace with the increase in total
expenditures on Title I actis ales, which rose about 80 percent DOL data
also indicate an internal shift in the use of classroom training funds. with
a relatisely smaller proportion going fur allowances and. a greater share
to the institutions themselses The effect of this has been to sushi the
proportion of total Title I expenditures actually going to educational
institutions 'The share of Title I dollars going to classrooln training
would ha-se been smaller in 1975 and 1976 if not for the 5percent
money.

The 5-percent money has also. been a factor in persuading prime
sponsors t.). spend more on' public education agencies than they
otherwise might Public vocational education is by no means monolithic
It is pffered by both state and Imal sy%tems, by high schools. community
colleges. socatiopi-technical institute end other public sources Under
r Erk there- has'been Much greater opportunity fur the;e institutions to
compete directly fur sponsor funding. and sponsors reported consider-
able shifting in the use of these sources'

fan part. the shifts may he due to the tensions hetween prime sponsors
and %motional education officials Conflicts generally rest:Ise around the
selettavn of trainees. performance standards, and durration of courses.
Edwcation officials complain thAt trainees are not selected carefully
They also tend to favor longer, more broadly based. and career-oriented
o..cupational preparation. in contrast to < t TA sponsors, who frequently
seek short. single-purpose courses to prepare trainees fur spetific entry-
lesel jobs Sponsors responded to these problems. in part At least. by
musing to inclisidual referrals and by using a much larger number of
training facilities. which presumably offers a greater range of Curricultim
options In the Orange County consortium. for example. where'three
community colleges had presiously di:INtred all of the slim.% training.
the prime sponsor is now contracting with four colleges. two regional
occupational proilams. to .o school Lliktricts. and some prisate schools.

tti
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The increase of indisidual referals appears to be, contnbuting to the

demtse of the skill centers 1. ocational ed ucatiodinstitutions established
und(r MDT* to sere mangier enrollees exclusisely. Of the 10 areas in
the sample that had been using skill centers. 6 had abandoned them by
fiscal t076. citing reasons such as the limited range of courses. high cost,*
and poor peFfornka-nce.

Some of the conflict between vocational educators and Ctri sponsors
may arise from differences in strategy and outlook. In. many cases.
hou.eser. sponsors changed classroom mining delis,erers for other. more
political considerations. One factor already mentioned is the propensity
of sponsors to operate programs directly For example. when the
Cleveland consoru um wanteda second skill-training center. it decided to
operate the center directly .

To summarize. the prime sponsor appears.io be exerting authority .

over classroom training of th established vocational agencies in
somewhat the same way is it h with the community based organiza-,
lions The result is a dissolution.of the near-monopoly previously held by
a few educational agencies Howeseit. it stops unlikely thA sponsors will
attempt to provide technical frau-line-on a large scale themselses, fior the
most part. they are using more training agencies

:

EMPLOYMENT SEW( E

CETI% tas had a greater effect on the organizational relationships of thei
employment service than on any of the usher lung-time sers ice deliverers
In the first year of (ETA. the employment service lost a significant
number of staff job, preciously funded by manpower programs But
more important that its diminished position as one of the delivery agents
is its loss of primacy as the manpower plannwnd the linchpin in
manpower operations Most significant in the long run may be the
challenge that .( ETA presents in terms of the basic labor 'market mission
ofthe employment service .

It is one of the ironies of public administration that Congress. in
reacting to the nuiltiplicity, and duplication of manpower programs on
the local', scene. created.a new federal-local system alongside the existing
federal-state employMent service network established by ttie Wagner-
Pey ser Act in 1933 Thus. the stamps again set for competition and
duplication.

From its inception in 19334until the early 1960s, the employment
sersite occupied a major position in manpower affairs. Only in the mid-
I960s. with the onset of the War on Poverty. did the hegemony -of the
employment service begi9 to be challenged. The Manpower DeNelo
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ment and Training Act expanded and preserved the dominant position
of the employment service Howec'er. the Econonr, Opportunity Act of
1964 introduced the Offi:.e of Economic Opportunity too) into the
manpower arena. challenging existing institutions. including the employ
nient serc ice. fur not being responsice to the needs of the disachantaged
The( 1960s were characterized by an explosion of social programs and by
hider bureaucratic struggle among Dot .. taw. and ow .o)er the

manpower components of the Great Soikty programs The lot. saw the
world through "manpower:colored" glasses. the ow clewed the same
scene thiough glasses colored' poor- and made its claims accordingly.
taw focus was practically all-encompassing

The repo nse 'Of the employment .mice to the problems of the
disadvantaged was mixed. Pressed 8'. the Department of Labor to
participate more strongly in manpower programs for the disadcantaged.
the employment service found itself faced with a dilemma If it did not
gice priority attention to the disadc antaged, it would be accused of being
insensitie to ,those most in need if it fopused its resources on the
disadvantaged. this emphasis would be at the expense of its basic mission
f matching employer job orders with qualified Job applicants Some Es
agencies perceice thernselies in the same kind of 'quandary v. ith ETA

manpower program,:
.V..maripuwer programs proliferated. Es agencies became increasingly

incolked in them. until one in every four of /their positions was funded
from special' manpower legislation The impact of < frA upon the is
agencie> as deliverers of manpower service. caned considerably among
regions.and state. Although 80 percent of the prime sponsors used the
employment service to some extent. state agency man-years funded fur
manpower programs declined from the 6,000 positions that had been
allocated in fiscal 1974 for cipi c io a programs to 4.500 in 'fiscal 1976 for
comparable < ETa Title I programs (see Table 25).

in fiscal 1975. the first year of < FR. the level of Es participation in
manpover programming under, Fide L declined about 30 percent from
0401974 leel for s.omparable programs Fiscal 1976 showed a modiest
gain, but the number of Es staff-)ear.. sapported by. agreements with
prime sponsors under ITitle I was still about 25 percent below the 1974
level

This loss %a; offset to a considerable extent by i5 acticity under <ETA
Tides 11 and VI Howecer. the gain was confined entirely to balance-of-
state area.. in which the local offices were betted integrated in the
commtige and-where there were fewer alternative delicerers Isee Table
26)

1
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TABLE, 2$ Man Years Co tracted by State Employment Security Agencies
for CETA Titles. H. and VI Manpower Actmittes and Payment of Allowances
in Fiscal 19.74-1976 , ..

t di. ....-

F rnploy me nt Setae

Spe_tal tnemployment
Titles 11 Governor's ITKUrant.e

Fis..at'lLear Title la and VI Grant . Serviceh Total

1974 6 *0)2 6'8 6 680
197S or 260 1,033 5916, 5 884
1976 4.543 # 1.385 338 463 6 729

SOL R(1 Employment and Training administration, I- S Departilpent of Labor
°Fis431 1974 includes man years contracted fur MDT A and Econdmit Opportunities Act
services fiscal 19/S and 19,6 for CLT k Prime sPonsOrs
bPayment of allowances

*TABLE 26 Employment Senke Man Years Contracted with CETA Prime
eSponsors. Fiscal 1975 and 1976a d

Stet BPS Spon4ors LocsiSponscirs

Fl 1975 F 1 1976 I V 1975 'FY 1916

Ink 1 2 639 2 253 2 221 2 290
' Title II 2'8 368 85 43

Title VI 461 806 209 168

TOTAL 27'8 3 427 2 515
.

2 501

SOLRC F Employment and Training Administration. L S Department of Labor
Qt. ii %lodes man tests tont/ at led for unemployment insurance seri ice or under state
manpower services ortnts

IOW

.
As they rnoi.e toward a ornprehensise delivery system and become

familiar with the entry -exit functions previously performed by the
employment sers Ise. prime sponsors hase been assuming more of these
responsibilitiei themselves. For example, in 20 of the 28 prime sponsor
areasin the sample. thels either fins no role. has a diminished role. or is
threatened with dechr4$ status and funds.

The explanations for the reduced role of the employment service vary
with the respondents,. Pnme sponsors 'voiced three basic concerns. (I)
limited effecuseness in job placement and on referrals. (2) inadegpate
service t minorities and'disadsantaged clrentele. aid (3) excessive costs.
especially for handling allowance payments.

I a' )1
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Other respondents suggested additional considerations (1) lack of
interest on the part of some ES offices. (2) empire building by ambitious
CETA staff, t3) the influence of other lca1 agencies with politically
effective constituencies: and (4) the opera on b) some sponsors ofvthe
entry and exit points of their manpower system as part of an effort to
develop a comprehensive system.

There seems to be little doubt that costs have handicapped state
employment securp) agencies in bidding to perform (ETA services. The
employment service has fixed costs that are often higher than those of
pnvate or nonprofit. agencies. The cost for handling training allowadces
through the unemployment insurance system was frequent]) not
competitive with charges made by other dehrerers. It is not clear,
however, that services are always comparable. Nerertheless, because of
such cost differences. The number of man-years contracted for this
activity dropped about 30 percent over 2 years.

State ES agencies used widely different cost approaches and different ,
pricing strategies. depending upon whether they wanteks to maximize or
minimize their CETA involvement. To a considerable extent, their interest
depended on their perception of how participation would affect their
placement performance. upon which local ES budgets ate allocated to a
large degree

The evidence on whether the ES has been diligent or effective in
serving thedisadvantaged is mixed. The diranished role of the ES was
due in some measure to the decisions of sponsors to participate more in
placement and on-the-job training. In four instances, the pnme sponsor
was dissatisfied with the quality of ES staff assigned to handle CETA
placements Dissatisfaction was also evident in other areas (Chester.
Lansing, and 'Raleigh). where the sponsors took over the placement
fuNtion. and six other sponsors seemed to be moving in the same
direIlion Similarly. several sponsors felt that they could do a bend job

4 of handling on-the-job training than the employment service.
,

However. not all sponsor placement activity is attributable to the ES
inadequacies In San Joaquin, for example, the employment service had
the best performance of any program. operator. In Ramsey. the sponsoi
added its own staff` to work on placements with ES stag not necessarily
because the employment servicikperformed poorly. bin'to do a more
coordinated" job Transfers Wresponsibilitiev-have occurred in. the
smaller counties, cities. and consortia. In larger urban areas, such as
New York. Cleveland. Philadelphia. and Orange County, the ES role was
limited from the beginning. 4

On the whole. the employment service has fared better with-nos pride
sponsors than with local sponsdts, but not as well as might have beets

)
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expected As the manpower agency with a statewide network of locat
offices. it could have been designated by the gosemor as the deliseTer of
manpower serdce% in all of the Bos areas. in some instances. that has
happened But in other states seseral factors operate to inhibit the
gosernors from using their authority to press for the use of the Es

First. gosernors are inclined to be responsive to the wishes of local
elected officials Because the BOS programs are almost always decentral-
ized. it is awkward for gosernors to insist on the use of the ES if local
authorities prefer their own systems Second. many ES agencies hale used
the unique character of the federal -state stem to achkse a large
measure of independence by citing federal law to the goser*r and state
law to federal officials As a coi,equence of this **arm's length"
relationship. the state Es agency was frequently not part of the gosemor's
immediate family and as treated,accordingly in Texas and North
Carolina. for example. the gosernors by passed the employ mentseroce in
assigning responsibility for the statewide Bos program Texas has.
however. come to the aid of the EsItothe local level through ingenious
methods In fiscal 1975. the state used its special state funds under
Section 103tei of the act to contract with the employment sersice to
desetop jobs for t ETA. clients In 1977 the state was to use this money to
finance the state Es agency to pros 'life a free allowance payment system
to all local sponsors in the state This proposal was to free local prime
sponsor administrative funds and. by taking adsantage of economies of

le. prostde checks weekly rather than biweekly Howeser. despite
th se serssces. C ETA has been a losing game for the Texas employment
se e (ET 4- funded man-years dropped from 368 in 1974 to 285 in 1975
and to 7 an 1976'

In An a. t)e state department of economic security flriosed
aggressisely to came out a rule for the local ES office In 1976. it assigned
responsibility to the employment sersace feir all intake. assesment.
selectsun and referral. placement. and follow-up. This arrangement was
extended for fiiscal 1977. but the decision ran into strong local
opposition One lettet from a council of governments declared. "Our ,
elected officials are opposed to the process that was: used in the
deselopment of such a policy . 1Tio arbitranly change from an
existing system to a new one is not in the best interest of the clients or the
sponsor We hasesresiewed the Balance of State Manpower Planning
Council minutes and can find no indication that this inatter was ever
discussed or considered."

There is little evidence to suggest that prime sponsors systemStically
employed objectise.performance critena an choultng programirelis erers.
There was, in the first year. neither the time. the capability. nor reliable
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program data for making comparBod. It is clear, however. that the role
of the ES in manpower programs has been seriously affected by the shift
of authonty fronifederai to state and loCal levels. The challenge is more
seri us now:than it was during e antiOoverty,era oT the 19.69s. The issue
is no riger limited to senic for the disadvantaged anil the challengers
ndw a politically potent ele ed officials.

, The erosion of the ,Es r e in manpower programs IS particularly
awkward for the Departmen of Labor. which. as parent to both ES and
C ETA. must balance its responsibility to protect the autonomy of the

I
k prime sponsor and its obligation to ensure the maximum feasible use of

the Es as an established manpower institution Testifying at House
oversight committee hearings on the employ ment security systenf in June
1976 and again at House oversight committee hearinfs on CETA
September 1976. then Assistant Secretary Willjam Kulberg appeared to
move toward re-establishing the position of the ES in this sphere of
operations " . in the long run. it is clearly not desirable. and
resourfes kill not permit: funding of the Es and CET& pine sponsors to
provide the same services in the sanse area to the, same individuals.
Accordingly. we ,[are making efforts] to identify area for improve-
men; in the ES. to avoid fundint duplicative and overlapping serviees.z9
Kolberg stated that the department intended to examine sponsors'
reasons for not Using the employment service in order to rectify
deficiencies' and thus presumably sin-innate any legitimate reasons for
sponsors to choose other deliverers/

During the first year a( ETA. the extent to which the Employment and
0 Training Administration intervened on behalf of the employ ment service

vaned among regional offices Some mindful of the decentralizing thrust
of ( ET A. assumed a "hands-or attitude. Others. more concerned with
the fate of the employment servii.e.ely intervened. pushing reluctant
Es agencies on one hand and nudWilg hesitant pnme sponsors on the
other. In the second year. there wa4nuch more consistent and concerted
effort to buttress the employ met sepvick. In July 1976, regional
adnfinistrators were requested to urge state agencies to offer "OW
placement" services to sponsors at no cost and to review critically ally

/

°Statement of William Kotberg. in t, S CArrigat. House. Committee on Education and
Labor, Overnight Heanngi on she CompreWerurve Employment and Training Act. Before the
Subcommittee on Manpower. Crimpensation, and Health And Safety. 94th Congress. 2nd
Session. September 29. 1976. p ;62
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4

prime sponsor plans' that did not propose to accept the proffered
sere oces.1° .

Opposition to this approach was voiced by some ES agencies that did
riot see their best interests served by this kind of policy and, more
importantly. by prime sponsors who viewed it as an intrusion on their
freedom to selec$ agencies to provide manpower services. A compromise
v. as developed by an advisory committee of ( ETA directors. which
recommended that "ETA should not restrict the types Of services which
prime sponsors may contract from us. nor should it mandate an exclusive
riga to the is for placement activity in a local area.-11

The Emergency Jobs Programs Extension Act of 4976. which extended
the public service employment-programs under Title VI. afforded a new
opportunity to increase Es participation in (ETA. The ETA lies proposed
that the employment service furnish to the .pnme sponsor without cost
ta) a pool of potential applicants for the enlarged Title VI pngram (the
Es is in a unique position to do this. since the eligibility requirements of
the new legislation are tied to the welfare and i 1 status of applicants. and
this information is in the e i and v.i.. records of the Es offices). and (b)
certification of individual eligithlity. including the application of the
required family income test. L nder this arrangement. the prime sponsor
would nut be held .responsible for any errors in certification. In return.
the employment service would Lettrve. from the pnme sponsor all job
orders fur the newly created Title VI position1 and receive budget credit
for placements made. Although this proposal. too. infringed on the
decision-mating authority of prime sponsors. the majority of prime
sponsors aclepted the offer of cooperation by the employment service.

SCVIMARY

Against the anticipation that earlier fragmented programs would be
rearranged under ( t f A into a comprehensive system that would

f
"'Telegraphic Message. Filloyd E Edwards. Employment and Training Administration. to
All Regional Administrators. Ally 16,1976 'Direct placements- are defined as participants
placed in unsubsidized employment diet receiving only outreach. intake. and job referral
services from the c VIA program
"Directors ts.ork Group Meeting Synopsis, Notes on a meeting of the (-KM Directors
Work Group. Washington. DC. September IS. 16, 1976, Department of Labor
(unpublished)

1
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centralize

CE

ralize responsibility. reduce duplication, and offer participants
greater program options, the study finds that:

One-third of the local sponsors studied have adopted a comprehen-
sive delivery system for Title I programs; onequarter have a mixed
system; the remaining 40 percent have retained categorical delivery
arrangements In general, smaller cities and counties have been mete
likely to move to comprehensive systems, larger urban areas end'
consortia in particular have tended to retain the categorical structure or
to adopt mixed systems. Categoncal programs may permit better
understanding of.the special problems of a particular target group and
continuity in handling clients, these must be balanced against the
advantages of closer program control, uniform standards, and reduction
of duplication and fragmentation that are inherent in integration and
centralization.

As part of the trend toward integration, almost half the local
sponsors in the sample have moved to centralize the entry facilities for
the Title I program and bring them under the control of a single agency. .

There has also been some movement, but not as much, to centralize exit
functions However: there is little or no coordination between employa-
bility development programs of Title I and the public service employ-
ment program under Titles II and VI. Nor is there movement of
applicants between programs, even in areas where a common intake 1
center registers applicants for both PSE and Title I.

One of the most striking results of local decision making is the
expanding role of the prime sponsor as a direct program operator. More
than half of all, sponsors are reported to be delivering intake and/or
placement services in Title I programs. Within the sample, 16 of 23 local
sponsors reported that they were directly operating some aspect a the
program Many of these sponsors have concluded that centralization of
delivery services can best be accomplished through their own organiza-
tions.

The funding of the major commuity-based organizations more
than doubled from 1974 to 1976more-than the relative increase in total
Title I funds. However. curtailment of some of then' independence and
range of services has given rise to a feeling 'of uncertainty about their
Future.

The nearmonopoly of skill training previously* held by public
vocational education agencies has been dissipated as sponsors have
shifted decisively to the use of a larger number of different types of
training institutions and to greater use of individual referrals.

4
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The FS role in manpower programs and, ecen more broadly. its basic
mission hace been challenged by the emergence of ( FJA as a federal-
loc41 imnpowet system with parallel and sometimes competing func-
tion, Prune sponsors increasingly are performing.bome of the traditional
labor exchange functions of the employment cercice,- particularly
applicant intake and fob placement
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Since the 'Work Projects Administration (wPA) in.the nud-1930s, the
',United States has had relatively little experience with programs under
wfhich the government assumes responsibility for creatigjobs for
individuals unable to obtain,employment in the private economy. Until
the early 1960s. dirbogovernment intervention u the job market had
been deerricd approptiate only in times of crisis. The federal government
influenced the dtmand for labor only indirectly, through monetary and- to
fiscal policies.
*In the 1960s, a cycinflueviceof economic and social feices.brotight

change in this,viewT.Itbecame apparent that even in good times there
were people, andtplic.e's that. did noitshare in theAereral.affluence. There A
1.1as growingdemand for.goverrutent, actions to revitalize the; etOriciony
of-depressed atetis and to assist in the readjustment of workfrsiltsplaced
by automation.' Vressilres nghts and social equality focused -
aftentlon on bathers in the job market for groups such as youth, women,
minOtzes, older work *, andthe po'cii'ly educated..

''."61dentificanin of t ,structural problems led Jo speci4gpvertiniett.
efforts io suppletle monetary and fiscal policies designed to stimuate
economic growth' One remedy proposed was federally subsidized pablic
employment. The public sector was %loted ag apossi.ktle pacesetter. for'

° hiring those wAct have difficulty obtaining jobs. lwass presumed that
with supplemettary. training pr other assistance those persons could

.eventually be a tibed into ubsuisidized employment. Prospects for
Jrarsferrig Into regular Wit iiloy men' seemed good since state and
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local government employment had beenigrowing steadily :Another type
of pkilshe employment -work experience. which involved tasks that
could'beperfamed by ttie least skilled at jhe minimum wage level'- also
afforded some preparation for regular employment.

EARLY STEPS

The programs of the 1960s were tentative in their approac h to
employment oritte disadvantaged in the public sector. Through the
Neighborhood Yot$h Corps (...,4( }and Operatic Mainstream programs% 4,

4 jobs created fur low-income youth andi.for chronically unemploxed
'workers served - both economic and social purpotes Although the
contnbution of thtese programs In terms of employability development
has been questioned. they achieved other objectives. The vr( programs
were-designed mainly to enable disadvantaged youth to stay in or return N
to school by offering them supplemental income s well as work
experience and job market orientation It was expected that NYC v.o.uld .

,. also help to defuse tensions in the inner citie,s. Mainstream was a s.
relat*ely small-scale program designed to give jobs to disadvantaged
elderly workers These 'programs became mainly vehicles for income
maintenance. The Public Sef% ito Careers program attempted to provide ..
Raining and develdp carols ladders for the disadvantaged in the public ,'
secfur. but this small program prove8.expensive. difficult. and not very
successi securing consrmimentsTrom employing agencies

In the 1 70s. there was renewed interest in job creation programs on a
%

large scale its a countercyclical strategy. An attempt in 1970 to inc14,.
such programs ,in a comprehensive manpower, act was vetoed f

,... , .President tiocv*, wilyi described public service employment as "dead end 6 t
jobs in the Pubh4ector -1 , . c*

V .
,

.
., ,

fkiwever. lic.the followgig year. thitirbeagent.y c.mpioymeatt Act ILEA)

. waspasse0 and approvecrby jhelpreskdkit, witl the understancliqg thai:.k.

4
44:,jobs (dles.] woilyibe."Ansitiorial.' that is. temporary jobs leading ib

9.nsutidired employment. The i IA. viiiiLh bet.tarne known as:the Public
/Employment Program in P). authorized $215 billion for a 27..year period.

Rapidly rriount'ed and effectively managed, this program created 175,000,' jobs at ii, pe6k .
Wherattetion turned to th5,need for a comprehensive reform of the

manpower item ik 1973, the earlier differences between Congress-and ,
the administration reappelred There was general4onsensub on the need

'Roger 14 1.)1+,141,son. The liohlus q C.ffirrehentsve Manpower Lexuldhon. Poliy Studies'an
Employment and Welfare net IS. Balttmoic, John% Iltipktns UnIvercit) Press, 1972. p 66, '.'
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for manpower reform legislation. However. Congress ffisisted bn the.
inclusion of a significant publ service employment component and the
admithstrationvopposed it co the grounds that it would result in make-
work jobs ''

.;.".
.

QUA LEGISLATION

(EIA was ,a compromise Through it. manpower.. programs were
decentralized. and only that section of the tiA that provided for public
seryicejobs in areas with lingering pockets of high unemployment (6 5
percekt or *lore) was incorporated into the act (Title II) A pro am
participant was &xpected to use a (LTA job as a stepprng-s e to
unsubsn.lizeiremPIoyment Like its PEP predeyessor. Title II wa op'en to
all unemployed. although it urged specialconsideration to those most
disadvantaged in terms of duration of unemployment and employment
prospects.

But the modest funding of Title-II was inadequate to deal with aid,
atzendg recession and the highest unemployment rates in more than.'
30 years. In December 1974. Congress hastily passed the Emergency
Jobs and Lnemployment Assistance Act: This law authorized a $2.5
-bilhon-countercyclical public -service employment program it T-ttle

4

Title VI differed from Title II in seYeral. respects. It extended pip&
sera ice employment programs to all areas. not just those with substantial'
unemployment In addition, to those who were given preference to Title ...

11 (Vietnam zeterps, former manpower trainees, and the long -term
unemployed,. persons who had exhausted" unemployment insurance or
who were not eligible for t i benefits were to receive pref

courage rapid implementation. Congress ilea 4 the
rrecr,

t requiroirnent that sponsors attempt to find jobs for' particrp nts in
consideration To encourage

unsubsidized employment Placement was to be considered onb as a
go4that couldt waned. indeed, more than 90 percent of altsponsors
reqiiested and receiYed'' waivers. With a decline in the growth of),"
employment. sponsors argued. they could not ensure openings in I,
unsubsidized government or private sectoL jobs Thus. one of the major

.N chotttl(es cif public service employment - to provide a bridge to
percratnen ft.,' 1 uy Ant 4af sacrificed to encourage speedy implemen-
tation ::!--1,, It

1 sk utt.eartf L nempls./ment AsWance A " authorized special
likunempluy men 1.kinte benefits fur unemploed workers n.st eligsbk fur arlEmpluy nt

sompensatsun and iikt 1.1 ftnantak1 assistance is, reate jobs ihruueh pu c
works Sri areas 4)( severe Wit. klyglait # ' #
'

#
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Talk VI vas originally authorized for I year, with the expectatio.ri that
unemployment would'rece4 and the program could be phased out. A
Department of [,abut spokesman appearing before a Senate subcommit- s e
tee in April 1976 stated that the recession .had hit bottom and a
substantial recovery was under way

gletatise a supplementakapproptiation for Title II enacted at the-end
of fiscal 1476 was expected to carry both titles through ficcal 1977. no
new funds were requested for Ph for fiscal 1977. However. by fall 1976,
it wag apparent to the administration and Contress that the pace of
economic recovery would be slower than expected.

With unemployment again on the rise. in September 1976 Congress
passed the Emergency Jobs Programs Extension Act. -which extended S
Title VI .through fiscal 1977 With that act. Congress also, attempted td
correct some shortcomings in the public service employment progrim It
attempted to contain substitutibvf federal for local fiinds by directing
that funds ajlocated above the anYount needed to sugtain existing levels
Of Title VI .enrollmeni fie used for special projects, i.e . activities of
limited duration'that are not rant of the regular public service structure ,

It also sought to redirect the program toward those people o'st:ins need
by requiring that half of any Title, VI vacancies, as we as all project-

or

creatO jobs.. be filled h long-term, low -Income une toyed persons,
or welfare recipients ' .

The Title VI extension also i"aised the poor - r n allowable for .
administranve costs from It lito ,15" rcent. making rt easier forsponsors
to aurae equipment and .Materi to (era suitable facilities. These
provisions. however, were not actOmpariled 131 additional funii1Z

Curigrvs appropriated only enough money to +114.111)40W early 1977 the
-Title 11 and VI employees already on board

The' Carter Administration's economic stimulus legislation o ay

19'h drastically ,altered the situation by providing an additional $6.6
billion ftfri- hscal 1977 and fikil 1978. most .of which was to be'useikfor
special projects ,The nuinbet of jobs funded under Tvtles ll'and Vf was 01.
eiisCied.tu rise from the fiscal. 1976 level of about 300,000k 725.000 by
eaM 1978 in its sixth year, the public sector job program was expanding
again. with br"radened gbjectivcs. . .

,Other legiskticm affecting public sector employment included the -

Public Works Erriployment. Act of 191,6, which-Authorized funds for
public works projects That act also triacje available AntireCession funds,
to 'het local governments mointain public serviced With special
revenue-sharing fuildss.to 'Wsta,ip. their regular employment levels,
localities were expected to use t PIA Funds totreate additional' positions.

v4
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' .
IMPLEMENATION

-sA
The initial Title II grants were funded daisng summer 1974. but only

4 about 56,000 persons were enrolled at the end rethe second quarter in
Decerither 1974 far'below' the level needed if both fiscal 1974 and 1975
Title 11 epprapriations wei-e tube -spent before the end of the fi,t,A1 :rear;

o The buildup was hampere); confusion civet-transition requirements as
welras the newness of the (44.5 system Local gpvernments were eager
for funds but-concerned about the commitments the funds entailed

However. Title VI. enacted in December 1974. was implemented
speedily By the end of January 1975. 98 percent of the initial grants had
been -signed and hiring had begun in about 70 percent of the
Jurisdictions Combined employment under the two titles rose rapidly.
reachingover 275.060 by June 1975 (see Figure 6)

However. prime sponsors still carried over into fiscal 1976 almost half
*13'50 million) of available Title II and Y..1 funds Uncitripoi prodding,

enrollments ruse to about 340.000 in sprig 1976 And many sponsors
exhausted their Title VI Jllutmentip Since the initiaLl-yearauthonzation
for Title VI fundthad explied and the administration was not, at that
time. seelong renewal. those sponsors wei permitted to shift enrollees to
Title 11 .to avoid la%offs

Their difficulties- were apt1;, summarized by one <3 is administroar.,
"The problem is that the federal government is undscided about whether
Is. continue psi or 'Aka and so local governments don't know which way

'to jump"' Some jurisdictions feared that they might becoste too
dependent the federal government and began planning to phase out
their program Others. illagued by fiscal problems. einbraced'the- < HA
Rublic ti.e employment program wholeheartedly. hoping tir..eintri)

ati ffis %ci decply in their!evenue ytr.tioure that it would be difficult tq
extract

.'

Pt B1.1( SLR\ I( JOBS

The regulations implementing...Title VI encouraged prime kponsots to
share jOh alkments with 'other governmental and private nonprofit
agencis wain their Jurisdictions e One 01 the early decisions theva
sponsor had to snake was how rnans of its allotted job Openings to retain

`'s4ak.ti .t1 the AfJTMai):11 is ihit:OCt ilOn Is Ieroved fr." the EmplAment and IllaannR
Repot of rile Prestaeni 1976 r 97, and the Vlanpwtr, Report the President, 1474.4>p
152/153
'See Chanter 4 for a cksetIssion pf theerenod
1Thtt seenon deal.s.wnh local prwrie tronspr;mtly

s
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andhow many to.clistnbute to other organizations. Assigning skits to
optsiders had both advantages and disadvantages. Sponsofs that limited'
additions to their owl( payrkgrminirnized the need for finng participants
or the difficulties of absorbing the PSE acnv Ay when the program elided.
On the other hand. assigning slots elsewhere could mean foregoing fiscal ,
relief and or the local govetnrnental senvicesthat PSI, participants could

.. provide . r "it
I .

?ETA jors allotted to /per groups )ilifrrtrnglit to be less likely to be
. - s '

.
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ussed to replace regular workers. On the other hand, the likelihood of
Obtaining unsutisidize jobs for enrollees was kinsidered to be smaller in

A pm ace nonprofit ag hoes than in public agencies The &still:abob of
positions between ublic sector and prisate nonprofit agencies assumed
more significanc when the Carter Admini,tration more than doubted.
the loci oPth program through the,ta.ork,mi.- stimulus~ legislation of

19"'
The stud round that deLvsikIn. to an positions to public or to

prisate no proii4, agencies were associated with alive -related sariables
the deo of fiscal pressure. the size vt the jurisdioion. and the identity
of the rinupal t I f a decision maker A. discussed in Chapter 3, the
great the fiscal stringency, the more likely the elected official is to be
the rincipal maker. and fiscal pressure is .most sesere in the

est urban area Thus, in \sew York. Philadelphia. and Cleseland,
wed officials make r t it decisions. while in Topeka. Chester County.

andfitanislatiC Counts. areas that had relatiselc little fiscal preossure. P51
decasoll making was left large). to tne staff During fiscal 1976.
Icgc jurisdictions in the study ,sample gale less than 15 perc.ent of the
allottedp!.sitioris to federal, .tate, and pm ate nonprofit agencies. while
smaller more affluent areas %I. here decisions are more likely to he made

staff". gar v-341% nearly one-third t see Table 27)
The:e patterns are also Consistent with findings concerning the use of

;Title l funds for public ser e.employment` Ten local sponsors
study 'sample used Title I ids for public sercice employ mint in fi
19'6 of these esen.,were in Jurischetions-where the electecrofficial
the sole deiison maker All tA- the largest jurischttiorrs and those un er
extreme financial pressure used Title 1 funds for public" service
entloyment

s ;

t ON( I RN,.
.

0;garnied labor has been an influential and consistent sworter of
public NersiLe employment legislation. insistina, howeser. on adequate

`job safegu4rds for regular public .cctor employees As a consequence.
the legislation prohibits Ifni use of LI t participants if regular employees
base been laid of from the same or limtlar /xisitions. it also limits PSE
jots X4.1tntr-let:el positions

The'ts.sues that have most Lonierued'public service employee
are layoffs and rehires. 10".ew York City. the, union exerted
cotkfiratyte pressure to change the .ponsor's policies 0 ttat regular

,

.
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TABLE 27 Percentage of CETICTale II and Title VI Positions Allotted
to Federal, State. and Aunproffit Agencies. SampleAucal Prime Sponsors.
Fiscal 1976

, 4etrAurcent of ( j A Pe *,riV77-
Are

Stk.. rod Cliarir:.: +wt._ t ',rued by Loi.....11Sp4n.or, to I ederal
P.m*: Sport,tr Jurtmlioton, Stee and \onprmit kger.rel

Dte:ve t r,tech
xreme \ ,

sd.,det.ti, a !4
Lt"i% n..m.t 4

1.J.. rye. rrith.pr; rr rice
Iv.,!d .ttist.11 rione I = 9i I

4trir..41 and Cl r 1 = I * I n
( I ill r . 29

p'1.4s-'14.4
Le:, r I million r..pule ton .,nd Yerl 11 = a, 5

Medium tor run,. n I 01 = ;r) 15

Sir,311 runda ..trt .0Orq r 24

411erlo. of cc:tent, rttopnsor, tn ev.0 zroup
him( at pv LsuetliwfteL to rh/ forrinor1 posillon of th ;Lira unit qf ,-.4*trnment toted
,,r revenue', gape ndaures and other relevant wiforrnatin

A

ers Would recede preference over ( F, IA employees in layoffs and
re ires The unions in Philadelphia did not intervene in ( Fr.% operatipm
unless layoffs were insolsed. and in Cles eland the unions were satisfied
with the sponsor's policy under which regidar public sersice employees
were,fehired

There were scattered . union complaints in other survey areas I n

Phoenix union representative:, on the planning council protested to the
ts. DOI regional office that plans for Tales II and had not been

submitted to the council qnd that the sponsor was not making adequate
efforts to facilitate the tFansition of WA employees to regular.fositions.
In St Paul and in Middlesex County. union, representitiss were
conecrned.that some ttA enrollees were being hired abuse entry lesel.
In other places. unions cumpfained that existing stIlkda.rds were Being
undercut By contrast. unions in some jurisdictions welcomed (ETA,
because it provided an opportunity to enlarge their m *rship

Membership on the planning council of&rs public sector unions'the,
best posiram from which to monitor ptsaaativities, bur for the ,post pare

"See David R Zimmerman. "The impact of Public Sector Employmein on PubbcSectur
LahoteRelations. la Junes L Stern and Bargara D Dennis. eds. Proceedings of t/se
Tient Eighth Anntial Wive, Versing. Decernbe 107,5. pp I71- 178. Madison. Wis
indu4tnal Relations Researchr Attleiation. 1976
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TABLE 28 Percentage Distnbution of Public Service Employment by Function. CETA. Emergency
Employment Act. anti Total State and Local Gov.etrinient Employment

Function

CETA 75
Emergency
Employment Act
FY 1972.1973

Total State and Local
Goernment Employment,
October 19754Title 11 file VI

Education
Public vori. and tramp', rtationh
Law enurement'
Health and tiospit.i..er..ce

« Parks end recreation
Social scrvi.c4
Eniiironmental Quality`
Fire protection
Administration and mitcellancou

ALL F UM -MSS

11

19

12
is

*)

4

2

21

.:

4

1 10
25 ,

8
A

:041

1

24,
22
12 :
9
it
A"
4

1. Ks

..

w

f ..
.

49
11

'2
11

2

3

2

13

100

'

SOURCE'S / ntplov Meal and Training AdinifilstrithOri, bensrtmer.4 .1 Libor ounnishlistlit data,1
Census. Public Emplovmerir in 19'.; t.1 ".4 I page
I/Full-time equivalent . .
biloghways, sewerage ilrotatwm, water sunot snd other local
tPolice protection Ind corrections

4aPubbowelfare

/General *atom'. it ncsal IdmNreitesn. mot 0% merit .e<urIt.. or it 'the
*Natural recourcet

4

e
S uteauo1,the
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union representanses un the cantils tended to tome prom !owns in the
prig ate sector Relationships between these , two groups are not
necessarily dose. In Middlesex'County. for example, a representatise of
a steelworkers' union district office was chairman of the public
employment subcommittee, but no public serdce employee union' had
approached him ti)discuis the sponsor's( ET A plans

Een in Ling. where a large percentage of gosernment workers are
' cosered by t. o'llectise bargaining. the four union representatives on'the

council represent workers from the private sector A public ,sector union
representative wht, was not un the planning council handled negotiations
with mph's ing establishments to gibe PSE worker's the same protection
as employees under collective bargaining agreements with respect to
probationary period. senitilfty. promotions. reductions in force. and
otner pros !slops

Pts OE JOBS

The key decision maker generally selected the agencies-tyreceice Pst
position...* process that in turn identified the kinds of jobs to be He/

.Table 28 compares the 'distribution of ( ft enrollec by function with
thaj.or regular public ,ec tor.employ merit The mostdramatic difference
iS'in education. which employed 34 pe rcent of all stale and local,
goVernmept worker 'hut only 15 percent of ( Fla Workers The opposite
was true of public works and transportation and parks and recreation
acti;aties Here the proportion of (II A pbs was niuch higher than Olt
corresponding proportions of all state and local public sector employ?
mere These are amities with a fov.er, claim on local government
resoprZes and therefore more readily expanded when extra funds become
asa*Ie The proportion of (1- ixiobs in administration and misce'llane-
ousglaticities was also higher and includes some positions assigned to
(1- raXtaff, a category that has no'parallel in the regular public sector
i (1,1py sponsors also allocated :lots to tilircontractors, a practice that
helped them to reduce ad mthistratise costs

The paitern*)f ,CEtk PsE jobs b% function resembled closely that
created under E A The primp] differences are comparatively` fewer
jobs in education and more fobs in administration and miscellaneous
services,

Some sponws had a definite strategy in distributing clots among
agencies (an indirectly jornung job categories). others dui no, For
example. the Phoenix/Mancopa consortium and Ramsey County
distributed dollars widely St. Pail on the other hand, concentrated on

,
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the "have not" agencies and assigned proportionately more slots for such
human services as health and recreation Topeka adopted a distnbution
policy calculated to encourage transition, initially, each employing
agency recessed a few positions. but )nly those that absorbed the
participants into regular emplciy.rnent were given additional (FR
employees 0 ....-

Calhoun and Lorain counties reported an emphasis on Low -wage. low-
skill jot;s. which they believed would be easier to terminate when funds
were exhausted Gary and Philadelphia!kon the other hand. assigned slots
within a broad range k)f...enices o relieve fiscal pressures .

Most participants v.ere engaged in ai.:t.L2v. ordinarily performed by
9the employing agency The r iginal cut , regulations fir Title VI

encouraged prime sponsor "tk'; deselop large. labor intensive employ-
ment projetts which provide immediate jobs for a maximum number of
participant." Projects.were defined at that time as activities of limited
duration that would use participants to meet "additional" coiiimunity .

needs Slime sponsors in the sample tended to refer to any seisonal or
hort-term maintenance activity as a project Others considered a new
sers ice to he a special project -drug diversion. for example. although.
once adopted. it might he expected to cjiltinue .

Devote national polio.. project actis Ines in fiscal 197fP and 1976 were
few and modest except 'for maintenance work and some new ssrsices
The most common of these were bicentennial projects that employed one
or tv.0 persoh to serve 4 1111.41 staff The Maine nos cooperated with the
Comrrsurnt:. Ser. ices Administration in supporting a project to vanterve
homes of lov.-incktie families c I- rk. participants .,in other projects
rehabilitated public sir low-income housing In St. Paul. unemployed
union' construction wirKers were hired for this puiFx.ise. ( itA paid the
first SI0,000 of their wages. and the public housing agency presided the
test.

Sponsors reported other PNI activities that had some noteworthy
features L mon County used Tittle I funds to train persons as drivers who

,were then hired by the Red Cross under its allocation of Title VI funds
This is the i,nly example of linkage between Titles I and yst- programs
that surfaced in the stud, In the Lansing consortium. in fact, the Urban
League complained that their Title I trainees were being denied access to '.

Title lior VI Jobs .

In :eseral instances. PSI- participants helped to increase local revenues
For example. the distnct attorney' office in one jurisclictior; was using
PM- participants to locate lathers (if mix families who might be able to
prokiidc family support

ID
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Under ( FTA. the original emphasiswas on placing partiCipants in
occupations likely to expand within the private or public sector.
However. the Jobs were to he at the entry leveynd not more than one- ,
'bird were to be in professions The 510.000 yiarly salary ceiling also
limited the range of occupations. Abroad spectrir of occupations was
reported in the sample. with the beds test concentrations in the laborer.
clerical. and semiskilled categories

Kansa, City estimated its Psi. jobs as 30 percent unskilled. 50 percent
clerical or ierniskilled. and the balance as skilled. professional. or
technical The Pinellas St Petersburg ocettpational mix was deracribed as
SO percent unskilled. 40 percent semiskilled. and 10 percgnt professional
Jobs in Topeka were 'thistly in the laboring and clerical categories
Gary reported that sirtually all jobs were low-pay. low-skill Jobs. because
few of the participants in Gary possessed ads anced skills. In Union
County. clerks and laborers comprised the hulk of the PSE work force..
with a feu professionals in education and social services Lorai9 County
reported 35 percent laboring jobs. 25 percent clerical. 20 percent
semiskilled. 10 percent proleetise services. and the rest professional. San
Joaquin used participants in a wide range of jobs '.'from laborers to
attorneys: with about 20 percent in the professional and skilled
categories

Sesents-fise peicent of the et t is participants filling these Jobs had at s

least a high school education gaty had college degrees Unpublished
data from the continuous longitudinal manpower study sample shows 16
percent of all e F participants, in public employment had 4 or more
years of education after High schoZ)1

()RK X PI `4 I .
v permits the ust of Title II and VI funds for employability

development densities norrnalt!, provided, under Title I. Initially. some
prime ponsors used Fide VI funds to supportork experience programs
in order to take adsantage of the less stringent requirements goserning
work experience. Ten percent of all Title II and Vi slots at the end of
June 1976' were categorded as work experience Some sponsors were
attracted hs theletwer wage rates, others by the freedom to use a larger
proportion of the budget for administrative costs

In the early months of the Psi program. some not 'regional offices
encouraged ponsors to take the more rapid work experience route. when
0 looked as though hiring for regillar Psi jobs 'might be -bogged "down

41.
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The DOL subsequently required tbat these jobs be switched over to
regular public service employme nt.' Some sponsors in the sample
reported that Title II and VI funds were still used occasionally for work
experience in private nonprofit agencies and in public sector activities
employing youth and senior citizens. One consortium classified its Title
VI jobs as work experience in order to avoid liability for unemployment
compensation In the Austin (Capital Area) consortium. work expenence
funds were shifted to' public sector on-the-job training. Employing
agencies paid the total wige and cr..1A paid only,the training costs. In all.
4 of the 24 local sponsors in the sample reported that they used work
experience under Titles II or VI in fiscal 1976

WHO GETS SELECTED AND HOW
A

Since funds for public service employment under (ETA are limited. only a
...N, fraction of the unemployed and underemployed can be accommodated.

There are social -arguments in favor of selecting applicants who would
have poor proilitects of obtaining employment on their owti because of
personal limitations such as lack of skill or inadequate education or
because of external barriers Indeed. an objective of both Title II and
Title Vi Is to improve the participants' employability and access to jobs.
Moreo;Ar. the inflationary effects of federally subsidized public
employment' may he mitigated and pressure on the wage 'structure
reduced if less skilled. lo9(er paid workers are selected. rather than the
more highly qualified. wit) ar91 likely to be in" greater demand in the '
private sector '

During the first 2 years of (ETA. however. three-fourths of the
participants had at least a high school education and most ere of prime
working age Some of the reasons are obvious. First. the pes of jobs
as ailable controlled selection of paiticipants to some de ee. Second,
employing agencies seleCted the most desirable applicant whenever they
could Public/ officials in small communities were even more select ,

because they had fet( jobs to fill. In a small town in Maine. for exam3 ,

( ET1. funds paid fur one 'position. a full-time police officer for a th d
shift. and; as an observer rioted. "one person sy mbulizes the entire.em
program

The program structure also affects the kinds of pedple selected for
public, service employment The coexistence of an employability.
'development program (Title i) and a job creation program (Titles II and

. h.
In, spring 197'. DOI again encouraged sponsors to use the work expenence approach In

planning the projects required under the Act that extended Title VI

b
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VI) has resulte
qualified unem
programs. A 4.o
VI participants suggests how pervasive this practice is.
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n the prime sponsors' commonly refernni the more
oye 4.) PsE jobs and the less advantaged to Title I

arisOn of the charactenstics of Title I with Title II and .

HuriNG PROCEDURES -4-. .,. ../
Asrritgh-ebe expected. the n ure the hiring procedure Influences who,
gets hired Early in the imp eh ation stages of Title II. src;nsors

tied participants carefully with the likelihood that many would base
.to be sorted into regular employment. During ; big push in the
spring of 1973, shortly after enactment of Title VI, the ressure for rapid

. hiring was so great that employing agenues we per tted considerable
freedom in recruiting and hiring. Seser41 spcinsors reported that the use
pf)ob fairs enabled them to fill-their openings in a very short time. The
large numbers of job seekers attending provided empluyin..- gencies
with a wide selection opportunity;

Once the 1975 recruitment crisis passed, most spun% tralized
Title VI intake. screening. and referral procedures. This enabled them to
exercise more conuol Among local sponsors in the sample. only Cook
County and Lor" County still permitted employing agencies and
subrurisdicnons to do their on recruiting and screening-as :veil as'hiring
in fiscal year 1976. 'Typically, the intake system was operated 14 the
prime sponsor or. the employment servic pplitants were screened...fortA

eligibility and then referred to the luta' personnel offico or
[redly Of the employing agency. However. esen,if ao ouiside agency

suc as the employment service' received, screened, and refereed
applicants, there were chargeOhat employing agenyes were preseleclits,.
employees. .. 11 , co

A central intake system was used in some cases as a' means of
controlling the types of enrollees' under Titles Iloand. VI. Middlese
County kept a rosier of potential candidags," (ETA staff $elected
applitants for specific job orders in accordance v.itRimpifiCanl-segment

' and atfirmatis e-action crileria aid matched job specificatipns with the ,

qualifications of applicants, if ..q employing ig agency rejected the
, candidate referred without good reaskiAturfurther referrals wereNads.

In other places, a centrahntak
and referral of participants. but
unit In Pasco County?' fsprefer

oc re.was used in the selection
was left to the employing

ips actcimpanying the applicant
indicated 0 the employer the rating of tfic applicant in terms of pnonty
for service New York City reported Alai it recruited initially through its
( ETA neighborhood centers. using the saine selection criteria as those for

4#1
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Tale I Lansing continuously monitored the charactinskics of partici-
pants. and. if one target group was underrepresented. employers were

-asked. although opt required,' to consider more 'applicants from that
group San Joaquin developed a point system of ratmg'applicants that

' ,incorporated factors such as veteran status, eligibility fin unemployment
compensation. income. education, and age. However. agencies still
selected the best qualified referrals. At jwcirsrtes, stall reported an interest
on the part of public sector employers in adding mmonty (though not
necessanly otherwise disadvantaged) persons to their rolls to improve

..:-/ their affirmatilaction positions
'to sponsor in the sample indicated that merit or civil service systems

presented obstacle% to hiring Many of the smaller junsclictions used no
, meet system Larger Jurisdictions with civ it-service systems' Wed

employees as temporary or provisional workers or as.trainees. This
usually meant that they 'We:Ned the same or similar wages ankfringe
benefits as regular workers but did not acquire civil service status. ''' .

Overt political intervention in the hiring process did occur, but not.
often In one largc.ity. there were allegations of political intervention in '?3

hiring. and four other places repoked minor patronage incidents. The
nature of the hiring procedures made a fairly easy to exercise political
influence in the regular hinng process. Sponsors who used their own star
rather 'than the employment service to determine eligibility. and- make

. referrals may have been more susceptible to this type of pressure
Howevei, one (EL:t _administrator reported. "It's so clean here it
squeaks."

were...-On the whole, the evidence suggests that the individuals hired were
relativellisivell qualified4here were several reasons. The nature of the
dohs attracted well - qualified people, the employing agency usually had a
choice of several persons for each job: and sponsors did not insist on
priority to those with relatively greater needs, For the most part.
Junsdicttoris simply 'hirell as they would have the absence of CETA.
with similar procedures. standards, and results.

DL RATION of EMPLOYMENT

One of the advantads of public service eniploymerit is the expenepcet

and work history that continuous employment confeis on the partici-
pant But (nCentiwsjor both the worker and the employer frequently
result in the retention of participants in 'subsidized employment for
longer than necessary to develop such experience. Although the average

\ .
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JOB CREATI N

,

The effectiven = s of a public servici eirieloyrnent program lies in its
ability to treat job opportunities. 0.tr and above the number that stile
and local gov rnments would have imaiMained without federal funds.
Hence the c A legislation indude4 a maintenance-of-effort provision.
that prohibit prime sponsors from 'sutisfituting fedora! for local funds.
Since cons able confusion surro nds the concepts of "maintenance of
effort," "sub: mutton." and "job cr tion," these terms are defined below
for purposes of the discussion that !lbws.

The average ength of stay of terriuneesf in the rEP program was reported to be 13,4
months See Department of Labor, Office of Manpower Progam Evaluation.
Longitudinal valuation of fhe Pub& Employmeni Program and Validation of she PEP Data
Bank. PB-242 779-SET 'STYI vol . 9 vols. appendixes), Prepared by Westat, Inc., Rockville,
Md. Apnl I 5 (available from NTIS)
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Maintenance of effort refers to the aces requirement that local
governments. as a condition for receiving federal grants to hire CETA

employees. must maintain the level of rev jar public service employment
the would have had wrhout (ETA. `Maintenance of effort is not,
identified simply by changes in employment levels. If local public service
employment would bait increased. because of greater demand for
services or wive lui aI ret enucs. the rise in employment should equal
ckbat would have occurred. plus (ETA employees. On the other hand. if
focal employment would, have, decreased. the decline should be less than
what wouldhaye occurred by an amount equal 10 the number of (ETA

"participants. .t Substitation is the 4.owrse of maintenance of effort. it implies the use
.41 of federal to pay the salaries of state on lOcal public service

em 'ployees who. in the absence of CETA. wound have been paid. from-local
revenues. Substitution may take two forms: '

.0

I Dirk, Substitution. The most obvious is the replacement of regular
workers with (ETA participants in order to reduce local expenditures.

(4) laying off regular employees who would nat otherwise be
terminated and, replacing them with (ETA workers doing the same or
similar ss-ork. (b) laying off regulg employees and rehiring them on the
(ETA payroll. (%) using (Era, employees for work normally performed by
contractors: or (d) filling vacancies with ETA eppluyees rather than with
regular employees Rehiring laid-off regular employees with (ETA funds r
is not in itself evidence of substitution: It depends on whether the
sepa'rationf were caitsed.by inadequate revenues or whether they were
"paper layoffs" in ariticipation of receiving cETA futids The former case
is_ justified. the latter would be a violation of the maintenance-of-effort
requirement,

2. Budget Substitution cart occur through (a) reducing tax .effort (or
.failing to 'await) in order to use (ETA funds to maintain the existing
level of pubfii (b) failmg to budget fur expenditures normally

ao

supported hy,..local taxes and using (ETA to replace these funds. or (c)
juggling local 'funds among accounts to crate the appearance of
maintaining effort in some departments in order the use of(ETA
funds. .

.

Set jo b creation' refers to employment generated by (ETA above the
normal complement t- workers. U occurs where the local goyernment
maintains ur increases the number of regular publii..service employees
and hires t ETA employees as well. It may also occur. in a contracting
squationo, where layoffs ur'd hiring freeze are unavoidable. In such case.

.
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the use of cEIA funds to rehire regular employees or to fill vacancies that
may not otherwise have been filled would constitute job creation. even if
local public employment levels have not increased.

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS -. , i ,,. ...

Congress sought to protect the integnty of public employment programs
by requiring that a' (ETA program "result'in an increase in employment
opportunities over those' opportunities which would otherwise .be
available: c Ern enrollees may not be used to displace employed workers
or to do work that would normally be performed under contract. These
provisions were tamed over from the Emergency Employment Act of
1971 and new rules to tighten maintenance ofeffort were added. (a).
Sponsors must assure the Dot: that crinarticipants will not be used to
fill vacancies resulting from layoffs made to anticipation of hinng ctrA
employees. (b) applicants for jobs must have been unemployed for 30
days or more prior to enrollment, except for Title VI applicants in kreas ,

with 7 percent or more unemployment (this prov ision was intended to
prevent paper lay offs), and (c) a c ETA employee may not be hired when a
regular employee has been laid off from the same or a substantiglly,
equivalent job. In 1976. when Title VI was extended. a clause was added
prohibiting private nonprofit agencies from. using (ETA employees in
performing services customarily provided by a unit el:government.

Mit conference report on the Emergency Jobs and Unemployment
Assistance Act of 1974 underscored the prohibitions on substitution and .

paper layoffs. However, it did indicate that the reemployment of persons
who had lost their jobs due to a bona fide layoff was not illegal.? The fine
distinctions between "paper" and "bona fide' layoffs and between .

"subslannally" and "not substantially" equivalent jobs have returned
time and again to haunt federal and local administrators. .

The law's maiipinance-of-effort provisions were further refined by
DOL regulations. One deal* with reductions in force and required that
where such reductions were necessary, (ETA participants in equivalent
positions be terminated first or transferred to positions unaffectecrby the .

layoffs, Similarly, the sponsor may not retain MA employees in
positions uivalent to regular positions that beCome vacant die to.a.

legitiMate. inng freeze.

au.s congress, House. Committee of Conference (on the disagreeing votes of the two
houses). Public Service Employmeni.Ctinfereike Repun to Accompany HR 16596, House °.
Report 911621.03d Congress. 2d session. Decetnber 17. 1974 The report states that .
rehires are in a category that is to be given "preferred consideration" by reason of ..
ineligibility for unemployment insurance. , , : I ,

N. -. . t.
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The regalations regarding layoffs and rehires have been particularly
rtroversial The Department was faced with d dilemma. If the rehire of

regular workers was uneonstrained. tFHA funds might .be used solely to
recall regular employees: to the exclusion of all other unemployed
workers. including the lung -term unemployed anduther groups targeted
for service On the other hand. Pitting new employees is difficult to justify
in terms of merit systems and efficiency of service when regular workers
have been laud off Doi adopted a middle c °UM by limiting rehires to the
percentage of unemployed public Nem me workers to total unemployment
in an area 1" This position was based un the proposition that all long-
term unemployed sho,uld have equitable access to c ElA positiore.

The Department's rule was challenged in DCITOtt, where large -seals
staff reductions had occurred The Detroit case stimulated an amends
ment.to the act that pruhibits any quota on the ,number of Title VI Oublic.
.sery ice workers who may he rehired. pros tiled that the layoffs are buna
fide " The amendment opened up. the possibility of greater use of crtA
funds for rehires and may make it more difficult to enforce maintenance-
of-effort regulations

Concern over substitution was a major reason fur two changes m Title
VI when the act was extended and amended in 1976 lay Most new hiring
must he for projects of limited duration in activitieclearly separate from
prise normally supported by the local government. and lb) eligibility for
Most ftle VI ( ERA positions was limited to the long-term. low-income
uAt<mployed and to welfare recipients persons not likely to qualify for
regular public service openings

IMP! Ora': I IMPACt

One 'approach to assessing the jobyeation effort.uf c biA 15 to examine,
trends in state and local government eriiplcomenti before and after the
implementation of ( 1-IA's public service employment programs. For a'
period of abou425 years, from 1945 to 1970, state and local government
employment rose steadily at a 4.7 percent annual growth rate. The rate .

then slowed to-3 9 percent betw'een 1970 and 1974. Just before (ETA
became operational in June 1974, the. number of stale and local
government employees was 11 4 million. Two years later, thq total was
12 2 million. including some 300.000 a Li A employees --a gain Of only 3.6

'Ma 'regulation applied onl) to Tale ll However. Field Memorandum 1 -16. dated
March 31. 1976, extended the rule to all public secvme employment
"PL 44-444 Section Rd). October I, 1976. amended Tale VI of tem pro Among the
Department of Labor from selling limits on rehires under Title II or Tide N I, pr vnied thlt
maintenance-oreffOrt requirements are observed

1J7-
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percen't a year The decline in the ,rate of growth cpincided with a
..slowdown in the rate of groi.th pi- state and local government resenues

and an ,ini.rease in wage costs Between 1.9.70and 1972. real state and
lus al resenues'increased at a rate of 4 5 percenttper ,ear. between 1.9.72
and 19 -'4, the rate of increase a.erages.1-1 1 percent. while between 1974
and 1976. resenues increased at a ibale of leis than 1.percent annually
Thus. it is no clear from empto.sment trend data %hat the effect of (AEA
has been without taking into account the influence of resenues and labor
costs s 0

*.Obsersers hase nt,A.1 that federally- subsidized job creation erodes
i,ser time because of ffie increased pu:Zsibilities of adjusting state and
1..)Za1 budgets to the asailability of psi posuions One method' used to
assess the effectiseness of the public service employment programs at
vailou-s time intervals is the job creation Thisis ratio is usuafir°
defined as the number of new jobs resulting from a federal]: financed
public sets ite employ meat program divided by the number of federally
financed position:. ,Thus, a ratio of 06 would mean that 60 percent of the
i F r A employ eeyepre..entnew employ merit generated by c Ft A.

.A studs ofite--PfP experience by the National Planning Association
is.psibZeifonAtprect obserwition.of 182 units of government in 12 sites
armed at J net job creation raw of .54 after 1 year 1: The ..PA analyzed
two groups of governmental .untts *%a demonstration group with high
levels of Pt P. employees and a compartmin group .with low levels An
expected les,e1 of public. employment for 1972.was projected for each unit-
in the demonstration group as follows

. .

I The historscal difference between the demonstration group and the
comparison group was determined

2 The difference in the two.grou'ps was forecat for 1972
3 The actual erriployment in the comparison group was observed for

1972. and the forecast difference was added to obtain the 1972 expected
employment' for thedemtnstration group if PEP had not existed

4 The diffefepce between the actual an the expected 1972 employ-
mentin the dernonstratiorrgroup was attributed to PEP.

S This ilitrereime. disided.b} the number of PEP employees in the
.cternonstration gridp. y ielded the net pb creation ratio

S Departrnot of, Labor Employment ing Tr4iiing Administration. An Endue:ion of
the Liunomic fonpod Asa' 4 Ilse Public Eniluymesu Peogram. %AA 1. P8-236 892. ST.
Prepared by 'rational ?lanai% Association. WasPippfrn. DC . May 1974 tavailable from
mu Chapter 111 Are High inpasi Palect was an experimental design to test the
consequences of a large-421e public-employment pregram

1'
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The NPA direct eObsersation estimates have been criticized on the
grounde that the comparison group used to measure job creation also
'included some PEP jobs 't Correction for this-resulted in a recalculated
estimate of up to 0 7. instead of 0 54. However. in v iew of the differences
in the economic climate when PEP and (UA weri operative and the
vastly increased scope of (ETa, 'unqualified applmition of PEP results to

F T A may be inappropriate 14
George E Johnson and James D Tomola have written several pa.pers

examining the job creation effect of public service employment, based un
an econometric approach usirfg national data Their published estimates
of the job creation ratio fur PEP and CFR range from 1 0 in the first
quarter after implementation to 0 after sixqualters These estimates were
based upon a regression /analysis, which measured the degree of
assuciation between the level of state and local government employment
and a number of explanautry factors The explanDby variables in the
model are personal income to represent the resenue-raising capacity of
the governments. employee compensation to measure the effect of wage'
mcreaseatage (the proportion of the population 5 to 19years of ages to
reflect.deThand in the education sector, and the number of PEP ana.< ETA
public service employees The coefficient of the PEP and tErA
employment variable obtained from this estimating procedure was used
to calculate the job creation ratio n The authors conclude , that
subsidized public service employ ment may be a very effective counter-
recession tool in the short run (the first one or tw& quarters after
introduction of the program ). but not over longer perlas of time They
acknowledge. however. that the results "are subject to a fairly wide error
band" and should be used with caution.

t.

Atechael Wisema-Public Employment as Fiscal Poky,- In Arthur M Ok'un and
George L Perry, eds Brookings Papers on Economic Actswifr I. pp 67-114. Washington.
D C Brookings institution. 1976
"See also 1. S Congress, Congressional Budget Office. Ensplo)meni an:atoning Programs.
Staff working paper. Washington. DC Congressional Budget Office. May 1976, and
'Oh( Employmeni and Training Amu:ante Alternative Federal Approaches. Budget issue
paper. Washington. DC Congressional Budget Office. February 1977
'George E Johnson and James D Tumola. -The Fiscal Substitution Effect of Alternative
Approaches to Public Service Employment Policy.- The Journal of Human Resources
1211) 3-26, Wainer 1977

I
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JOB t REAM,. NAn0,..Al2 ESTIMATE.

Yhe study &ported on here. using a regression model, amved at an
average net job creation ratio of 0 65 for tile first 10 calendar quarters of
( ETA R. The net job creation ratio fur each quarter was estimated using ,
the following formula-

\et J.)b Creation Ratio

Actual Forecasted State and LoLal Government
Emploqbent tin absence of 4 t t

-r A Publt;Service Fmplovment
-

To arrive at the forecasted ,value of state and local government
employment in the absence of ( Era. it was hypothesized that state and
local governmez employment tends to grow steadily over time due in
'part to an incleased taste for public ecvices A number of factors push
employment above or below the secular trend It was assumed that state
and local go% ernment employment is primarily determined by the
purchasing power available to state and local governments. Real
purchasing power is a function of the availability of revenue and the cost
of labor. and these are measured by state and local revenues, federal
grants -in -aid. acid state and local public employee wage levels Estimates

- Hof the parameters for each of these variables were made. based on the 54
quarters prior to implementation of ( ETA. These estimate.s,weie then
Wed to forecast what employment would have been withoAlt.cE'm (see
Appendix B ^

State andlocal government employment (minus instructional person-
nel :n the education tors, without ( ETA employment. was projected in
this model to rise frUni 8,178.000 in the fourth calendar quarter of 1974
to 8.598,000 by the fourth quarter of 1976U,gain of 420,004. The actual
growth wds 494.000. acLording to 81..s reports ETA employment rose
from about 71.000 to 306,000 during that time, then declined to 246,000
by the tenth quai ter The net job creation ratio fell from 0.82 in the
fourth quarter of 1974 to 0.59 in the fourth quarter of 1975, after which
the rate of decline diminished. 1n, the tenth quarter. the job creation ratio
was estimated to be 054 (see Figure 7). In this analysis, CETA
employment was reduced by 15 percent to adjust for jobs allocated to
private nonprofit agencies However, some of these jobs may also have
represented net additions to employment.

'In =bag the takulatton average joh creattun raw. the first calendar quarter was
omitted. since the number of . ttA pubic sersitt emplaces was tou small to arrive at a
meanangful job creation rah., The tub sreattun ratty fur rune 'panes, beginning with the
sewed...quarter. aseraged 055 The sreativn ratty, including the first quarter. was 062

rte;'(
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CETA MANPOWER PROGRAMS UNDER LOCAL CONTROL

I 1 L. i I
0 2 4 6 8 10

00ARTEF1S

12/74 6/75 12/75 6/76

QUARTER ENDING

12/76

FIGURE 7 On average, 2 out of 3 CETA positions were net addl.
norm to state and local t overnment employment . ..

The pattern of gradual decline in the net job creation ratio over time
suggests that the impact of public service employment is most significant
in the first five quarters, The decision in spring 1977 to increase the 16e1
of public service jobs from 300,000 to 725,000as part of the economic
stimulus package should have increased tie job creation ratio
especially if the jobs were in projects that are not normally public service
functions.
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IMPAC I ON UNEMPLOYMEN1

l81,

The 344.000 ( ETA public service enrollees in tlir peak month of March
1976 represented nearly 5 percent of-the 7 million unemployed that
month (seasonally adjusted). Expressed in another way. if Titles H and
Vi had not been enacted. the nation's unemployment rate in March 1976

might have been 7.8 percent instead of 75 percent Furthermore. this
estimate does nut take into account job creation in the private sector
through the indirect or secondary effect of the added income of PSE
participants As the money that ( ETA participants earn is spent. it
b$comes income fur others who in turn spend a portion. This multiplier
effect implies that the increase in aggregate demand from a PsE program
is larger than .he initial Psi. grant Consequently. a' Psi. program will
result not only in public sector jobs but also iin private sector jobs in
response to rising aggregate demand. Because a large proportion of (ETA
participants are drown froth low -income families. believed to have a high

,prupensit to consume.'these indirect effects are probably quite large.
Even fur those who were receing welfare or unemployment insurance
before t ETA enrollment. the difference Intween a ETA income and AED( or
it payments represented a net increase in potential demand. for others
the entire i ETA salary minus taxes might be added to aggregate
demand. t;,

The effectiveness of job creation. in reducing unemployment was
somewhat mitigated by two factors First. _nut all participants were
unemployed prior to enrollment. Second. some (ETA employees were
substituted for regular PSE workers who" would otherwise have' been
employed and paid from state and local resources.

According to the Department of Labor. 78 percent of PSF. participants
in 1977 had been unemployed prior to enrollriient, the remaintler were
designated as underemployed 14 percent) or "other" (18 percent')." The

'For a discussion of the aggregate demand stimulation effect, see Charles C Vulhngs-
worth. "t ETA and Manpower Prugfam Evaluation," In James L Stern and Barbara D
Dennis, *is , Prix eedings of the Tiventi -Seventh Annual Winter Meeting, December 1971 pp
203-215. Madison. Wis Industrial Relations Research Association, 1976. Charles C
Killingssvorth. The Rule uf Public Service Employment." Paper delivered at Spring
meeting of the two. Marsh 1917. Magill N Bally and Robert M. Solo*, "Public Service
Employment as Macroeconomic Policy." in Vol. III -of National Commission for
Manpower Policy.

'J4,6
Crecuun 77i.rsnigh Pubht SerNle Enlekrrneni, pp 21-88. Washington,

DC . Nationa(Commission for Manpower Polley. Mare)? 1978
"According to a %%tat, bk.. report, only 48 percent or tETA publis, service entrants were

unemployed before entry in &sal 1976.35 perent were empluyed. and 17 percent were nut
in the labor fume However. the %Vesta' study used a different concept of labor force status
than thi DOL uses, a fakt that may account fur pan of the difference Westat classified

2%2
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182 CETA MANPOWER PROGRAMS UNDER LOCAL CONTROL

"other" category includes persons who were out of the labor force or
who had been employed. (ETA enrollees reported as having been out of
the labor force included some discouraged workers who had'given up the
search for jobs, as well as 'reentrants and new entrants Some of those
listed as employed were in fact transfers from one program to another.
e g., from Title VI to Title 11. and were actually unemployed before
entering rm. But even those (ETA rfarticipants who moved directly
from jobs in the piivate sector to t t.rA e loy ment left behind vacancies
to be filld by Othe'rs Torhat extent, th e could ;still be a net job

, creation effett.
The second mitigating factor, substitution, is nkesersous.Buton this

case, too. the possibihty of indirect Job creation exisfavings to state
and local governments resuktifig from the use of federal funds in place ,of
local ,resources could be used for other gover9mint expenditures or to,
defer local,tax.increases. In either case, the savings would be expected to
boost det(iand and stimulate employment. But with these kinds of
program dynamics. the public service employment components of CETA
more closely resemble general revenue sharing than a direct job creation
program.

.
1

OTHER SOCIAL AND ECONOMH BENEFITS ,er

The p1an-year cost-of a <ETA Pst. position was about $7,900 in fiscal 1976
and $8,400 in fiscal 1"977. This cost is partially offset by savings in welfare
and unemployment insurance payments, by gains m income and social
security taxes, and by the value of the goods and services produced by
crm employees. About 14 percent of PTA public service enrollees
received unemployment insurance prior to enrollment, and over 13
percent Itere to families receiving AFDC or other welfare payments in
fiscal, 1976.

' An analysis of costs and benefits of <pa P5E must include an
assessment of social benefits. One such benefit is the access o temporary
(-ETA governpent jobs afforded to disadvantaged and mi, onty workers
who might got otherwise be considered and, for some, transition to
unsubsidized public sector positions. Even where substitution occurs, the

retpondents,by "primary aLtisity The not definition of an unemployed person is one
who is out of a job (or in a welfare family) and available for work_ Some participants
counted by both Dot. and Westat as employed prior to twit. may have been transferred
from othef crrA public service titles See U S. Department of Labor, Employment and
Training Administration, "Charactenstics of New Enrollees in CET,. Programs During
Fiscal Year 1076,"`Report no 6 of the Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, PB-
272 950/ST. Prepared by Westat, Inc , Rockville, Md 1977 (available from wns).
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effect of targeting the program .may tend to change the cumpositioj of
ther.kblic sector work force.

(ETA.PSE shares with othtr programs the objective of providing income
to unemployed persons. But in addition, it 01-uvides to the participant the
opportunity for employment and Cu the community the resources to
maintain services or to offer new services. ton the debit side, the
introduction of WA employees with lower skills or experience than
regular public service workers could affect the quality of service. .

-; A,

JOB CREAfJON N THE. MDT AREAS

rdaddition to developing 'national estimates of job creation. the study
examined the job creation effects of 6ETA4111 24 of the areas in the NRC
sample. In assesiitt the job creation effects of c ETA in the sampleareas.
the study mit only examined public sector employ ment trends from 1971
to 197$ for inIcations of job-creation attributable tO cErA, but also
analyzed these trends the context of program and economic'
developments each area. Field research associates gathered informa-,
tit.in on the fiscal and bwigetary position of the sponsors' jurisdictions:
indicatitins of ,maintenance of effort and substitution, views of local
officals on the objectives of Title JI and Title VI. and the extent to which
private nonprofit agencies and special projects were .used for PSE
activities. 110rincipal sources of information were (ETA adm. inistra-
tors. chairmen Of the planning council. anit.oin some cases, regional office
representatives and union officials.

Of the 24 honstate jurisdictions in the sample. 14, experienced
substantial net job .cliation in the first six quarters of (ETA. 5 had
moderate job gains. and 5 appear to have had little gain. The extent of
job creation took into aLciunt trends in local government employment
but was not computed as a numerical ratio for specific areas. The 5 areas
with little gain were difficult to classify, because some may have used
(IAA resources to alleviate further cutbacks or to replace workers Alp*
positions would not otherwise have been filled. 'On the - whole,
information from the sample. when weighted by the number of Psi jobs,
reinforces national data indicating that (ETA pubh;:. service employment,,
in the short run, results in moderate job creation, I

Job creation varied with fiscal pressure in prime sponsor' ateas.19 A
giA ern meat with little or moderate budget constraint was more

"'The degree of fiscal pressure textreme, moderate, relatively was gauged to field
it research associates. taking intu consideration information un la; revenues, local

government expenditures, the budget sttuaton. layoffs of tegulat employees, and other
local circumstances

If

.
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TABLE 30 Net Job Gains Resulting from CETA Tidos h and VI, by Degree
of Fiscal Pressure. Sample Local Prime Sponsors. October 1975

Iv:teases in Public Service Einp loy-
'rrient Attributable to CITA4 All Area. Little Moderate [Atreine

I

Degree of I mat Pressureb

Substantial 14 5 9 0
Modegatc .5 1 4 z 0
Little apparent lob pin 5 0 1 ' 4

TOTAL 24 6 ( 14 4

' alntreases irelocal glvernmeni or in private nonprofit agencies
b}iscat pressure refers to the firsanuai position of the maiorunit of guve,rnment, based
on revenues. e.spenclitures. and other relevant information ..

likely to rise a substantiil parrot- its c LTA funds to create new Jobs that
would otherwise not exist (see Table 30).

Areas with Substantial Job Gains

The t4 jurisdictions with substantial net employriient opportunities
resulting from C ETA public service positions generally has moderateor
little fiscal pressure Most are small or mediumsized consortia or
counpes. They increased 'employment opportunities in several ways.
Some treed c LTA Sobs to supplement staff in regular departmenq; others
established new categories of activities not performed previously. and a
number relied heavily 4on. agendes'aoutside government to litpand-
employment possibilities, .

The Katisas City Wyamlotle consortium. classified as having moder-,
ate fiscal pressures illustrates the first appro'ach. CETA employees were

. used mainly to supplement existing staff. espeCially in the highways and
parks-departments. A few wor.lars were 4triptoyed on piojects, one of
which provided interns to help the planning department reduce a
backlog of record-keeping. A number of positions were allotted to
community-based organizations. Public employment in Wyandotte
County (including Kansas City) rose .10 percent between October 1974
'and October 1975, compared with a 1971-1974 annual average growth
rate of 12 percent (including PEP Jobs). The total growilkof 600 between
19721 and 1975 was largely in education and unrelated to c ETA, but gains
were also reported in functions in which CETA participants were
employed. Ii appears that a, significant proportion of the 21.5 CETA
employees represents additional employment that would not have
existed otherwise.

San Joaquin is an example of a prime sponsor usinftim, posidas

* :Jti
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mainly for new activities. The {. ponsor concentrated on using positions
for getting people off the Areets." largely through labor-intenlise.
environmental jobs. No lumpLints from public employee unions or
othar sources were reported, and the DOI. regional office representative
was confident that the area.was fulfilling its requirements for mainte-
nance of et1drt According' to Census repotts. public employment in the
county rose about 1.200 between October 1974 and October 1975. a gain
of more than 10 percent. This gain -compared }kith an average yearly

'increase of 2 percent for the 3 preceding years
Phoenix 'slaricopa Allotted almost a third of its t ETA jobs to state.

federal. and private nonprofit 'agencies including the Red Cross. a
black theater troupe. ,a Baptist children's home. and Catholic social
set-% iltS. Public service employment generally expanded at a greater rate ,
in that consortium between 1974 and 1975 than in precious years. .

Areas viith Moderate Job Goats

The areas with moderate HA job gains for the most part experienced
only :light growth in total public sery ice jobs Some (I FA positions hale
been used to fill sacancies. while others were cleally in new government
activities or in private nonprofit agen6es..

In Middlesex County. for example. the net increase in public service
. employment between 1974 and 1975 was slight. ( ICA public service

.employees,were scattered through regular county or city departments.
but some were to new projects that normal would not base existed.
One such project created a systematic control for vehicle maintenance.
The county alto centralized all document reproductio'n and microfilming
with e t IA help. bout 20 percent of the county's CITA public service
positions were assigned to state age -noes. including a state university.
aiino such pos.ate_novagitagejN-js..s.aiNthe w A. the Urban League.
the Feed Cross. and Catholic Welfare and Social Services.'

The Lansing consortium used t ErXs*positions for both regular public
s sercice and project-type. jobs. Although its public sector employment

continued to grow. the question df budget substitutIon was raised by the
j press. which quoted local officials as acknowledging that ?ETA, employ-

rrient reduced some u.i\the budget expansion that might otherwise have
taken place. v

Other Areas

In the remaining five area four with user 1 Ilk lion population public
employment declined or as relatively stable. A kut one were in dire
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financial straits and base been dependent on t ETA to maintain essential
services. Whether what occurred in those situations is defined as
substitution depends on what might base happened without (ETA. (LIA
funds may base permitted she disersion of local funds to other uses and
reduced pressure on local gosernments to raise taxes, or. on the other
hand. they may has e presented further cutbacks in employment.

Public employment declined sharply in New York City from 396.000
in October 1974.to 356.000 (including ( ads ,employees), the following
year. 20.000 (LIA participants had been slotted into regular government
jobs to maintain those essential municipal services that were cut back
most seserely Approximately 2.100 of tlie 20.000 were former city
workers. rehired largely because of uniuri insistence. Moreover. nearly 10
percent of fiscal 1976 Title I funds was used for public service
employment. including some for (LIA employees who had been
scheduled.to be terminated because they were m positions deemed to be
substantially similar to those of laid-off regular cis i1 service employees.
Despite the city's fiscal cnsis. about 8 percent of ( ETA positions were
assigned to state and prisate nonprofit agencies. and to that extent (HA
may have contributell to net job creation.
°Th.e.--ntinther of riployees reported by the Census Bureau i all the

jurisdictiorts of Ahe Cleseland consortium s virtually the s me in
October 1975 as in the precious year. althou some 2.400 Title II and
VI participant's were on the public payrolls and yer 50 percent of Title I
funds was also used for public sersice employm nt. Well over half of the
Tale I. II. and VI participants in theitit3i of leveland were rehired
regular employees. and questions were raise I as to whether their
separations were bona fide TIM_ OE regional (.4 ce ordered a reduction
in the number of publ,c, servicPqmpioyees rehir d under ( ETA. and the
city has beerraadually reabsorbing some of th m on its own payroll.

Gary. Iricliana the smallest of 'the five areas t at had little-or no job
gains. ranks among the most hard-pressed cities t the country. WithaUt
(ETA. some of its essential services would probably have been
discontinued. At the time of the survey. the ci y was using revenue-
sharing funds to maintain a number of public se ice position. but was
planning to use (ETA to rehire regular employees s the squeeze between
rising costs and dwindling revenues intenfie . According to local
respondents in the curse). there has not been s bstitution of (HA for
regular funds. although (ETA employees were p rforming work that is
custqmartiy paid frail local funds in other cities.

Philadelphia's fiscal situation was less critical. at city had attempted
to honor its no-tax-increase pledge until spring 19 6. an attempt that had
resulted in an oxtremely stringent budget. There had been no large-scale

2 1J:14
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layoffs. but public service employment deed between October 1974
and October 975. 'despite the,employment_ of 2,800 ciLIA workeiS.'The
city has come-to depend on c ETA to meet staff shortages, over 1,000 were
employed in the sewer and .sanitation departments. None of the CLIA
positions was given to nonprofit orgoyation6,'but a few were assigned
to the state employment service . 1

Between -1971 and 1974. public employment i County,
consortium xpanded at an average rate of more than 6 percent per year.
according to the Census Bure.au However, between October 1974-and
October 1975. public employment stabilized, dapite the addition of
1.485 c ErA workers and the fact.that its jurisdictions face only moderate
fiscal difficulties. County and 'city officials say that` the need for
additional seryices that had been associatJ with growth in parts of the
county' is now diminishing. Some cities "re holding the 4ine on
employment. while in others public employment walclechninf through
attrition and layoffs. There Was reluctaiice to leek adnional revenues to
maintain or expand public services c LTA workers. for the' most part.
were being slotted into .regular vacancies and were used as a pool for
filling regular jobs. grist* of being placed in netv jobl. This, "according
to local officials. increases their chances for being selected for permanent
employment. The Orange County experiencevillustrates the trade-off
bertv een the transition and the maintenance -of -effort objectives of (Era,

1014AINTENAly10E OF EFFORT

The maintenance-of-effort requirements in the Department of Labor
regulations on directtjob substitution are carefully spelled out. They
prohibit , displacing currently employed workerk. abrogating existing
contracts for services, substituting (ETA resources, USIIILCITA positions,
for jobs financed by other federal.programs, aid hiring CITA personnel
when regular workers in equivalent jobs hate been4laid off. Where a
layoff of regular employees is planned or a hiring freeze is in effect, the
sponsor must certify that the action is due to a budgeting cnsis and the
4001_ regional office may request supporting iii?cumEntation. Rehiring of
regular workers with c eTA funds is permitted if the layoffs are bona fide.
The regulations, however. do not deal with more subtle maintenance-of-
effort violations. including indirect budget or fiscal substitution. This is
not strange, considenng the general lackOuntlerstanding of the nuances
of substitution.

The Doi_ relies mainly on assurances in the grant document, limited
monitoring and auditing.' and .umptainls to enforce maintenance-of-
effort requirements. A General Accounting Office study of the rehire
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situation 'in Toledo. where 100. perniran. ent city employees were laid off
andrehired with cETA fun4s, showed that information provided by the
city diCr not justifx tire action A.The report pointeiout the difficulty of,
properly assessing the financial picture in the banous accounts in a
typical city The Department of Labor would have to increase vastly its
auditing capability to monitor maintenance olleff.)rt effectively..

4 more extensibeAxo report based on visits to 12 Sponsors in 5 states
cited maintenance-of-effort violations. including the ,use of CETA
participants to fill budgeted positions that presumably would have been
phid for from local funds to replace temporary. part-time. or seasonal
workers who would have been hired anyway and to fill jobs normally
contracted out.21

Several maintenance-of-effort prob!erns were reported in the 28 areas
in the sample The kXpenence of two of them demonstrates the major
issnes in layoff-recall situations. The issue in New Toik City was
whether: in a reduction in force. am employtes in "substantially
equivalent" positions should be laid off befoie regular employees. About
20.000 am' Title IIs and Title VI employees were on the payroll in
municipal agencies that were cutting back regular employees. The
controversy embroiled the city. CETA employees,. one of the unions
representing city workers, the Department of Labor. members of
Corigrgrr. and. ultimately. the courts. The Department of Labor decided
that 171150 CETA positions were substantially similar to those held by
regular employees who were laid off and ordel-ed the city to terminate (or
transfer) CETA employees m those positions and real the regular
employees with ern..funds. A court ruling upheld the Department's
action and denied that it violated the equ'al protection rights of CETA
participants The effect,ofithe ruling was to gibe laid-off public service
workers preference over other unemployed (including the disadvantaged
and long-term unemployed) in filling crrA jobs. provided the municipal
workers were'not laid off with the intent' f rehinng them under tETA.22

201_1 S General Accounting Office. eking Comprehensive Employment and TrainingrAa
Funds to Rehire Latelpf Employees in Toledo. Ohio, Washington. D.C. General
accounung Office. March 19. 1976

S General Accounting Office. More Benefits to Jobless Can be Obained in Public
Seivice Employinenf, HRD-77-b. Washington. D.0 . General Accounting Office, Apnl 7
1977
22Daniel L Persons. 'a Union View of the impact of Public. Service Epployment on
Public Sector Labor Relations." In Utiles L Stern and Barbara D. Dennis, eds.
Proceedings of Me Twenty Eighth Annual Winter Meeting, December 197,5. Madison. WIS..
Industnal Ikelations Research Association. 1976 and Lois Blume, 'Rehiring of Laid Off
Municipal Workers Linder crt.;. The Law. the Regulations and Congressional Intent."
Adherent 3(l) Apnl 1976
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POLICY ISSUES ./
Federally subsidized/ lucal public service employment. eschewed far
many years: is now w.idely accepted as a cuuntercyclical instrument and*

ta major cumponelauf national manpower policy The change is due in
part to looser lab5r market conditions of the 1970s ;rid in part to
widespread fiscal difficulties in local guNernments Both federal and local
officials view Titles II and VI as constructive legislation. alt I ough
sometimes for ,different reasons The federal focus 415 on re ucmg

tunemployment. However, many local officials see su 5 ailzed public
service employees as a means 9f. maintaining publi services band

providing fiscai relief as well.
Despite objections to the public service erfiployment doncept.

abor's regulation that
oyeet under C ETA to a

g the unemployed This
e Nev. York decisionit
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76 found r ETA a convenient wary to pay for

eplacement is difficult to deal with through
d could become more persasice as the

is 'Acid's melt he tempted to limit or curtail
were sure that the program would continue.

President timon did finally sign the Emergency Employment Act of
1971. The Ford Administration supported the enactment of Title VI as a
major program in <LTA. although it expected the economy to improve so
that the program could he phased out. The Carter Admintstrdion..

d
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confronted. with' a -pervstent ecesston, .doubled the pub c service
employ meat programs as part of is ec6nomic stimulus*trategy,

Current!). the public senate e ploymem program is caught up in the
debate on the reaetheiization o cETA. the jobs component of Aktlfare
reform, and the revnalization f urban areas, The administration's
planning presumes that inwro meats III the economy will permit
phasing out most of the CETA PSE sitions and the use of these resources
and others to employ welfare r cipients instead. There is, however.,
significant congressional support or retaining public service employ-
ment as an identifiable cortiponeAt of ( ETA. It is therefore timely to
consider some of the broad issues II public service einploynient in the
context or the early years of (EIA operations

SL Ii4TITL T1O\

'..r\Congressional concern with the operation of Title VI was Focused on
ftiree problems substitution of federal for local funds, chenteli,' and
political impilopneties Of these. sub 1 titution was the most wornsome.
This is understandable, since it thre tened the validity of the premise
upon which the program rested -job 4eation. In 1976, in the legislation
to extend Title VI. the Emergency; Jobs Programs Extension Act.
Congress redesigned the program hA mandating projects of limited
duration and by encouraging the assignment of part of Title VI funds to
private, nonprofit organizations. The intent was to employ most Title VI

ptparticipants in activities that are not rt of, the regular piliblic service
-structure and therefore less likely to lead to substitution. The key
'element was the 9ght definition of a 1pfojeci. Hoviever. the anginal
definition of a project. which stressed tis "non:Incremental" chrtracter,
was subsequently loosened to.. permit rejects that are, extensions of
existing activities It remains to be seen w

1

ether the results that Congress
anticipated will be realized.. A It

. ,

TARGETING PLBLIE sERvIE E SOBS

k second major congressional concern is the extent to which public
service jobs programs should be used foe the economically disadvan-
taged or for other groups with special employment handicaps. The (ETA,
public service employment program was not originally viewed, as art

.antipoverty plogram,*eligibility critena were purposely left loose and
vague The act suggested that consideration be given, to Vietnam
veterans. the long-term unemployed, former, manpower trainees. unem-
ployment insurance exhaustees. persons not eligible for L.I. and

2. 1 1
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population but. "significant segments" of the unemployed not spe-s , ,..

`cifitally. to the Row As the progragi unfolded. it became dear that the
-eConornically disadvantaged were participating only to a limited extent
,,, When Congress extended Title VI. it took the occasion to modify its

. .

. anginal position. The E.mergency `Job Programs Extension Act limited
partiCipation in most of the new PSI, positions to the long-term i

' unemployed who are also.' low - income perspns or welfare recipients This
change has createdian anomalous situation Title VI, which is basically
the countercyclical program of ( ETA. has more stringent eligibility
requirements than Title I, which was designed for tliose most in need.
The issue is.whether a public service jobs program should pnmanly serve
structural or countercyclical objectises or both If the objective is to deal
with "structural" problems, is it appropriate for the public sector bethe
major vehicle fur the readjustmerit of persons with various drawbacks to
employment" What would the effect be on the structure and nature of
public service'' These ,questions are likely to become more pertinent if

. -
welfare reform and ( ETA are linked

Etiosioss of THE titAsssittoss oBiEctivE

Transition, the entry` of PSE participants in regular unsubsidized jobs.
was. in the beginning. a major objectise It was the central theme in the
PEP program and a major objectice when ( ETA was enacted. Congressio-
nal intent was clearly expressed in a 1973 report on ( ETA oyhe, House
Committee on Education and Labor "First. lc is agreed that. to the
extent fbasible. persons employed on public service jobs funded under
this Act should be absorbed into the regular workforce of the employer,
or. alternatively. assisted in securing other suitable empioment not
subsidized under this Act.":2',However, with the enactment ortitle VI of
(ETA and the Department of Labor's overriding concern with speedy
implementation, the emphasis on transition was sacrificed. Prpke
sponsors. faced with the prospect of haying ultimately to absorb
significant numbeFs of, their PSE participants proceeded cautiously until
the transition goals were waived by the rxit.

The 1976 amendments to Title VI, with its emphasis on temporary
projects outside the mainstream of public service activities,:vvill affect the
entry of PsE papicipants into regular public sector jobs In its effort to
cont4in substitution through the use of.projeqs, Congress has, in effect.
traded (iff the transition possibilities in the public sector

S Congress: House. Committee on 1.41in.auun and Labor, Comprehensive MaRpuwer
Act of 1973 House report no 93-659. November 21.1973. pp 12-13

2J.*) ti
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Another possible consequence 4 the new Title VI legislation is the 4
des elopnjent of a dual public service employment sy stem ,one for
persons employed in positions equisalent to 'regular public sersice jobs ,:'
with potential for obtaining permanent positions. the other. for persons' ,.
lower tin the sosioecs,nomis tladder, assigned to temporary project jobs,.24i -:.;

.,., C _ ..

..

THE Q( Al I IN NNI) I FIT III ()F JOBS
I

The WPN cteret.'t)pe of public sersiLe jobs as Make-work lingers on
Howeser

I.
-cPunng the first 2 years of ( FIN. most public service

employment participants held produstise jobs comparable to those of
the regular work forte But the present emphasis on temporary projects.
the pressure s.n prime sponsors to absorb large numbers of enrollees in a

' very short time. and the focus on the long-term. low - income unemployed
may indeed result in some actis tiles, 4 marginal usefulness

,

Mt lit BON NI. ER NMEWORK 01 ( Et N

The expansion of -ountercy clical pail's service employment programs
within a framework designed primarily for programs dealing with
structural problems raises d number of institoonal {slues For example.
what effect has the grafting of the large-scale public service employment
pio'grarn had un,the administratise structures of its prime sponsors' On
the relatise importance of employability deselopment programs' On
local interorganizational relationships? There undoubtedly will also be
new issues rising from the widespread use of private nonprofit
organizations to administer ( ETA projects.

e

SUMMARY

The study finds that e

. In the short run. ( ETA has a puSttlse impact in creating new jobs. but
this effect tends to erode user time Oyer the first 10 quarters. the job

.
creation ratio in the publpc sector ranged from 0.82 in the second quarter
to 0 54 in the tenth ,Qn.the average. it is estimated that for every 10Q
r ETA positions. there were 65 new state and local government jobs. Total
job creation is actually higher. as a result of (ETA funded jobs in the
pris,ate. nonprofit sector In addition. ( ETA exerts a multiplier effect on

"However. eit.4. regulations hate tended to water down the project 4.)ncept by permitting
projects that are in effect extension% of normal pu blic ric.4 employment

. 2
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employment by stimulating the demand for goods and se ices.
4

ices. but there
is no reason to expect this effect to be any different from theotimulati%e
impact of other federal government programs.

TI)e degrie of job gains in local areas in the sample ~ailed with the
fiscal pressure on local gosernments. Those with the grOtest gains were
jurisdictions with little or moderate fiscal pressure. They tended to be
small and medium-sued areas. Those with the least amount of, apparent
Job gains were geneially areas expenencing the most seal snngency. In
some of these hard - pressed junsdictions. howevet tErA may have
forestalled possible reductions in the public sector vi rk force. 4,

Several maintenance-of-effort problems arose .in the ,mc study
areas. including two major controversies. One involved
imposed by the 'Department of Labor on the use of cErAiunds for the
rehire of regular public service workers. The other dealt with the use of
CETA employees in positions substantially equivalent to those of laid-off
regular workers.

There is an inherent trade-WI between the "transition" and the "job
creation" objectives of the lea Sponsors concerned about transitive
sometimes used CETA employees to fill regular vacancies. This may help
toplace Cr*E enrollees in permanent jobs. but it may also contribute to a
form of budget substitution. Similarly. the use of temporary projects as a
device for controlling substitutions may make it difficult for persons in.
such projects to move into regular unsubsidized jobs in the public sector.

The functional areas in which CETA enrollees were employed
resembled the pattern set under EEA in 1971-1972. Most were employed
in activities ordinanly perfoned by the employing age6cies, some were
absorbbed into the adnuniscraeOe structure of cerA.

Despite the emphasis on projects in the Title VI regulations. the
study uncovered few such- projects pnor to the enactment of the
Emergency Jobs. Programs Exteifsion Act of 1976. There- was some
confusion over Tie exact nature of a project, and sponsors tended to
desi.nbe some of their regular short-term public service jobs as projects.

Local sponsors in the study areas allocated 20 percent of their Title
II and V1/4funds to private nonprofit prganizations and to state and
federal agencies operating within their jurisdictions. The extent of such
allocations appears to be related to the size and fiscal situation of the
sponsors., Large junsdictions, expenencing fiscal pressure. and
those in which elected offic Is made decisions gave away fewer
positions.

-1 4
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Who benefits from the billions of dollars now sperit on inanposier
- .programs' Are the mailable serwices directed to the disadvantaged, or is

CETA becoming a countercyclicaf program for the Unemployed but ready-
for-work person? Are the types of participants changing under cb-rAf
What factois are associated with such changes rDo these developments
call for a closer focusing of inanpower programs in line with national
objectives? s

Over the years. manpower prcgrainshave reached out to different
groups in the population as ch.anies'in economic conditions and social..
policy have developed. The 4rea Reaevelopment Act oc1961 sett out to
retrain unemployed persons in depressed areati:, this strateg,y, IC was .

hoped, would attract industry, and would .contribute to economic
development. The major manpower trainifig howev,er, came in
1962 with the Manpower Training and Developnitnt Act. The primary
concern at that time was .to retrain persons who were expected. to; be
displaced by automation and technologiic ! change anti' to help,them.
rebuild their skills to meet the new occupational demands of the
market. At that time, there was no specific emphasis on the.poor er.4
disadvantaged, and, when the expected displacement.did nbt
MDTA became a program in search of a constituency. In't963, the act was
amended to place greater emphasis on the retraining of yoiith unable to
wilily for jobs because of inadequate.vocational preparation,. ikeorien-,
tation of MDTA toward the chsadvantiged occurred in the mid-1960s,
after the start of the War on Poverty.

194
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In the second h4C.uf the 1960s. a number of categorical programs were
initiated under the aegis of the Economic Opportunity Act. Each
program had a specific clientele and approach. but the general purpose
was to 41d poor persons who were unemployed of underemployed. The
primary .focus of manpower programs was -to provide remedial skill
t'r'aining and work experience to those who had difficulty in competing in
the job market. despite the generally strong demand for labor.

Several major programs the Neighborhood Youth Corps. the Job
Corps. and the summer youth employment programswere geared to
poor youth. Operation Mainstream was for older workers. primarily in
rural areas with few employment opportumues. The Job Opportunities
in the %mess Sector (Joss} program enlisted private employers in
efforts to hire and train the disadvantaged unemployedyoung and
older worker* handicapped. and others with special obstacles. The
Public Service Careers program similarly attempted to improve the
access of the disadvantaged in the public sector through on-the-job
training In addition: ethnic- oriented organizations such as oft, the
CrbankLeague. and SER /received grants to expand counseling and '
Training for minorities. v

The picture began to change again in the early 1970s. With the
winding down of hostilities in Vietnam, unemployment began to rise.
and growing concern about the level of joblessness and the employment
prospects of Vietnam veterans led to the passage of the Emergency

..Employment Act (LEA} of 1971. Because its aim was countercychcal, with
emphasis on creating new jobs in essential governmental services. it was
not directed exclusively toward the disadvantaged. Public sector
employment often requires persons with qualifications not frequently
'found among workers with lower skills and less education.

With the EEA program about to be phased out. on the eve of the
passage pf c ETA most' manpower programs were predominantly for the
disadvantmed ECIA programs were almost exciusively;for the unem-
ployed fiid underemployed in ',bur families, and MINA policy was to
select two-thirds of the participants from the disadvantaged population.

LEG1S AT1VE FRAMEWORK

The Comprehensive Employment and Training, Act incorporates some
elements of earlier legislation, but in keeping with its basic objective of
decentralizatiort it permits considerable local flexibility in identifying
the groups to be serked Th preamble of the act states that its purpose is
to provide training and emTvloyment opportunities to the "economiCally
disadvantaged" a reference to its LOA antecedentsbut also to

*v.
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"unemployed and underemployed peiions" reminisceni of MDIA and
[LA. Since the onginal act was passel, several amendments have focused
on rising unemployment. as discussed in earlier chapters. They have
introduced client preference categories in piiblic service employment.
and the most recent are directed specifically to the' long-term, low-
income unemployed.

Concern for the protection of especially vulnerable groups was
expressed dunng the deliberations leading to the enactment of ILIA. In
order to reconcile this concern About serving specific clientele categories
with the administration's emphasis on maximum local autonomy, a
compromise was reached. Title I decategonzes programs, and its
language pertaining to clientele is loose. Title III, however, authorizes
special programs to be administered by the federal government outside

tils,the blOe'grant package for Indians, migrant and sea s al farm workers,.
youtlf, offenders. older workers: persons of limited nglish-speaking
ability, and other groups. The Job Corps. for disadvantaged youth. was
also continued under federal, direction (Title IV). Prime sponsors are free
to include any of these groups in local programs as,Well, but the act
ensured that a significant proportion of funds would be set aside
nationally to be used for the disadvantaged (see Chapter 2).

Unlike categorical programs, which limited and defined eligibility
narrowly. Title [ operates as a block grant program, allowing pnme
sponsors to choose groups to serve and assign prionties according to
their own perception of local needs. The legislative history of CEIA
suggests that the administration opposed language that would have
required special consideration for !Articular client categones or for
&ganuations that had previously concentrated on ethnic communities
and the disadvantaged, on the grbunds that such language could lead to
a legislative mandate for categorical programs.' However. some vestiges
of categorization remain. even in Title I. Sponsors must give assurances
in Title I plans that they will serve those "most in need," including "low
income persons of limited English-speaking ability." There is also an
oblique reference to the use of cgmmunity-based organizations.
Assurances that "programs of demonstrated effectiveness" will be
continued are standard requirements. But the vagueness of Title I

language invited broad local interpretation. .
Title II, which authorizes public service employment in areas of

substantial unemployment, is more specific than Title I in designating
groups to be givetconsideration. Eligibility is limited to unemployed

'Testimony of William Kolberg, in hearings before the Senate Subcommittee on
Employment, Poverty, and Migratory Labor of the Committee on Labor and Public.
Welfare on S. 1$5 an441S60, February-March 1973, p. 282 ..
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and underemployed Pefsdifs living in areas of substantial unemployment
who have been jobless (or 30 days or more. Pnme sponsors are required
to give consideration td the most severely disadvantaged in terms of
length of unemployment and their prospect for finding employment
'ithout assistance, to Vietnam veterans, and to former manpower

trainees? To the extent practicable, the are, to share public service
employment opportunities on an equitable basis among "significant
segments" of the unemployed o lawn. Congressional intent was
clarified in a later House committee r rt. "The Conferees intention
was to urge the Secretary to use his discretion add judgment to see that,
wherever practicable, minorities, youth, the elderly, women, and other
grou s who hav,e been traditional viclims of Job discnmination had equal
act<ess to jobs created under CETA."3 As defined in DOL regulations,-,
"significant 'segments" are locally .determined groups that generally
experience unusual difficulty in obtaining employment and who are most
in need of the services authorized in, the. act. The dilTerence in
interpretation between the 4.0 M mittee report, which implies proportional
treatment of various disadvantagedl groups, and the Department of
Labor regulations, which imply preferential treatment, has been a source

5...0.-of confusion in implementing dre-oct.
Since CETA was passed, several :developments have moved the-program

in the direction of recategoniation. The passage of special appropria-
tions for summer programs under Title 111 set up. in effect a new
categorical prograin. The administration's intent had been that such
programs could be supported by sponsors from their regular Title 1
allotment as one of a number of options, but Congress has appropriated
summer funds each year over and above the Title,l appropnation.4 Title
VI, enacted in 1974, was a categorical program created in response to the
developing recession. In mid-1975, Congress passed a law requinng state
e mploy me rathsecuri ty agencies to interview persons receiving Federal
Supplemental Benefits and, if appropriate, to refer them to an approved
manpower training progiam.

These amendments to tiro have tended to emphasize the long-term
unemployed as candidates for public service jobs. Under Title VI,
2The Emergency Jobs and Unemployment Assistance Act of 1974 amended this
requirement to cover any veterans discharged within the last 4 yeart
sU S Congress. House, Committee on Education and tabor, Emergency Job Programs
Stop Gap Extension, House report no. 94-1019, 94th Congress, 2d session, April 8, 1976.
The fiscal 197 budget request was the first in which the administration asked fur summits

Mods for youth (sec Chapter 2)-
vile Emergency Compensation and Special Unemployment Assistance Extension Act of
1975. June 30, 1475 This act Extended Federal Supplemental Benefits for 13 additional
weeks to persons who have exhausted 19 weeks of benefits.
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sponsors were' to:give "preferred I.onsidemition" to those unemployed
who had either exhausted their entitlement to unemployment insurance
or who were never eligible (wept for persons lacking work experience),
and to those who have been ,drut of work for 15 weeks or longer.
However, Title VI stopped short of mandannyltibility for the long-

,-term unemployed.
To summarize, the original concept of CETA broad Local discretion

was gradtally 'diluted (at least for public service employment) by the
-establishment of preference ctegones. CETA amendments, While not
strongly worded, signify the 'faint of Congress to direct the attention of
local sponsors to recently separated veterans and the long-tor
unemployed.

But it was not until the Emergency sobs Programs Extension Act of
'1976, which continue fl the Title VI program for another yeat, that
Congress took the additional step of requiring prime sponsSks to limit
eligibility for, new public Set-Vice projects to longterm unemployed
persons (92,ArDc recipients) with low household income.6 This step.
marks a change in philosophy: It incorporates a major structural
objective in programs`that have been primarily countercychcal. Under
the new Title VI, funds available to sponsors greater than the amount
necessary to maintain their existirig level of public service employment
must be used for special projects, to be staffed exclusively by persons
who have been unemployed for 15 weeks or more and who are members
of low-income or welfare households. T jejwose of this provision is to
ensure that the new jobs go to the long - terra, low:income unemployed
with substantial attachment to the labor force. A secondary purpose .15 to
reduce the cost of public service employment by offsetting cash
payments from unemployment insurance and public assistance. Half of
the. vacancies rsulting from attrition below the June 1976 level must also
be reserved for the long-term unemployed with low household income.

In mid-1977, Congress added a youth employment title to CETA (Title
VIII) and increased appropriations for veterans and for other youth
programs under Title
, What started out to be an effort to reform manpower legislation to a .

"E mergency Jobs Programs Extension Act of 1976, October 1976. Sections 607 and 608.
Funds above the sponsor's June 1976 level of PSE employment, plus pan of the fonds
reserved for acancies in regular cam PSI...positions, must be reserved for members of
families with an income of 70 perent or less of the lower living standar$L*13.5. Congress,
Senate, Cum ante in Labor and Public Welfare, Emergency Jobs Programs Extennon Act
of 1976, Seri RE report no 94-883. May 14. 1976. U.S. Congress, House, Emergency Jobs
Programs Extension .4.1 of 19;6. Conference report. House report no 94-1514, September
13,1976. .dr
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relatively simple block grant program with only a few general provisions
for' selecting clients has gradually become more complex and specialized
as the nation has attempted to deal with a recession longer and deeper
than any since the Depression. What is unfolding is a 'trend towards
establishing discrete national programs as the federal government sets
new national objectives to meet emerging needs. Inherertt in this process
is a larger degree of national control in determining categories of clients
To be served and in specifying the kinds of services to be provided.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CETA PARTICIPANTS

In its shOrt life. (ETA has reached a level of enrollment that greatly
exceeds the level of pre-cy-rA programs. the number of persons in need
of ma5ipower services the unemployed, the discouraged, the working
poor., and part-time workers seeking full-tim4114)57has been conserva-
tively estimated at I0 to 12 million on a given ;late (see Chapter 2). The
nennber of individuals requiring such services in the course of a year is

yearly

higher In 1976, with 7.3 million unemployed Moan average month,
yearly three times as many people were jobless at some time during the
'year: titer 8.5 million of these people had sought work for 15 weeks or
_longer according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Manpower programs reach only a fraction of those in need. In &al
1976, 2.5 million persons were served in Title 1. It, and VI programs.
This is a significant increase over the 1.5 Million in 1975 and about
million in comparable programs before (ETA (see Table 31). However,
CETA figures are not entirely comparable with those for 1974 for several
reasons. The CETA count includes clients who receive only minimal
services- outreach, intake, and assesanent (a tighter definition was
introduced in fiscal 1977). About 5 percent of the people served by CETA
are placed directly in jobs without participating in any employment or
training program. Finally, there is an unknown Amount of double
Counting resulting from the shift of enrollees from one,title to another.'
If one corrected for the looser definition and fur the double counting, the
number el, would be far lower than the reported figure. According to
the Department of Labor's continuous longitudinal manpower survey
(Cilts), there were 500,000 feweinew enrollees in Titles I, 11, and VI in
fiscal 1976 than were reported by the ETR for that year.a

'For example. in some caseson fiscal 1975, summer enrollees began under Title I and then
were shitted to Tide III when funds became available. to fiscal 1976, due to the exhaustion
of Tide II funds, enrollees were transferred to Title VI. when a supplemental appropnation
was received, Title VI enrollees were switched to Title 11
"The estimated total number of new participants enrolled by GEM pnme sponsors

C
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TABLE 31_ Participants CETA Titles I. II, and VI, Fiscal 1974-1977 (thousands)

Cumulative Participants
I FY 19744 F1( 1975b

Tide 1 i 796 1,126
TitI II /1

J 183
' 227

Title VI i 157

New Enrollments . Peak Number of Participants,

FY 1976c FY 1977c FY 1976 FY 1977 FY 1975 FY 1976 FY 1977

1,732 1,416 1,250 1.119 571 575 367
256 353 116 165 156 57 92
495 593 372 432 123 287 431

SOURCt. EmploAsent and Training Adminstraiion, U.S. Department of Labor.
4Progrylms comparable fp Tide I MDTA insinutional. JOP. /0.13S.SER, 01C. Urban League, Public Service Careers, Hometown Plans, Opera bon
Mainstream, NYCin school. NYC out Of school. CMP,,CEP, Program comparable to Toles II and VI. PEP. exclusive of PEP summer youth
fro es.
bItxtludes 247,000 enrollees in categorical programs Ind 43,000 in PEP in 1975,as many of these were transferred to CET&
4Fifmres for FY 197eand FY 1977 include earrymor.from previous years.

x.61
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,

Because it excludes double countirt4 and for other reasons, the number
served in all three titles on a given date may he a more useful measure of
the magnitude of the program. The peak in' fiscal 1976 was 919,000.
Discounting the nearly one-third of Title I enrollees who were in school,

'there were about 700,000 members of ale labor force in all three
programs. Counting, Indians, migrants, and Job Corps youth, the total,
'Would be 800,000Laboilt 'I out 91,15 persons who were estimated to be
in need of service. V m

The demographic charactenstrcs of CET participants hake undergone
changes compared with those in pre-curA3aming and employnent.
programs. The shift toward public servictemployment programs, which
have been oriented largely to the cyclically, unemployed, the spread of
resources into suburbs, which have different types of populations-from
cities; and the detenorated economic climate, which broadened the
griouR seeking assistance, all contributed to the change.

The number of youth, persons with Iess than high school education,
the economically disadvantaged, and minonties in CETA Titles 1, II, and,
VI combined is greater than that in uvular pre -c ETA programs. In
relative terms, however, the clientele being served under CETA includes
more people of prime wotking age, more with high school education and
beyond, and fewer poor people. The proportion of whites served rose in
1977 (see Figure 8 and Table 32). To some extent, increases'in Title III
national programs, for such groups-Zs Indians, migrant farm workers,
and youth may offset SOthe of the c.hanges in clien ele under other titles.

TITLE I PARTICIPANTS -
.

With a limited penetration rate of service, tir tluestion of who receives
services 15 critical Congress intended that Ole remedial and employabili-
ty services of Title I be directed to, those "most in need," presnmably
those who have the Most difficulty in obtaining employment without
assistance During the transfer of control from federal to state and local
government, however, new forces and cpnsiderations have tended to
result in-service to a different clientele. 1.

For the most part, Title I participants arf)still the economically
,

(excluding summer Yoilth) dunng fiscal 1976 was 1,219.600 in Titles I, iI. and VI according
to the cuts, the Department of Labor reported 1.737,60 new enrollees. U.S Departrnent
of Labor. Employment and Training .admirustratIon.itharactenstics (A New Enrollees in
cerk Programs During Fiscal Year 1976.- Report no 6 of the Continuous Longitudinal
Manpower Surt%ey. PB-272 950.T, Prepared' by Weslat. Inc. Rockville. Md., 1977
(available. from ems). U S ident. Employment and,,Trasmng Report fof the President.

1977. Table F2, p. 262.
...

-
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disadsantagEd. members of minonty grpups, and the young and poorly
educated. About half are either black or Spapish-Amencan. In fiscal
1977 more than three - fourths were disadvantaged. one-half were less

than 22 edts of age. and one-half had not completed high school. In-
clang a large proportion who were full-time students participating in,
school programs isee Table 3.3 i According to the c l is report. 38 per-
Cent of enrollees'in employability development programs
in 1976 had completed 11 grades or fewer of school.'

However, a comparison of the characterttics of c ETA participants with
a composite of enrollees in categorical programs for fiscal 1974 shows a
decided shift. Although youth still are in the majorit y, the proportion
sshix are age 18 andyounger is declining (from 46 percenein fiscal 1974
to 31 percent in fisial 1977). and the number of person with less than a

.high school education is also declining. Particularly signihc,ant- is the
decrease in those identified as economically disadvantaged (from 87
percent in 1974 to 78 percent in 1977), despite the looser definition of
economically disadvantaged and the fact that the 1974 composite figures
used in this companson exclude the programs with a heasy emphasis on
minorities and the disadvantaged operated by the otc. SER., and the
Urban League.'" On the other hand. the proportion of clients on welfare
prior to enrollment has increased.

The decrease in the proportion of poor persons enrolled under Title 1.
compared with those in previous programs, may be related to. the
dechninisidar of school-age youth most of st horn come from poor
families But there is some evidence that ( ETA adults also have come
from higher-income families recently. The t.L.MS showed that 63 peroent
of (ETA enrollees in adult employability deselopmeniproOuns in fiscal
1976 were disadvantaged. compared witho74 percent reported by the
Department of Labor for comparable pre-cum progrdms.11 According
to that. study. 56 percent of adult (ETA enrollees were from families with
annual incomes of $4.000 or more. comphred with only 30 percent of

203

S Department of Labor. Employment and Training Aaministratton.-Charactersalcs of
New Enrollees in crrA Programs Ounng Fiscal Year 1976." Table S.4. p $ -12
"'The term "disadvantaged" used before t tiA implied a combination of poverty plus sunk
other disadvantage (school dropout. member of moron ty. less than 22 years of age. 43 years
of age or more. or handicapped) Under . etA. "economically disadvantaged" refers to a
member of a welfare family ur a family *hose income is below the accepted poverty Icvel

. and does not necessanly imply additional disadvantage.
S Department of Labor. Employment and TrMiung Admirustrairon..-Charattenstics

of New Enrollees in (ETA Programs Dunng Fiscal Year 1976." Table 5-19. p $ -54 The
data may not be comparable stove the pre-t LlA figure (Ames (rum iuent records. while the
cm figure was obtained through dee Westat survey of a national sample of participants
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TABLE)) Percentage Distnbution of CETA Participants, by Selected Charactenstics, Compared With
.

Pre.CETA Programs-

e.,,Z
-A

Chaustantscs

Sex female
Age

22-44 1
22 and undit

43 and oat,
Vous of school

Las than 12
12 of mom

AFDC and putils$ assistance
Econonucaltytheadvontaged
Race Black
Spstsishspeaking
Vietnam veletas
Fulgume student
Labor force status

Unemployed

411 menace

3

Slanpoivet PEP . . .., :.-
Prognms° Program CETA Title I CETA Tutle II CE[ Title VI

FY 1074 FY 1974 FY 1975 FY 1976 PY 1977 FY r92$ FY 1976 FY 1977 FY 1975 FY 1976 FY 1977

J 30 v.; 3342 34

.
46 .46 48 34 ..36 40 36

6)
31 67

23 61`, 0' 31 24 22 '
4Z.

'21

:
22 20

32 . 36 41 634' 64, 64 64 6$
6 11 ,,, 6 7 8 13' 14 : i3 14 14 13

._, .P.. '..."

66 2) 6.1 3.5 30 27. 26 . ' 22 26 ':s,:. 26 27
34 77 39 43 30 72 It 74 78 7) .. 74 f§
23 10 27 26 26 16 13 13 14 \ 13 18 t" .5. .!
$7 34 77 7.t 7$ 4 47 48 14. 44 66 ,
37 73 39 37 33 22 27 23 , - 23: 23 - 26
t$ S3 13 ,14 14 16 12 s l3` 10. .....,
NA NA 3 4 ' 3 11 10 s.. 7 13 9 . ..

NA NA 3) 31 "" ' 2$ 3 2 2 3 2 ,. 2,,
'

.., ... c%
NA 90 62 70 74 84 27 74 . 88 88

Receiving unemploydient . .,, , ; .82

.14 1`04 14 16$ 7 . 4 6 4 12 13 Mt

SOURCE Employment and Teaming Aitpunsittation,'U S Deputtittni of Lebo;
elucludee0417TA-Inuttutional. JOPOST, NYC snochool, NYC «ot school. Operation &emend:tam. CEP, taasoes

13'

,
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pre-cm enrollees at.that level. cutsdAta indicate a higher propoition of
welfare recipients undErcETA. however.

The proportions of women end of workers of prime working. age
increased noticeably from fiscal 1974 to fiscil 1977. This trend is related
to changes in Program activities. as discussed below. the proportion of
blacks was lower in 1477 than before CETA, and that pf Spanish-spealung
participants remained virtually unchanged, although programs .have
expanded into localities with relatively smaller minority population&

TITLE I PARTICIPANTS COMPARED WIIM PERSONS IN NEED

To the basic question of whether curii sponsors are reaching the
population groups most in need of service under Title 1, there is no ready
answer. since there is no set of statistics that satisfactorily describes the
unemployed and lowindome group that Title I programs are intended to
serve. However, an approximation can be made by companng the
charactensiics of CETA Title I enrollees in adultdnented employability
development activities with those of persons who have been unemployed
for IS weeks or longer. Table 34 shows. a good record for reaching

TABLE 34 Percentage Distnbution of CETA Tide I Employability
Development Participants lay Selected Characteristics, Compared with
Long-Term Unemployed, Fiscal 1976

ChataCtenstics

Percent of Persons
Unemployed IS Weeks
or More

Percent of New CETA
Employability
Development Participants ,

Targeting
R.atiosa

'Sea. Peale
Roo Black
Age

44
..--

18

46
33

L-4 -
1 05

1 83

'1.e.: 16-21 26 29 112
s..-", 22-44 V. 52 61 1 17

"45 and okr 22 10 0.45
-Edecrition ' .

8 years pr less IS 11

,
0 73

.9 to n years 24 27 ,J 12
12 and over 61 62 102

SOURCE Compute4 from Bureau of Labor Statistics, Work ,Experrence of the Popula-
tion in 1976. Special. Labor 1 orce Report 201, and Eductrionel A nommen: of Workers,
March 1976 data Westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, Report No
6. Aug. 1977. Table $4
4Percent of LETA participants in employability development activities, fiscal 1976. to
percent of persons unemployed tor I S weeks or more in U S labor force. calendar year
I976

11.
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females. blacks. wuth in the 16-21 age-group. end persons with some
high school education groups that norrna need assistance inl
obtaining employment' How es er. the targeting ratios arrow for persons
45 and over and for tbose with 8 years or less of school

SHIFTS PAITER\S OF THOSE %MID

Many diverse and often opposing trends account for the shifts in the
types of people enrolled in Title I programs. On one hand. there are
built-in stabilizers that resist change. such as the continuation of pre-
( F74 programs and operators On the other hand. the funding process.
program mix. procedures fur selecting clients. and decisions regarding
groups to be served do tend to affect manpower program clientele
Although It would be useful to compute,the relapse effect of each of
these factors on changes in clientele. available dat4 are not specific

7 enough for this purpose Seven major factors affecfing the choice of
participants

funding process Before ( ETA, funds for most manpower programs
were channeled toward the disadvantaged and to ar(as with concentra-
tions of srople with low incomes Since the (ETA formula provides for a
universal distribution of resources. relatively greater shares are going to
subtkban counties that had fey.. if any. manpower programs in the past
fsee Chapter 2) Because of the demographic and economic characteris-
tics of the suburban counties. clients with diffetent racial. ethnic. and
socioeconomic backgrounds are necessanly drawn into (ETA.

The effect of shifting funds from cities to suburbs is shown in Table 35.
Manpower programs intuunties that are pnme sponsors tend to attract a
higher proportion of people of prime working age apd high school
graduates But counties" have relatively fewer blacks and Spanish-
speaking clients. economivally disathantaged. and welfare recipients. Of
course many counts-es are sersing a dispropurtionate number of clients
who aredisadvantaged and members of minority groups in relation to
their representation in the population But the demographw and
economic features of county populations almost inevitably result in a
different racial and economic mix of clients than, that of central clues.

The mostly rural counties in the bala,nce of states. which receive
approximately the same share. of Title I funds as before ( Et*. have a high
proportion of youth. persons with less than high school education. full-,
time students. and the eGunoMiGall) disadvantaged This effect results
from the nature of the program Balance-of-state sponsors spend a much
Larger proportion of their manpower resotes on work experience

(),
4.

)
I
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TABLE 35 Percentage Dist nbution of CETA Title i Participants
Selected Characteristics and Type of Sponsor, Fiscal l91i6 (cumulative to
third quarter)

-
Characteristics City County ConSortium

Balance
of State '

Sex Female 49 41 45 45

Age
Less than 222 59' 52 55 59
22.44 36 44., - 3.7 34

Education . - .

Less than 12 leafs 56 4f$ i 54 58
12 years and over 44 52 = 46 41

Economical)) disads a ntag,r d 79 71 .75 79

AFDC or public assistance 311, 27, . 26 22

Race Black 6s7 27' 4 0 25 , ,
Spamshspeak tng 17 15 . 164. 8 ' .

f ullttme student 32 25 28 Vt
Vietnam veteran 3 5 t ../4
Lnemployedtprior to CE TA /6 73' "' 59'
Receiving unemployment insurance 5 9 . 5 ,''
SQL RCE Employment and Training Administration. L 5 Department of Laar
(unpublished datal. r

ty

programs than other types of spontors. These programs charactenstically,
irnoNe activ ity viewed as appropriate for younger. more disadvantaged
indniduals Balance-of-state programs enroll. the lowesrproportion of
black participants (25 percent), .due0 part to their demographic
makeup.32 41:

2. Decisions on program. ;Lac- -al demons 'on prdgram have a
considerable bearing on the kinds of clientele selected and. to some. :1;.

extent, these decisions are influenced by the skill level, educlation,4nd
extent of job readiness of the available applicants; -

!.%
-

q

Generally. "classroom trainifts nd work egiBnence are supply -
oriented. the nature of the actiNity is geared to the chatvenftlo ".,
the a%,allable appRants. Hover, on-the-job traininend
employment tend to be demand- oriented. employers petge_tiktr. ,

needs and usuall; influence the kinds,of clients select0(91...0PVIVkitts;
illustrate, in one jurisdiction where pearly half of TWO iSl i weirtisesi,
in 1976 for public service employment. 57 petc.qin ArtfitA.,Ittle

'sin 1%10.blikks conslituted 9 1 percent of the notunfielpohlaii. vs)Fo;tat'ittii 12.11,01 :1:
metropolitan areas, and 20 6 percent of central Cities

"5 '42 :

4'. 4
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TABLE 36 Percentage Distnbutim of CETA Title I Participants by Selected
Characteristic's and Program Activity. Sample Local Prime Sponsgrs as of
December 1975

Characteristis
Classroom
Training

0 ri-theJob
Training

Work '
E xperience

Public
Service
Employment

Sex Female 56 26 50' 38 -.
Age

Crider 22 38 34 Ti 34
2244 56 59 20 54

Edusatton
Less than 1 2 grades 43 28 66 27
12 grades or more 58* 72 34 74

Economically disadvantaged 70 66 71 45
Public assistance recipients 37, 10 42 7

Race Black 43 26 42 31
Spanistespeak mg 14 9 11 10
Vietnam veterans 4 7 2 5

Full-time student 4 2 59 19
inemployed prior to A 84 87 43 50

SOURCE Prime sP$ipsor records Percentage, are aseriges of Percentages in I6 prime
sponsor Jorndict ions

participants had 12 Years or more of education, compared with_aL$
average 006 percent.

The dichotomy between those t1i demand - oriented and those in
supply - oriented activities is reflected in Table 36. Classroom training and
work experience programs have higher proportions of the economically
disadvantaged. rrononties,1 persons with less, than a high school
education, and public welfare recipients. (Work expenence..moreover, is
largely for youth full -time students and dropouts.) In the two demand-
onented activities on-thelob training and public service employ-
ment -more of the participants are men of pnme working age and are
relatively better educated, fewer are members of mmonty groups or
poor.

The higher socioeconomic level of participants could in part be
accounted for by those participants who are placed in employment
directly, with onl minimal services. These persons. about 6 percent of
the Title I enrollees, are generally ready for jobs, and they have a minor
influence on the statistical profile of (ETA clients. One sponsor.
responding to 'a firm's request for workers, recruited over 200 partici-
pants, gave them a few hours of orientation, and referred them to the
employer the same day. Most were white women of prime working-age.

22 9
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The characteristics of those referred directly to jobs is corroborated by

the c I_Ms of 1976 (ETA participants. Adults receiving direct placement
only were generally older land presumably more expenenced) than those
referred to employability development activities. They were more likely
to be men. with a high school education.- or more. white. and not
economically disadvantaged.

3 Communio influences. In decentralizing the control of manpower
programs. (ETA has also shifted the point of pressure from regional and
national offices of the federal government to more accessible local
officials. Congress requires that clients be represented on local advisory
councils. and many councils now have members representing women's
organizations. Indians. blacks. Spanish-speaking, and other minorities.
At a minimum, this representation reinforces sponsor awareness of client
needs. For example. two ministers in Lorain County who charged the
county with being insensitive to the needs of minorities were awarded
contracts for outreach and job development.

Media pressure is not uncommon. The Santa Ana Register in Orange
County attacked (ETA on the grounds that. the poor and especially the
Spanish - surname population were hot being served as effectively as they
had been .under pre-( ETA categorical programs. In Lansing. The State
Journal reported critics as saying that public service employment funds
were not being used t() serve the hard-tore unemployed. (ETA officials
denied both charges. Even where accusations are ill-foqpded, adverse
publicity is a threat that publicfficials are anxious to avoid. The
tendency to spread resources to newly identified client groups,
particularly in -areas receiving more funds than in the past. is often a
response to implied or open criticism.

The growing proportion of females in Title 1 activities is partly related
to the increased activism of women in local manpower planning
councils Women as a client group were represented on 10 planning
councils in the sample;usually by the League of Women Voters, NOW. or
local groups concerned with the status of women. Changes in program
rrilit. ,less on-the-job training. and pr ferentes of service deliverers are
alp factors in the greater proportion if women.

4. Planning for priority groups. In {theory. the selection of groups to be
I served was ttS reflect local needs. Supply and demand fortes were to be

compared. groups in need of services identified, and the segments of the
population to receive services listed in the plan. In practice. the
relationship groups identified in plans and those served IS
tenuous.

Sponsors &sat d significant segments in widely diffenng terms.
there 15 no comma nomenclature. Nevertheless, it was clear Mai

:
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TABLE 37 Significant Segments W. Rank Order in CETA Title 1, II. and
VI Plans, Sample Prime Sponsors. Fiscal 1976

Ranka Tide I Title II Title VI

I Household heads, Household heads Unemployed
2 Youth Women Veterans
3 Women Veterns Women
4 Cronomrcalb disadvantaged aonormi.alb dtvadvantaged UI Lhathtees
5 Msnotsttes Minorsttes VI I nehgsbles

°Ranked by irequenc of listing among top thrfe significant segments

priorities were perceived quite differently by different sponsors in the
sample. There were also sharp differences between the' Title VI lists
featuring the unemployed, N eterans. and u exhaustees and those for
Title I. The latter more frequently' give top billing to "heads of -,
households." youth, women. and the economically disadvantaged (see
Table 37) Priorities for Title 11 are more similar to Title I than to Title
yi, a fact that may reflect a difference in emphasis in the early days of
CETA that has since become obscured.

Under Title I in particular, there is 1 tendency to. serve those who
apply rather than to seek out those most in need. Under Titles II and VI,
the preferences of employing agencies are often the determining factor.
In a number of plans. lists of significant segments were treated
perfunctorily to fulfill grant application requirements. They were drawn
up to respond to groups mentioned in the legislation and regulations. In
other areas more efforts were made, including objective point systems
used to select those who most nearly conform with preferences listed in
the act.

5 Choice of service deliverers. The type of clientele is affected by the
choice of delivery agencies. particularly those responsible for uiialrE and
referral. The control that sponsors exercise over the client selection
process varies considerably. depending on the degree to which the
manpower system is integrated. But even in a comprehensive system. the
dynamics of the labor market, pressure from individuals in need of
service, and preferences of organizations furnishing service influence the
selection process.

Typically, sponsors inherited a number of service deliverers, many of
'whom were committed to one or another client group. To the extent that
sponsors continued to rely on them for intake. the likelihood of radical
change in clientele was minimized. Modiflcatio s were more likely to
occur whgre changes were made in assigning in ke responsibilities. In
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Kansks City. for example. the sponsor contracted with two community
based organizations for core services of intake, assessment. orientation,
counseling. job development, and placement. In' 1977, howgvet, one
operator (the Economic Opportunity Foundation) was assigned this

_responsibility in order to streamline the delivery stem. By contrast,
Philadelphia has a typical independent delivery system with little control
over selection by the pnme sponsor. Except for the JFK Center, whose
intake is clone through the employment service, all service deliverers du
their own intake. and there is little coordination.

The effect of the ethnic orientation of program operators .in the
selection of manpower trainees can be demonstrated by the New York
City ( ETA structure The c ETA administrator there contracts with
numerous private and public organizations within specific ethnic and
racial communities. The otr is the largest. but a number of other
agencies arrange for training within the black. Puerto Rican. Jewish, or
other,community groups. N

In several jurisdictions studied. changes in service deliverers sig-
nificantly affected the profile of clients..In Raleigh, the entry of the out.
with its emphasis on kiw-income..black. and female trainees, has had an
effect on the composition of clients In the San Joaquin consortium, the
choice of the Filipin) Bayamhan and El Concilio, two communitybased
organizations. for outreach services in rural sections of the county is
bringing in more males, adults. high school dropouts, migrant and
seasonal farm workers. and Spanish-speaking persorts. In Topeka, a
decrease kp minority participants in 1976 was associated with a shift of
responsibility for intake from community-based organizations to the
employment service.

The location of service center:, and the allocation ofjunds to specific
communities within a prime sponsor's jurisdiction also heavily affect
selection of clients. Cook County's high proportion of blacks in Taitle I

110° activities in fiscal 1975 (60 percent) compared to the low proportion of
blacks in the population (4 percent) was attributed to the location of
intake and service offices in black communities. In the Orange County
consortium. w here the allocation of funds and services within the county
is determined by a "fair share" formula based on the number of
unemployed in each of the constituent communities, program operators
complained that they must turn away applicants in some communities
with large minority end poverty populations while training upportunties
are unused elsewhere . .

b. AdmmIstraispe effect. Pressure on local sponsors to meet goals,
competition among program operators for contracts. and emphasis on
performance evaluation encourage selection of the applicants most likely

04,11i
4 ...Id.,
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to succeed. These press are reinforced by the chfficulty in finding jobs
for manpower trainee who compete with better qualified candidates in
a loose labor ma . Program operators defer trainees who have some
chance of being placed lather than those whose employability( is
minimal. a

7 The economic.effect. The recession brought in a class of participants
who would normally be expected to make their own way in the labor
market. In some areas, the number of applicants was so much greeter
than available, operangs for training or employment that it was...
impossible to adhere to plans.4Concern fpr the recesaly unemployed has
led to the practice of refernng the more disadvantaged and less educated
to remedial programs under Title I, while those with better preparation
are placed in Inks II and VI slots. -

CHANGES IN CLIENTELE IN THE AREAS STUDIED

Reports from the sample show considerable variation in clientele from
area to area, but generally reflect national trends between fiscal 1975 and
fisCal 1976 (fiscal 1974 data not avaliable). In 26 areas for which data
were available foi 'fiscal 1975 and fiscal 1976, there was a trend toward
serving a smaller proportion of youth (20 of 26 areas) an& associated,
with that, a greater proportion of persons of higher educational
attaihmerit (21 of 26). There was a less distinct trend with respect to
serving economically disadvantaged persons. 14 of the 26 areas reported
a higher percentage in the second year than in the first, 12 reported a
lower proportion. Most of the areas also reported fewer blacks dunng the-second year.

The availability of public service employment options, changes in
woutreach And intake activities. and chains in program were noted 8
reasons fig these trends. The availability of more money in nearly all of
the area studied in fiscal 19,76 (including carryo \ers from the previous
year) made it possible to serve more persons ant to expand to groups
that had not been set-lied before. This, too, affected the profile of the
CETA participants. I

The Federal Supplemental Benefits program implemented in fiscal
1976 had an in,sigmfain effect on selection of clients in the sample. That
program made extended u benefits conditional on willintuess to accept"
teferral to training .mhere appropriate. Referrals were fqv and only a,
fraction of those referred were enrolled in programs. Despite the
coMmitment or the Department of Labor, the program faded, due 6
complicated procedures, delays in implementation, (..Ommunication gaps,
between the employment service, agencies andsponsols, competition for
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available openings, and, in msatcases, a lock of enthusiasm on the part
of unemployment insurance recipients,

TITLE II AND VI PARTICIPANTS

In designing the Co' finprehensive Employment and Training Act, the
Senate proposed that it incorporate provisions of the Emergency
Employ ment,Act, with a sharper focus on Vietnam veterans (50 percent
of opening* and on the economically disadvantaged unemployed and
underemployed." However, the less ngoro.us House version prevailed,
with "special consideration" for Vietnamera veterans, the most-severely
disadvantaged in terms of length of unemployment who have poor
prospects f9r competing successfully in the Labor market, and "due
consideration" for former manpower trainees. Title VI larer added
"preferred consideration" for unemployment insurance exhaling*, those

o not eligible for u, and persons unemployed for 15 weeks or more. Thus
the act itself did, not clearly give top priority for, public service
employment to the disadvantaged, except for the exhortation to treat
significant segments equitably "to the extent practicable" an apparent

,reference to minorities and other vulnerable groups. Moreover, emphasis
on transition of participants to regular Jobs in the public and private
sectowave added incentive to select those most likely to succeed, rather
than the unskilled ant the disadvantaged. Despite later relaxation of
transition from a "requirement" to "goal," public service employment
programs continued td be demandonented. Employers preferred to fill
essential public service jobs, even on a temporary basit, with well-
qualified applicants.

Title II and VI participants as a whole are a different group than those
in Title I (see Table 33). Title I programs enrolled a much higher
proportion of participants with characteristics associated with a
.disadvantaged status Alan did Titles II and VI. Public service
employment participants in fiscal 1976 were predominalttly adult, white,
nondisadvantaged men who were high school graduates at least.
Differences are partly due to the concentration of programs for school-
age youth in Title I. The higher proportion of Vietnam veterans under
Titles. and VI compared with Title I is explained by the emphasis of
the act. This emphasis may have resulted in a smaller proicartion
females in PsE programs. .

,

" V S. Congress. Senate. Comm
Amendments of 1?73, Senate report no 3-30.9$, July 6. 1913. pe-

Committee on Labor and Publu. Welfar Emerge orentn
. .

4 4.
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Table 33 also shows a higher proportion of disadvantaged, minonties,
and welfare recipients and a lower proportion of persons who were
unemployed prior to entry under Title 11 than under Title VI in fiscal
1976 This is due In 'pad. to the start of Title II in areas of substantial
unemployment before the flood of new applicants under Title VI. (A
marked change occurred in fiscal 1977 with the stricter elgibility
requirements under Title VI.) Relatively more public service employ-
ment participants were reported to be unemployed prior to entry in CETA
than enrollees under Title 1. Labor Department statistics for fiscal 1976
show about 80 percent of Title 11 and Title VI participapts to have been
unemployed prior to enrollment in 1976, compared(with 70 percent
under Title I. About 16 percent of Title 11 and 12 percent of Title VI
participants were reported to have been out of the labor, force or
employed These figures are questioned by the ctms, showing that 35
percent of those enrolled in (ETA public service employment in 1976 had
been en*toyed just before entry. 17 percent had been Out of the labor
force. And only 48 percent liadteen unemployed." *

P

COMPARISION WITH PEP PARTICIPANTS

Clients selected for Title II and VI public service employment programs
are generally similar to.those in the PEP program in fiscal 1974 (see Table

i..,,33) This fact is not surpn ng. since PEP was the first manpower program
operated directly by scat and local governrhents and many pnme
sponsors and program agents use former PIP administrative staff to
operate the crrA program. There area however, some significant
differences. the most important being a trade-off between veterans and
the disadvantaged. PEP emphasized Vietnam-era and other veterans
whose joblessness was more in She public consciousness at that time,

. under CET A. the proportion of veterans is smaller and the proportion of
disadvantaged and former Welfare recipients is higher. Secoli under
CETA. relatively fewer enrollees are unemployed and more are either out
or the labor !Ice or employed prior to entry. A third difference is the
larger share of (ETA enrolldko that formerly were unemployment
insurance recipients, a reflection of the emphasis that (LTA places on the
long-term unemployed and persons who have exhausN ted ut benefits.

14US Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration. 'Characteristics

_ of Enrollees in CnA Programs During Fiscal Year 1976." Table 6-1. p 6-3. Sec also
Chapter 7. Footnote 18

I
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TABLE 38 Pekentage Disinbuticm of CBTA Tine Band V1 Participants
by Selected Charactenstics, Compared with Long -Term Unemployed,
Fiscal 1976

.,
Is

I

.../ Percent of Persons Percent of CETA

r. . undiployed. Pat trcipan tt6 leb

e
Characteristics 15 Weeks or More Title II Title VI t

Sex f. emale 44 34. 35
Race Black 18 426 23
Age .

16.21 266 22 22

22-44 52 64 , 64

45 years and over 22 1.4 . 14

Education
B years or less 15 8 8 53
9 to II years 24 18 18 1

12 and over 61 74 74'

' Targeting' R'atiosa

Title 11 Title VI

0 82 4 80
1 44 1 28

0 8,5' 0 85
123 1 23
0 64 0 64

. 0.53
0 75

1 21 1.21

S6URLL Computed from Bureau of Labor &minks. Work Experlence of the aped.'
aro In i 9 76,. Specas1 Labor Force Report 201. and Educationat A ttairinisw r o islorkers,
March 1976 and Employment and Training Adrdlosstiatioo data .. .
aPercint of CFTA participants. fiscal 1970, to per eat or persons unemplcqe for 15
weeks or more in U S. labor force, calendar 1"976

. 4 '. 4

CETA PSE PARTICIPANTS AND THE LONG-TERM UNEMPLOYED

CETA requires pnme sponsors to fee constderanot to 4,the I g$erm
unemployed in selecting participants for. Title IL and 'Title, The
characteristics of the long-term unemployed those out, Q(., 15

weeks or longerdiffers from short-ternnobless in two r c they
tend to be older and less educiated. Table 38 shows .thit*crtA had a
mixed record in selecting those groups who hat. e the poorest prospects*of
obtaining employment in the private ,sector. The targeting ratios = the
percentage of CETA participants,cd,mpared with the, percentage among
the long-term unemployed --are lots, for persogs with less than a, high
school education, for persons less.than 22 or Ore than 45 years of age,
and for females. On the other handthe periehtage Of blacks on the CETA

PSE rolls is higher than their proportion among.the long-term unem-
,

ployed. . .
4 \

, V ...rs

DIFFERENCES BY .TYPE OF SPONSOR. ' : t
1. 1

As in Title I. the chavactenstks of public serviee eniployee vary by type-
0

of sponsor. with differences between cities A't0 counties particularly
marked (see Table 39). A

e
-rt,')
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.w
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TABLE 39 Percentage Distribution of CETA Title II and VI Participants by Selected Characteristics and Type of .

Sponsor. Fiscal 1976 (cumulative to third quarter)
,

Characteristics

City County Consortium Balance of State

Title II Tale VI Title II Title VI Title lk, Title VI Title II Title VI

Sex: Female 39 36 .36 37 39 36 34 33

Age. ._

Less than 22 i ,22 20 24 24 21 22 21 19

22-44 66 67 63 63 66 66 62 64
Education

Less than 12 years
..

27 26 20 .21 20 22 31 29

' I 2 years or over "73 74
80

79 80 78 69 71

*anemically disadvantaged 44 43 38 37. 46 43 49 48
AFDC or public assistance 20 17 14 13 10 13 12 12
Rate-Black 53 , 4, 19. 19 24 24 I1 13

Spanish-speaking ^ 14 13' 10 8 13 11. 3 10

Fell-time student 2 I ' 3 3 2 2 2 1

Vietnam veteran 11 1 10 9 10 10 9 8

Unemployed prior to CETA 85 i3 82 76 81 84 79 82
Receiving unemployment' insurance 10 2 15 14 13 14 14 15

SOURCE Employment and Training Administration. U S Department of Labor (unpublished data)

2 :'-.) i
a.
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. The differences in pattern by types of sponsors are related to the
characteristics of the applicant pool and the nature and requirements of
jobs established by sponsors. Nut surprisingly. counties,:.which include
suburban areas, have better educated and less'disadtantaged partici-
pants. The proportion of minorities is also much lowei in counties that
are pnrde sponsors in their on nght and in consktia, which include
counties as well as cities.

A comparison of balance-of-state sporisors (largely rural counties)
with other types of sponsors also shows a significant difference more
men. more older workers 145 and above), more persons with less than
high school education, and 'pore economically disadvantaged. but a
smaller proportion of minoritips

In the study sample. too.kharactenstics of participants vaned within
each category of sponsor (see Appendix D. Table 8). This fact indicates
that local considerapons prionties. types of opening& procedures for
selecting applicants, the extent to winch nonprofit agencies receive
enrollee& and relationships with progtam agents and other subjunsdic-
tionshave more to do with the kinds of clients than the type of
sponsor

For example. among cities in the sample. the percentage of
economical]) disadvantaged persons in Title VI.ranged from 25 percent
in Long Beaoh to 99 percent in Gary. These two cities were also at
opposite extremes in term', of educational attainment of participants-89
percent with 12 years or more of education in Long Beach. compared
with 63 percent in Gary. Among counties. the range of economically
disadvantaged was similarly wide. from 24 percent in Middlesex to 71
percent in Calhoun.

Sponsors confirm that a major basis for the selection of qualified
participants for Titles II afid VI is the preference of employers. One
reason for the low proportion of economically disadvantaged partici-

'pants in some places is a policy of referring applicants who are likely to
meet employer requirements for public service jobs, while those
considered to be in need of remedial education or skill training are
referred to Title I openings. Several prime sponsors reported that their
concern over the transition of PS workers to permanent jobs imiielled
them to refer the more skilled and experienced applicants to employing
agencies About h:alf the prime sponsors indicated that Titles II and VI
were handled as one program, resulting in Intle difference in the kinds of
clients served.

In some areas. the existence of t:ivil service. literacy requirement& and
job specifications tended to favor the best qualified applicant& giving the
employing agency a pool of fully qualified persons to draw.from in filling

IP
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vacancies' For example. San Joaquin. although applicants have beenk
rated at intake by a po system that gives weight to veteran status,
length of unemployment. exhaustion of ti benefits. and low family
income. the employing agencies have-the last word. Selection of
applicants from those referred takes into account merit service standards
and minimal education requirements Thus. the (ETA office rates
applicants bas4 on categories expressed in the 'act. but the employing
agencies select Tie best qualified from among those referred. In Phoenix.
the personnel office drags up requirements and stipulates standards of
selection In St Paul. during fiscal 1975 local government units made a .
particular effort to attract recent "college graduates with an eye toway
eventual integration into their staff.

SLMMARY

The major objective of manpower policy has been to improvelibt_
employability of those segments of the labor force who cannot
successfully compete. because of lack of appropriate education and skills
or because of artificial barrier o employment. Rising joblessness in the
1970c genyrated an. adds onal thrust to manpower policy and "pro-
grams the use of public service employment as a countercychcaf
measure (FIN now incorporates a combination of these two objectives.
implemented within a framework of local rather than national determi-
nation of the groups and individuals to he served With these dual
objectives. there is growing concern over the balance between services to
the poor and disadvantaged and assistanct for the mord recently
unemployed However. until the amendments of 1977. the legislation did
not explicitly prescribe the groups to be served. After 2 years of
experience. Congress refined its position on the clientele to by served tat
least in public service programs) and in this process moved toward more
categorical constraints attached to additional funds.

The record of the first years of managing manpower programs under
local control tndicates the following developments with respect to the
people in the program

The number of individuals served by manpower programs (under
Titles I. II. and VI) is significantly greater than before. However. with
about 40 percent of participants in public service employment. there has
been a marked relative change in the composition of the goups served.
compared with earlier programs Participants under all three titles
combined are older better educated. and less disadvantaged than those
in fiscal 1974:'

4 J
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Title I programs. which more closely rpresent training and
employability programs traditionally directed toward the disadvantaged.
are primanly oriented to the young. minonties, and the disadvantaged
Howe% er. there has been a shift toward a broader economic group of
clients, first noted in fiscil 1975 and reinforced by data for fiscal 1976
and by related studies Factors associated with these changes are the
spread of programs to the suburbs. changes in the mix and content of
programs. conscious decisions to broaden the client base in resiiionsi,,tu
community pressure. emphasis on selecting those most capable of
succeeding. and a shift towarck__enrollment of heads of households in
response to the economic oecline On the other hand. institutional
factorsthe continuance of pre-( ETA programs deliverers with commit-
ment to the disadvantaged and minorities and the purposeful decisions
of some sponsorshave tended to restrict changes.

On the whole. public service employees. influenced by employer
requirements. are Mum likely to be male. better educated, w hite, and less
disadvantaged than those enrolled under Title I. Clients enrolled in
public service employment are similar to those under PEP, although cE7 a.
enrollees include J. higher rcentage of economically disadvantaged and
welfare recipients and ow er percentage of 'veterans More of the CET'
participants former received unemployment tnsurance. reflecting the

,emphasis on thi group under Title VI Although PsE is intended for
persons who are employed. a significant proportion were either
employed or out of the labor force prior to enrollment. (Some of these
were transfers among c HA titles )

With new amendments to Title VI. a three-tier system seems to bet
evolving (a employability programs (Title 1) largely for the severely
disadytintaged. (b) public service employment for those higher on the
socioeconomic ladder. and (c) project-type public service employment
for the lung-term unemployed in families above the poverty 'cid but
below the kw-income level. The possibility of a fourth tier for welfare
clientele at the minimum wage is under consideration. This trend will
have implications in public service employment if (ETA is extended for 'a
number of years. It may lead to a secondary labor market in the public
sector for employees who do not qualify for employment in the regular
civil service structure

et
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. Effectiveness

During the ear years of cm. emphasis understandably has been on
developing th necessary organizational- structure to handle manpower
programs at the local level and to absorb new programs that have been

padded in rapid succession. Less attention has been paid to the broader
question of whether manpower programs. as admirustered.by local
sponsors. have accomplished the underlying objectives bf the act..

Common to all titles of crrA is the .objective of enhancing the
employability of clients and casing their adjustment in the labor market.
Basically.. the programs are aimed at increasing the ability of the
unemployed and underemployed to obtain suitable employment. The
central question is: Has crrA made a difference for those it has served
and is this difference sufficient to justify the costs?

Some of the information needed for assessing the long-term effects of
CFTA on .individuals served is expected from the continuous longitudinal
marrpower survey (cuts) being conducted for the Employment and
Training Administration. Other studies of ETA have concentrated on
interorganizational relationships and processes rather than results. The
kinds of evaluative research that accumulated under categorical
programs. based on Icengterm analysis of costs and benfits. have not
begun to emerge for CETA.

This chapter is concerned with the immediate postprogram experience
of those enrolled in Titles I. II, and VI. crrA's premise is that i locally
designed system serves clients more effectively than a federally run
rogram because of the greater flexibility of local sponsors to adapt

ll
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programs to local circumstances. The salidity of this assumption is
examined by companng short-term outcomes with those of pre-( ET A
programs.

It is important trete. howeser. that the placement expenence is only
one measure of program outcome Some sponsors are more concerned
with strategies for employability deselopment that may not necessan1 .

yield immediate payoffs Youth programs. for example. are designed
mainly 4o keep youngsters in school and provide some potentially useful
experience as well as support. rather than to launch them immediately
into the job market.

The record of (ETA programs compared with those of pre-crra
programs is disappointing More people hay e been served. but the rate at
which persons obtain unsubsidized jobs has fallen below expecwions
This study raises questions as to whether the lower job entry rate1,under
(ETA are attnbutable to the economic downturn ot\v.hether other fattozs.
such as the inexpenence of sponsors. decreases in program services mosr
likely to lead to jobs. and the downgrading of the transition objectise by
Congress. are also responsible

LI4ITATIONS OF MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

Quaniitause measdrement of program results is senously hampered by
limitations in the (ETA reporting system The Employment and Training
Administration restructured and unified the system to streamline and
reconcile the separate reporting systems of a number of individual
programs As a result. it is impossible to isolate (ETA data with sufficient
detail to make comparisons with pre-CETA programs or esen.to fully
agalsze (ETA outcomes

(ETA data are aggregated by function rather than by program.
Programs for youth and adults of the same.general nature are combined
as one reporting item. Since the objective of most youth programs is to
proside some work experience while strengthening the attachment to
school and the objectise of adult programs is to impart skills necessary
for obtaining employ ment. the combining of youth and adult data
obscures important differences 'and makes outcome analysis difficult.
Dther reporting problems are 4

The loose definition of "participants." which includes persons who
receive only minimal services. may result in duplications in counts
Participants routed from one service component to another may be
counted more than once. making It impossible to compare the septce
load from 1 year to another The wholesale shifting of painciparits back

.1
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and forth between Title II and Title VI for adminitrative reasons
affected the validity of enrollment and termination figures. A person who

. is shifted from one title to another was counted as a "termination" and
as a "new 'enrollment." although there was no substantive change in
status) ,

Lack of data on preference groups listed under various titleS of the
act. There is no way of tracking the enrollment. services provided, or
results for such categones as former manpower trainees, ci exhaustees.
Csons not eligible for ti. long-term, low-income clients,4or Federal
Supplemental Benefit referrals.

Lack of separate.data on terminations and placements by activity ft
is not possible to determine from the standard reporting system which
Title I program components yield,best results

The questionable validity of outcome dataplacements. ex ted
duration of jobs. .and wage changes from before to after c ETA. The
reporting system does not require validation of placement figures
(particularly for those who obtain employment on their own or through
outside channels) Moreover, there is no information on whether jobs
obtained by participants are training-related. and nu data are reported
on job retention

Although there is a considerable amount of monitoring and
evaluation in ;mat areas. most Is closely related to operations. There is
very little overall assessment of or follow -up on trainees at the local level.

The weakness of the regular information system is demonstrated by
the findings of the c ims that reported decidedly different figures from
those reported by ETA for such items as labor force and economic status
of enrollees prior to entry into programs 2 But even tf the data were
completely reliable and valid. operating statistics are not detailed enough
for Useful analysis Given the low priority assigned to the data function
and the many pressures on prime sponsors in launching and maintaining
programs. it is not surpnsing that there are reporting problems.

In summary, the present data system, built up from pnme sponsor
reports on a limited number of items, has advantages for simplifying

'Reporting revisions effective in fiscal 1978 are designeraverrect for double counting by
indicating the number who terminate from one tide and transfer to another 1
2U S Department of Labor, Employment and Training Adminsuation. "Charactmsucs of
New Enrollees in cvsa Programs Outing Fiscal Year 1976." Report no 6 of the
Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey. PB-2,72 950, ST. Prepared by Westat, Inc.,
Rockville. Md , 1977 (amiable from sms), Table 5-17, p S-48 The report shows that 518,
percent of new enrollees under Tides I, II, and YI were economically disadvantaged,
compared with 66 percent reported by the Employment and Training A &innovation w
fiscal 1976.

I
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program administration. but it has gaps in essential data, a lack of
flexibility for making cross-tabulations. and poor quality control.
Conversion to a reporting system based on central or regional daVA
processing of individual client records would relieve local program
operators and sponsors of tedious reporting. would make the entire
system more fle.ple for analytical and management purposes. .and
would eliminate duplication. .

Another quantitative approach to assessment would compare perfor-
mance against standards of what might reasonably be expected The
Employment and Training Administration issued guidelines for review-
ing grant applications that would be convenient if the standards were
acceptable 1 Although these guidelines, based on experience in the first
18 months of cnA. were intended to be used flexibly, they have been
severely cnticized because (a) They represented broad averages that
were not applicable to indi.idual areas. especially since there :s wide
%ariatiun in program content. (b) they did not include some basic
measures that. though difficult to quantify. are important. i.e.. impr..)%e-
men t in the earnings potential of clients and in job stab t . and (c) the
indicators tended to fa% ur programs that produce immedi cement
results rather than raise the employability of clients. These guidelines
have been replaced with more flexible measures for the review of 1978
grants

Quantitative methods do not tell the whole story. Less measurable
benefits include such i,unsiderations as the range of options for enrollees.
the quality of training and work experience programs. and the adequacy
of counseling and other sere ices prodded. Programs can also be judged
by how well they reach targeted groups. their effect in removing bamers
to employment, and their links to the private sector. For lack of better
data. the remainder of this chapter relies mainly on quantitative
measures and on the judgment of informed local observers.

..

TITLE 1 JOB ENTRY. EXPERIENCE

In the second year of ( ETA. I 7 million individuals were in Title I

programs. Of these, 1 6 million were enrolled in some specific program
activity 4 The rest were persons who reccned only minimal services or

'Primary indi.aturs were entered ernpluy meet rate. indirect placement. --nonposiu.e"
terminatiun rate, and unassigned partivipant rate Secondary indicators were tint per
participant in classroom training, tin -the fob training. and work expenence. cost per
individual enrolled in program activities. and turnover rate
4Peak enrullment in Marsh 1974 was 574.000 Title I enrollments ir tixn were reported as
14 million, of whom 1 I million were enrolled in program activities

)
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4 TABLE 40 Individuals Served. Terminations, and Job Entries, CETA Titles L IL and VI, Fiscal 1975-1977
- (numbers in thousands)

ts.
1.

Item

Title 1 Title II Title VI 4 '

FY 1975 FY1976 FY 1977 FY 1973 FY 1976 FY 1217 FY 1975
,pollt-

FY 1976 FY 1977

Total individuals served( 1,126.0 .1.731.5 1,415.6 227.1 3$5 7 352 9 157 0 495,2 $92 9
Total terminations $53 3 1,226.2 1,048.4 ' 70.9 161 2 260 6 33 8 289.3 161 7

Entered employment 176.0 380.4 408.6 16.6
27 7

46.2 9 8 77 $ $5.0
Percent of tentimations 100.0. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 0 100 0 109,0 100 0

Entered employment 31 8 31.0 39,0 23.4 17.2 17,7 29 0 26.8 34.0

- Duect placementsb 11 4 91 6.5 1.4 0 7 0.4 1 0" 1.3 0 6
Induect placements( 15 3 16,2 yi $ 13.7 11.2 12.0 12.3 15 3 19 3

Obtained employment(' 5.2 $ .7 7.9 8.3 5 3 5.4 15.7 10.2 14.2

Other positive terminations( 30 9 37 0 31.3 30.9 58 6 65.8 16.6 34.6 20 5

Nonpositive laminations/ 37 3 32 0 29,7 45 7 24.3 16.5 54 4 38.6 45 5

SOURCE Computed from Employment and Training Administ non, trS. Dept. of Labor data
41Ftgurea for fiscal 1976 and Meal 1977 include carryover from previous years
bladividusts placed after receiving only intake, assessment, and/or job referral service.
(Individuah placed after participation in toping, employment, or suppoittlie services.
din fiscal 1975 this figure was self piaci:men*. in fiscal 1976 and fiscal 1977 it included persons obtaining employment through means other than place-
ment of sponspn.
elndividuats not placed in jobs but who left to attend school, to participate in other manpower programs, or to Join the armed forces
Anairlduals who left for reasons unrelated to obtaining employment of training.
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were iira holding status. Although these totals include some duplication,
'the number of persons served is substantially higher than the 800,000
enrolled in ormparable activities before CETA. The increase is due to a 50
percent rise in funding levels.

Turnover in manpower programs is fairly quick. Seventy percent of
the 1976 participants Were reported to hAvererrrunated during that year,
including both persons who completed a program unit and those who
quit before completion. Man> were jcputh who were counted as
"ter minces" when the program ended, although most returned to school
and might have been reerfrolled and counted again. Others wfre enrolled
in short-term training or orientation courses, while suit others may have
receied only counseling and orientation services. The average length of
stay in a Title I program has been estimatecrat 4.1 months (compared
,with 8'.1 inotfis in a public-service employment program).' Differeqces
in length of stay are significant in terms of costs and the charactensti4 of
clients served. CETA spends more on the less disadvantaged puillic service
program participants than on the most disadvantaged served under
Titre I.

About 29 percent of those who terminated from Titles 1. II. and VI la
fiscal 1976 were reported to,h;ce entered employment, the,rate climbed
to 35 percent of termineesjn fiscal 077 (see Table 40). Job entry rates
under c LTA are low compared with rates of 50 to 60 percent of terminees
for VIDTA and other pre-ccrA categorical programs tsee Table 41). To a
significant degree. this difference is due to the inclusion of cFrA
programs that are not aimed at immediate Job placement in-school
youth programs). If programs for school youth were eliminated from
both CETA and pre.--crrA programs, the respective placement rates walild
be 42 percent for Title I and 57 percent for the adult-oriented categon41
programs (see Table 42),6

Only 16 percent of the Title I lei-initiations (or about 11 percent of all
T le I enrollees) were listed as "indireirsplacements in fiscal 1976. The

ect job entry rate rose to 25 'percent of terminees in fiscal 1977, or
about 18 percent of enrollees. This is the rate of participants placed in
jobs by the sponsor after being enrolled in trainingwork experience, or
other substantive activity or receiving support services. It is considered

sEmplbyment and Training Administration' dad for 1976 (unpublished).
estimate of 57 percent for fiscal 1974 is a composite figure calculated from

terminations and placements for the folkniing programs hiniA Anststutmlial. kIDTA-AJP.
ions, Public Service Careers, Comprehensive Manpower Programs 030). and CEP.. The
CrrA estimate of 42 percent is calculated froth fiscal 1976 (first three quarters) Tide
terminations and placements for the 79 pnme sponsors with fewer than 10 percent of
enrollees reported as runtime students.

.2 .1
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TABLE 41 'Enrollments, Terminations, and Platements, Selected Department
of Labor Manpower Programs, Fiscal 1974

4 N.--
ta

4*

Program Enrollees Terminations

Placements('

Number

Percent of
'Total
Terminations

MDTA Institutional .

MDTA OntheJob Training
tJOP)

Job Opportunities in the
Butmess.Sector (JOBS)

Public Serene Careers (PSG'
Comprehensive Manpdwei

(CMP)
Concentrated Employment -

(CEP)
TOTAL

152 800
.

152,500

42;200
29,700

*,.
44.900

95.800
417,900

106,800

37,100

32,200
240

16.900

72.400
29(3.000

65,100

20,400

18,400
15,600

9,800

37.100
166.400

'61

55

57
63

58.

52
57 A

SOURCE Employment and Training Administration, U'S Deprrtitent of Labor ,
"Placements in CEP are defined as those participants who entered onsobsulized yobs
prior to completion or termination In fa. JOBS, and PSC. placements and comple-+
Irons are the same. In MDTA institutional. placements were recorded.at the time of
placement or within 30 days r

S,

TABLE 42 CETA Title I Job Entry Rates b'
Students and Percentage of Ecotiomicall

. (clintilative to third quarter)

.. '
A

Rates

'Percent of terminitionto
Entered employment

Direct placement
Indirect placement
Obtain& employment

Other patitive tereninalions

o Nonpoutive terminatiops

. 7
..."--1.

. %

4

centage of Full-Time
vantaged, Fiscal 1976,

.
rope Sponsors W Percent

of Full-Warne Students

Pnf%e Sponsors by Per-
cent of .Economically
pisaclvantaged

Lcsc Than
) o %

606
Mere

Less Than
60%

90% or ,
More

42
1 7

19

"6
18

40

.
1...

19

It
Ilf:

66 :
15 .

39 9

16

fir
26
35

29

ill
17
-4
44

27

SOURCE Computed from Emploament and Training Adminisftation, U 5 Department
of Labor. ortpubItsbed data, . w

-.

,. I
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to be a more significant measure of program performance than the gross
placement rate. The lQw indireii rates are influenced by stub factors as
the selection of trainees. duration of training. and types of courses
offered. as wee as the diem to which jobs are available.

The direct placement rate. 9.1 percent of Title I terminations in fiscal
1976 and/6.5 percent in 1977, is more controversial. Direct placements
require' no service to the client other than intake, assessment. and job.
referral. Since spunsorsore tin& pressure td achieve planned placement
and cost estimates. there is a tendency to concentrate on direct
placements the easier and more economical-route to success. Resei-wi-
now...with regard to direct placement are that it tends to divert at ion
from the more fundamental task of enhancing the capabiliti hose

lkmost ilfficult-to'place, encourages selection of the most job-re ents.
and 'tempts sponsors to place participants in lowAvage. uns le jobs.
SpAriors. on Iheother hand, maintain that direct 'placements a're
necessary because mans of their clients a*job-ready. but, as members
of Minority groups. they need all the help they can get to make their way
in the job market in several of the areas studied. a, high direct-placement
rate was attributed to the tiel'in with the employmentilservice, which
stations employees in '( HA manpower centers These sponsors believe
that, far from being a problem-direct placements fulfill a necessary

s's function.
A %mall percentage of Tie I pal-tic/pants ubtairkemployment on their

on or through other ag cies shortly after terminating. One sponsor
stated that this rate should be regarded as' the most important. as an
ipdicStion of the degree to which the objective of encouraging self
sufficiency is realized. There is little, information about this group. It is
not known whether they obtain suitab nd stable emplbyment leading
to permanent jobsor whethei they rift into low-wage... intermittent
employMent , .

d'
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4

P6SIIIV E AP*1 POStrtvF rensiistEs

A large propottkon of terminees are listed as "other positive." These are
mainly youth who terminate from an in-school program bilt intend to
continue their education. Others may leave fur the armed forces or for
other trading. They may also be persons who transfer to another service
component wind are riot in a real sense either " terminees" or completions.
intertitle transfers tend to distort the termination and placement rates.T

'Revisedused repor4g instructions effcs.toe in fill 1978 separate "transfers to other titles"
t from "other post me" terminees

2-1
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Close to one -third of those. leaving Title I programs were "nonposi-
tive" tennineespersons who either dropped out of programs or
completed them but entered neither employment, training, nor the
armed forces Some undoubtedly left the labor force. A high nonposinve
rate may indicate poor planning and selection of participants, inappro-
priate training. lack of supervision. or the need for better counseling or
supportive services. it may also'be du; to participant withdrawalsfor
unrelated reasons. In one electronics course. for exaimple:e.which failed
because of the diverse background of enrollees. 16 of 24 enrollees were
nonpositiv e terminations

1

%ARIATIONS IN TITLE I PLACEME!siT RATES
ilk

,

The wide variation in job entry rates among individual areas is dye to
many circumstances. The employment situation in an area obviously has
some influence on decisions on whom to serve and what types of services
or programs to stress. and these factors are more directly associated with
program outcomes.

Adult-oriented programs had higher job entry rates than those whose
clientele are largely made up of full-time students. Sponsors with less
than 10 percent full-time students had rates that were more than twice as
high as sponsors whose clientele consists mainly of school youth. since
students normally return to school (see Table 42). ,

Similarly. there is a sinking difference in the expenence of sponsors
with large percentages of economically disadvantaged participants
compared with sponsors with relatively few. Where fewer than 60
percent, of Title I partiropants were disadvantaged, job entry rates
averaged 39 percent. Where 90 percent or more of the participants were
economically disadvantaged, the average placement rate was 29
percent Q Sponsors with high proportions of youth are commonly those
with high proportions of ecgrromically disadvantaged, persons, since

,programs for youth have traditionally been almost exclusively ("Rented
to the disadvantaged.

There is a strong association between job entry results and the type of
progr1m-actigity offered (see Table 43). Rates were highest for on-the-job
training. which is understandable, since the employer often commits
himself in advance to.hire the trainees. As expected, rates for work
experience programs were lowest (pnmanly because of the preponder-
ance of school -age youth). Classroom training rates vaned from area to
area The classroom training category is a mixture of many different

*The placement experLence of the economically disadvantaged is lower than for other
chents Three fourths of Title I terminces but only two-thirds of those who got jobs were
economically disadvantaged in fiscal 1976

..
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TABLE 43 CETA Title I Job Entry Rates, by Type OrActivity, Sample Local
.

Prime Sponsors, Fiscal 1976 (cumulative to second <Pinter) (N = 18) -
. .

. .

/

Classroom
Training

On-the-Job
Training

Work
Experience!"

Total enrolled 121.471 3.ms : . 19.795
Terrivnations 6,484 2.078 ' 12.046
Perc I of termination,*et

Ent ed employment 31 t 1
..,

.
9

Direct placement 1 . -
Indirect placement 25 48 6

Obtained employment 5 3 2

Qther posicrie terminations 20 10 57

Nonpostuve terminations 49 38 34 ".

SOURCE Prime sponsor records it
NOTE netasis may not add to totals due to rounding

"s
. . 1 . -.

kinds of courses. it includes everything from skill traimng to general
education and English as a second lariguagie, which in the?nselves do not
lead to immediate job placement. Among the sponsorsth the study
sample. those with the highest proportions of enrollees in work
experience programs had significantly, lower overall placement and
indirect placement rites than those with smaller proportions in work
experience. The highest placement rates are found among those
participants who are not enrolled in any 4ctivity but placed directly
in jobs.

Among the various types of sponsors, the lowest overall job entry rates
as well as the lowest indirect placement rates were found in cities:, the
highest were found in counties (see Table 44). The higher fo'portion of
minority enrollees in cities has a bearing on lower placement rates.
Surprisingly, balance-of-state areas had 'higher placerfient rates: than
cities and higher indirect placement rates than other types of sponsors'
This is contrary to what one might expect. since a Nigh proportikth of
balance-of-state funds are expended on work-experience programs

Unemployment rates during 1975 and 1976 were high in most areas;
22 of the 28 sample areas had rates of 7 percent or more, ranging op to
13 percent. Contrary to expectations, however, there was little correla-
tion between placement rates and unemployment rates. Even in areas
with less than 6 percent unemployment, the relationship between the
unemployment rate and placement rate was not clear, indicatihg that
other factors had a bearing on job entry rates. Nevertheless, about one-
third of the sponsors mterviewgd believed that the lad( of employment
opportunities had ,an important effect on outcomes. In some cases,
emphasis was placed the most disadvantaged or giving them

L

>
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TABLE 44 CETA Title I Job Entry Rates by Type of Sponsor. Fiscal 1976
(cumulative to third quarter)

Rates City County Consortium
Balance of
State

Percent of terminations
...

Entered employment 26 31 32 3)
' Direct 1.0 12 12 . 4

Indirect 13 18 14 21

Obtained employmep.t 3 7 6 6
iai Other positA tennualuons 50 29 33 40

Nonposuive terminations 24 34 3S 29

SOURCE, Coinputed from EmpioNmeni and Training Administration. L. S. Department
' or Labor. unpublished data . 0

is

. ap oppor nay to acquire a work record tier than on attempting to
find jobs f hem.

; Some :respo ents regard placements as decidedly secondary in a

°

---. generally ,loose labor.market. The short-run objeCtive in their view is to
attract participants and unpiove thev'employabdity. In St. Paul, major.
stress is placed on improving the employability of participants rather

4 , than finding. jobs for them. Other sponsors stated that it is more
N, important for the present to establish viable CETA institutions than to

buildup a rod placement record.
When sponsors irr the sample compared their placement rates with

goals set forth in their own plans, most acknowledged that they had not
achieved their job placement goals. Even sponsors-with the highest job
entry rates were often dissatisfied, because judgments are based on their
self-imposed standards as expressed in grant applications and not on an

.._ u *absolute cntenon. In addition to economic conditions. sponsors offered
. a vanety of reasons for low placement rates: the mix of programs,

emphasis on youth or on the hard-core unemployed, selection, of
- participants poorly qualified for jobs, reluctance, to refer clients to low-

paying temporary or. jobs, and discriminatory hiring practices.
Inone consortium, there was virtually no yitle I placement associated

.. with any o the subitaritive Manpower programilin the first half of fiscal
1,976.:Of 3.000 terminated from classroom and onthe job training, work, ,

i experience, or publieservice employmentonly about 120 (4"percent)
. were Ole to get jobs, and almost .all of these foimcl jobs on their own.

About one-iialfwere listed as "ionpositive ternunees. After allowing for
youth and the hard-core unemployed among participants and for poor
labor market conditions. there is stiff. a' qiiestion as to whether the.

/

.
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strategies and efforts to find suitable employ ment for participants in that
'consortium were adequate.

Discussion of placement acinities with sponsors and other survey
respondents brought out conflicting dews on the appropnate measures
of effectiveness for Title I. While there was general acceptagie of°
placement rates Is a convenient indicator. respondents viewed trm as
only one aspect of performance. They pointed to retention of'jobs.
increased earnings opportunities. enhancement of skills. and moan amp
as important considerations. a '

Sponsors also disagreed on the ments of direct versus indirect
placement. In nine survey areas. direct placement rates were higher than
achrect (see Appendix k. Table 9). Topekas with relatively row

. unemployment. had a Title.I job entry rate of 55 percent but an indirect
rate of only 14 percent. rtw participants were placed as a result of
training or employ ment programs. In another area. the job dev elopinent
and placement function has been shifted from the oic and sLa to anotber.
community-based organization because of a disagreement on placement
emphasis The sponsor behoed that indirect placements Were a better
in"c,lication of effectiveness. those placed directly might well hale been
able to obtain employment without (ETA assistance.

TITLE II AND VI )dB ENTRY EXPERIENCE

As originally enacted. one of cures key features was a requirement that
public service jobs lead to unsubsidized employment. The regulations
stressed that sponsors should take definite steps, to ensure. that those
hired for Title II would recene an opportunity for ediploymee either in
the public or pri:. ate sector. Concern °vets this transition requirement(
was one of the reasons for the slow progress in filling Titlelloaenings in
the first half of 1975. Sponsors were doubtful of theus-Ebility to 'place
am participants and wary about hiring the disackantagecl.for fear they
would have to absorb them into the regular public striate structure.
Wheri Title VI was passed the following year. transition was downgraded
to a goal and waivers of the goal were authonzed when justified by
stringent budget situations.

Department of Labor reports show that only 17 percent or Tide II
terminees and 27 peratent of those who left Title VI programs entered
employment in fiscal 1976. But placement rates are not feltkr for that
year because the termination figure. which is the denominator in
calculating the rate. is overstated due to intertille transfers of partici-
pants The effect of this is to lower the job eery, rateAs many as one
fourth of the Title II terennees did not leave the program. but merely
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transferred to Tale VI positions. Similarly. there was some shifting back
from Title VI to Title II Adjusting for these transfers. placement rates
for both tales were approximately 30 percent. In fiscal 1977. the Doi
reported job entry rates of 18 percent for Title 11 and 34 percent for Title
VI '

The placement record of Tides 11 and VI of c ETA does not measure up
to pre-ETA PEP experience. Under the PEP program. transition of
enrollees to unsibsidized public or pnv ate positions had been given top
priority Whether because orpressure from Washington or because the
economy had begun to improve in 1972 and 1973. a high percentage of
former participants found employment. \tore than half of PEP enrollees
transferred directly from PEP jobs to other public or pnvate sector jobs in .
fiscal years 1972...and 1973 A follow-up study- of a national sample
showed that. 1 month after they had left PEP, 71 percent were employed.
A sample stilt of persons who enrolled in (ETA ,public service
employment programs from January to June 1975 showed that: of those
who terminated. 58 percent were employed after 1 'month. 28 percent
were unemployed. and 15 percent were out of the labor forceeither in
school. thining. or some other 'MivityY

The low er placement rate for public service employment under (ETA st
partly true to changes in overall labor market conditions but also to the
relaxation of emphasis on transition It seems odd that job entry rates for
Titles 11 and VI are lower than for Title I. although public service
employment participants are better educated. less disadvantaged, and
more job-ready than those in Title 1. Nearly all sponsors interviewed
acknowledged that the placement of enrollees either in the pnvate or the
public sector is i primary objective butthought that. in the unfavorable
economic climate. it was impractical to expect them to find jobs for PsE
participants in the private or public sector. Some junsdications had
imposed hiring freezes or were layitkg off regular local government
workers. they found it hard to justify moving ( ETA participants into
regular public service slots_Others avoided the commitment by putting
(ETA employees in less essente activities that could more readily be

'terminated withouilaffet...ting a mai government operations or by
assigning them to private nun rofit organizations or state government
jobs

`PEP data from L' S Department of Labor. Employment and Trauung Adriunisuation.
Long:fading, E.aluation of Ant Publit Employment Program and 1, alidation of the PEP DOM
Bank. PB-242 779-SET:ST, Prepared by Westat. Inc,. Rockville. Md. and cited in
44anpower Report of the Presdent. April 1974, p 155 LE-tA public service employment data
fromrthe Continuous longitudinal Manpower Survey. prepared by W'estat, Inc. -Post-
Prugr.tm I.Npulence ,end Prc-Poet ( ompdrisons for 1 erminceA Who Entered c i 1 N
in Linudry--Jurie 1975'

),- .)
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Seldom were there placement strategies or mechanisms. such as,
reserving a portion of regular vacancies for c ',TA participants. giving the
participants training fur regular Jobs. or prepanng individual employa-
bility plans. According to DOL reports. prime sponsors spent only a
negligible amount for training and supportive services to enhance the
employability of PSE p4rticipants

Only a third of the sponsors in the sample were taking positive job
development steps In one county. the sponsor required municipalities to
sign an agreement to absorb (LTA panic-Vas-its as a condition for
acquinng them. Pnme sponsors often do not directly control what
happens to participants When pwitiorts are assigned to program agents
within the sponsor's junsdiction. their transition responsibilities are
delegated to that level.

in addition to economic and budgetary constraints. there are formal
and rnkormal barriers that hinder the transfer Of (>:iA participants to
regular public service jobs. In a =long) of junsdtctions. civil service
tests are required for some (usuellyopolice or fire fighters) or all positions.
only those who qualify may transfer to regular posts In other cases.

subtle barbers tend to keep out those -sv ho do not have the
education or training, to meet customary standards

The percentage of terminees who obtain jobs is strikingly low for city
sponsors compared with other types of sponsors (see Table 45) The
lower placement rates in cities may be due to greater fiscal stnngencies in
cities. which affect employment opportunities in the public sector. Fur
example. in tiew York Ca) . only a handful of the approximately 20.090
( ETA public service workers entered unsubsidized employment in fiscal
1976 Counties. which have less fiscal pressure. tend to have higher
placement rates The WI!' -county differential in placement rates is also
related to the higher proportions in cities of blacks. persons with less

vey
TABLE 45 (ETA Title VI Job Entry Rates by Type of Sponsor. Fiscat /476
(cumulative to third quarter)

Relaito: of
(it> Count) ( onsor tutor) StAte

Petcvnt of termination%
1 ntered cmploloncn1 22 s 36 1 33 5 34 3

Dstet pla:emicbt to 1 1 4 3 3 1 I

!Murex t pl,o.:ment 1 16 5 21 b 19 () 17 9
Obtained empl.ty rnen r 6 2 12 9 11 2 15 3

S()11 R( 1- ( omPute41 from implomant and Tialfonot Ndrotnicuallon.1., S 1ftpartrnrot
of Labor. unpublathed data

),_
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TABLE 46 Pre-Enrollment and PostEnrollment M an Wage of CETAM tan
Who Entered Employment. Fiscal 1976 1977 (amounts

in dollars)

Vedun Vr :see

Pre-/ nrolirrient
Median Hotel) Vi3ge
PoctLnrollment Percent Wa;e Gain

Title t 1976 f 't 1977 1 V 1976 1 t 197' J' 1976 FY 1977

Title I 2 66 2 73 2 84 3 19 14

Trtic 11 2 9$ 2 96 3 39 1 63 15 23

Title VI 2 94 3 037 3 44 3 78 17 23

SOL KCF ContPutect from Ernpiwanent and TtaAning AdministratIon. to S figPatitnent
of Libor data

"'than twelfth grade education- and the economically disadvantaged
groups that have fewer opportunities to get unsubsidized jobs

THE QUALITY OF PLACEMENTS

thhe 3 verylfttle information on the kind of employment-obtained by
.

those terminating from CETA. In the areas in the surNel. few sponsors
paid senous attention to the quality or duration of jobs Obtamedt wages.
job security. the work environment. or prospects for upward mbbility.
Several sponsors tndicatetttlw the) planned to follow up on enrollees to
find out more about the nature andistability of jobs. but little actual
follow-up has occurred.

DOI statistics record the expected duration of employment .for
enrollees placed by sponsors. WI these data are incomplete and of
dubious salidity. They show that about 90 percent of jobs obtained by
CETA participants were expected to last 150 days or more.

Another measure of the quality of placement is the wage 'evil of
enrollees who enter employment. Dot. national summanes show only a
marginal increase in average hourly wages compared with pie -mA
earnings for those moving into jobs from Title I. and a substantially
larger gain for those who terminated from Titles II and Vlo (see Table
46).

It is fairly obvious that wage gains of enr es are influenced by the
general upward dnft in wage lesels from year t year and the normal'
Incremental wage rises over time of young workers. Differences in .
placement policies among (ETA sponsors also have an effect. wage

'In computing median wages. the Department of Labor ants the class of workers whose
wages were less than $1 00 per how before and alto enrollment Thus the medians reflect
wage change for only those workers who had jobs before and after CETA
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changes are likely to be mirumal if participants are placed in low-wage.
secondary labor market jobs and greater if employment occurs in the
primary labor market.

Wage changes alone are not a satisfactory measure of increased
earnings capacity unless accompanied by information on duration of
employment But studies of long-term benefits are not available yet.

JOB ENTRY EXPERIENCE BY CHARACTERISTICS OF
CLIENTS

It all (-Elk programs. persons with post-high-school education and
e differential results by type of clients are important in assessing (EA,T

those who are white have the best opportunity, to obtain employment To
a lesser degree. those of pnme working age and those %Ho are not
economically disadvantaged have better job prospects than other
enrollees Title i data are difficult to analyze because of the large
percentage of people who are school youth not available for placement.
but the pattern is clear for Title II and Title VI (see Table 47). Blacks
were about one-fourth of Title VI'enrollees in fiscal 1977 and about one-
fifth of those who terminated. but only one-sixth of those who obtained
jobs Similarly. 21 percent of Title VI parucpants who entered
employment had I I years or less of schooling. compared with 27 percent
of those who terminated during the -year

There were variations among the areas studied. but for the most part
the pattern was the same a better placement record for those clients who
were white. had goad education. were of pnme working age. and were
not in the poverty class. Variations depended in part on the client
selected and services offered For example. in one county. a high
proportion of placements were made for females because the Title I
courses offered were in occupations in which female workers predomi:
nate Among the reasons given by sponsors to explain differences in
hiring patterns were employer preferences for persons with good
education and stable work histories and differences among participants
in motivation and initiative in seeking jobs.

One of the groups singled out by Congress for preferred consideration
in public service jobs is Vietnam veterans. But there is little evidence
from official statistics that sponsors were making a special effort to place.
veterans The percentage of those placed was about in line with the
proportion of Vietnam veterans in all three titles in fiscal years I97 and
1977 With the present reporting system. there is no way to tell whether
other groups designated by Congress for special consideration are in fact
betRg pen extra consideration in terms of job placements

4, '.i (.,
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TAB1. 47 Percentage Distnbution of Individuals Served. Terminations, and Job Entries by Selected Charactenstms. CETA
Tales II and VI. Fiscal 1977

Otaractenstics

Title II Title VI P

Individuals
Served Terminations

Jot
En,t.es

Ratio Job
Entries to
Terminations

Indmduals
Served . I-emulations

Job '
Entries

Ratio Job
Entries to
Terminations

Age
21 and under 20 20 19 0 95 20 24 19 0 79
22-44 - 64 65 68 I 05 65 64 69 I 08
45 and over 16 15 13 0 87 15 12 12 1 00

Education
I I or less 23 23 ' 19 0 83 27 27 21 'b 78yemrs
12 years 43 44 44 100 42 42 44 105
Over 12 years 34 331 37 I 12 31 31 35 113

EconomicallY disadvantaged 4,9 47 45 0 96 67 62 55 9 89-

Race '
,

White 71 72 77 1 07 66 70 78 1 11

Black 23 23 18 ' 0 78 26 , 21 16 t 13 76

SOURCE Computed from Employment and Training Adminitron, U.S Department of Labor,clata

/ -......
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TABLE 48 Comparison of Man-Year Cost. CETA Title I.
Fiscal 1976. and PreCETA Programs.,/iscal 1974 (dollars)

Program and Actnity 1 Y 1976 1 Y 19744

Title 1. individuals served 3,252
Title 1, enrolled tee at Usities 3.715 3.498

Classroom training 4 861 5.614
On-the-rob training 4 209 3 662
Public mire employment 8.236 's A

work experience 3 299 2 224
Other act:snits 1 024 k.A

SMRCE Employment and Tramo. Admen.stration. S Depart
merit of Labor (unpublished data)
°Includes MDT A institutional. )0P/OJT, Vet in- school Operation
mainstream. CEP. and JOBS

UNIT COSTS

Omitting 1975 as a start-up year. estimated costs per man-year for fiscal
1976 were $3,300 for Title I. 57.200 for Title H. and 58.100 for Title
according to the Department of Labor These. estimates are generally
comparable with pre -cur programs if changes in salary lev'elsand in
program components are taken into account (see Table 48).

The man-year cost of 53.300 for Title I enrollees in fiscal 1976 is lower
than the estimated 53.500 for comparable programs in fiscal 19q4.4but
both figures are affected by the way the estimates, were calculated. The.
Title I figures include the relatively low costs for persons who register but .

receive only minimal services. Excluding this group. the man-year cost
was 53.700 in fiscal 1976 ep the-other hand, the Department of
1974 figures exclude Public Service Careers and...-vc out-of-schpol youth
actiyities.,both relatively .high -cost programs. On balance, it appears that
the costs are about comparable, but the blend of services offered is

r somewhat different, with a,;proportion of LEM, funds going to public
servse employment (not part of the pre-cmA mix), and manpower- .

Frvioes.
48

The emphasis on ,meeting' costs and outcome standards under (ETA
has several side effects. Sponsors may selet combinations of prpgrams
with a view toward keeping costs low, thereby going most emphasis to
programs that coutritute the least to improved emplOy ability. The desire
to hold costs down`could also lead to creaming or to the use of
ineffective, lowCost program operators. -

Before (ETA, there. was less stress on unit cost in assessing petfor-
.
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TABLE 49 Man-Year Cost, CETA Titles 1, II, and VI by
,ii Type of Spokor, Fiscal 1976 (dollars)a

Type of Sponsor Title I Title II Title VI

City ' i13,483 8.614 9.393
County 3.454 8,319 8,952
Consortium 3,378 7;586 8.683
Balance of state 3.332 6.597 7.915

TOTAL 3.419 7.905 8,778

SOL MI. Employment and Training Administration. U.S Depart,
ment of Labor (unpublished data)
aMan-year costs computed from cumutated data for July 1975
through March 1976

.
mance, and it is impossible to say from cost data whether or not the
public is getting more for its dollar under CETA programs than previously

- without considering the appropriateness of the services provided and the
results. in terms of employability as well as in finding employment for
participants. For example. the decline in the man-year cost of the
classroom training component of Title I, compared with MDTA classroom"
training. may reflect shorter duration of courses anger CETA and greater
reliance on individual referral rather than class-size training. It is not
apparent from the cost figures alone whether the lower man-year cost
means more efficiency under CETA or lower quality of service.

The average man-year cost of $7,900 in fiscal 1976 for Titles II and VI
combined is lower than the corresponding figure of about $8,100 per
man-year for the PEP/program in 1973, but the, 1977 cost estimate of
$8.400 is higher. Apparently the lower wage ceiling ($12,000 under PEP
and $10,000 uncle(CETA) had the effect of offsetting wage increases that
might hate resulted from upward pressure on wages. That a considerable .

proportion of expenditures (abotit 12 percent) was for work experience
programs, which usually pay minimum wages, also tends to lower the
man-year costs for CETA public service employment. Under the 1976
amendments. unit costs for public service employees were expected to be
kept down by emphasis on project-type jobs. 71

There is only a shell difference in man-year costs by type of sponsor
under Title I, with highest costs in the cities and lowest in balance-of-
state areas (see Table 49). Variations in the blend of programs could
Account for the difference. The variation by type of sponsor has sharper .

focus under Titles II and VI, public service employment costs are higher
in cities because of higher wage structures .and more fringe benefits.

4
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SUMMARY

Although there are serious shortcomings in available data. some broAd
conclusions as to the short-run outcomes of CLTA programs can be
drawn. Assessment of the long-ter'm effects awaits the results of the
Department of Labor's longitudinal study.

A total of 2.5 million persons were served by c ETA programs in fiscal
1976More than twice the number reached in corresponding precE-rA
programs. There was a similar increase in expenditures for manpower
programs.

The average length of stay is 4 months in Title 1 programs and 8
months in public service employment. according to Department of
Labor estimates.

citzcosts per man-year are in line with those of earlier programs.
but the content and quality of the Title I programs may be somewhat
different.

1 Omitting progra s that are not expected to result in placements. job
entry rates were i.i. under all three titles compared with pre-c ETA
programs. Th omposite job entry rate for all three titles was 28 percent
in 1976. It ro e to 35 percent in 1977. While the economic downturn is
often cited a the redskin. other factuhl.including service strategy. may
haie been eq ally or more significant. The deemphasis on transition of
Title II and V participants is a case in point.

Only abo half of those entered em meat from Titles 1. 11.
and VI in fisca 1976 a 60 pe een scal 1977 were placed after
hx.ing been enro ell er in substantive training or employment
program The remainder were e her placed without having participated
in such programs ur limnd jobs n their own. A substantial proportion of
terrnineks were nonpositire. e .nonpositire rate may reflect the

' characteristics Of those select the quality of service, or the placement
effort

citk programs have b en least successful in finding unsubsidized
jobs for the hard-cure employed minority participants, persons with
less than a high school education, younger workers. and the poor.

While Congr Mined specific, groups for special consideration
(e g . the Ion erm une gloyed, un'employmen( insurance exhaustees.
etc ), Intl is known about their enrollment or postprogram expeiience
because of limitations in the data collection system.

The tx)i reporting system produces little information abOut the
quality of jobs obtained by i 1 IA elrlees. retention of jobs. or changes
in `long- range earnings capacity. Reports show only negligible gains in

f
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b ;

the hourly earnengs of participants in post-( ETA jobs compared with pre-
CETA programs.,

While the record is mixedithere are significant benefits that should not
be overlooked ('ETA has piovicied access to public service jobs totlarge
numbers of minority, group members and otter disadvantaged persons
who might not otherwise have had an opportunity for employment.
There are also noneconomic advantages for participants, in terms of
impro%ed morale, health, and ability to function in the labor marli.et, that
cannot be evaluated by gtatiitics. - -.. - .. -.. ...
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Findings and'
Recommendations

A

.

This chapter presents th7:reAmmendations of the Comriiittee on
Evaluation of Employment 'ant "Training Programs. which was establisti-
ed, to assess the impact OCISLA on manpower programs. The Committee
was concerned not only stfilkiheat tent to which the congressional intent
was fulfilled, but als6 with broa er social, economic, and institutional
issues relating to manpower programs.

Government assistance in developin4 human resources throlh
employment and training programs is an expression of social policy
directed to persons who lack skills or are otherwise 4 a disadvantage in
the competitive job market. Since funds` are limited; the central social
issue is whether the 'CE1A allocation formtilas, eligibtity requirements,
and the practices of prime, sponsors in selectingparticipants are serving
people and places with the greatest needs. O

The instatitionil issue that concerned the Committee wag's the
relationships among the federal, state. and local levels government in
the administration of CEIA. The heart of the issue is t locus of decision
making and accountability. Who decides anionitaltemative places.
programs, aitcl people? Inherent in this set of relationl9ps is the question

Hof whether;:congruence can be achieved between national policies and
local prime sponsor practices. The decentralization of manpower
programs has als, affected networks of insOtutions that traditionally
have provided training and employment programs. The, unsettled
relationship between the Employment Se *ce and pnme sponsors is
particularly troublesome. The qu whether C EU has indeed

Po.
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created a better organized system fur administering manpower programs.
' one of the objectives that led to manpower reform. Another issue Is

whither the cErA programs are being used for local political 'purposes
r her than for improving employability or creating jobs.

finally. the Committee wal interested in whether cETA was achieving
its basic economic objectives. Do the structurally dnented programs
pros ide the skills, experience. and services that enable the disadvantaged
to function more effectively in a complex and imperfect labor market or
base they become a disguised form of income maintenance? D9 the
countercyclical public say ice employment programs reduce unemploy .

ment or substitute federal for local resources?, The Committee was
concerned with the kinds and quality of services. the balance of
resources between. structural and countercyclical programs, and the
placement outcomes A crucial question is how to protect programs to
enhance employability dun ng periods, of high unemployrrlent.

Although based on findings of the study, the recommendations also
draw on the knowledge and experience of Committee members. In ,

addition. the Committee examined other sources including materials
from the National Council on Employ ment Policy and the Natiohal
Commission on Manpower Policy The specific findings and recommen-
dations that ftillow' are grouped .in four categories. allocation of
resourcesoubstantive aspects of c ETA programs, administrative process-
es. and institutional relationships. -

A

t

ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

ISSL ES

Funds for manpower progr4ms. which began as a trickle in the -early
1960s. have grown to be a sizable share of federal and local government
kudgets in recat years. The amounts appropriated and the.distribution
pattern define the scope of manpower programs and set limits on the
kinds of activities that can be underraken. There are four principal issues
associated with funding. the level .of appropnations necessary to deal
with manpower probAms. the appropriate balance between subsidized-
public employment and other measures,. particularly unemploy ment
insurance, to alleviate-countercyclical joblessness, the proportion of
CETA funds that should be devoted to structural objectives vis-a-vis the
prociurtion for countercyclical job creation, and the suitability of the
allOcation formulas for the specific objective's of each title.
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"-....
FINDINGS

. . ..
Funds for CETA rose from $2.3 billion before (EA to 95.7 bi on in

4 fiscal 1976 and to more than $8 billion in both 1977 and 1978. a the
(ETA public 'service jobs program became one of the chief cornerston
of economic stimulus policies. But (ETA is only one of the measures
dealing with cyclical unemployment. In fiscal 1976. nearly four times as
Mich was spent for unemploymerp insurance as for (ETA. and. there were
also speual appropnatiuns for local public works and fiir countercyclical
revenue-Nanng. The amount of fur* de% ottd to manpower training
and einpluy ment compared with alternative approaches fur dealing with
the economic downturn has been a controversial issue. 4 , "1

si.,(ETA .ongmally emphasized human, capital development (Titles I.
III. and Ilir) with, a minor job creation cotriponent fOr areas fig
substantial unemployment (Title II). Most of the increases in (ETA funds.
however. have been for public senice employment (Title VI). signifying
a shift to countercyclical job creation. ENen Title I. which was intended
to address structural problems. h4 been used in some areas to support
public sen'icejubs for the unemployed The enactment of the Emergency
Jobs Programs Extension Act and the economic stimulus appropnation
of 1977glean:. increased the scale of the PSE programs. but also targeted
them io the long-term. low-sucome unemployed and to welfare
reLipiebts. The increase in funds for national training programs and the
passage of a youth employment act in 1977 also represent a return to
emphasis on those unemployed for structural reasons.

Althugh allocating funds by formula is more predictable than
methods used before (ETA. the formulas themselves have had unantici-
p'aied, results Under Title Lihe amounts going to major cities.where

'' problems of untrpploy ment and ,puverty are concentrated, have-declined
year by ,lear. despite the mitigating effect of a "Bold -ha. nless"
adjtisrmerst that maintains funds fur each area at 90 percent of the
pre%iou year's level. The hold-harmless adjustipent has not been
'effe4tive in preltenting de erosion of funds fur some areal it a time when
injation is chipping away .at the purchasing powe Ic OA allotments.

243
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'See, for example. i. S Congress, Congressional Budget Office. Temporary Measures to
SuMulate Employment An Evaluation of Some Alternauves, Prepared by Nancy S. Barrett
and George Iden, 'Washington. D C Congpssional Budget office, Stptember 1975.
'llyeauon,anif Lnepployment,- Economic Report of the President 1978, Wa.slungton, D C
1.: S Government Pnnung Offii.e, 1978. Ch 4, Isla nal Comm.ssion for Manpower Pollc.
"Communed Papers.' 1'%;iurne Iii of .ftie Cre n Through Public 'Service Employnten ew

An 191.41M)Repon lo the Congress. W ton D.0 National Conrission for

,i'l ..14.4aliiower Policy, 1978
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, Moreover. there are' serrous questions about the formula elements that
are supposed to measure economic hardship. The formula is weighted by
the unernploy meet factor and does not adequately reflect other labor
market dysfunctions, such as low labor.force participation rates or
underemployment, that may also be important.

The SR( study found deficiencies in the Title II forma, which is

designed to channel funds for public service jobs to areas of substantial
unemploy mint. With a nation?' rate hovering around 7 percent, the
unemploy men: rate cntenon for Title II areas (6.5 percent) has been too
low to identify those areas suffering the most. Using unemployment data
for a 3-month period to qualify areas and to allocate funds results in
inequities due to seasonal and temporary factors. The allocation formula
is based exclusively on the number of unemployed people and does not
give extra weight to areas with the most severe unemployment. as
reflected in unusually high unemployment rates,

All of the allocation formulas rely on unemployment estimates fib
local areas. Unemployment is estimated from a combination a
unemploy ment insurance data and the Census Bureau's monthly stirvey.
of the labor force. The other element in the Title I formula. the number
of adults in low-income families. is also a derived figum There are

.
serious measurement problems involved in estimating both unemploy-

r ment and poverty...both rely on derived techniques that are not sensitive
enough to yield precise estimates for small geographic areasin the case
of unemployment figures. as small as neighborhoods with 10.000
population A morel serious question isilphether the conventional
measures o f unempleyment and poverty are appropnate for identifying
the kinds of economic hardship and labor market disadvantage that Title
l'of crrA was intended to address. This problem was recognized in cETA

itself The act directed the Secretary of Labor to deOelop, an. annual
statistical measure of economic hardship in the. nation. Among the
factors to be-considered, in addition to unemployment, were:Aabor force
particip don. involuntary part-time employment. and full-time etriploy-

ent less than poverty wages. The Department of Labor has trot as yet
de eloped and refined the kind of hardship measure envisioned by.
Congess This subject is being studied by the National Commission on
Employment and Unemployment Statistics. established under a,1976
amendment to (MS .

Another question raised by the study relates to the timing of
allocations One of the most pervasive administrative problems has been
uncertainty of funding. Since the ecoriumicxonditions addressed by
Titles I and II tend to persist from year to year, it would be preferable to
have a longer funding c,ikcle to eliminate yeakto-year changes.

2'"
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RECOMMEKDAT1ONS
N

1. Ole unemployment insurance should continue to be the major
means of ileahng Kith skirl:term- unemplitiment, the Committee recom-
mends that emphasis be given to more ton.struttie measures than income
maintenarte for the-lortg;term unemployed. -..

The Committee believes that training or public service employment
programs should be the pnmary vehicle for assisting the who ha% e
exhausted their unemployment insurance and other long-term unem-
ployed people. Unemployment insurance should be used pnmanly to
prfiv;de short-term income support. CETA and. more particularly. its
training programs are geared toward retraining and emplOyability,
development In. that sense. they may have more lasting benefits for.
persons who have little prospect of returning to previous jobs or who
require remedial services.

Congress should determine the appropriate balance between the
structural and countercyclical Zibjectives of the different (ETA titles. Thi
Committee suggests that. for signikant impa sk. the structural compoi
vents of CETA (Titles I. III, IV. and VIllythould be supported at a level
equal to 2 percent of the la.bor fortetexclusme of summer employment
programs fur youth). and.iduntercyc.lical public' service employment
programs should be supported at a level equivalent to 25 percent of the
average number of persons unemployed 15 weeks or longer In 1975, at
the traughtif the recession. the number of people unemployed for 15 or
more .weeks averaged 2.5 million. By 1977. it had fallen to 1.9 million
The structural and countercyclical programs of an would have
provided 2.5 million opporiunities. or about one-fifth of the number in
need of employment or training assistance .- ;

A2. The formulas for allocating Mks 1, IL and nd summer funds
..,,

for youth should be revised. ,

,a Congress should discontinue the .90-pertent hold-harmless
adjustment under Title I Instead the minimum amount fur each area should
be pegged at the amuun. retviied in 1978, 'IAA adjustments otheneer the
total amount of Title I funds is.changed.

The hold-harmless adjutment (90 percent of prior year's funris) was
intended to prevent major disruptions in as fund levels, but it his only
delayed them. Most of the major cities have received less Title I funds
year by year. despite the 90-perc1nt minimum. With more funds
available for Title I. it is anomalous that any city or other CETA prime
sponsor should now receive less money than it did in 1974. A holds
harmless adjustment based on J00 percent of the 1978 Title I allotment.

Ask

....../ ,
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for each area would end the down4ard spiral in funds for major cities
and other spensors. .

-.

1

.

J. .

b. The. Department of Labor should continue w explore the
deelopment of an index of, econainic hardship and labor market
disadsantage on a local basis to replace the unemployment and low- income,
jfkators in'the Title I formula. w

The Title I formula cehes on unemploy mist estimate. it does not
consider measures of other labor market dysfunctionsintermittent
employment. low income. and discouraged jobseekers, An index
reflecting a combination of unemployment and low income may be a,
more appropriate measure of economic hardship. if the data for seal:
areas can be denied from unemployment and poserty statistics.2 The
index might also be designed to take into account other relevant factors.
such as the durition of unemployment and the educational attainment of
the unemployed A study should be made not only of the feasibilsty of an #

index of eck.numic hirdship. but also of its distributional effects. If the
present concept of "adults in low-income families'as a proxy for sanous .,
labor market problems is retained. the Department of Labor should
adjust the *ties for regional and urban-rural differentials in living
costs . "

C The fi 5 peicent unemployment rate criterion used to identify
areas of substantial iinemplopnent under Title II sknild be changed to a
rare that is a fixed percentage abo the national unemployment rate.

The 6.5 percent unemployment rate to qualify for Title II funds was
adopted when the national unemploym'ent rate was about 5 percent.
When the national rate was more than 7 percent and practically all prime
sponsor areas qualified for Title II funds. it was obviously inappropnate.

ii A sliding "tngger- would inure effectively direct funds to areas with the,'
most severe unemployment The local trigger, for example. might be set
at anunemployment rate of 35 percent above the national unemploy-
ment rate. or'15 percent. whichever is higher'.

"1 f
d Annual, rather thart 3-month aterager unemployment figures

should bt used to qualifi, areas of substantial unemployment and to cillucate
Title 11 funds .

A 3-month eligibility period. ,prescribed for identifying areas of
substantial unemployment. is designed for quick response to sudden

i
2 T b e %attunal cdonnussioa on Employment and Unemployment Statistics 'is studying
vanous alternative*

r`
.a
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changes-in unemployment les& Hov.eser, it is not appropnate for Title
which is meant ar areas with chronic 'unemployment problems

otet Aer. the 3-munth average creates inegurneszi distnb.ition of funds
due to the influence of temporary and .seasunit factors. Areas with
volatile unemployment fart better than those where unemployment is
high but seasonal fluctuations are less sharp.

e A uniform method of tdentektng. bareas of substantial
unemployment should adopted

The geographic 'unit for'Title II eligibility -an area of substantial
unemployment - may be a relatisely small section of a city or county
Such areas are sometimes gerrymandered Sections with relatisely low
unemploy ment rates may become eligible fur fuyids by being combined
with adjoining high unemployment neighborhoods.' The results are
funding inequities A uniform method should be adopted for delineation
of areas. based un standard and objective data. that are not subject to
maniulatton

f Congress should include a "severttr factor in the Tule H
formula to glie e rt.° funds to areas of high unemploment

The Title II formula allocates funds on the basis of the total number of
unemployed persons It dues nut differentiate among eligible areas on
the basis of se% enty of unemploy ment For example. if two areas have
the same number of unemployed. but une has an unemployment talc of
10 percent while the other has a rate of 6 5 percent. both recene the same,
allotment although the labor market conditions are much worse in the
first area A two-part formula should be used for Title II, with the second
part distributing additional funds to areas of extreme!) high unemploy-
ment where prospects of obtaining jobs are nut favoral3le. Part of the
Title II funds could be distnbuted on the basis of the number of
unemployed in each eligible area and part un the basis of the number of
unemployed abuse 6 5 percern,Eor whatever rate is used as a criterion for
identifying areas of substantial unemployment).

g Title 1 I should he a Handl) pith& service employment program
that become, 4,peraithnal Klwq 4se nun or:al umnspkymtnt raid reaches d
feel that Yigneftes the onset a reeessoon and remains at that level for at
least 3 months

To avoid delay in-getting a countercyclical public service employment

Progress and Pr7,1Vents an Alio anng Funds under Tale' I and II- Comprehensive
&TM; mem and 7 raining Art. Genera) Accounting Office, Jan 1977

2
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program under way, Title VI should be retained on a standby basis.
actuated automatically by a naiiotial unemployment 'rate trigger. The
amount of funds might,be graduated. based on the number or proportion
of unemployed people out of Work 15 weeks or longer. In order for Title 4
VI to have greater effect. areas with low unemploy mint rates (less than 3
percent) should be excluded.

h The Title VI formula should be revised to tale into account Ilex
digibilas cruc-ria

The Emergency Jobs Programs Extension Act of 1976 changed
eligibility requirements for. Title VI to reserve new openings foi low-
income longterm unemployed persons and for welfare recipients. The
allocation formula should be reviewed to see how it can be made more
relevant in terms of these new eligibility requirements. Factors based on
income and or duration of unemploy merit might be included

i The Department of Libor should reuse the formdia for the
s summer emplos ment provam for .s.outh to include ,louth unemplojment

factors
The formula for the summer program for economically disadvantaged i

youth is essentially the same as the Title I formula It should be made
more responsive, subject 'to the development of necessary data. to the
population to be served. pat titularly minority youth in large cities. The
Department of Labor should explore with the Census Bureau the
possibility of deriving area estimates of disadvantaged unemployed
youth from special national family income surveys. The 1975 Survey of
Income and Education prov ides state data on the number of youth in
poverty families which may be used as a basis for deriving estimates. but
the information does not include age or unemployment status

4
3 4iefinial apportionment should be used for Tule ! funding.

Since Title I addresses tong-term. intractable problems. it may be
unnecessary to recompute the proportional share for each area every;
year The share could be established every 2 years and the amount
adjusted each year according to changes in the Title' I appropriations. A
longer cycle would make planning To meaningful and contribute lo
more effective administration

SUBSTANTIVE ASPECTS OF CETA PROGRAMS

While ( ETa has shifted the locus of \responsibility for adrqinistermg
manpower programs, the underlying /policy remains the same . o

40
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improse opportunities tor individuals faced wtth chronic barriers to
employment, that is. those unemplu.sed for structural reasons Dunne
periods of 'esonomis sluggishness. manpower policy objectises are
extended to those unemployed for sp.lical reasons Although there is
consensus as to these general goals. there is less agreement on the specific
questions 01 whu should be served. what assistance should be prusided.
and what results should be expected The Committee has resiewed these
.ssues against the backdrop of the recession. whisk' enlarged the demand
for sersirs and reduced the potential for successful outcomes

Alio .10)111) Bi q-.RST-1)

The umpetioun for limited resources between those who were the rosus
of tederal assistance in the 1960% --the p..it and minorities and the
rising numbers of less disadsantaged, syarcieih unemployed persons in
the 1970s has emerged as .1 basis issue affecting manpower legislation
;And prograrnioperations

Find, nes

The preamble to c tats that identifies persons to he served the
esono csllb disadsantaged unemplo:sed. and underemployed is
broad nd ambiguous The indisidual titles are more specific Lnder
Tide I fo ample. prime sponsors are to serve persons "most in need.-
intluding Il? -rnsome persons and those who base limited English -
,peaking ability e II requires prime sponsors to gibe consideration
the long-term unemplosed. Vietnam seterans. former manpower
trainees. and to the "significant segments- of the vnemployed population
that are in particular need of assistance t-nder the ongrnal Title VI.
enacted in 1974, preferred sonsideration was to be sib en to persons who
had exhausted unemplu2.rhent insurance benefits or who were not
eligible fur t. t. but those preferences stopped short of being either
priorities ur eligibuts criteria for entrance into Title VI Psi programs
Sponsors were free to shoo se target groups. based upon their analysis of
the local job markets

In addition to the statutory language. other factors base su ntnbuted
to broadening the client base the allocation formulas. which sprea,d
funds into relatisels affluent suburban areas. decisionskb total officals
in response to sommunity pressure. and built-in irkentises to select
those most likely to succeed

I')
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During the first 2 years of ( ETA. there was a large increase in the
number of person's served. due to substantially greater resources. and
there were some signLficapt chariges in the types'of clients

With a
ch

ge,proportion of (LTk enrollees in public sectors employ
menu. the ractenstics of enrollees changed. c Et k clients as a whole are
relatisely older, better educated, and less disadvantaged than those in
correspondtng manpower programs in fiscal 1974

Title I training and employability programs continue to be oriented
pnrriknly toward the young. minorities, and the economically disacisan-
taged However, the proportions of south: of persons who ,hase not
finished high, school. and of poor persons are smaller than in
corresponding pre-cm. programs The decline in the proportion of
ch.ents who hale not completed high school is related to the decline in
the proportion of youth.

Participants in ME. programs (Titles II and VI), are better educated.
less disaidsantage0, and less liket to come from minonty groups than
those enrolled in Title I actisities The percentage of Arrk and other
public welfare beneficiaries was much low'er in PsE. than in Title I

programs .13 percent under' Title II and 18 percent under Title VI in
1977, compared tith 26 percent under Title I The percentage of females
was also significantly lower 40 percent for Title II and 36 percent for
Title VI, compared with 48 percent for Title4 While Titles II and VI
were not meant specifically for the disadsintaged groups. the difference
in socioeconomic loci between their participants and those in Title
rates a question of social policy-

In the 1976 extension of Title VI. Congress directed additional
resources to the low-income, long-term u ployed This change, when
added to existing programs, may res n a threepart system.
employability programs largely for the lisachantaged under Title I.
employment in regular public service ac sties wider Title amid the
onginal Title VI for those higher on the socioeconomic ladders and a
new type of public service employment for the low-income person in
special projects in the public sector. "e new Title V l

Recommendations

I Congress should reconcile she ehglbsliti requrremems among she
varsous rules of she art

Under Title I, an enrollee mas be any unemployed, underemployed.
or economically disadvantaged Person Titre II states that enrollees mast
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hare been unemployed for 30 (Jars or more and Must lice in an area of
substantial unemployment Originally. Title VI required 30 days of
unemployment The 1976 amendments to Title VI tightened eligibility
cntena Most nev, participants under Title VI must be long-term (15
weeks or mom. low -income unemployed people or welfare recipients;
Thus eligibility standards for Title VI. a countercyclical measure. are
more stringent than Title I. which was 19tended to deal with
structural unemplyyment These anomalou requirements should be
resonciled 10 that the critena for participation in a c ET, program are
related to the_ type of client u served under each of the. CEIA titles

The Comn`iliee'recommends that

251

Titles 1 and I l be restricted either to the economically disadrantaged
tt these in the low - income group (including welfare recipients)

Title VI be limited to la) economically disadvantaged or low-income
Indic !duals. or (to the long-term unemployed. with representation of hie
unemployed poor tincludnig welfare recipients) in proportion to their
numbers among all eligible persons

These eliobility restrictions wo uld not only result in more consistency
hut. more importantly. assure that limited resources are spent on those
must in need Alternaticeibi would mai9.tafn the countercyclical nature
of the Pct program. permit some, flexibility in selecting applicants for PSF
openings. but still ensure that the unemployed poor participate in the
program

2 Congress should e slahlt $h a hm141 number of diem groups id be gies
priorq5under rules I. II. and 11

The act at present identifies a number of groups for consideration
within eligible categunes. these "most in need.** including low-income
persons and persons of limited English-speaking ability in Title I.
Vietnam-era r eterans, former manpower trainees, and the disadvantaged
long-term unemployed (Titles II and VI). and unemployed persons who
have exhausted t I benefits. persons not eligible for Li. persons
'unemployed fur 15 or more weeks, and welfare recipients (Title VI).
Mureto.er. sponsors are to one equitably the "significant segments" of ,

the unemployed population in PSE programs. This patchwork system of
priorities needs to be reconciled. The attainment of one objectise is often

4onommally disail*antaged person. are defined Ls members of families whose annual
income is less than the poser(, cntena 55.803 for an urban family of Cunt an 1976 A low-
income person is one whose family 41)Wfile is less than 70 patent of the Bureau of Labor
Stabstm lower Income family budget about 56.700 fur a family of four in 1976
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made at the expense of others. The problem arises in particular between
Vsetnam veterans and the low - income population, since veterans do not
necessarily fall in the low - income category. A similar problem exists in
trying to reconcile the priorities between, persons who 'nave exhausted IA
or those not eligible for Li with the income cntenon. The Committee
believes that the family income cnterion.should take precedence.

3 Prune sponsors should exercise more control over the client selection
process to ensure that priorities set forth in the act are observed.

Selection of participants for public service employment is typically left
to employing agencies. 'which tend to choose those whom they consider
the most qualified from among the applicants referred rather than those
most in need ,Moreover. sponsors exercise little control over the
selection process of Title 1 programs. Sponsors should tighten control
over intake and selection systems either by direct operation of manpower
centers or. where other agencies do the selection, by requiring that
applicants be rated by a pdint system related to the eligibility and
preference criteria in the act

TITLE I PROGRAM MIX

Issues

4
4

Two major types of program changes were anticipated with the ,

decategorization of Title 1. The distribution of funds among major
programs was expected to change as sponsors began to adapt categorical
programs to the specific needs of their clients and their labor markets.
And it was expected that the elimination of categorical restraints would
generate ideas that would refashion program design. The issue is the-),
extent to which local program changes have been made and the
implication of such changes for clients.

Findings 1

Department of Labor (Doi.) reports indicate a relative shift from
programs that stress preparation for ei_onomic self-sufficiency to those
providing temporary employment. Although the absolute amount spent
for classroom and on-the-job training has risen under* (ETA. the
proportion of Title 1 funds spent for these activities declined from 60
percent in fiscal 1974 to 42 percent in,fiscal 1976 and 50 percent in 1977.
There have been relative increases in public sector employment and in
manpower services to participants including assessment. Counseling,

o')
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and supportit e rvices. More than 80 percent of combined expenditures
under Titles I, t and VI in fiscal 1976 were for work experience or
public service jobs.

Although the balance among programs has changed, there has been
little change in Wasic program design. Sponsors were inclined to continue
the kinds of programs they inherited. Few of the sponsors had the
necessary expertise to improteexOting models. Moreover. during the
first 2 years of (Au, 13ot) the Department of Labor and the sponsors
were occupied with ati9unistratit e matters and pressures arising from the
recession.

There are indications that the quality of Title I services has been
diluted. Some sponsors purpled strategies involving low-cost. short-
duration courses and began to emphasize direct placement of persons
who are ready for jobs.

Recommendations

I The type and quaht,), .of training programs should be upgraded and
made more relevant to demands of the labor market

Approval of plans for training should rest upon evidence of specific
standards for skill acquisition th4t are relevant to occupational
requirements and that contribute to a significant improvement in the
employability of enrollees. Insofar as practicable. training should be

' directed to occupations that offer stable employment.
DOL regional offices and prime sponsors should emphasize greater

intuit ement of prate employers in the training process in order to
tailor skill training to thedemand for.. workers They should foster
employer uniun advisory groups to contribute to the tlesign, implemen-
tation. and evaluation of classroom training in specific occupations, as
well as to assist in the placement of trainees. Greater efforts should be
made to de% elop on-the-job training programs and apprenticeship
openings in the private sector. .

ilk
2 The Department of Libor shoiild emphasize more strongly substantoe

manpurser programs that contribute to the enhancement of human capital.
Title I resources should be focused more heavily on education and

skill training for clients who need assistance to ,become readily
employable. A higher proportion of Title I funds shotild be devoted to
classroom 'and on -the job training and a smaller proportion to work
experience (unless accompanied by substantive basic education and
skills training) and to job market services that result in short-term

Y
.4.-
f"

employment in secondary labor markets.

0
'"4... 1 4x
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. 1.1. o #

3. The Departmen? of -Labor should do more to encourage sponsors to
develop ereattve propPiam approachei .

Tie Department recently set -aside funds foi skill training and
improveMent projects and has encouraged eapenrnentatidn. with new

.approache under the Youth Employment acrd Training At of 1977.,
Conlin mphasis should be.given to such experiments and to the
dfirelo'pme models for both youth and adults that combine work
experace with training to improve the skills and employability of
clienirFor example, ,,..ork"and training prijects leading to osuipational
credentials should be developed in cooperation with corhmuffeblItges.

.,Combining work experience in the public or pnvate sector with formal .
Is,

training might be considered as a means of ennching work expenence
and making it smore'relev ant to thrjob market. The Department should

(also encourage innovation by 'offering incentive funds or by subsidizing
some of the na.k. State manpower services, funds might also be Ito to
foster iA *w approaches. .

--..
PROGRAM RECLIS

ir

Issues

or

'Tbe.pnine measure- of eq,n's effectiveness is the extent to Which persons'
completing Manpower programs are sUaessfid in obtaining and
tetairst.ng jobs both m the short and long term'. The NRC study considered ,.

..
only the short-range effects, althpui,h it i5 recogniztd that enhancement

_ of employability and long-torn earnings potential are important!- .

'objec uves.4 The mule is whether cerA program cars effeuye ucobtainnig
4 unsubsidized emplo4medtior participants after terrnmaton.

. , . . 6 1 .
. . . . . 7 if

FindIngs,
4 C - .1.4- 4

i! in fiscal J976, (3 million of The 1/ million persons who,teuninated,
*i

from Title 1, II. and VI progrwis found impioyme,nt. (see.table below).
kii*,even xlespit(some tendency' to, enroll those post likely to succeed,- 0 .

the ratio of periqnst wholAtamed jobs to the numbir who terminated
was lower than for obi-responding pre:cETA training and Public service,.
employment Ftrograms, 9Lower placement, ratios tare partly due to
generally looser labor -market condoins, bot oiher factors, including
placeinent strpegyilind deemphasis on transition of Tide !I and Title VI.

.., sA lagstudinal study cordur40:by theiPis Bureau and by Westat, inc., for Abe
s .

Department of tabor will haie*unnatton on the long-range ,effect of the earning ,

potential of enArres
v,- .

I ..4
p

L. 4
.

,
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participants to unsubsidized employment. may be equally signtfii.ant
Placement rates rose from 29'pgrcent in 1976. to 35 percent in fiscal 1977.,

4 .
1 Y 1976 1 Y 19/7

C.
Nuntivr Number
tin tiutands16. Per,,ent i m Thousands, Purtar -

I. nrollcd in Titles I.11, and VI
Turminatud .

I meted employment
Dtret placements 4
indtret t plavmo
Obtained eploy nt

tcb 1
m iwent

(Ain poitivn terminations('
Nonpogtou terrnmattortsJ

2,482 2.361 a
1.67' 1011 1 411 100

486 29 510 3$ .
. 117

261

7

16

711

320
S

22
109 6 8 120 8

648 39, 533 36
543 32 428 29

It1 I- Compoted frurri hntylinimelit grid :raining A,dmtnistration I. s Deparim.nt
ni Labor data

Details may not add to totals due to rounding
aindr.hivals pIaLvJ Jew rueing intake assessment. anJ,or ii.hreftrral stryn.r
hlrikiiodurls plesal after partnopation in training vmpliOment or supportsc senses

n turd armed for-, or enrined in Khoo/or in uthcr manpower programs
d1)10 not ohtam emplovment visrer armed fort Pl. or enroll 111 sk.+111 or in uthec mam
pv.er progams

.
About one-half of those who entered employmentwent through a

GT A training course or other sipistanIne at.tiaty (indirect plaCements),
the rest were placed direi.rly, wilboutparticrating in a program, or they

nonv.line pers0. rsons with a high school or post - high -school
fount.' jobs on thiLir wn Job oprortunine> were better for white thirifor

- edui.atio'n and ttve who were not economiLally disadvantaged appeared
to have better job opportunities.

About one-thir4of the terminations were ' nonposito.e, that is.
(F i participants nho & Mot enter employment dr rwurn to school, this
high percentage is.indicatie of underlyincprithitms saes, in selection.. 4'of enrollet4 Or in proggam actirihes.' LittleteJhatole information ts6aSilaiile at'tPis tirrie,as..to the quality of

NA' plait
Tne ntS1110b thiriSkin! of long-term earnings gains. Information on

; the 9cfneconomic benefits of ( 1 rA ill terms of the luman resource
folei.eforimeni is no beger Finally, little is known about possible negative
effects of the cisiA experience. ..

.

Recommendations+
4 i

Placement of participants imsalmdized cmploymcnt ;should be
recognized as the primary objectic and should recene more attention at all
levels of t. Er.% OkMtnaltation.

11

1)-4. ,,
1.

ti
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Although the pooibilities for enrollees to obtain jobs are liguted in a
loose kbor market. the study finds/that the decline in placement ratios
compared with pre ETA progranfi is in part related to less effective job
development effort$ under c ET A., Assignment of more resources to job
deselopmtnt and, staff training in 'tin' function should improve the
employment prospects of enrollees. Howeser. increased job placement
rates should not be accomplished through placements in low-wage.

c) temporary jobs. the goal should be placements in long -term. stable
employment.

The origin4(44 legislation emphasized the need to find openings for
Psi prograth participants in regular unsubsidized employment, but

toCongres's explicitly downgraded tbts objective in an effort to hasten t
implementaticrn oahel5rogram. A 1974 c ETA amendment stipulated at-

placement should not be.required as a condition for receiving funds. but
considered a goal; and that wavers would be permitted when the goal
was infeasible It. is recommended that Congres's restore the transition
objecuse for Titles II and Quotas orother administrative measures
shout be use to spur efforts to place participants in nonsubsidmed jobs.'
For exa p e. employing agencies should be required to fill a specified
percentage of their regular vacancies with ( ETA employees
_Morel/set. Congrest should limit-the-duration of employment of any- --

participant to r year Under the Emergency Jobs Programs Extension
Act. projects are limited to a year, bin a porticipant may be kept on the
rolls indefinitely Limiting tenure would create pressure to find
unsubsidized jobs. Sponsors shuuls1 be urged to use either Title II or title
VI adminiStrause.funds Titlel funds for auxiliary training that will.
enable participants' o qualify for unsubsidaed employment.

)
2 Researt h should be undertaAen .assess the et (mom( and 'owl*

it effects of A.

the national longitudinal study sponsored by the Department of
Labor' is expected to provide insights into the effect of (ETA on
subsequeCt earnings ibf participants. eser. sponsors should also

uct 1.0110w.up studies on terminated articipants to ascertain the
ds of employment obtained. earnmgs. stability uf employment. and

reNiodsheitSf jobs to training or experience in CE1A programs. Special
efforts should ade tip deteimme the reasons for terminations to
ohlain clues improve programd e sig n and e ctiveness

Researc under t omea s umeasure t he o in savings of
(Fr s programs elfarrand unemployment insuranc aymentslana
tax r&enues from rnings,.as well'as the n'oneconomic effects of r. ETA in
terms of improving morale, fimily stability. etc. Possible counterprodu-

4
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int aspejs or cE TA. such as disincentives to seek nOrisubsichzed:
eMployment. development .)1 pour', v.ork'habits.in (IAA programs. and
any negative effecss of ( Erik on the quality of public service should also
be explored. Further research is needed on the effect of targeting. project it
requirements4and limited duration of projects on the effectiveness of PSE '
in meeting etcinornic objectives 4

,..

PL UK SERI I( E FMPI OYSII-t:1
f..

Issues
V el

The objective of Title II in the origtrial t ETA legislation was to pro% sde
federally subsidized public sector jobs in areas of substantial unemploy-
ment With the onset of the recession. Congress enacted Title VI. which
provided fur public service employbcpt programs in all areas and .

authorized A sixfold increase "in resottces Two .uf the 'large issues...

assotialed with public service tmployment programs are substitution.
the use of Ck;TA funds to support jobs that would otherwise be financed
from local resources. and the targeting of public service employment to
specific client groups Other matters of concern are the rel ionship
between the Title , II and Title VI programs, the usetulne of psF. t
activ4ttes. and the pkacement j*articipants in unsubsicliled jobs

.,.
,

.c.

Air .
.

Iv:dingy - .'
: , #11«, . :

, With the authorization of Title VI, the'foLcis as v,ellas'the scale of ',;
PSE progranochanged radically Although Congress int2114.1eel that Titles
II and V,I have diffIrent objectives. the differences between the two

terms 44 geographic coverage. eligibilo. and target grOups were soon
obscured. Most area,'4.ivalified for both programs. and participants were
4fien switched.from one title to the'other ' ' ; 0

Most. PSE jobs were in public., works transportation,/ parks and.
retreatiojk 'law 'enforr:ernent. education, and social services. It was the
opinion IP most respondents thai.PSL workers-were engaged uruseful
public set\ ice activ tiepin fiscal I97,6?-Title II and Title VI employees
repo seated 2 3.pert t of all state and local government employees, By
early 197& with the expanvon under the economic stimulus program.
Titles II and VI accounted for over $ percent of all state ,and local
employees ) In some are the percentage was niuth.higher. :Ind sponsors
were becomitg dependent on CELIA employees to provide essential..

°

services ' . roi

The common objective 61 Titles II and VI iv to reduce unerploy-

.

*)

4 .
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ment by creating1Public sector job g that would not otherwise have
existed. Experience sunder the Emergenct :ErAgoyment Act and other
federal grant programs indicated that there is a stIongIncentise for local

4gosernments- to sub §titute, federal for local funds. Cngress sought to
present sub9htution by requiring sponors to maintain the lesel of public
service employment they w.oultve had without CETA.

a This study classified pnme ns'ors according to The extern of job
creation with Title 11 and Title %Ilium& from July 1974 to October,1975.'
The classifications were based on observations of local field associates.
trends in local government employment, the fiscal position of the
principal governmental units. perceptions of local officials as to the
objectives :-of ( ETA public service employ,nent programs. types of
positions held by participants. extent to which nonprofit agencies were
the erriployi4 tinit;. and overt instances of maintenanceof-effort
*violations

BBse'd on this information. 14 of the 24 local prime sAniors were
f ound to have had substantial job creation in 4e first six quarters of

fig
crr.s. 5 had moderate job gains. and 5 AA idle gain. Most of the areas
with substantial gains Were small-lt medium-sized areas with moderate
or little fiscal pres?ure Larger urban areas'Isere difficult to classify
because they may hase used some c ETA positions to prevent cutbacks in
employment.

' Based on an e conomemc model. the net job...creation ratio
nationally was estimated to base ranged from 0.82,in the second quarter

afteethe prograiiibqan to 0.54 after 10 quarters, averaging 0.65. That-A.
for evepy 100 c ETA positions, 65 represented positions that virould. not
otherwise have existed. and 15 may have been substituted for tegular.
jobs Economists have noted. however. that 'even where substitution s

(*um federal grants for "pulltic sersice employment. like other federal.
grants, are likely tt have stimulative effecw,on local economies. either
throngh,pubbe br private spending. A selective PSE rigram has the
added advaritage of bang able to address structral prybIerns by targeting
assistance to specific groups

Congress addressed substitutiog in the 1976 (L1A amendments by .

requiring that new enrollees above the number necessary to sustain
existing testis of Iitt employment must,,be"in limited-duration projectsi
and that most new Erg-enrollees must hoe been unemployed for 15
week, or more and must, be from losi,-Income ur welfare families. By.,
limiting the expansion of PsE, Co special projects outside of regular
governmental functions. it was anticipated that substitution would be
held down Indeed, the original DOL interpretation of the statute did
preclude projects that were merely incremental to aping go% ernmental
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aciiv ies put in the face of,pnme Sp OrtS0 'non and Ogle 'Uteri*
of s ecly implementation of the enlarged Ps ElDrugram, projects were
defined very loosely in the final D9L, regulatibns. )

Recommendations .

I The Committee recommends a thlee-pan pubh, sense evernployment
,i program aimed al both structural and counoreclical objectives. .

Public sere ice employment piergrams can embrace several objectives.
opening employment oppprtumties Cor the disadvantaged, providing,
ad itional ,assistance Au chronically depressed areas. anicombating
c cal unemployment. A design incorporating these obi vesshould
i de: : e .

.

ir

.

A coatinuing pSE program restntted to the -income, long-term.,
unemployed Ad welfare recipierits This program ould include a built,
in training component to increase the employabilit, of participants while , .
giving them an opportupitv to acquire useful expenenp.

Supplemental funds 'for areas of substantial unemployment, also 0
limited to those unemployed for structural reasons ,

9 Countercyclical funds that would trigger on automatically as the
national unemployment rate rises. The Lountercyclicakomponent' could .,

eitherbe targeted to the disadvantaged or'partially targeted, for gam*,
by, setting side an amount for did disadvantaged in proporttpn to their
number among the eligible group 14 the pnme sponsor's area.

. . .
In all three of the above, areas with tow unemployment rates.should be,

. excluded on the gi%unds that the -unemployed there have a better.
Opportupitto be absorbed in the private sector in areas with a favorable .

laborlharket, The advantage of the above three-part formulation is that/'
it establishes the princifile.that the, government has a responsibility tat

. create jobs in the public sector. as an alternative to welfare, for the hard-
to-employ It also retains the principle that.,speciaI efforts are needed to
stimulate the economy in areas of ttigh,,unerriployment. (See Appendix C,
which sumnianzes the recommendations of the NationalCorrtmission fur
Manpower Policy on job creation in-the pubhc sector ) . ...---f.

., .

2. COngress and the Department of Labor should ensure :hot Title II and. 6
alitle.liffurids are useded for net, job creation .

Several methodt are recommended:

.. . . . .

Congress should continu. to provid' /4c untircyclical revenue-
.4

le
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sharing funds as needed 'to ,sustain the regular public sersite work force.
Title H of tkie Public, Works Employment At of 1976 authorizedlunds
for state and local gosernrdents to maintain public. sersices and Prevent
layoffs despite fiscal diffitulties Congress should extend this legislation
in some form beyond the present termination date of September 1978 if
the ecynorny hasAtot re6Jsered sufficiently by then This will indirectly
help to asoid substitution by ping hard-pressed local governments
alternatise support

The likelihood ot substitution world be reduced 'by establishing
useful projects outside the regular-densities of local go%ernment But the
Department of'Labur should reuse its regulations to preclude projects

-that are merely an extension of existing serstces The, deselopment of
such projects may be hindered by lack of equipment and supplies,
particularly in Jurisdictions that are hard:pressed financially Sponsors
should. therefore. attempt to des elup projects linked with economic
deseloprnent .or other suhsidized programs to obtain the necessary
capital frpm other sources

The Department of Labor sho uld continue to require that a
proportion of all Title 1, I project furids he used for jobs in the pnsate
nonprofit as an additional means of creating new employment
oppouttai _

Congress should amend 1 VI to permit the setung of quotas on
rehired staff This would permit t Department of Labor to restrict the
percentage of la id-offlocal publ ersice employees rehired under (-Fr.%
It would tend to constrain user? substitution and would allowitther

"unemployed people to hase the same oppi)rtunity as former local
government employees-to fill < Ft openings

The*Department of LatuSr review and auditing capability should be
strengthened' to assure compliance with 'maintenance of effort rules
Gen4ral Acsounting Office reports indicate that detailed studies of local.
gvanmeni tax efforts and employment patterns are necessary to
aw...erpin the extent ofisuleNution mu. audittrtg should be intensified to
irktkr the s. stcmatioresiewlat are needed A specific percentage ()I P%
funds should be earmarked for auchtipg'and monitoring. .

The Dot should set up a task force to review andistablish metIods
to deal with miintenance-ilf-cffort problems TheN1sk force should
develop methods for identriying.direct and indirect substitution. devise
means 4.4 ensuring compliance .4 program agents. nonprofit institutions.
and 'su6tirisdictionl,:of prime sponsor areas, exai;line the relationship
between ihe toacity of local governments to expand tbeir work Torte in
product,y e activities and .the substitution problem.. and explore .the
relationship irtween length of staff of participant. and substitution

. 2 t 1
3 L"

16..
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The task force should consider other administrative means of ensunng
that local governments' milmain normal hinng as condition for
obtaining PSE participants. One proposal would be to establish a ratio of
CET A employes to regular erriploycio for each pnme splisor for for.euht
employing agency within a sponsor's and require the
sponsor to maintain the same ratio in hiring replacements.

ISTRATI VC PROFESSES

When the management of manpower programs was decentralized. it was
assumed that !ocal officials would develop a comprehensive plan in
consultation with local advisory groups and would be able to pin
together a program tailor -made for the local laeor riiarket This section
deals with the planning. administration. and organization of 43wal
delivery s:,,tstem The central question is how well did local officials, most

. of whom had Mile or no experience with manpower activities. assume
and carry out these new responsibilities during the first 2 years of (ETA

of

PLAVICo

Ifsties

Dec.sotralization was expected to result in planning for the distribution
ands use of federal .resources that would be more responsive to
community needs than was the Lase under the. earlier centralized.
categorical willpower system The issue is whether the concerns of
planning, are being applied or whether planning is merely a ntuarfor
obtaining federal grants
v`

Andolgs .it
*.o

In fiscal 1976. prime sponsor planning was'in ttansition.from a purely
mec hanical.txerc*e t o e useful strategy, process* On the whole sponsors
were better abler to analvze their needs and to prepay planning
documents than irp, fiscal 1975. ;he first year of (ETA. but weaknesses
remain Some are rooted in federal practices. such as preoccurtition with

* procedure instead 9f 'program suhstanve Other problems. such as
perfunctoicItterition to the planni?ig process:are local in character.

Decentralization has not yet resulted in a dear perception of the .*
attire of local planning. few local sponsors have developed long - range'

goals as a framework for :frearto-year planning. There is still a need to
,

.

a
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improve management information systems to provide a basis for
analysis, to upgrade planning skills. and tc develop effectrve evaluation
techniques. .
. Planning for Titlesil anti VI iv nut integrally related to that for Title

nor do plans adequately take into cansideration other `related
programsm the community.

-Few Normwrs have ins ed private- industry effective's' in the
planning process Yet links to e priyate sector are %ital to the central
objective of (t 1 v employ meat i nonsubsidize'd jobs.

Balance-ot-state sponsors .,nrrtia. and large counties that
encompass ;matter units of government tend to decentralize planning
responsthitits Whet- the subunit.. are -mall opportuniu'es for job
pricernent .imited Fla rated rianning may also lead
'unro.c.scars duplica.i,,n e A otiler manpower
sere ale

Rt .ontmendati,,n

1;71 al plan itrajiti ;" Mad( 47Jo 1ft < ,APre'llertOyt ht .integontng
piarnine I ,,rrwor.:1..% 'ft, ',nation
return: 7p..)-funr3_411 Int ,,tnnuini;,.. _

Depa:Imen.. of 1 ,th,.r itsserr nate intl.rmatior
.,n r s r,-,,grarns i.tre dn.... .the- ianNwer prgrams to
local s .nso-s e. ciao, rr..Prt ,,,mprtnensiq picture of activities in

4their red., ,Spar s,.r, .r,iuk rd..4 in irtfovn.gtQn ,they fetleral
pr,gr.i tndt it; 4$.40,2ble g.ose-nment rrnurkt develop-
rnent n,us rqz., health rdsv entorcement. soklaservites assist tn-
linking s with programs tna could ;Irosicle' related se, ice; or
trio% Men! oppotunities Mate and lava: eiecze.: )fficials vnould

niich -n-e nanisms to Lc/oh:matt planning .or relayd ac;:sit.es
,The Department Lah,r should pr Aide planning grarFs for expen-
ustinta, -r14$4.1elof .00rdirtate4 planning

Mo- planntrig t for small kxograpnic areas Even in
vonsortia and balance of states that: is a tendency to decentralize end
tragrnettt plan. The Department of Labor sha.iln en(.kfrageplanning on
a tohor rn.trkeT area basis wherever A is feasible to d Thiswould ,

pr(ivide a broader ..anatvsis of occupational dern.n4.1 and training
opp rtunities within commuting range In consortia and halance..of
sta es consideration should jic given to multivounty planning to make
.th lane more comprehensive

I 2 Th50parinent of Labor $hould.requat click act .1 part444pahon 41

.

1
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salute eniplers in Title I planning as a (andition J r approal of Tule I
.

cfrugram.s
1 t' is important that pm ate employers be drawn into the planning

process at an early stage to ensure that training programs are relevant to
updtional demand and to advise on specific elements of skill training

programs Private employers can be particularly helpful in planning for
on-the-joh tra:ningVink.e almost all rkia participants must esentually
find employment in the private sector. local planners should also consult
pry. ate employer% about job de% elopment

to( 41 %.1k\.40-%ti-\r

issues
1

Decentralizatlyn conferred on state and local gocernrnents the responsi-
hilt% for managing 41 complex array of manpower programs. The
ilapability of local goserntnents to handle' these program, efficiently is a
ten trar element in assessing the t t.a block-grant approach Of particular
concern,are management problems in counties. consortia. and balance of
states v. here sponsors must deal with other subunits of government The
exrent to v..hich administration, of public service employment h.
integrated. with Title I programs presents another,managemerit issue

f tndingi .. .

Prior to r f r N. employ ment and training programs were managed by the
Manpoccer Administration chrectIN or through state emploa, ment service
and education agencies One of the most bitable ichiesernents of ( ETt

, ha% been the::successful transfer 4,f this responsibility Co state and local
unit% of gi rnment. most of which had yen's minimal prior contact with
manpowe rograms \os., fur the first time. the administration of
manpower Qrograms is an accepted responsibility of local government:

. 4 .

4o. The first year of e E Vs was spent in setting up the administrative
ai,_.

macninery ior pia nrung2budgetMg. supers ising contracts. reporting. and
establishing fiscal control Considerable progress was made in the sec4bnit
year, some expense 'was de% eloped and many of the problems of
integrating manpower pi fdrnti into the structure of local goernment
were resolsed However. lo 41 staffs still lack technical knowledge of the

'.ul.istance of rnanposiM pr rarrrs.,..1 seriousesseakness that also applies to.
federal staff assigned to supervise local programs

The framers of (I 1.41 contemplated4 close relationship between P%
. ' k

J.1

4
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programs and the employability development activities of Tide 1. Titles
II and VI require that former manpower trainees be given consideration
for PSE slots The `RC study found that adminrstrauselirtiLS handling PsE
are indeed generally lodged in the same organuativrtal office that
handles Tide 1. but functional coordination is usually minimal. Planning.
grant management. subcontracting. ani supers ision are handled sepa-
rately. and there is little interchange among cents

Consortia and balance-of-state areas must grapple with administra-
use problems inherent in joint sentures. Delegation of responsibilities to
constituent junsdicuons often means less control by the sponsor and
fragmentation of administration Balance-l:* sponsors administer-
ing programs iser broad. geographic ar unique problems.
especially where administratise suttructures are tacking. Courtals of
gosernment and other multicounty structures that are now administering
an were initially planning organizations without eXpenerice in
program management There is still a need for developing adrrunistratise
capability in subareas of balance of states

Recommendatiore

1 The Department of Labor should cntarage integrators of public
service emplotmott and tram rograms

The planning. administra d evaluation of Title I. II. and Vi
programs ' should be word' aced Bringing these programs closer
together should make it possible to in estate the procedures for selecting
participants. to expose clients to a broad range of program options. to
aringe combinations ofttiaming and employment. and to =prose the
effectiveness of job development and, placement

2 Management studies should be undertaktn to explore administ:atise
problems that occur among merlappIng jurtschatons.

More information is needed on administrative relationships between
sponsors and subunits in countievconsortia. and balance states. The
Department of Labor should initiate studies of a.;mirustrause problems
such as the effects of adiginistrative layers on processes. disided
accountability. and the tradeTuffs between centralized'and decentralized
contracting and supervision of 0i:crawl-is. Problems of fragmented
administrafron and the effects of Using planning organizations to

'administer programs in balance of states also need further exploration.
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MA's A9EME`sT DATA

t1/4

Issues

In implementing ( El A. the Employment and Training Administration
restructured its reporting system to unify the data syAks of numerous
separate programs While this resulted in integrated' reporting. it does
raise several questions Does the new system serse the program and
information needs at all lesels of gos ernment local as well as"nationar

'Does it pros :de Congress and policymakers with information necessary
to determine whether ( El ti's objectives have been met' Is it respensise to
information needs ansing from the Emergency Jobs PrograinsiExtension
Act"

Findings

The study finds that the data system does not provide adequate
information for national policy purposes or for local management

One of the most serious gaps in thi; data .system th4t limits its
usefulness for program evaluation at the national and local levels is the
lack of an accurate count of individuals enrolled. A participant may be
counted more than once if he or she is transferred among programs or
terminates and reenrulls Another problem results from aggregation of

`data for youth and adults. "which makes it difficult to assess program
lesults.. since the expected and actual outcomes' for youth are quite
'different from those for adults In addition, the (ETA data system has not
yet been expanded to cover the new target groups that have been added
by the CETA amendiSnts _.:

There are also gips in the information needed for planning. tome onTh
the number And characteristics of persons in need of assistance.
occupations in demand. and alternative services in the community are
generally unavailable in sufficient geographic detail or on a current basis

Some sponsors have gone beyond the DOI data requirements and
have established local management information systems flexible enpugh
to generate information for iO4.4ii program planning and evaluation. For

. the most pari. howevtr. sponsors do not have satisfactory systems for
evaluating the performance of subcontractors or for assessing the relattite
costs and effectiveness of program activities. As a consequence the data
system cannot adequately serve the needs of the sponsors tfiemseires.

Information about public service employment programs is sparse.
partickdarls with respect to occupations and earnings, activity of the

4 I 2 3 c
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employing unit. duration of employment. and the number of former
public.service workers rehired under CETA.

Recommendations

1. The Department of Labor should establish a task force of federal and
Iva personnel to design a inure useful data bast for planning, management,
and evaluation

The task force should consider revisions in data elements and
processing to.

Differentiate data for Jouth and adults. The high incidence of youths in
many CITA programs tends to obscure information ibout services to
adults. particularly their placement rates.

Relate data to the requirements of the act. For program control and
accountability to Congress. the reporting system should include service
and outcome data on target groups listed in the actthose who has e
exhausted i. i benefits. persons/not eligible for t i. those unemployed for
15 weeks or morot the lot-term low-income unemployed.. former
manpower trainees, etc

Refine data elements Data items that need to be defined more clearly
and validated to be useful include the count of participants, the
identification of the economically disadvantaged. the labor force status
of participants prior to entry in the programs and "direct"' versus
"indirect** placements.

De.elup evaluation dais Local 'management information systems
require. at a minimum. outcome iflata by type of program, and by
program operator. information on targeting, costs by seer ice compo-
nents. and more flexibility in crops- tabulation of program and t eting
data.

Develop better fullim -up data. For evaluation purposes. the da system
should furnish more information un post-program labor force experi-
ence retention in jobs. duration of employment, earnings. and whether
employment is in a training-related occupation.

These suggestions may increase the reporting; workload. but offsetting.
sasings could be achieved by other means, such as a regipngl
computerized system with coded entnes tThirn individual rqcord cards.
This' could reduce processing time. provide needed flexibnty, and free
1Qtajbstaff for validation of reports and for analysis of data. °

itternatise approaches to the present reporting system that might be
' considered ire. periudu. surreys of a nationally representative sample of

I) t. .

4 ..) 1
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re detailed information. special reports, itom all
vent basis than the normal quarterly dole

he regular reporting system. or expansion
being conducted for the Department of Labor

hat could he extracted quickly and fed back to

5ponsors to obtain m
sponsors on. a less f
sgering selected items
i.Ir the longitudinal su
to include specific items
.sponsors and the national office

2 ,TheIlepartment of Labor *tate gosernments should as...cis( prime

. ,

spi,ti off) in twsstalhng management t anal sssterrix

Effort. of the Department of abor to iliproce management.'
"inform on. 0.tems should be increased Exchange of information

among rs kti.1 assistance from specialists trained in/operations
research would sta.ngthen local information and evaluatiAm systems-
Such exchanges would he an appropriate actisity foilitate gbvernments
to undertake with the state manpower services fund The states could
arrange rot consultants. training of local staffs. or for a central
management information .y.tem to serve all prime sponsors withini,he"
state .

Technical assistance is especially necessary to make the esyaa
process more comprehensive Broadly conceised. evaltiation should deal
with program results in relation to needs and the relative effectiseness of
alternatise program stmt i and sarwus deliveters. of service

3 tfethods of measuring The quail of programs should he siudied.'
One 01 the most serious gaps is the lack of inLcgmation,on the quatity,

of the sercices offered under Title I of < i IA Itiaddhal and state jechnica.k
.taff ould explore me hods of systematically measuring the.qiialityof
training d work experience programs This would include assessing,
curriculum. the duration of courst proficiency standards. and the
adequacy of the equipment for skill training, as well as the traininigagd
supervision cornponei is of youth work experience progr4fns t§ee
Aso p 251 i

(Fit 1.)1111.1 RI sYs NI

Is

Issue

The fragmented nature of the delivery
heavily cr.-mooed aspects of pre-< 1 t
of < F I A ea. 10 bring abott a Letter nue

is.

s\s.
vfthe most
()le purpose
iogramI, for

40.1.
stem was one

.
r torirms

farious
training and employment and a closer coordination among agencies
prodding those service. At issue is the extent to which local delicery

.
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systems are being made more rational and whether this results in better
service to clients. -

A

Findings

The ffic study noted a trend toward consolidation of services to enhance
employability. Of the local sponsors surveyed, abiiut 33- percent have
adopted a comprehensive delivery system for.. Title 1 programsone .in
which intake is coordinated, a wide range of services is available
according to individual need. and each client is follow0 tirough a
sequence of activities from initial assessment to training and eventually
to placement. Forty percent retained a tategoncaldelivery system, and
the remAining sponsors in the study sample had mixed systems.

In a number of places manpower' centers are being established as a
focal point for bringing clients and services together. There has also been
some movement ;toward centralised exit activities, particularly job
development and litacemed. The trend towed a comprehensive system
is more evident in smaller areas than in large (Ales and consortia, which
tend to use established program deliverers.

Although there is a trend toward comprehensive delivery'of employs-
, 'bility services (Title I), there is little, indication that PSE programs 'are

being integrated with ,them.

Recanmendation.s .

Prime sponsors should arrange for tombinations of training and public
service employment programs leading to career opportunities.

Participants in structurally onented, programs shouidhav eaccess 'to
public service jobs, particularly those that offer career potential-Title II
or Title VI openings could provide useful expenetve For clients trained
initially under Title I. This 'neglected concept ik CETA should be
implemented. Congress should provide kilditional Title I funds spe-
cifically to encourage combinations with PSE training.

2. The Department of Laboi should arrange for research to determine
Ito% thou convenience and quality of services ilre related to various Tale I

patterns:
Studies should analyze the client flow and availability of prograni;

options under comprehensive. mixed, and 4.ateguncal systems. Central-ft
izfcl versus decentralizedftrangements for service in balance-of-state
programs should be confpared. Delivery models should be developed

r,
S "
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that expose clients, to a spectrum of services and ensure continuity of
responsibility as clients move ii-om intake to placement. '

.
CONTINUING RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

Issues

:The growth and complexity of (ETA dukes it increasingly important to
ass the degree to which the purposes' of the legislation are met. The;aci
prov es for research and evaluation activity and the passage4ef the
You Employment and Training Act adds a signifiiant new experinien-
tal and demonstration dimension. At issue is the need for greater in-
house and independent research and evaluation capabilities to providto
Congress and government agencies inforrnition necessary for f the
development of national policy and to provide experimental model for.
local programs.

:
. Findings.

1. , .. .

. The NRC study. as well as other research activity. has identified name ous
srubleOs requiring further exploration. experimentation, and evalua n.,

- Thee is a, clear need for further study of the content and qu of
training and work expenei)ce programs, the relevance of CETA progr ms

'to job ,rilarket demands. the participation of the pnvate, sect° in
employment and training, substitution of federal' for locl funds in SE

programs: alternative patterns for delivery of manpower serve s
intergovernmental roles, the 'EmOloyinent Service 'crrx relltions, ip,
linkages betweeh VITA and other manpower programs, and. in panic ar,. .
the effects Of CETA on clients. - i.

-
. .., .. , I . .. t. I ., f

Recommendations .1 i`

,
1

1. Congr4s should provide fur a continuous research, evalUation, and . , ...

demonstration program both naengovernm;nt agencies and by mu: o
independent research organizations. Approximately I percent of MA fit . -

,thOtild beearmarked for this purpose. /
. ,. . 4

The Comniittee is aware of the valuable research activities or e .. ,

t

Department of Labor, the National Commission for4vianporer Polic ,

and the National Commission on Employment and Unemtiloytne t
Statistics. State and local governments and up: 'ate nonprofit r4searc
organizations have also undertaken usefurstudies. However,, the
magnitude and complexities of the problems associated with crri

t
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,

programs. in a changing ei.onomic ensironment are sq great that-a sore.-
systematic and comprehensise program should be underwritten by
Congress. The Committee behe%es that this would be a wik investment
that would pay dRidends in(...contributions to national policy and
improsement of local programs. An allottrneof I percent of federal
appropriations for this purpose would nut be exessi%e, considenng that
much of the money would be used fur payment. of allowances in ,,

experimental and demonstrition programs. In elemental') and seconttaq
education research. approximately 5 percent of the federal education
budget is de%oted to research (this does not include alloiances for

-
student support).

INSTITUTIONAt. RELATIONSHIPS

The original ()_TA legislation enacted nyt so much a.new program as. a
new set of relationihips A system of checks And balances among federA
state. and local units of gosernment was designed 6,5 permit local,
flexibility v. ithin: a framework of national objetwes Sponsor aatonorny..
was to be balanced by federal o%ersight States Were mode responsible
for conducting programs in the balanve:of-3tate areas and fore providing
assistance, to all sponsors within a state Within the sponsors junsdic-
tion, di%erse elements in' the community were to participate- 'in the
decisiorr-making process spurisi.y, were free to choose institutions tb ,

deli%er ser;:ices, subject to gi4ng due i:onrsideration. to established
programs of "demonstrated effectiveness,"

.
,1 . .

Mk 1-1-1)CRAll R(f11-:

i..

/Alin 1.
4a

The relationship between federal and local'unitS of gLnernment lies at
the' heart of desen'trtlization t 1 rArepresprits:an uneasy compromise
between a comninmen/ to low] determination anti a recognition of the

.need for 'federal tnersighe in the furtherance of national objectives. The,
act is ambiguous in defining the-feder I role. h leaves the bounds of the,

...federal presence.ti be worked out m' the mteraction between the
Department of LaNtr and prime 1.pons( rs ,..

4

5Findings
"\ c . . ...

ibilk <[ rs assigns to ItheIDepartment of
.,
L4bor responsibility for making

. cure that the tequireArtent of the legislat on are met, htil' at the same time .
i

,

is
441
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,.. it cautifins the
program. Since
progori3s
youth employ-me
local aufofiomy,, but the haw federal -local relationship has not be

. clarified:.
t The Depart

addition to all
pdorities, and
approval of pla
plans. During t

r
and fekral.o
a consequence:of the derr!ands of new legislation and the awareness'of/Weaknesses in ogram implementatiOn.

DOL rep al office review of prime sponsor plans hasp, focused
largely on pr edure. Assessments emphasized meeting goals in plans;

,,he rate at hick funds were .spent, administrative costs, financial..,
nd reporting. Regiohal office staff intervened front time to.

time in such p ogram matters as placement polities and maintenance-of-
effort and rehi e problems, but not on a"regulat basis.

Tension etween regional offices and sponsors centered around
repeated requ sts for modifying plans, lack ofsunirormity in interpreting
regulations,.* egufail and unpredictable funding, and the use of rigid
performance standards. Spqnsors felt that the performance standards .

tended to constrain the kinds of programs mid services they cc fd ch
and placed a premium on low-cbst strategies.. They also resented'
pressure to use the en-iplpy meet service agencies.

ndarions

L not to second.guess deCisions of local officiali on
e original act, Congress has added several categorical
service pinployment, summer, ac IIN ities for youth, and
t demonstration projectsteat tend to circumscribe

;

r V 271

ent of *Labor has outlined four functions for itself in
in of funds. establishment of national objectiVes,
dards, provision oT technical assistance, review.and

, and aisessmentof prime sponsor peiformanciagomst
cfirst year there was a general feeling,of uncertainty in

lations, reflecting, the gray ares between local autonomy
rsigt. liederal involvement increased the-second year as

Recommendations
6

e t

'41

'1. The Department of Labor should interpret national pohcies and issue
annual statements of priorities for 'Arne sponsor guidance.

Th'e Departmenf of Labor has responsibility tO interpret the objectives
of the act, in addition, rt should have explicit authority to set national
goals and pnorities. These could be issued in an annual statement of
current objectives and priorities prior to the plInning cycle. Ttie
statement should deal with such matters as types of clientele to be
served. mix of programs, and patterns of delivery. To achieve.hannony
of local programs with national policies, the regional offices of the
Department Of Labor should then interpret evolving *national objectives

Ind,,,goals in the context of local social and economic conditions. The
, 4

.14

r
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. ...

.purposei is not to replace local joth national goals but to. provide
. additional and broader perspective to local planners.

. . . ,
.

2. Federal oversight should emphasise program content and quoin), in
addition to placement goals and other quantitative measure's. .;

and

assessment should be broadened to encompass the content
ancl quality of work expenence . and training programs. Technical
assistance has tended to focus on procedure, but it is,equally important
to help local staff gain an understanding of the substantive aspects of
training and employment programs so that they can supervise and
monitor the performance of program contractors. Regional offices
should have a core of 'framed specialists to assist field 'representativ es in
working with sponsors. c -

.
3. The Department of Labor should promote intergoternmental coopera-

tion to assist local sponsors. ' i
The Department of Labor should reinforce present- interagency

agreeMents br establish new ones with agencies that have manpower-
telated responsibilities (the Departmentg of Health, EduCatitir.i; and,
Welfare and of Housing and Urban Des elupritipt and the Economic
Development Administrationuf the Department of Commerce) to foster
cooperation at the local level. Concerted`actiun can improve the quality
and relevance of Jocal training and open up. new possibilities for
unsubsidizedkibs.

THE STATE ROLE

'Issues

cErA has gii en state gbvernments multiple respunsibilities. In addition to
sponsoring balance-of-state programs. they are responsible for maintain-
ing a manpower serviced council. adminisrei'mg the state manpower
sere ices fund and the state vocational education fund, and coordinating
the services of state agencies with local prime sponsors. State manpower
services councilt (macs) are charged with reviewing local plans and
in......lioring local programs. There are questions. however, as to whether
the state rule is properly defined in the legpislation, as well as to whether
the current role is being carried out effectively.

.,

1.,

i

t
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Findings

During the first year of CETA, the NRC survey found that SMSCs had
virtually no impact on local manpower programt. Some councils were
not organized in time, to review plans, and there was little monitonng of
locakfictivities. In the second year, plan review was still perfunctory,
there 4.as some monitoring, but for the most part slscs still had little
influence on local programs.

Although there were some attempts at the state level to coordinate
the services of various agencies with CETA. most states did not
systematically establish such arrangements_

The act intended' hat the state manpower savices fund {4 percent of
the Title 1 appropriatioh each }eail would' enable states 'to provide
services to areas and groups not adequately covered by local progr4ms
and would ensure the support of state agencies. The NRC study found
that these funds are being used maanly for miscellaneous projects rather
than for supportive services to local sponsors, such as labor market
infOrmation and program evaluation.

Recommendatiotts

1 , Congress should vrengthen the coordinating responsibilities of the
State Manpower Services Councils.

Congress should give the smscs responsibility for the comprehensive
state manpower, plan, increase their authunty Ind responsibility for
coordinating manpower-related activities at the state level, and end their
responsibility to monitor local programs

A smsc is too unwieldy an organization to monitor local programs.
Moreover. in a federal-local syftem. state monitonng is redundant,
especially since the state's authority to influence local programs is
minim/1..314SO shoulecontinue, to review local plans with a view to
identifying areas an which the state can be helpful to local sponsors.

The state may be most helpful in coordinating state 'social services,
vocational education, employment services. and economic development
activities with the c LTA programs. The governor is in an advantageous
position to accomplish this coordination through the use of the state
grant funds, authority over state governmental units, and the overall
influence of the office.
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2. State' manponer s;rvices grants should be used primarily to support
aettvities beneficial to all prime sponsors.

In addjuon to funding projects, the state should use its manpower
services funds for activities that assisflocal sponsors and promote
coordination. The state could, use the fund to provide current to on
labor supply and demand fu'r sponstit planning. to establish r sidential
training facilities beyond the capability of individuals nsors. to
organize stataille on-the-job training programs with major employers.
or to arrange with universities or research organizations to provide
technical assistance to lotaI sponsors in installing management informa-
tion and evaluation systems. 0

LO( PLANNINt (OL\( II s ;,
f

Issues .

In an effort to ensure community participation in decisions affecting
14a4.41 kstograms. Congress mitigated the establishinent of local advisory
countil4. Membership was tollinclude those who delivered manpower
services. those who received them. and others who might be directly

affected by the quality and :substanye of programs offered. It was
presumed that suppliers and 4onsurrier,s would ,operate as a check on
each other and that members of the general public would exercise a
moderating-Influence L rider the. recent extension of Title VI., the
purview of the planning councils, was extended to intlude review of
public seri. ice employment projects .t issue is whether adxisory,.COUnC6
dace played the aczhe role contemplated by the legislation %.

.
Findings

The advisory councils irvithe first year of (.1.1A felt short of fulfilhpg
the legislative intent There was J quickening of interest in manpower
planning on the part of local arise's. hut the community was not drawn
into the decision- making process to any significant extent. Lack of time
was, partly responsible, touncils were being published as Tolle I

odetkns were being made By the second year. about a third of the
planning touncils in the 'sit( sample were rated as !taxing a significant
influence in ittle I planning. usually through a subcommittee structure.

Influence on the I.ouni.11, from the canotissettors of the Community
has heen uneven. client grourc and private employers hate had the least
weight Set uring adequate participation by employers has been difficult.
although that link is critical lilt cfre4:tixe planning. Community

41.
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organizatirs, as program operators, have interests that do not always
coincide with those of the client groups whom they represent.

Conflict of interest continues to be a problem where program
operators participate in 'decisions affecting contract awards: To avoid
such conflicts, some prime sponsors exclude service deliverers from
council membership although permitting then to form a technical.
council to advase the c ETA administrator. Others permit service deliverers
to be members of planning councils but do not allow them to vote on
renewal of their own contracts.

Recommendations

I. The prime sponsors, with the support of the Department of Labor,
should increase the effecineness and dndependeme)f local planning councils.

If planning ,councils are to be effective their members need to be well
informed and capable ?f taking independent positions. Pnme sponsors
should assign staff to ensure that the council is fully informed. Councils
should be drawn into the planning process for Titles II arid VI and for
youjhf programs, as well 'as for 'Title I. (The act calls fos separate local
councils for yoyth employ-ment.) DOL regional offices and pnme sponsors
should ariange fbr periodic training of council members. Councils
should actively participate in the evaluation process through special -
subcommittees or other means.

The legislation should aquae that all Title I program pYoposals be
subject to council consideration and recommendations. Prime sponsor
decisions that are contrary to council recommendations should be
explained in writing.

2. Sereice/leliverers that are members of planping or technical 'councils
should he prohibited from voting on contracts.

The participation of service deliverers is desirable to keep councils
informed of issues and practical priltii?ing in service delivery. but their
presence may lead to conflicts of intertiv... Present regulations do not
permit them to vote on their own contretts, but do permit them to vote` .

on other contracts. It is recommended that service deliverers work with
letlainning councils, but not vote on any contract decisions.

3. The Department of Labor should Encourage prime sponsors to broaden.
council representation and public awareness of(TM.

The DOL should foster increased representation and participation of
employers. client representativei, and citizen. groups on local councils
and in related planning and monitoring alivities.

296
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REALIGNMENT, OF 'SERVICE DELIVERERS '11....-
a s. ,

a

i

Issues

The ambiguity of curA with respect to the selection of local eorganizations
.
ons

to provide manpower programs and services has been a source of
concern. Respecting the decentralization objective, .CETA gave prime
sponsors the option of using existing propam deltverers or selecting new

, ones. Yet in deference to established institutions, (LTA stipulated that
existing agencies of demonstrated effectiveness must be considered to the
extent feasible. The issue is how to reconcile these two principles and,
more importantly, whether the organizations selected are the best
available to serve the nee& of .chests, particularly minority groups and
the poor, formerly ,served by ethnic-oriented, community-based organi-
zations. ,,;

The employment service prime sponsor relationship is particularity
troublesome. In its effort to eliminate duplication among manpower
programs, Congress created, through CETA, a. federal-local manpower
system that parallels in many respects the Wagner-Peyser network of
local employment service offices. At issue is the structuring of a
relationship between the two systems that identifies (or merges) the
separate roles of each and uses the strengths of each.

Findings

The selection of service deliverers has been accompanied by a struggle
over turf. Pre-c LTA agencies sought to retain their influence and their.
funding; others sought entry into the system.

Congress expected that pnme sponsors wo choose the best
program del,tverers. However, with new tarpon Wales facing them,
there was neither the time nor the capability o assess the relative
performance of competing agencies in the first year. Decisions were
based largely on general impressions, political considerations, agency
influence. and cost, Initially, existing program deliverers were continued,
although in many cases their activities were changed to fit sponsors*
plans. .,..e

One of the must striking and unexpected results of decentralization
is e ap rance of prime sponsors as direct deliverers of services.
Within th NRC sample, 17 of 24 local sponsors were directly operating
some programs. This development has far-reaching implications for the

i
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rel tionship between the prime sponsor and ether Agtpcies-providing
m power services and deeds further study.

Community-based organizations such as the Opportunities industri-
alization Centers (ort.r), Jobs for Progress (sER), and the Urban League
have been receiving more funds than previously, but their roles and their
autonomy have diminished. The rise of these kinds of community
organization in the 1960s was part of the "Great Society" thrus'to
ensure attention and service to minorities. They are now concerned
about whether the service and attention they were able to gain for their
constituencies will continue under the decentralized CETA SYSteM.

Under curA, the proportion of funds going to public educational
institutions has been sustained, but their. influence has declined.

1 Sponsors are using larger numbers of training agencies and have shifted%
to the use of individual referrals of enrollees to established skill-training
programs rather than organizing clasles of cETA particpants.

The Employment Service (Es), which had a leading 'role under the
Manpower Development and Training Act and other pre-cm pro-
gram& lost its key position as well as funds and staff in the first year of
CETA. Its responsibilities in many areas, particularly large metropolitan
cities, were taken over by prime sponsors or other agencies. These losses
were attributed by sponsors to cost considerations, effectiveness, and
degree of rapport with the disadvantaged. there was some recovery in
the second year as the Employment Service Was used more extensively in
implementing the Title 11 and VI programs.

The Emergency Jobs Programs Extension Act and the expansion of
PSE programs resulted in a larger role for the ES. The mact was felt in
several ways. First, the legislation specified tit beneficianes and welfare
clients as people eligible for Title VI programs. This fostered the use of
the ES in developing pools of applicants since these groups are already
registered in local Es offices. In addition, the policy of the DOL to relieve
prime sponsors 61 responsibility for enrolling ineligible participants,
provided the eligibility determination is made by the ES, encouiaged.the
use of that agency. Finally, the large and rapid expansion of PSE
programs led sponsors to rely more heavily on the ES.

Recommendations

i. Objective standards should be established by prime sponsors fo, rating
program deliverers. .

Sponsors now have sufficient experience to enable them to assess
"demonstrated effectiveness" in selecting program operators. The criteria

,I
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for selecting Title I contractors should be stipulatecLand the ratings of
competing organizations should be mailable to the plinning councils.

2. Several ah'ernativejlor structuring ES:CETA responsibilities should be
considered.

Earmarked funds for ES., cone alternative is to e4rmark a proportion of
Title I CETA funds for state ES agencies to be used to provide services to
prime sponsors'. This would parallel the existing 5 percent fund for state
vocational education agencies. The employment service and pnme
sponsors would negotiate nonfinancial agreements stipulating the
services to be provided.

"Caissez fairer "Under this approach, each spon sor and is local office
would 'woilk out their- own arringemerits, based on local needs.
capabilities, and relationships. The present effort of the DOL to
experiment with (Afferent types of ESiCEIA relationships is a step in this
direction.

R two-part system. is alternative would differentiate between job-
ready clients and those eeding service& to develop employability. Tie
employment service woul res nsible.for the job - ready. and CETA
would Concentrate do supp mg developmental services and PSE
progrvis. r

Employni enr Service as preiumptive deliverer. c EINcould be amended to
reintroduce the, employment service as the extlusive.deliverer of all
manpower functions stipulated in the Wagner-Peyser Act. These
services could be provided to the pnme sponsor without cost if provision
weremade to defray the ES cost.

Merger The most fundamental (and the most difficult) resolution
would combine the Wagner-tyser and the CETA systems through
legislation and create a single "super manpower system. This alternative
would require a reexamination of the state role in the manpower syitcm
and the restructuring of federal-state-local relationships.

t

Congress should mundane an independent study that would examine the
manpower functions now being performed by both the ES and CETA

696organizations, !mess existing Es 't ETA relations, and explore thements d .
problems associated with each of the alternatives. Bask. legislativd cha ges.
should be based upon the findings esuch a report,

SUMMARY

During the 4 years since t UA b'came operational, employment and
training programs have become institutionalized as an integral part of

2) .)
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local and state government activities and structures. Federally funded
manpower programs: previously administered by the federal establish-
ment, are nowthe 'responsibility of local units of government and are
conducted undEr the direction of state and local officials.

The Nit study has focused both on the iiticesses'and the product of
manpower programs. It has found that local control of programs has
resulted in tighter program mangement, greater accountability. and.
more rational delivery systems. Local manpower planning,.though still
weak, is more meaningful than in the Pre-CETA penod, and grass roots,
participation in the planning process is greater. However the shift of
program control scrambled the relationships among goverment jtirisdtc-
lions and among the local institutions that deliver manpower services
The role of the Employment Service was particularly affected.

The study identified several major areas of concerii,.including: the
choice of participants to be served, the pEcicesses for providing services,

ti the kind and quality of programs, and their outcomes in terms Of the
adjustment of clients to the labor market. There are also senou.1
questions as to the extent of new job creation under public service
employment programs now the bulk of manpower activities.

The recomirenelations of the Committee on Evaluation of Employ-
7 ment and Training Programs are directed to these issues and are

summarized below under two categories. processes and institutional
aspects of CETA, and prOgram substance and outcomes.

I
.

PROCESSES AND INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS "OF CETA

Revise formulas for allocating Title L Il, VI, and summer youth
employment funds so ihat resources are distributed among areas on the
basis of the specific groups tq be served under each title.,

Integrate Title 1. II, and VI plans and incorporate information on
related programs 3r the community. .

Require evidence of private sector participation in Title I planning
as a condition for the approval of plans.

Increase the effectiveness and mdetiendence of local advisor),
.1-

councils, strengthen the coordinatiitg authority of State Manpower
Services Councils and eliminate their monitoring responsithlitiee

Establish a federallocal task force to design a more useful data base
for.plinning, management, and evaluation, proyide assistance to prim
sponsors in developing management information systems.

conduct research to illiuninate such issues as; the. Employment
Service/ cErA relationship. linkages between CETA and other manpower
programs. and the effectiveness of various systems for, delivering client
services.

)
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PROGRAM SUBSTANCif AND OUTCOME;
as

Rely on unemployment insurance as4he major means of dealing
with short-term unemployment, but rely% training and public service
employment programs as the pnmary Nehicles for assisting the long-term
uderhployed.

Restrict Titles I and II to persons who are economically disadvan-
taged or members of low-income families. Limit Title VI to the same
groups or, alternatively, to'the long-term unemployed, with representa-
tion of the economically disad%antaged in proportion to their numbers
among all eligible persons.

Stress, greater control by prime sponsors over client selection to
assure that the priorities in the act are observed.

Give priority to Title I programs that enhance human capital over
these-tOat are primarily income maintenance programs.

G3 4te greater emphasis, at all levels of administration, on upgrading
the,program content and quality, of qaining'programs.

Greater emphasis shopld be given to jpti deyelcithttent and'
placement of program participants in unsubsiernplaynient; with

.more follow -up to determine whether CETA participlhtsre able to
obtain stable employment://

Integrate PSE and elnployability developmeht programs to improve
the effectiveness of both training and placement outcomes.

Redesign the PSE program to provide a three-part system aimed 41
both structural and countercyclical objectives. (a) continuing program
for low-income, long-term unemployed and welfare recipients; (b).
supplemental funds for areas of substantial arid chronic unemployment,
also limited to those unemployed for structural reasons; and (c)
countercyclical program triggered .automatically by changes in the
national unemployment rate.

Constrain the substitution of PSE funds for Ipcal resources by: (a)
'proyidirg countercyclical revenue-sharing funds to substain the regular
work force of state and local governments4) limit PSE projects to.those
thay are outside of the regular activities of Iva! government': (c) require
thar a prQportion'of all Title VI projects be used for n the pnvate

""b nonprofit sector; (d) amend CEIA to permit limitations ire% and (e)
strengthen the Dot, review and auditing capabilities.,

did



APPENDIX

i.
Manpower
Acronyms

f

.

LEGISLATION
- '

AFDC Aid to Families with Dependent Children':
CETA. . Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973
EEA Emergency Employment Act of 1971 , .
EJPEA Emergency Jobs Progr,ams Extension Act of 1976
EXAA . Emergency Jobs and Lin ployment Assistance Act of k974
ECM ECOTIONIC Opportunity t of 1964
MDTA Manpower Developm and Training Act of 1962 '
PWEA Public Works Em rent Act of 1976
PWEDA Public Works a Economic Development Act of 1965
YEDPA Youth employmerirand Demonstration Projects Act of 1977

,

'PLANNING SYSTEMS

AMPB Ancillary Manpower Planning Board (pre-crrA)
BOS/MK Balance of State Manpower Plenning Council
( AMPS Cooperative Area Manpower Planning System (pre-cErA)
MAP(' Manpower Area Planning Cctuncil (precETA) ,
MPC \ Local Mankower Planning Council
SMP( ...." State Manwer Planningcouncil (pre-curA)

M.' smsc. State Manpower Services Council
140

.

28,1 .
.
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PROGRAMS

CEP

FSB

)0BS

)0P
NYC

OIT

PEP

PSC

PSE

SUA

vi

WE

WI?

Concentrated Employ
Federal Supplemental
Job Opportunities in t
of Businessmen
Jobs Optional Program
Neighborhood Youth
On- the -Job Training
Public Employment Pro
Public Service Careers Pr
Public Service Employme

;Special Unemployment'As
Unemployment Insurance
Work Experience
Work Incentive Program (f.

ent Program
enefi is (extended ui) .

Business SectorNational Alliance

Appendix A

TAOIT)
rps

am (EEA)
am (includes New Careers)

t (CETA or EEA)

istance Program

. . .
ORGANIZATIONS AND AGENCIESI.

BOs Balance bf State
CAA Community Action Agency
CB0 Community Based Organization
coo Council Of Governments
CSA Community Services Administration -,
PHEW U.S. Deportment of Health, EducatiOn and Welfare
DOI. ' U.S. Department of Labor
ES Employment Service (state agenty)
ETA Employment and Training Administration

Manposer-Administra don)
. is I NPO Nonprofit Organization

0E0 Office of Economic Ogportunity (now Community
- Adniinistration)

0IC Opportunities Industrialization Center
stag erviceiii. Employment. Redevelopment (also Jobfor Pro-

gess)

r welfare recipients).

(Dot.} (formerly

Services

SESA Mate Employment Security Agency (includes ES, in, arid WIN)
vts illrnemployment insurance Service (stale agency)
IJL Urban League f
VOED Vocational Education Agency (state or local)

1w
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The Calc6ation of' the
Job Creation RatioB

:4

)f

The net job creatibri 6tio*U.TA was calculated as the level of actual
.. .

state and local goveFnment employme'n't minus the level of employment
predicted in the absence of c m, 'divided by the number of state and
local CETA enTiOyee.V. -

.
I

Actual State and UV Governinent Employment
Predicted Staleand L'ocal Gov.etrnment Employment

in the Absence of CETA ' .
.NKR

Number of CETA State and Loci! Government Employees .
.

This ratio will take oh a value of I if all (EIR employees represent net
additions to the aggregate state and local government work force; It will
equal 0 if all c trot employees are substituted for employees That would
have been funded by state and local governments4f crrA funds had not
been available. -Thus, the rate Ofsubstitution is measured as.] minus the
net job creation ratio:

n. S = I NKR
,

The pnmar$, estimiiiing the *net job creation rate arises
from the necessity to predwt what, .state and loCal government
employment w-ouril have been in the absence of cutelfhe approach used
was, to estimate the asso.ration between aggregate state and local
government employment and a number of variables thought to

283 .
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Appendix B
1

deteprim the 1041 tof that employ menti A regression equation provided
a series of parameters that descnbed thte historical relationship between
the deterrrunantS. or explanatory sanables, and employment. The actual
u;lues of the explanatory" variables during the (ETA program 4ere used
in this regression equation to obtain a predicted level of employment in
th4 absence of CETA. The model used to obtain these predictions is.

;1

,E = .

The dependent
rn4

sanable. El is aggregate state and local government

it
amPicOt minus instructional persOnnel in the education sector minus
net new jo s under PEP. Instructional personnel were remove from ,

aggregate emAloyment tbr two reasons. (I) relatively few 'c EI4A personnel
were employed In an insinoional capacity. thus the possibility- of
substitoon was not relevant to these jobs, and (1) by removing

'instructional personnel..thiproblenis of modelinichanges in education-
al employment , due to shifts in demographic charactenstics thethe
population werelavoided. ,*

,____1.4-ntrrrrreiirtfErnew lobs under PEp was subtracted from aggregate
employment tokemove the effect of PEP during the estimation penod. Ifi
making this adjustment, the level of displacement urar, PEP was

assumed to be 0 5, a rate consistent with the mid-duration findingi of
Johnson and Tomola. However, alternative rates, ranging from 0,3 to
0 7. were tested These changes in the assumed level of displacement
under Po }tad an insignificant effect on the job creation rate estimated
under (ETA tin general. a'n increase of 0.2 in the assumed displacement
rate under Po lowered the estimated job creation effect of c ETA by 0.02).

The model utilized three explanatory sanables. R represents state and
local government receipts. It measures the resources from all sources

, (including federal grants) that state and local governments have
available to purchase labor and indirectly reflects society's taste for
public sector goods any sersices The .age variable in the model, W. is

. the average compensation of government employees. The early 1970s
saw faitly large increases in compensation .paid to governme
arnployees. This variable was included to pick up whatever dampe g
effects these wage changes may have had on state and local gove tilt
employment The final variable. t. takei on the "value of the obse non
ntimber' and stas included due to the strong upward trend in e and
local government emplUy meet. In additionoit helps to capture e effect
of any variables °mated from the model.

. The revenue and wage variables were measured 'meal terms (deflated
by the implicit gross national product price deflator for state and local
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/ purchases of goirds and services) and the equation was spedified. in tog/ linear form. The log linear form was found to fitthe data better than She
linear equation. Moreover, a log linear equation is a firsi-order
approximation4to any functional form and hence mote general than'
linear equation.

Time is measured by its'log, since we have assumed that the to for
governmental goods and services has increased at a decreasing r e oyer
the estimation period. This might be expected, since the rap i rate of
expansion of the public sector that occurred in the 1960s sho continue
at a decreasing rate in the early 1970s. Iflime were measure in units, the
implicit assumption would be that thee taste for state an local services
was growing at a constant rate. This .latter ass ['iron sculled
unreasonable given some of the institutional read' s yn recent years,
tg., tax revolts, defeats of bond issues, tax refer dums, etc. Table 1
provides an indication of the magnitudes of t variables an qihdir
components over the estimation penod. , g" 4

The model was estimated for 54 quarters fr 1961 1 to 1974 I usini
the Cochrane.-Orcutt technique for adjustin for,aiftocorrelated
als. Predictions were then made from' 197 III 'to 1976 W. The ilesurts
were: /...f

In E = 7.851 + 0.032 111,42t - 0.237 In W + 0.366 in t

s
(0.230) (0.044k (0.119) (0.020)

:
; k2 = 0.9994 / F(3,50) 1.4,641

I%
t .

rho = 0.8281 D W. = 1.92.

standard error of the reg sion = 0.0043

..
1..

The net job creation 4 sabased on the predictions obtained from this
equation appear in Tali! 2.-1n every quaker. the job creation 'estimates
fall between 0 and 1, a d in the ',tenth quarter it ,was 0.54. Furthermore
this result is obtained thout constraints or wide confidence intervals
We can be 95 percent ure that in the tenth quarter the job creation tido
will fall between 0.20 nd 0.78. . ,

There are two m or limitations to this approach: ?Mt, the results are
influenced by the ay the trend is measured. This instability may stem

?from the omissio of a variable measuring the cost 'of nonlabor inputs
into the state an local production function. Also, the model requires
that the taste fo government services, And he ice government employ-

0.
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t., TABLE 1 Changes in State and Local Government Employment, Receipts, end Compensation, 1961-1976
co
ts.

4

Year

1 961

1966
1 971

1 976

Quarter

Is t
2nd
3rd
4th

Number of
State and Local -
GiSeernmprit
rmployeeS
(thousands)

, 6,439
8.247

10.196
12,295

Number of
State and Local
Government
Instructional
Personnel
( thousands)

1,835
' 2.432

2.967
3.565 .4

State and Local
g " Government

Receiritc
(S billions)

91.1

.116232 04

197 2

Ott,
Average
Compensation
of Emplufees
(S thousands)

"*. 7,280

7.732
8.192
7.677

SOURCE Computed from U S Department of Commerce Survey of Current Business and Yubhe hmployment. 61; Series No. I.
NOTE State and local government receipts and average compensation of employees are seasonally adjusted annual rate.,expressed in constant
dollars (3012 , 100) *umber of state alid local government employees is seasonally adjusted. Average annual percerri chtge in en111103,111401
;Ad in trims covers the period from the preceding date

I

1

4
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TABLE 2 ,Job Creation 'Ratio of CETA Public Service Employment, United States,

4 s.

a

I

i unc 1974 through December 1916

1,..
ed

,
- . .

Year -Quarter

State and Local Government Employment
. (Leis Instructional Personnel) Actual Minus

Estimated
CE A PSE

Nonprofit)
lob Creation Ratio
(Column 3 , Column 4)Actual Estimateda

1974 ..' 3rd
4th

..-

'1975 . 1st
2nd

1
3rd
4th

". 2 , av

106 ...,° 1st

2nd
a , 3rd
. ' 4th

" '

e
':,

a

(1)
8.121

48,236

8.400
82496
8.532.

8,571

8.612
8,664
8.685
8.730

(2)
8.110
8.17e

8.43
8.288
$.342
8.393

8,443
8.490
8.540
8.59$

(3)
11
58

167
208
190
178

169
171
145 .,

132

(4)
4
7

2

3
2 8
2 4

6

J

(5)
0.27
082

(ill
0 76
0.70
0.59

0.55
0.57
0.55
0.54

SOURCE Computed from U.S. Bureau or Labor StatiStics end Employ ment and Training Ad migration dara. . .

aEsurnate of state end local government employment. less instructional persoimel, excluding "ETA emploNint, derived from regressiOn
aneysta. .

i

t.)
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,

meat, increase at a decreasing rate. As rioted earlier, this'as.not, an, :unreasonable assumption.
Secondly, if CM had an effect ?n state and local governmeili re% enue

or wages., then predicted employment will reflect this .effect,, because
these sanables are included on the explanatory side of.,tihe, model. For
'example, if (ETA causes state and local govenmentsto, plt Off tax
increases because needed sers ices can, be prusided thriug substitution,
then the resenue sanable will be luweV than it wou41,1111%e been in the
absence of ( ETA. This would lead to a predicted entyirient figure lower
than what actually would hase occurred in the absence of CE7A. As a

Jesuit. the job creations ratio would be overstated. ,..
While these limitations call for caution in the ittierpretation of the job

creation estimates, there are several factors tlf4t suggest that the
estimates are reliable First. the confidenct inteillals are narrow, as
mentioned abuse. Second, an alternatise modeklesigned to asoid the
limitations of the abose procedure resulted in 'a similar long-run job
creation estimate of 0.44. This model took the form:

E = ftYn.W.PSE)

where E is total aggregate state and luc'al gosernment employment minus
the number of PSE slots under PF P and ( ETA, As suggested by Roger
Bolton in his studies of the. Brookings Model. net income, Yr,, is defined
as personal income plus indirect state and local business taxes minus
federal personal taxes In addition:Federal grants-in-aid to state and
loCal gusernments were added because these grants are becoming an
increasing)} large portion of state and local gosernment resources. W is
the same wage sariable used earlier and PSF, IS the sum of PSE slots

r t ed v n d ei PEP and 41 I k. adjusted f r PEP summer youth employment
and nongovernmental 0:1A positions.

All of the variables were expresse real per capita terms. This
procedure remuses much of the trend from the sariables. reducing the
chances of getting a good fit due merely to growth of poptItation and
inflation in the dependent and independent sariables. In addition, it
seems to be a correct procedure on purely theoretical grounds, as state

'and local goNefnment decision makers must uperale in these terms.
This equation was estimated from 1961 I jo 1977 1V'again using the

Cochrane Orcutt technique t4; adjust for at4ocorrelated residuals. The
'following results were obtained

The parameter on the Psi sanable (036) reflects the average long -run
(14 quarters) rate of substitution. under the, PEP and ( ETA programs. It is
similar to the long-run t 10 quarters) rate of substitution estimated from

3
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.

.

the first model, 0.46. Furthermore, %tie can
i

be 95 percent sure-that the
rate of substitutitin will fall between 06 and 0.86. The estimate obtained

Et PSEt = 0.079 + 2.686 Ynt 0.004 Wt 0.564 PSEt
(0.005) (0.661".= (0.0005) (0.155)

R2 =19.9990 F -= 24,138

rhos 0.978 D.W. = 1.287

standard error of the regression = 0.09022

from the second model, while not as statistically precise as .the previous
one, does not suffer from some of the limitations of the first model. The
results are not dependent on a trend vanable or nonlinear functional
forms. The equation tends to exhibit a greater degree of stability, and by
using net income rather than revenue the second model will not be
influenced by any revenue effects CETA might have had. 1

The second model appears to be reIdtle and correct for some of the,
problems in previous estimates,

.1- . s
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C
National Commission for .

Manpower Policy:
Job Creation .

Through Public.
Service Employment

i .

7

The National Commission for Manpower Policy issued an intenm report
to Congress with recommendations relating to the public service
employ mentigrograms under cLTA. Because of their relevance to the.

E1P recommendations, the highlights of the commission's proposals &rid,
recommendations are reproduced below: -

I. That PsE be used as a major instrument of national manpowqr
polmy and programming primarily" for the purpose of providing cumin
employment opportunities for structurally unemployett.persons and thal
Congress adopt the amended eligibility cntena established in the
Emergency Jobs Programs Extension Act (PL 94-414) for all PSE
positions.

2, The establishment of &policy of automatic increases and decreases
in the number of PSE jobs in response to changes in the nationalevel of
unemployment but with the same eligibility criteria' enumerated in
recommendati9A-1-above.

3., That Coicgress fund the recently expanded PSE, program at the level
fo 725.000 stbs through fiscal 1979, which will provide additional time
for assessing the optimal size of such a program under the CETA system.

4. Thai local sponsors be required to provide remedial education ad
skill training to enrollees in need of such assistance, and that they be
directed to involve local employers more actively in the planning of local
PSE programs so that they can con tnbute to designs aimed, at improving
transition.

290
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5. That the wage structure emphasize the. following components.

Wages Ix set at levels which will not discourage enrollees from
seeking alternative employment or Crom( suffering wage decreases whet
they move into regular jobs.

Consideration be given to providing some wage increases when a
person is on Psk, especially if he or she is assigned increased
responsibilities.

The ceiling of $10,000 of federal subsidy for a PSE job, as in the
current legislation, to be continued,' and the scope for local supplementa-
tion above that sum bellimited to no more than 1.5 Percent 6f all funds to
provide elasticity for adjustments where this is-necessary to take into
account regional wage differences.

6. The rorward funding of PSE on the ground that such action will
'enable local sponsors and their program managers to improve their
design of l programs, improve their selpction of enrollees, and
strengthen thitr management procedures with he aim of contributing to
the employabiiity of their clients, increasing their productivity, and
Containing the4$sts of the projects:;

7. That Corigress %eek to increase and improve the program
information that is available by stipalaung the types of information that
it requires foi overseeing the prigram and for gauging its effectiveness,
by makfrig-the requisite resources "available tq tht Department of Labor
and to the prime sponsqp.for the collection and anAlysis of the required
data, by prescribing as a condition of. continued funding%that federal
iranteesfurnish the requirett information, mchicling data on thw-regular
bitdget and employment, oin a "timely basis, 'and by establiihing
pificedurgis for the poodic 'review tof the assessments and evaluations
prepared t the DeiDartment of Labor and other responsible federal
agencies. sirch as the General Accotiliktg Office.

11
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TABLE 1 Appropriations and Expenditures, Department of Labor.
Manpower Development and Training Apt, Economic Opportunity Act,
Emergency Employment Act, and Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act, fiscal Years 1963-1978 (millions of dollars)

Fiscal Year

DOL Manpower Appropriations ac" s'

ExpendtturesMDTA FDA EEA CETA Total

1963 ..
1964

1915
1966

s

1967
1968
1969
1970' .
1971 r ..

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1976T03
1977 '
197g

lb
(1)
69 9

130'0
396 9
399 6
390.0
3%5'
407 5
705.8
867 2
905.3
7196

(2)
.

132 5
577.8'
667.1
745 7
907 8
753.7
761 8
776 8
831 6

(3)

1.0000
1,2500

250 0

(V .

..
2,01562
3.742 8
5,7418

597 6
8.052 84
8.061 95

(5)

169.930 0
529 4

91.05777 4.1

1.144.2
1,315 3

1.459 5
1,6290
2,6821,
2.801 2
2,2656
3.742 8
5,7418

597 6
8.052 84
8.061.9

(6) -

51 8
110.0
280.3
754.8
857.6

1.087.7 .
1.081.
1,06$.
1.3 .5
2.1 4.9
2.3 2.6
2. 5

3,175.0
5,045,0
1.577.0
5.631.3 ,

NA

Soutce Fmplosment and Training Administration, U S Department of Labor '
Figures for 196(11969 include amounts for Job Eorps. administered by the OLD

(Wrong those years, as follows S) FY 1 966 306 3.1977 209.2.1978. 282.3.
1979 278 4
2Combined funds for MDTA. FDA. and Title II Of CETA
3Transition quarter. July-Sept 1976
4 Fxcludes amounts forward funded for fiscal 1978 In the fiscal 1 977 supplemental
appropriations
sHovs Seals onferstsa approved $3,377 9 for fiscal 1978.14.684.0 forward
'uncle fro scat 194.7-#"-

,v



IABLE2. Federal Obligations for Work ind kaming Programs Administered by the Department of Labor, Selected Fiscal

Years 1963-1974 (amounts in thousands). f

Manpower Programs Y 1974 FY 1972

so" (1) (2)
Total 52,143.613/ 52.6 %.940

398,462 fir 424343
307,896 355,708
90.566 68,845

661,711 i, 517.244
88,570 74,897

113,651 121,962.,
459,491 ie. 320,385

1 114.664' . 85;1'64

28.434 581,301

NJ Manpower Development & Training Act

tA Institutional Training
10P-OJT2

Neighborhood Youth Corps
In School
Out of School
Summer

Orieration Mainstream
Pubhc'Service Careers
Special Impact4
Concentrkted Employment Program
Jobs (Federally Financeilr t ,
Work Incentive Program
Job Corps wk.

Public Employment Program '-

146,4896
, 64,026

2160,127

ts' 4§.5$1

154,602
118,224
174,788
202,185

281.1206. 961,879

ry 1970 FY 1968 FY 1966 FY 1963-1964

(31
S1 418 552

(4)
$802,173

(3)
$628,407

"(6)
5198.181

336.580 294.418 ,339.649 198.181"
287.031 221,847 281,710 190,744

49,549 74.571 7,939 7,437 d
356.589 281,864 263,337

p,242 58,908 3

97,923 26,279 3,
199,424 12g,677 3

51,043 22,319
89,366 . 7,5&7

2,038
187.592 93,057 2$,421

148,820 89,920
78,780 9.000

169,782

ty Source. Manpower Reports of the President, 1970-75
1 Includes S39.127.6 i 2 obilgaled for the Migrants P.rugram and,S to mown fur Title IX. National Older 4rkers Program, *WI are nut shown
separatily 0 - ) . t
2Includes the,JUISS-i/stal Program i4UP1, which began in ris.81.1,71. and the MLiTA un theyub {OJT) Omani. which ended in fiscal 1970 eeept
4, national contracts Also Includes Construction Outreach

43Dats me not available for NYC components prior to fiscal 1967
4Transferred to the Office of Economic Opportunity: July 1. 1969
sTotal includes 536.775,542 in qmprehenswe Manpower Program allocations forrlY 1974 only . is t

...

6 Includes $44,010.000 under Tee 11 and 5237.110.000 under Title Ill A of CETA (extension of Emergency Employments Act)
(Deltas may not add to totals due to rounding ) o

..-"
4 ,

31.'0
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TABLE 3 CETA Appropriations, Fiscal Years t974-1978 (millions of dollars)

. . 5_

..

-

N.,

CV NTitic

Fiscal)

19741

Fiscal
Year
1975

Fiscal Year 1974
Fiscal Year r977

Fiscal
YearYear

1978

July 197S- Transition
June 1976 Quarter2 Initial Final3 '

(1) . (2) (3) (4).. (5) (6) (7)
1 1,010.0 ": 1,5800 1.5800 395.4 1,880.0 1,880.0 1,880.0
11 p 370.0 400.0 1,600.04 _ 100 0 400.0 524.0 1,016.02
111 180.05 239.4 268.4 58.4 239.3 1,600.76 387.9
IV 150,0. , 175.0 140.0 ; 43S 197.5 274,1 417.0
VI 250.0 875.0 L625 0 - 1,384.0 3,179.0

.-
3,668.0'

Summer Youth 305.65 473 4 528.4 . - 595.0 595A 693.b

total 2,265 6 3,742.8 5.741.8 597.6 4,695.8 8,052.8 8.0619
.

Source: Employment and Training Admunistration. U.S Department of Labor
i.

. .
i Appropriations fur Department of Labor maniabwer prugrama .urrespunding with Title L IL and fur the Emergent/ Employment Act.
lfulYSept. 1976. a 4 .
"Includes supplemental appropriations as part of the Economic Skimulus°Act. z
4S1.200 million authorized under Title II for both Title II and VI.
:Excludes S91 million in summer youth funds and $33 maim in funds fur national programa carried forward from fiscal 1973.
6Includes $233.3 inrilivn for Irtuung Adult Cuns4rvativrt Corp., Title VIII of CETA. also funds for veterans programs (HIRE), skill
training improvement (STIP), and othei youth programa.
/Forward funded from 1977 appropriation. . 3 I 6

41116 ..
,
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Appendix D \ 297

1

.

TABLE 4 Federal Funds for ivlanpower Programs, Total and Department
of Labor, compared with Gross National Product Fiscal Years 1972-1978
(amounts.in millions of dollars)

Fiscal Year

Obligations
Gross
National

; Product
(GNP)

.
Total
Obligations

. as Percent
of GNP

.
Total All ow
Agencies

Department of Labor

Percent of
Amount ^f Total

(1) (2) (3) (4) . (5) .
1972 41941 3.348 '0,8 1,110.500 044 r
1973 -5.252 3,432 65.3." 1,237,500 0.42
1974 . 4,641 2,817 60.7 1,359,200 0.34
1975 6,931 4,797 69.2 1,454,600 0.48
1 9761 8,670 5,876 67 8 1.625,400 0.53
1977 12,628 10,393 82.3 1,838,000 0.69
1978 (est.) 10,894 . 8,613 79.1 2,043.,200 0.53 :.

Source Office ofiWanagementand thidgotSpec3al Analyses. Budget of the Un3ted.
States
3 Excludes transition quart&.7

. 1, .

a

i

31 t
,

i

I
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. TABLE 5 CETA Allocations by Title, Sample Pnme Sponsors, Fiscal Years 1974.1977 (thousands of dollars)

Prime.SponsorCo

sr.
. Fiscal

' Year

s (1)
CITIES

'Gall. Ind. ' 1974

975'
'` 1976

1971I

Long BeachtCa. 1974
' 1975

. .

1976
5 1977...

New YOtjc. NY 1974
1975
1974
1977

iuladClphia, Pa

.
..

1974
1975

,
1976
1977

,.

., ,
Si. Paul, Minn. 1974

Summer
Publtd Service Employment

:'
. Youth Total

Title I' EEA Title!! Title VI Total Prostant2 Allocation3

(2) (4) (8)S31% . (5) 6) (7)

403.5 551.65.625 7 148 1 - - 6,177.3
1 5.0631 ' , 437.7 786.6 1,224.3 '2,946.9 '9,234.3

4,556 8 - .. 1,592.8 1,496.1 3,088.9 3,229.1 10,874.8 --

4,101 1 .1.536.7 6,695.0 13,230 3,229.0 15,561.8
A

4,6893 _-3.025 1 690 0 . 974.2 - -
2.722.6 - 1.015.0 j 2,286.9 .31,636041.92 888.9 0,913.4 4
2,457.2 -. .3.764.6 3,141.8 6,816.4 1,011.7 10,286.3
2,786.3 - 2,937.7 12,661,9 15,599.6 1,1612 19,549.1
. .

70,074.4 11,171.0 19,511)0.2 30,711.2 . - 100,785.6
63,067.0 18,873.0 47,844.7' 66717:7 26,579.5 156,364.2.
56.603 93.707.0 79,214.4 72,921.4 22,124.9 , 158,806$
67.584 0 68,820.6 301.391.7 370,212.3 39,196.0 466,992.3

t
e l

,327.2 - 9,985.9 25,465.5
r,

615.479.6 3.658.7
13.931 6 - . '6,247.6 12,402.0 18,649.6 4,687:2 `7,268.4

....

1,2,538 5 16,947.2 14,788.9 11,746.1 5,136.1 49,420.7
14,650.4 17,292.6 72,069.1 89,361.7 5,550.3 109,562.4

. . v
. 00..52,597.9 294.4 . 718.1 - 1, - 3,610,4,



Topeka,. Ks.4

\
f;\

COUNVES4,"
Calffey4, Mich. ' j

a

Chester, is.

0?,

*Cotk, HI.

Lorain. O.

6

t,

1975
1976

.1977

1974
1975
1976
1977

1974
197$
1976
1977-fi 974
1975
1976
1977

1974
1975 t
1976
1930

'1974
1975
1976
1977 '

2,338.1
2,104 3
2,196.5w

1,083.5
975.2

1,072.6
1,051.8

.849.3,-"

..11615

892.1
4096.7

11

1,052.6.
1,028.4

983.1
1,153.5

4,823.4
6,665.6
7,180.9
9,132.1

648.0
8410

* 992.4
1.4551

-

1020

167.2
-

101.2

-
-

848.6

133.0

628.5
2,578.

134.8
1 lit.0

1.1924
38

,

509.5
421.4

1,421.2
1,502.3

-
752.5
03,6

664.4
941.6

3,419.2
7,789.6

173.4
151.7

1,783.9
1,832.7

4

(1

. 01.8
2;577.0 , S :9

11,3634' 14.2811
.,..-

- .- 273.3
337.9 455.9
$23.0 1,925.2

2,458.0 2,839.2

676.7
799.9 1,221.3

1,522.5 2,943.7
6,405.4 7,907.7

101.2
411.3 411.3
979.8 1,732.3

4,781.6 5,765.2

560.9 4,829.3
674.1 . 7,936.30

17,283$

1,356.8
298.6 1,729.7
330.2 11,328.0

iise_s s 4,249.5

.1

. 1,526.0
23315 2,308.5
295,1 4,139.9
414.6' 9,419.0

1,153.8
311.7 1,751.4
391.5 , " 3,106.9
473.2 7;392.0

'1,513.0
3.7-77.9 4,7194 1,535.6
7,877.4 11,296.6 1,942.7

40,772.0 48,561.6 2,879.1

306.4
697.9 $49.6 356.2

1,847.7 3,631.6 450.8
7,305.9 9,138.6 628.8

6,336.4
12,920,7
20,420.2
60,572.8

954.4
2,046.8
5,074.8

11,222.5
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TABLE 5 (Continued)

..

\-..../
prime Sponsor

14

1 -
Fiscal
Year Title I'

Public Service Employment ---
Summer
'Youth
Program2

'Total
Allocation3EEA Title 11 Title VI Total

.

COUNTIES (continued)
Middlesex, 11/

Ns\
Pasco, Fla.

.---
An

*Ramsey, Minn.

Stanislaus, Ca

*Union. N1

.

.

,

(1)

1974
1975
1976
1977

1974
1975
1976
1977.

197$
1976
1977

1974 .

1'975 '''/
1976
1977

1

1974
1975

(2)

2,468.0
_2,94).5
2,9/0.4
3.781.1

2,53.6

380.4
. 523.7
785.5

311 7
470.6
S29,9
671.6

1,346,1
972 41 i

24106,2
2,459.2

1,388.2
1,590,2

,

(3).

797.5

.
4

141.5

-
-

71.4
-
-

1.246,6 .
-
-.

191.0

(4)

1,217.8
1,420.4
4,910.0
5,723.2

222.3
-
616.6

,I;150.1,

-
-
710,6
819.6

1,704.6
1,459.5
4,719.0
3,767,9

i
221.1
245:0

(5) l

3.531.7
4,267.8

?5,190.0

-
' 382.7

648.3
5,252.6

-
7,53.5

691.2
3,422.2

-
1,686.4

,4,448.9
17,013.3

1,026.9

(6)

2,015.3
4.952.1
9,177.8

30,913.2

393.8
382.7

1,264.9
6.40r.7

71.4 .1

2$3,5
1,401.8
4,241,8

2,951.2
. 5,145.9

9,167.9
20,781.2

412.1.
1,271.9

(7)

-
850.0

l',075.2
1,487.6

-
85.2

107.7
168.2

7
*, '80.4

101.7
150.7

476.7
603.3

.857.1

-
368.7

(8) ,

4,483.3
8.749.6

13,223.4
36,181.9

647.4
848.3

1,896.3
7,356.4

385.1
804.5

A '
5,064.2

4,297.3
' 5,595.0
11,937.4
24,097.5

1,800.3
3,230.8

..



4%

CONSORTIA.

Ausibi, Tex.

...

....-L4 d4veland, 0.$

1976 1.1.03.0,

197i4` 20'3. .14.ft
-

.A

.. '5;4074 2,669.8 100.3
1%1975, ,2,714,4

1976 zk(2,552.5 I . ,,
1977 2,784 ill

,

*t.

1974 15,031 :1' (1.738.41

;31

i2,517.2 -'. 2.48 '1, :i
3,325.5' 14.142. .1,

:,
-, !-..'t 490 6..

. 32 861.1
1.027 ,: 6,038.1
" .',l's.: .

3,421.1 - i:,, -

.t'

098.3 4664 7.268,0
17,440 *. 691.3 20,505.6

r.
100.3 '4 -

-490,6 '?36.3

1 .1 87.2 880.6
7.665.2 1113.4 '

.... a - .,

5,059.5

2,770.1
..:'.;3, .4

1.4.4.6 't.,*

"10.863:4;"

20,090.6
1975 15,581.0 - ',",--. 3.144.8 7.60k6 L0_1829.4' 5,493.4 ..-31.904.0
193V

.
14.960.3 :- -"';. 11.2564 10.377.3 21.:634.1 6,118'.4 44,712.8,

19Y4 13,893.1 LI. %.1.1.4281 46.988.7 58,417.5 S.788.2 ,,, 4498.8
1 - "; **, -- - ,

Ita4, Cs ty fes- -.. 1974 1,804 3
.. e:4,.. ". J.4

12443: ' ',89.2 ;lip . -, 21t5' - 2,0171
,,. ' ,..%

. , -
1,623.9 - -"tr.?, 78.1 523:1 601.2, '424.6 2,649.7

.11: . 1975 :1
1976. ''' 1.467.53 , - 1,34 LOU .2,729.5 465.3 4,662,1

- ** 19 77 1.480a ... - '-,* 1,474I9" 5,786.7 7,261.6 541.0 9,190.6..... .,

. ;.'li:, i. '75-
..

:% 1974 1,917.v 183.7 1,451.9 - /%635.6tan sin . Mich. ' ,M. 3,553,5
t 1975 2,177.8 - 1,367.6 1,647.8 3,015.4 549.0 5,742.2'

1976 2.557.1 - 3.869.8 4,072.1 .7,941.9 693.8 11,192.6

101 3,105.2 - 3414.34;,"' 14,709.7 18,1 24.0 1,022.1 22%251.3
, ,:. ..,' ,. c.: .4

i *" :1 -mx/Mattc4a, A1.6 1974 8.279 4 ik 724.6 763.3
ft-

1,487.9 -- 9,767.3
1 975 * 8,196.6 '1'. a 792.9 5,710.8 6,503.5 2,536.3 , 17,236.4l 1 976 '7.6901, - V/, 9,340.4 9,898.0 19,238.4 2,914.3' 29,843.5
1977 5.663. 8,387.6 35,000.0 43,387.6 2,193.2 51,244.1, -

.,....%. . cA f I .I Sli

1

.

321.
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TABLE (Continued)

Summer
Fiscal Public Service Employment Youth Total

1.... Prime Sponsor War Title 11 EEA Title 11 Title VI Total Program2 Allocation3
Cs .

't-1 CONSORTIA (continued) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

4

Orange Co., Ca.

. .

Raleigh, NC' ?974 2,075.6 (106.7) t. - 106.7
275 2,234.9 711.0 771.0
976 1,574.7 2.116.7 2,104.4 4,221,1

1977 1,799.9 1,0980 5,517,3 6,615.3

19 4 5,648.7 1,503.9 1.769.8 - 3.27327 - 8,922.4 /
1 5 7,732.4 1,637,1 47,126,0 8,763.1 1,456,9 17,952.4 .

1 76 8,364 9 t- 10,934.2 10,234.3 21,168.5 1,842,7 31,376.1
1 77 10.180.9 10.322,0 40,319A- 50,641.7 2,731.0 63,553,6

2.1823
678,9 3,684.8
730.: 6,526;4
799. 9,214.3

Pinellas/St Petersburg, Fla. 1974 2.194.3 153.7 118.3 - 4 272,0 - 2,466.3
32.2 1,507.8 1,540.0 73 4 4,799.41975 Z521.0 -

t . 1976 3,164.7 3,963.9 3.981.8 7,945.7 9 .2 12,044.6
1977, 4,717.6 -. 4,390.9 19,096.7 23,487.6 1,3: ,4 2,9,589.6

e
San Joaquin. Ca. 1974 2,517:9 1.028.8 1,346:3 - 2,37S,1 - - 4.893.0

1975 2,883.9 1,130.3 1,401.3 2,53I.6 1, '9.4 6,4245
1976 2,782.6

'
3,141,3 3,174.9 6,316,2 1, 513 10.25 0.1

ry on 1977 2,876.1 /
I

- 3,277.7 14,540.5 17.818.2 1, 57.4 21,851.7
4,.) ...., 4. STATES

*Maine° 1974 7,879.0 1.500.0 2,771.1 4,2714
1975 7,091.1 2,675.1 4,7- 97.6, 7,472.7

1'2,1S0.1
.841,8 164405.6
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t C2'
t.st
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r

'Arizona

'North Carolina

/

'Texas a)

1 976

1 977

1974
1975

4 976.-

1977

1974
1975
1976
1 977

1 974

1 975

4 I
"1976

0977

4,884.8
4,637 3

5.735.5
5.162.0
4.645.8
4,507 9.

24,524 4
22,108.7
20.117 3
24,662 0

/

21,797.9
19,764.31
16.309 3
15,876.3 `

572.9

7,978.9
5,350.2

14425 I

6,653.4
23,896.1

14,632.3
29,24 6.3
.

713.4

.

2,124.2
'1,999.8.

.

21,641.3
35,88 .4

6, 8.t
400.5 1,81 2.6 2,213.1. 2,536.3 .192:0069114

2.952.7 3,034.3 5,987.0 I. 1,373.3
4,885.0 21,3 2 2.2 26,207.2 1,571.4 32,210.S

NA 24,524.49' 98.7 14,091.7 143 90.4 658.1 36,957,2
33,497.0 .,37,04 7.3 70,544.3 9,101.2 99.76 2.8

- . 20,6 13.9 '82,501.5
1

103,1 15.4 10,214.0 138,491.4

NA ' 914.0 914.0 22,711.99'
636.6 8,840.4, 9,477.0 6,61-7.6. 35,868.9'

5,840.8 9,091.7 14.932.5 . .4'7,301.9 38,543.7
5,991.4 37,35 1.8 43,343.2 6,961.5 66,181.0

Source; Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor
Ifiscal Year 1974 figures are obligations for manpower programs t orrespon. ding with Title 1.
2Surrimer youth enifsloyntens funds for 1974 included *n Tide 1 figures.
;Excludes allotments from State vocational education. manpower services, ld planning funds.
4 Topek4 became TopeksShawnee Consortium in fiscal 1976.
slake County withdrew from Cleveland Consortium in fiscal 1976. .

4Phoenixsnd Mancopa County closbaAded consortium tn fiscal 1977. Figures for 1977 are for Phoenix only.
'Balance of Wake County withdrew from consortium on fiscal 1976.
Sk,uatberland and Penubscui Counues wiihdiev. from baian.e a state in fuck, 19!6. Knoche. and Hanuck Counties Withdrew on fiscal 1977.
9Does not include ETA Nods for fiscal 197#
Balance of county or stale. I . i,

.

( ) Estimated
Note. Details may not add t6 totals due to rounding Fiscal 1976 figures exclude transition quarter A&

0
$

7

a
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TABLE 6 CETA Public Service Employment, Titles II and iftlianple Prim e Sponsors ;:sr
'I<, -..Fiscal Years 1975 and 1976 ., . . ;-,I:.. ...

.

. , ..

t,.
4.4.< 4

'''-`4* 4 '`,4g4,..,v.' 4._ ' :41,.. . 4%. .:::`.. I .1.°.

Prime Sponsors Title

Fiscal Year 1976
itical,Yiar -1976 -1

7 '

Mai, 7# 111406,V. QuItgeg...Sept."30 Dec. 314 Mar. 31 June 30 Sept.,30 Pei. 31

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) :* (6) -. 449):
CITIES

16ary, hid. 1 .110
.1

.. 189 ,3116 ' 714 ,. .67:: %OS ,
VI 43 55. 112.. ..-1-;?4,3,3;?.;. 443
Total I ' it110 232. . 264, -,"288 304 256 .

i ,
Long Beach, Ca. 11 9 6fr "....: 327 4'4.6:1'.:g.:t.; .s. 93 s"t: '.., ., 90

'97
66 305 .

VI - 214. ' .:14,2.:44. -:,,'..*:.:514 476 3411 241 -
Total 9 68 '; *54 t.:::::,.: (661";:: ; 407 -. 566

....
.' 415 '4007 305

.1.. L '''; 0 ..< i't ' . 7 .
New York, NY II NA * 1.981 6707 l3.Iø5 3,112 2,745, 2,401 13,310 12,502 .

VI - .,4.144 .6,802 14,653 15411 13,171 1,034
Total Nk 71,981 ,.1O 8S 19,907 17,765.. .16,5$6. 15,571 14,352 13,4*

'Philadelphia, Pa. II 1,26 2', , 1,696 .1,599 739 - 2,642
VI 897 062 2.138 2,808 2,03
Total Z761 . 2,877 2,808 2,023 2,740 2,642

r.
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t....Q....

St. Paul, Minn.

Topeka, KO
.

COUNTIES
Calhoun, Mich

Chester, Pa

*Cook, III.

1.orain.to

II
VI
Total

11 '

VI 4
Total

11

VI
Total

U
VI
Total

II
VI
Total

41

VI
Total

I '
NA

NA

13

-
13

32

32

54

-
54 .

NA

NA

.

14

-
14

21

--
21

94
-

94

-

117
-
117

:12 .
_

12

.

'

199
293
492

60
64

124

191
56

247

-
33

33

330
395
725

64
63

127

.

362
174

536

70
68

138

198
111

309

-
48
48

342
407
749

68
117
185

r

. .

129 125

266 338
397 463

NA NA
NA NA
NA NA

124 19
122 167
246 186

.

77 123,,

77 123

268 5

478 863
746 '868

, t

I ' S7 80
106 161
163 241

127
485
612

NA
NA
NA

19

.32$
344

-,

178
178

8

1,001
1,009

30
327
357

°

1

.129
514
643

-

NA

^ 19
299
318

142
142

1,030

1.030

23 .
418
443

529
-
529

NA'
NA
NA

.

175

64
239

76
76*

972
972

226
91

317

t

a
t.

110, A'_.'
1-

.
10

1

i 39. ...0-

.,
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TABLE 6 antinued)

4

.r

,Prime Sponsors ' Tide

Fiscal Year 1975

Sept 30 Dec 31

COUNTIES (continued) $1) (2) (3) '

Middlesex. NI 11 62 175

, .. VI . - -
Total 62 I75

Pasco, 11a 11 10 36
VI

,.

Total
.

10 36

.
*Ramsey. Minn. H -
. VI

Total -

ttanislaus, G. II 88 333
VI - -
Total 88 333

Mar, 31 June 30

(4) (5)

584 583
399 427
983 1.010

50 40
47 52
97 92

. ,.

23 2o
23 29

712 497
149 204
861 701 ,

, . z---../

ilt

1

Fiscal Year 1976

Sept. 30 Dec. 31, Mar. 31 Jurke 30
Traiisn
Cluariert

(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 1

Iv
1465 130 130 651 , 734i)

770 747 666 , 96
935 877 796 747 734

31 di 26 s 16 18 ,. 132
9& 106 119 120 '

127 ' 132 135 138 132-

- -
63 69 73. 90' 35
63 69 73 90 35

160 165 100 572 582
510 550 554 89 32
67Q 715 714 661 614



6

.4
CZ
-.1

*Union, NJ

CONSORTIA
Austin', Tex.

Cleveland; 0.3

,

Kansas City, Ks.
at

Lansing, Mich.

Phoenix/Mancopa, A f

II
VI
Total

II
VI
Total

II
VI

Total

II
VI

Total

11

VI

Total

11

VI
Total

-

-

,409
-
409

2

-
2

72

72

45
-
45

10
-

10

-
-

596
-
596

18
-.

18

245
...

245

142

$ 142

,

r

NA
NA
NA .

100
100

648
364

1,012

42
49
91

' 429
56

485

224
647
871

97
190
287

74
74

714
553

1,267,

50
67

117

487
89

576

204
771

975

108
198
306

44
44

857
799

1.656'

44
111

.155

93
491
584

226
830

1,056

105
295
400

156
156

245
1,541
1,786 ...

43
1

215

' 99
521
620

337
1,405
1,742

69
. 461

530

142
142

77
1,878
1,955

44
304
348

529
626

324
.1,929
2,253

63
525

-588

135
135

98
924

1,022

71
374
445

95
324
419

289
,873
2,162

277
189
466

NA
NA

1,311
180

1,491

-f/
38

505
-

505

NA
NA
NA

i

i
P

.
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TABLE 6 (Continued) .

,r

Prime Sponsors Title

itscal Year 1975
Fiscal Year 1976

Sept, 30 Dec. 31 Mar. 31
..- '''' , , Traksjtion

lune 30 Quarter'Sept. 30 Dec. 31 Mar. 31 June 30

CONSORTIA (continued)
Orange Co , Ca.

Raleigh. Nes
; 7..f'

Pinellas/
St. Petersburg, Fla._

*
an Joaquin, Ca.

'

(1)

11

Vi
Total

11

Vi
Total

il
V4

Total

11

VI
Total

9

(2)

76

76

-

NA
-
NA

63

-
63

(3)

278
-
278

k
NA

NA

216 ,
-
216

(4)

162
641

1,203

-.
98
98

26
191

;17

410
190
600

(5)

536
703

1,239
-

-
121

121

47
232
219

391
171

568

(6) ,

295
1,178
1,473

#4
393 .,

393

144
734

878

126-,
377
503'

(7)

291
1,266
1.557

94
,403
497

,
164
802
9661

208
392
600

(8)

254
1.308
1,561

89
429
518

' 183
. 875

, I.058 ,

10
396
565.

(9) "(10)

433k - 920
958 514

1,391 1,434 '

79 355
402 4
481 359

1

173 867
742 ' -
915 867

156 494
264 1

420 495



. s

1,346 1,319 1,269 NA NA 443 NA
jag ' VI - 679 783 894 , 1,600 1,268 NA NA

8: Total 147 188
.

2,025 2,102 2,163' NA NA NA NA

..

.'
*Ar4ona II. 10 44 ISO 99

. .
70, 120 196 79 580'

VI - " 251 248 30' . 489 682 / 441 NA. ITotal 0 44 401 347 37S4 609 878 520 NA.'
.L.e61 **NOM' Catalina

'VI
H IA

-
NA
- 5,887 4,621

43 43-
5,946 . 4,A9 6,858. 6,095

137 ; 1.058 1,308 1,427
33,324456

.

.

,
*Texas

.
V1

Total NA

Total 96 397 1,423 1,995

II
-

96

NA 5,932 4,664

397

-
476 461
90 1,534 "2,002 */,360 2,446 2,190

6,083 \ 6,327 4,166 7,522

2,038 ;511 2,667 2,407 1,457

36 \, 151 221 211

\

6,591

1,196
261

gouree: Elloyment and Training Adminbtration, U.S. Department of Ltbor
4,,gfulySept. 476 lk .

..<

illr
\

Topeka became TopeltaShawnee Consortium in fiscal 1976.
3 Lake County withdrew fro& the Cleveland Consortium in fiscal 1976.
4 Balance of Waite County withdrew from the Raleigh Consortium in fiscal 1976.
$ Cumberland and Penobscot Counties withdrew from balance of state in fiscal 1976.
Balance of county or state. is

3=93=9
4
. ,

eses

.
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TABLE 7 Characteristics of CETA Participants, U.S. Total f9r Fiscal Years 1975, 1976, and 1977, Compared with
Participants in Comparable Fiscal Year 1974 Programs (Percentages)

Manpowerl PEP2
Programs Program

Characteristics FY 1974 FY 1974

(I) (2)
Total Number 549,700. 66,200

Sex. Nate S8 66
emale t 42 34

Age. Under 22 63 23
22-44 31 67
45 anckover 6 11

...
Years of School.

8 or less 15

9.11 51
23

17 and ow 34 77

a,

CETA Tide I CETA Title II CETA Title VI

FY 1975 3 FY 1976 FY 1977 FY 1975 FY 1976 FY1977 FY1975 FY 1976 FY 1977

(3) (4) (S) (6) (7) (8) (9) (i0) (11}
1,126.000 1,7311,500 1.449.400 227,100 255,700 336,200 157,000 495,200 575,500

54 54,
46 46

62 57

1

36
7

1 4
13 12
48 43
39 45

AFDC
23 galir 10

16 15

330 Public Assistance 11 11

)Economically
Disadvantaged 8% , 34 77 76

52 66 64 60 70 65 6(
F 48 34 4 36 40 ' 30 35 36

.52 4.4. ' 22 . 20' 21 22 20
41 63 64 64 65 64 65

8 13 14 15 14 14 IS

. i

40
10 9 8 7 1 8 8

. 18 111: 15 18 18 19
SO 72 74 78 73 74 73

16 7 6 6 6 10
A,.... 9 7 8 ' 7 8
""----.--../

' 78 48 4 48., 44 44 t6



. . .1
Race: White . SS 69 SS , SS

' 37.
57 , 6S 61

k 37 23 39 31 22 27
1 0 ...

Spanish Speaking 1S 13 13 14 14 16 12

Veteran?
.' Recently Separated NA NA NA

Special IS
Other '. }

1 39
5
4

2
.

1 .

4 3

S
:...

0 .",

NA 4

t 71 71
23 23

, 8 , 13

S NA

68 66
23 '''' 26

10 8

t7
S 7

13 9 ,611 10 "7

13 11 1 1 15 12 I
,..

,..

b...
to, FiallTirne Student NA NA 33 ' 31 '2S 3 2 2

1 3
2 2

Labor Nome Status:
Unemployed 765 90 62 70 74 84 77 74. 88 .82 81

Underemployed 95 10 4 S S 8 7 6 6 6 3

Other's 165 34 2S 21 8 16 21, S 12 16

Receiving Unemploy. .
meat insurance S 7 4 6 6 12 . 13 14 IS 14 16

Bootee, Employment and Training Administration, US Department of Labor 4

'includes MDTA.lnstitu Dona. JOP-OJT. NYC inechool. NYC oukofschoot.Operatipn Mainstream. CEP, and JOSS. Excludes OIC. SER. CMP, Urban
League, and Public Service Careers.

r

:Excludes enrollee' in PEP (Emergency Employment Mt) Summer Youth Program. et
'May be duplication between recently sepstated and special (Vietnam era) veterans.
!Employed or not in the labor foros.
'Excindes NYC in-school and JOBS enrollees for whom data wets not available. .f
Note: Fiscal 1976 figures exclude the transition quarter, July-Sent. 1976.

7
. t

6

\ *
IL331

.0%

, N.. 1

t

a

J



TABCE11.-erirtracterlsties of Party' in CETA, Titles 1, II, and VI, Sample Prime. Sponsors, Fiscal Year 1976
(peicenmges),

.

Pt$06$1) of Tats1

46 ' . . 44 21 44 45 8 Yeats 12 Years I VetC/2111 ': ..... $

h.) a Pertimponts and and or Lem of ' or More of Economicady, RIM Spanish Spetial
Prink *orison Tide (Chmo lath& Female Under Over School School Desarantaged Assistance Whitt Wad American Veteran Other=

(I) (21/ (3) (4) ' (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (ll) (12) (13)
_--CRIES , .

Cari Ind,
"v III : 4.42:35

S4 6 641 3 2 1.0 35.4 1 97 0 50.4 10 8 88-4. 7 6 2.1 0.9
34 9 22 6 t4 1 ll 6 8 67 2 , : 98.7 23.3 . 6 8 85.1 6.8

414
64

VI 488 I 3 t 2566 1188 8 0 633 3 ' 908 Y" " . 26.0 57 7 863 3 7.8 64 8. ... -, Lon, 1344.6, Ca 1 2.5118: 44 2 44 5 / 2 S S
II 248 46 4 19 4 9 3 04
VI, 629 348` 123 135 14

I I
Nen York.11Y I 411.60s 49 0 : 623 61 106o .

II 44.253 389 207 II 2 1654'
VI 11.946 372, 194 I13 62. ..

Phdadeintifa, l'a I 17.1% 477 652 22 71
II 4,493 211 135 116 42

' . VI 1 960 194 149 80 36i
Sr hut Men I 5,112 40 5 366 77 29

I( . 213 413 221 90 09
VI 678 398 195 114 ,25'

- s

Topeka. Ks = I. 1,242 55 9 S 0 3 6
11 P 94 170 85 I 1 '

1
... VI - 311 4 3 2S3 54 32s

I ("1 COUNTIES: i

...) 4 g Cadman, Mt .1 1,600
11 174

$3 392. 70 44
11.8 137' 201 52

VI 477 371 161 121 59

4

408 . WS
92 8 5 2
894 230

421 805
656 4
664 40

360 760
660 659
637 6110

732 65.5
963 352
880 42.5

51 7 78 7
809 266
719 X512

680 681
86 8 15.3
182 706 1

25 3 4637 :348 15.2 4.3 3.8
9.7 581 : 31.9 '7.7 20 2 3.6

202 65.5 : 26.7 11.9 118 14,

2S7 342 47.0 30.3 3.2 1.4
208 57'1 16.7 184 109

20I '73.3 S66 160 148 12.8.
443 125 80.2 6.5 28 33
245 279; 664 50 35.1 168.
281 22 7 70.4 60 33.2 12.9

190 7511 190 29 .' 43 5.2
'94 . 85.7 KO 42 89 80
11.2 161 181 88 i.3 8.1

21 4 51 8 36 3 9 0 6 4 5,8
159 SS 3 340 33 106 138
140 486 381 8.9 ' , 4110 6,4

3I7 44 45.3 V 5.2 4 4
24 7 72 4 . 24.1 7.5 III.
24.3 692 23.5 40 88 Ili



ammo. Pa 1 1.104 437 626 4 5
II 51 373 -137 157
V1 --. 279-, 412 197 79

e. pelt. 111 1 5.061 46 9 504 14 9
+ II '466 346 235 190
`VI 1128 36 5 24 1 20 1

Ionic 0. . I 1,014 463 406 74
II 145 579 234' 124
VI 574 389 303 2S9

to 14BkIlescx341 - 1 2.246 54 4 41 6 4 It

two
11 760
VI 1.068

187
350

177
190

198
183.

Past.. /la 1 3.541 466 316 172
II 64 56 6 20..3 21 9
VI 211 474 16 6, 204

,Ralany, Mena 1 962 503 701 2$
II 30 500 67 00
vt 201 458 164 50

Sfssoslaos. 1 3.621 428 675 89
II 280. 66 1 25 4 6 0
VI 840 408 244 7, 8

......,

1.1616.011 1 1.962 441 '706 44
11 142 31 7 14 I II 3
VI 659 469 317 132

CONSORTIA
Auttikiltus i 2.048 57 2 57 0 1 6

fl
VI 350 491 200 103,

44

96 469
39 843
22 842

7 4
"A68

3 9 81 2 ,

45 603
48 ' 800
61 723

15 3 409
SS 801
54 800

109 S64
1 6 906
33 863

151 443
00 933
05 980

69 369
2 1 93 2
54 807

47 409
4 2 AI 8
20 783

14 1 '36 8

86 743

335639 488 475 11.2 4.7 2.3
471 215 74.5 235 19 98 11.8
42.3 16.2 688 308 47 111 5.7

S3 3 14 4 34 4 44.3 6 2 2.4 6.8
33I 16,5 402 598 3.0 ' 81 9.11

38 9 7 1 66 4 I, 33 0 1.8 7.3 7.5

627 32 3 . 49.3 361 137 5.3 5.8
462 207 559 310 13.3 97 3.4
S38 149 61.8 287 91 6.3 9.9

86 1 33 0 36 6 46 1 30.9 1.6 , 18
27.8 6.9 815 182 37 7.9 64
243 7I 82.7 170 4.9 9.4 105

.
532 21.6 82.7 145 2.S 33 11.8
14 1 11 0 95 3 16 3.1 12.5 14.1
289 95 88.2 100 I4 9.5 19.9

836 552 93.9 17 16 3.3 2.3
SOO 33 933 6.7 04 67 8.7
478 II 0 95.5 15 20 80 6.0

61 S 23 3 e 89 0 6 5 24.8 2.4 .6
63 2 ZS 0 889 6,1 136 5.7 8.2

6S2 393 865 9.9 21.B. 9.8 8.6

61.5
.

107 277 634 6.; II 1.0
31.1 . 21 31 7 59.2 8.5 15.5 10.6
395 41 439 493 4.6 44 5.0

B9 6 24 0 616 337 431 1.8 0'.11

557 12.2 329 166 286 66 2.-9

r
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TABLE 8 (Continued)

4,

1

to*

V

....
-0.. Participants

.

Tide iCantulane1/Flung Sponsor'

(I)/ CONSORTIA (continued)
Cleveland, 0 t

,t 1g.822

11 14n
VI 2.100

Karim City. Ks I .4438
Cl 104
VI 492

3...)'.4,

l
Luning.** I 8,526

II 387

VI itil

Pbcnientsexops. Ar 1 8.026
II 703

.,
VI 3.161

Orange Co , Ca It 6 859 ,,
IIt S13
ve 1.964

Raleigh, Ne I 1.887

VI 682
[I 122

Pbx1111 1 3.356
Se Petersburg, Fla II 355
I V14 1.338

,.rape of Total

Age 21 Age 4S

and and
Fein* Under Ora

8 Yeats
os toes of
School

12 Yens
or Note of
School

&ow/m*40y
Ditatranuged

Public
Aseestance Mu Black

Swills
Americus

Veterans

Spacial
Veleta Oilter2

9) (3) (4)

42 S 43 7 ' 21 3

154 190 209
234 194 257

560 478 38
221 260 356
32 9 27 I 19 7

Al 1 424 2 2
33 9 1,2.3 7 0
317 190 63

48 1 SOS 5 0
42I 189 110
41 3 201 12 0

46 7 71 S 5 1

3 ')2 180 130
373 1S3 143

490 64 1 3 8
574 203 139
31$ 172 167

SO 9 45 2 8'5
36 0 14 1 214
234 205 570

(S)

6 0
,68
'67

S 4

123
7 9

15
1 3
16

118
47
3 2

0 2
23
12

108
S?

132

9 0
5.6
66

, (6)

56 7
679
71S

S9 2

538
7S 4

SS 2

.92.7
880

410
644
87 3

34 4
$68

.899

36 6
'. $12

682

42 I
777
722

(7)

4S 9
33.9
207

74 0
548
32 7

63 7
27 9
396

84.3
56.0
46 2

9S 2
390
343

we'
25 4
$ 9

910
47.9
336

.

(8)

28.9
181J
166

27.9
16.3
11 8

39.5
6.3

109

18.0
14 2
13 0

n 6
16.1
193

211 3

6 6
91

19 9
16.9
154

(9)

44 I
52.8
609

36 0
317
618

66 0
26 II
81.2

68.8
856
86 S

84.5
9168
904

30 3
61 5
S79

S2 6
637
690

(10)

55.5
467
317

616
66.3
364

25.5
114
10I

25.4
12.1

11.5

9.S

1.8
S2

684
16.9
402
.
46 8
3S.5
301

(11)

10.4
I.?
I0

114
48
3.9

IL?
16
3.9

A 41
2

20.

46 9
16 4
144

0 2
00 .
0.1'

O.?

0 11

0.7

e

(12)'

4.3
5.1
7.8

66.7
7.3

43
18.1
15.4

IA
11.7
9.0

3.7
11 33 01

111

4.9
31

4.1
7.0
6.8

(13)

17
le.q
lite

6.1
1.3
14.2

4.8
73
8.6

4.2
12.2
11.8

2.0

9.1

10
1.4
-
3.2

14.4

17.6



t
Sato kottla.Ca . ' I 8.759 367 397 164 318 388 764 217 733 12.9 06.8 2.4 2.3 -

. II 590 33.6 200 7 S 0 7 90 I 52.0 31.0 74 4 16.4 ''28.8 8.0 18.3-,
VI 687 44.1 .111.0 7 3 22 861 47.0 29.6 735 17.2 21.3 71 19.4

5509.4 .." ..
Name 1 1.399 42.8 386 7 2 I 3 64.6 . OS 7 11 1 97.5 0.4 01 6 7 7,8

11 2.207 3S2 133 19S .94 745 990 63 991 02 00 72 20.1
VI 2,663 34 7 114 180 . 9 0 76 7, 93 3 8.5 98 8 0 2 00 7.1 16.4

*Ames I 5.793 476 636 67, 124 412 782 179 580 54 219 2.9/ 3

11 363 1 386 447 102 107 302 683 IS 0 833 6.9 331 78 10.7

VI 1,332 384 243 142 74 77 3 40 9 11 4 1$1.3 CI 34 2 $.6 13.7

_' 4t.. . °Myth Catollou I 15,285 .54 1 63 1 Si 14 4 34 8 417 ' 201 43 4 S3 7 0.2 1.3 4.9
..

11 ' 2.899 31 9 27 7 14 2 11 9 410 381 5 7 64 0 34 3 4 04 3 2 16.2
toy VI 11.137 367 23.6 146 12.6 641 361

/
_ 4.3 , 654 326 04 3.2 14,7

*Texas, I 26.231 4S6 670 62 114 280 908
861 787

198 652
' 7

34.0 280 2.9 2.5
3.3361 241 173 201 SS 0

VI 5.061 354 282 (63 158 62J 740

to
11 131

01 6
89
796

89
19 2

614
25 3

6.4
71 8.3

re. Qutteetly Summary of diem Chatitittitnet. Cenyloystne and ?Malay Menintsnatien. t 1 .ES Department of Lotto
Incooi fleas 30.1976 t
7 Rotaady too ostIod veterans MN Ilithlded pats liven puny motto spout tliffil4
STeptka bitable ToptlinShawno Coasoteiwn ill fiscal 1976 *
41.4ka Cooney ondnItew from at Clovolso4 Contotenlin Is liso71 1914
latostettets lit* for the With 4outts of fats. 197$
Chettateittun let the WM 4lattitt or fecal 1974
711a1onto of Walt Cooney stiebdtew item duo Aslelyk Consortium on end 1074
'Combed:1W tad Ponotttol Coons *Atheist.. teem Woe* of not* in fatal 1074
Watt of courtly et sues

t

335
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C';',, TABLE 9 Status, of Terminated CETty Participants, Titles I, II, and VI, Sample Prime Sponsors, Fiscal Year 1976

..,. , . 336

% .

,...
Prime Sponsors Title

Individuals
Serve&

..
Terminated

Percentage of Terminations2

Entered Em ployment
i

o

Other
Positive

Non-
PositiveTotal

Direct
Placement

Indirect
Placement

Obtained
Employment

(1) (2) ' 13) (4) ("5) (6) (1) (8)
CITIES , . i
' Gary, Ind. I 4,485 1,504 17.1 4.8 12.1 0.2 30.1 52.9

Il 235 174 18.4 44 13.2 0.6 72.4 '9.2

4t-
VI 488 245 35.5 3.3 30.6 1.6 9.4 50.2

Long Beach. Ca. I 2,588 1.956 49.5 - 43.9 sl' 5.6 31.2 19.3
11 248 182 29.1 - 26.4 '2.7 55.5 15.4
VI 629 388 28.6 - 25.2 36.3 35.0

.
.3.3

New York, NY I 81,605 61,993* 21.8 7.4 12.3 2.1 54.5 23.7
II 24,253 10,935 0.7 -. 0.7 77.2 22.1
VI 17.946 16,912 4 4.4 , ' 3,1 1.3 a. 64.5 31.0

Philadelphia, Pa. I 17,194 14,958 31.8 20.8, 9.0 1.9 37,3 30,9
II 4,493 I,753 1.7 - 1,6 - 93.6 4,8
VI 3,960 3,960 1,2 - 1.2 - 90.0 8.8 ,

..
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Si. Paul, Minn.

Topeka. Ks.3

COUNTIES
Calhoun, Mich.

Chester, Pa

Cook.111.

Lorain. 0

I
II

'sr
VI

I

11

VI

1

II
VI

1

V1

I

lI
VI..,

I
II
VI

5,772
213
6 78

1.262
94

313

1.600
174
477

1.764

279

5,081-
468

1.528

1,014
145
574

' 2.905
84

164

1.105
66

153

1.280
174

178

1.455

137

3,656
46t
498

325
120
I56

47.0
44.0
4 8.2,.

55.1
(

%.0
48.3

38.3
21.3
30.3

9.6

51,8

35.8
8.8

40.2

33.8
8,3

25.6

8.S

8.3
9.7

23,7

3.0
-

12.2
1I

' ._1.7.

0.6

2.0

8.0

18.2
201

.I 7'9
14.0
40.9
26.8

23.3,
*20.1
19,7

2.9

27,0

20.0
3.2

13.0

8.6
5.8

14,7

20.3
15.5
30.5

17.2
12.1

21.5

2.7

9.0

6.0

24.8

13.7
5.5

27.1

'17.2
2.5

10.9

:

33.8

35.7
32.3

8.7
1.5
2.6

.

13.0
67.8
12.9

72.8
. -

16.1

30,1
73.1

8.8

52.0
72.5
31.4

4

19.1

20.2
19.5

36.3
42.4
49,0 '

48.7
10.9

56.7

17.7
-

32.1

34.1
18.2
51.0

.14,1
19.2
42,9 ;

1
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14-1 TABLE 9 (Continued)co

3 .). S

/
I.

1

Prune Sponsors Title
IndividEals
Served! Terminated

Percentage of Terminations2 .

Entered Employment

Non-
Positive '

s

Total
Direct
Placement

Indirect
?Placement

Obtained ' Other
Employment Positive

courfnEs (continued)
i .

Middlesex, N.I

Pasco, Fla.
.

Ramsey. Minn -

Starnslaus. Ca

I

11

VI

1

it ,

VI

I

11

VI

1

11

VI

(1 )

,2,I94 t-
780

1.068

3,511
1.64
211

201

3.627
280 c
840

(2)

1,374
129
972

2,263
46
91

-
111

2,780
124
751

(3)

46.4
31.0
19.1

41.5
45.7
54.9

20.0

0

23.8
62,9
20.

(4)

1.0

17.2

1.4

-

(5)

35.1
12.4

\
2.8

36.9
31.9

11.1

17.1.

18.9
47.6
13.8 '

(6)

4.3
18.6
106

21.4
8.7

23.0

7.51
_

18.9

4.9
15.3
6.8

(7)

21.1
40.3
59.4

- 11.1
30.4

4.4

69.0
-

42.3

3161..51

58.3

.., (8)

32.4
28.7
210

47.4
23.9
40.6

11.0
.-
21.6

44.7

21.3



I

*Union, NJ 1 1.962 1.603 22.8 12.7 8.7 1.4 61.6 '15.5
11 -x 142 79 8.9 - 5.1 3.8 49.4 41.8
VI 659 134 438.1 ..-,.-- - 32.8 5.2 14.9 47.0

CONSORTIA 4 0 .

Austin, Tex 1 2,048 1,101 37 9 .15p 15.4. 7.4 31.5 30.6
H .

_ - - - -
VI 350 215 60.0 - 54.4 4,6 2.8 37.2

1
t...-..
sO

Cleveland, 0.4
.

I

11

15.879
1.609

11.138
1.511

281
8 I

14.5
0.1

5.9
6.0

1.7
2.0

24.1
76.0

47.8
15,9

. .
VI 2,110 1,186 27.8 0.1 23.9 3.8 59.0 - 13.1

.
Kansas City, Ks..- 1

i 2.428 1,831 52.3 19.1 33.2 7.6 40.1

II 104 33 42.4 26.3 15.1 12.1 454
VI 492 118 22 9 15.2 7.6 1.7 75.4

Lansing, Mich. ) , 8.526 5.331 29.2 10.9 6.6 11.7 24.8 45.9
H 387 292 12.1 - 8.9 3.8 77.7 9.6
VI 85I 527 34.3 18.2 16.1 30.6 35.1

. Phoenix /Maricopa, At I

II
8.026

703
6,134.

414
44.1
22.9

16.2
-

21 9
22 9

29.4
42.0

26.5
33.0

VI 3.162 1.289 32.4 32.4 20.2 47.3

.

4 .

3j9
It

..0

4
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TABLE 9 (Continued)
c:1

p

Percentage of Terminatio n?

Entered Employment

Prime Sponsors Title
Individuals
Served I Terminated Total

CONSORTIA (continued)

Orange Co., Ca. 1

11

VI

Raleigh. NCs '1
11

...... VI

Pinellas/St. Petersburg, Fla. 1

II
VI

San Joaquin, Ca. 1

11

VI

(1)

7,717
724

2.155

1,887
122
682

3'353556

1,411

8,759 ".
590
687

(2)

6,515 .
291

1,197

1,430
, 43

280

249
al 2
669

6,860
434
423

(3)

i
58.2
24.7

'33.4
.

12.3
34.9
26.1

30.9
44.5
45.7

4
31.4
15:9
30.0

Direct
Placement

(4)

31.5 1- cz-__

-
. -
13.6*
-
-

1

106
-
-

Indirect
Placement

Obtained
Employment

Other Non-,A
PosAlve PosinTe

(5)

24.9
17.2
19.3

,6.2
9.3

15,0

C2
26.9
29.6

5.8
9:7

16.3

...

4.,

(6)

f
1.7
7.6

14.1

6.0
25.6
21.1

13.0
17.6
16.1

10.9
6.2

13.7

(7)

20.6
37.1
31.0

68.9
4.6
6.4

30.0
4.9
4.0

12.1
68.9
44.7

, (8)
I

'. 11.2
1,, 38.1
i 35.6
1

1 18.8
i 60.5 .

57.5 ,,

39.1
50.5
50.2

SCS
15.2
24.3



1-*-1
1.4...

STATES
*Maine6

4

.
*Arizona

North Carolina

'Texas

1

11

VI

I
H
'VI

1

11

VI

1

11

VI

3,399
2,207
2,663

5.793
363

1,332

15.285
2,.899

1105/
.

26.231
861

5,061

.

2,709
1.164
2.663

4,733
284

-491

7,565
1,472
5.062

22,853
644

2,871.

53.4
25.2
14.0

24.5
19.7
28.6

23.4 _

29.9
29.3

24.9
34.2
49.3

0.5
-
-
5.6 .

0.2

0.2
-
-
9.2
2.0
2.3

47.8
19.4

6.8'

12.0
7.7

20.0

6.8
2.2
1.2

10.6
18.3
24.9

5.0
5.7
8.1

6.9
12.0

, 8.4

14.5
27.6
28.0

09.0
13.8
22.1

11.3
51.5
44.9

41.0
66.5
30.8

9.4
9.0

. 8.8-
61.8
33:7
9.4

35.3
23.4
40.2

34.5
13.1
40.6

67.3-
61.0
61.9 ...

13.3
32.1/4.,
41.i'-

Source. Quarterly Progress Reports, Employment and Training Administration. 1.1.; Departinent of Labor
'Through June 30.1776. .

2Column heading definitions:
Direct Placement - placed in unsubsidised employment after receiving only outreach, intake, and 'referralservitii/
Indirect Placement - placed in unsubsidised employment after receiving trusting. employment, or other manpower services.
Obtained Employment-obtained employment through other means.
Wier Posinve -enrolled in sAvvi, entered armed fur.ey, itanstetred to another manpuwee 'swarm ut .umpleted program objective hut

did not enter eniployment. 4

NonPositive-left program for other reasoni>...
!Topeka became TopekaShawnee Consortium in fiscal 1976.
'Cake County withdrew from the Oevelanr1 Consortium in fiscal 1976.
$ Balance of Wake County withdrew from the Raleigh Consortium in fiscal 1976.
6Cumberland and Penobscot Counties withdrew from State program in fiscal 1976.
'fralagee of county or state. ".

0.-
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TAKE 10 Characteristics of Persons Served, Terminated, and Entered Employment, U.S. Titles I, 11, and VI, Fiscal 1976
(Percentages)

Characteristics

Tidel', Title H Title VI

Entered Entered Entered
Individuals Tamp Employ Individuals Term- Employ- Individuals Tenni- EniplOyA-
Served I nations mem Served' nations went Served' nations ment -1'

_

Sex: Male 54 ie 56 64 64 63 65 67 67
Female 46 45 43 36 36. 3t: 35 33 33 s

Age. 21 and wider 5 59 40 22 : 22 20 22 2-2- 21

'22-44 36 35 51 64 65 '68 64 ' 65 . 68
45 and over 7 6 9 14 13 Ii ' 14 12 11

Education 11 'years or less 55 57 38 26 25 21 26 ' 23 ,

' 12 years 33 31 . 45 42 43 44 43 43 44
4- over 12 yeirs ,12 It" 12 17 32 32 35 31 30 33

..



. Family income: .. .
0 AFDC 15`, .

Economically Disadvantaged 76:
i , Aitace: White

. Black 37

Spanish Speaking IP 14
.

t-? Vettrans: .ts.0
1...0 Recently Separated 2

Special 4
Other 5

labor Force Status. .
Unemployed 70
Underemployed and Other 30

14

75

56
37

..444

s 2
3

4

67
32

9
0, 66

64 ,..

2i

14

3

5
6

81
19

....

.

6
47

6i,
/7 °

12.

4 ,

10
11

77
23

, 6
45

65
'26

10

..
3

10
. 11

81

19

'
'

5
43

75

18

2
...

3

10
12

82
17

6 6 5 ,
44 45 38

e...--

" 68 67 78
. 23 23 ' 17

10 11 8

5 5 5
. 9. 9 104 12 12 12

82 81, 85
18 18_, 15

4 \ .,.. Source: Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Depatrent of Labor
I ThrouSts June 30.1976.
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